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Wingate
Jot for beginners.
The discriminating sensibilities of the
true audiophile are developed gradually as an
acquired taste. Naturally, then, we realize
that the Wingate 2000A is an extraordinary feat of engineering that far exceeds
the understanding or appreciation of the
novice. Instead we suggest this incomparable Pure Class A amplifier only for the
audio connoisseur whose trained ear will
recognize absolute purity of sound.

Wingate Audio Corporation
P.O. Box 9121,423 4th St., SW
Hickory, NC 213603
704-324-0334(wethin NC)
TOLL FREE, 1-900-2-CLASS-A

100 w/ch dual-mono power NIOSFET Pure
Class A amplifier with zero-negative feedback
design for unprecedented signal transparency
and resolution.
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The Bad Guy(s)
at Stereophile
Most readers ot Stereophile are in it to read
about great products—things that make the
hobby and art of home sound reproduction
exciting. In this respect, reviewers aren't too
different—we love sound reproduction and
music in general, and products that help
bring this to life are the cat's meow.
There still remain, however, those occasions when the reviewer has to conclude
that aproduct is of marginal value, or simply unsatisfactory in spite of its (perhaps)
great virtues. Not surprisingly, manufacturers of such products frequently experience ill will in the face of such conclusions. (It may seem axiomatic, but I've yet
to know of amanufacturer in this sector of
the industry that sells aproduct he knows
to be terrible. Yet the fact is that some are!)
At this juncture, how helpful is abit of
reflection on the merits (and possible
demerits) of the product in question! After
adecent interval, this can even result in real
improvements. For the reviewer, this is the
ultimate antidote to the bitter pill of writing
negative reviews—not only was he correct
in his judgment, but announcing the judgment ultimately helped the manufacturer,
and, more importantly, his customers.
There's another possible response, one
that's been chosen by at least one manufac-

Ad Copy Manager Kathleen Visintine

turer reviewed in this issue. This victimized

Cover & Features Michael Motley

creature assumes that the magazine is sim-

Copy Editor Richard Lehnert

ply out to get him—in spite of numerous

Cover Image Vilmain• An Electronic Studio

positive mentions of the products this company makes. It's of course impossible for

Typesetting Copygraphics

the product to be flawed; if it is, this should

Stereophile-Vol. 9 No. 7 November 1986, Issue
Number 85 Stereophile (ISSN #0585-2544) is
published monthly, except January, April. July, and
October for $24.00 per year for U.S. residents by
Stereophile, 1107 Early Street. Santa Fe, NM
87501. Second class postage paid at Santa Fe, NM
and at other mailing offices. POSTMASTER: send
domestic address changes to Stereophile, P.O.
Box 364, Mount Morris, IL 61054.

Subscriptions
U.S. residents 800-435-0715
800-892-0753 (Illinois)
From outside U.S. call (505) 982-2366.

presumably be communicated to the
manufacturer privately.
In general, though, our errors tend in the
direction of enthusiasm about products that
aren't as good as we say—or that later prove
unsatisfactory in the light of new developments. It's very rare that problems are heard
that are in fact imaginary. And, in spite of
how political this business allegedly is, it's
virtually unheard of that we review aproduct on anything hut its own merits
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J Gordon Hoff
Perhaps more than any other aspect of system

to agreat extent the quality of LF perfor-

performance, LF behavior is influenced by

mance from aspeaker whose impedance falls

every single component in the system, as

to avery low value at very low frequencies.

well as by their mutual interactions. Exaggerated bass can just as readily result from

the lowest frequency that aphono system

acoustic feedback, or ashortage of woofer
damping due to an undersized magnet, as it

can attain, and the Q, or sharpness, of that
resonance greatly influences the smooth-

The arm/cartridge resonance establishes

can from an actual rise in low-frequency

ness and detail of the bass range. Tradi-

response. Inadequate damping will, in fact,

tionally, this resonance is tuned to between

cause a measurable LF rise, but acoustic

10 and 15Hz, far enough away from the

feedback usually won't. For this reason, and

warp information peaking at 6Hz that it

to allow anyone equipped with an octave
equalizer to illustrate for himself some of the

won't continually be excited, but still comfortably below music information. In ex-

phenomena we will be discussing, Iwill

treme cases, it is better in terms of overall LF

define most of these LF parameters in terms

performance that asystem response take a

of frequency response aberrations which

nose dive below 40Hz with apoorly-matched

can cause or replicate them, even though a

arm/cartridge pair with a large resonant

frequency-domain problem may not be the
underlying cause.
For example, lack of amplifier power can

peak between 10 and 20Hz, than have a
well-extended response to 25 or 30Hz.

frequently exacerbate LF acoustic feedback,

portant determinant of bass performance is

leading to aheavy, poorly defined bass. If
the tendency toward feedback is there, a

the size and shape of the listening room. All

low-powered (under 30 watts) amplifier

whose frequencies and distribution depend
on the three dimensions of the room, and

can be almost guaranteed to make it much

Aside from the system itself, the most im-

rooms exhibit standing-wave resonances

worse, as it loses control at low frequencies
when overdriven. In fact, bass detail and ap-

the extent to which these will impair LF

parent impact are directly related to the

the loudspeakers in agiven room. Generally,

amount of power the amplifier is capable of

corner placement excites standing waves to

delivering at low frequencies. Current capability—the ability to deliver rated power into

their maximum, producing the greatest
amount of bass but the most irregular LF

very low load impedances—also determines

response. The smoothest bass is obtained

Stereophile

performance depends on the placement of
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from speakers which have enough output at

musical pitch of every LF fundamental.

low frequencies to yield proper bass/treble

Muck: The ability to track steep wave-

balance without the need for corner or wall

fronts, so that the fundamental of, say, a

augmentation, so that they may be located

bass drum immediately follows its impact

well away from wall surfaces. (ASC

sound. Also called "Quickness," "Agility,"

Traps, reviewed in Vol.9 No.3, are the

"Speed," or "LF transient response" (a

simplest remedy for standing wave prob-

misnomer, but generally accepted usage).

lems in small- to moderate-sized rooms.)

Control: Freedom from audible lengthen-

The LF Ranges

ing (hangover) of brief LF tones. Also referred to as "tautness" or "critical damping."

In high-end audio, the bass or I.F range is

These are the criteria of excellence; now

generally considered to be that range of fre-

to the real world of imperfections. Adjec-

quencies between about 150Hz and the

tives for describing these include:

bottom-most frequency of our hearing or

Heavy: Producing apparent exaggeration

of the repmducing system, whichever comes

of the entire LF range, like abroad peak star-

first. The bass range is further divided,

ting in the upper bass, peaking out in the

rather arbitrarily, into three secondary

mid bass, and rolling off through the deep

ranges: the upper bass, from 150Hz down to

bass.

70Hz; the mid bass, from 70Hz to 45Hz;

Warm: Like heavy, but less pronounced.

and the deep or low bass, from 45Hz to

(Can also refer to midrange character.)

around 25Hz.
The term "infrasonic" is often used to

Hungover: Having poor LF control; the
system prolongs bass notes. Hangover is

describe the range below 25Hz, without

usually the result of aresonant peak, often

regard to how much of that range may ac-

due to inadequate system damping, or to

tually he audible to humans. This usage is

standing waves in the listening room. (Dam-

actually correct, as infrasonic means, strict-

ping is measured in terms of acoustical Q,

ly, "below the range of audibility," but the

analogous to the sharpness of resonance

fact that we can feel sounds with our bodies
which are too deep to be heard, means we

produced by ainductor/capacitor/resistor
network. A resonant hump represents an

cannot rule out the significance of the in-

underdamped condition.)

frasonic range in sound reproduction.

Boom: Exaggeration of, and hangover
throughout, the midbass region.

The Absolute Sound of Bass

Tubby: A "thuddy" quality, which tends to

Before getting into the terminology describing 1.1, imperfections, let's consider the

exaggerate the fundamental of bass drum.
This sounds like afrequency-response peak

characteristics of ideal ("perfect") bass

through the low-bass region, even though

reproduction. These are:

it may not measure that way.

Balance: The amount of low-frequency

Woolly: Having very poor detail and con-

output relative to the output through the
rest of the audio spectrum.

trol; ill-defined, lacking in pitch delineation.

Wide Range: Extending into the deep-bass

Turgid: Bass-heavy and lacking in detail
and impact.

region—and the deeper, the better. (Note

Fat: Broadly peaked or exaggerated through

here that a system will actually tend to

the mid- and low-bass ranges.

sound as if it has greater LF range than its

Loose: Lacking in detail and tautness

measurement would indicate.) Also called
"Extension."

throughout the LF range. Often asymptom
of inadequate woofer damping.

Smoothness: Freedom from audible dips

Monotonal: Tending towards marked exag-

and peaks in frequency response.

geration and prolongation of avery narrow

Impact: A quality of visceral pressure from

range of LF frequencies. Also called "One-

impulsive LF sounds like those of kick

note bass."

drums or plucked bass strings. Also called
"Sock."

Thin: Markedly deficient in output through

Detail: The ability to delineate clearly the

Lean: Like thin, but not as severe. Charac-

6

the entire LF range.
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PLATINUM GROUP DELAY GOLD AERO 12AX7

HAS YOUR EQUIPMENT LOST DETAIL
THE HIGHS? DOES YOUR BASS GO "THUD"?
IS YOUR IMAGE DRIFTING? WHERE DID
ALL THAT NOISE COME FROM?
You need GOLD AERO premium, selected audio tubes. GOLD AERO has
in stock all of the tubes you need to give your fine audio equipment anew
lease on life. Whether you have aMARANTZ 10B tuner or an AUDIO
RESEARCH D-250 mkII SERVO amplifier, we have the tubes! At GOLD
AERO, tubes are selected and matched from stock selected for excellence and
high yield. All tubes are tested by analog methods, then sent to the
computerized testing facilities, where they are tested and graded for noise,
gain, and susceptibility to microphonics. After these tests, the tubes are
separated into STANDARD and M.C. PHONO grades, as well as candidates
for PLATINUM grade. The PLATINUM grade tubes are chosen by FASTFOURIER TRANSFORMATION (FFT) analysis and selected for linear
frequency response and group delay up to 100 kHz. Plots showing test results
are supplied with each tube. Power tubes are selected for GM, plate and
screen current, linear amplification characteristics, etc. These testing
procedures insure GOLD AERO's ability to provide our customers with tllu
finest tubes available, and your satisfaction is guaranteed for 120 days.
GOLD AERO tubes will reduce noise and microphonic susceptibility
allowing low-level details to break through the noise floor. The GOLD AERO
PLATINUM tubes are so quiet, you may not hear any noise at all!! In
addition, the linear group delay performance of the PLATINUM tubes will
give you that rock-solid image your equipment has been striving for. New
GOLD AERO power tubes will give your bass that old punch and breathe
new life into your highs and midrange.
Give us acall at GOLD AERO. Whether you are replacing your old, wornout tubes or would just like to hear the performance your fine equipment is
capable of... you will never go back to the tubes you were using after you
hear the quiet, extremely detailed sound of the GOLD AERO premium
audio tubes. Call today... youll he glad you did!!!
2129 Venice Boulevard. Los Angeles CA 90006 •(213) 737-7070 •Telex: 673565 •Cable: AERO LSA
TOLL FREE (inside California) 800-556-6700 •(outside California) 800-421-4219

terized by agradually diminishing output

nasal cavity.

throughout the entire range. Leanness will

Cello: C on the bottom string (C2) is

appear to enhance detail and tautness. Also

65.4Hz.

called "Sparseness."

Double -bass: Most orchestral basses these

Truncated: Deficient in deep-bass range,
lacking in foundation. This is usually audi-

jazz-bass limit is the low E3 at 41.2Hz.

ble as poor reproduction of the character-

Fender Bass: Limit is also 41.2Hz, but

days can reach low C3, 32.7Hz, but the

istic ambience (the faint rumbling sound) of

most of the energy is at the 2nd harmonic,

aperforming hall, and of the deepest organ

82.4Hz.
Bassoon: Like all reeds, very little energy at

pedal notes.
Punchy: Having good impact; solid-sounding.
Gutsy: Having particularly good perfor-

the fundamental, which reaches around

mance through the upper bass range. Also

a98Hz bassoon tone as being 20dB lower

"Ballsy."

in level than the 7th at 686Hz, which was

Controlled: Free from hangover.
Detailed: Exhibiting good pitch delineation.

the highest.
Contrabassoon: The depths plunged by

Agile, Quick: Having the ability to respond
rapidly to the sudden onset of aLF note.

beautiful sound.

Also "Fast."

B-Flat Bass Clarinet: Low E(actually D2)

58Hz. Olsen measured the fundamental of

this leviathan reach around 29Hz—a

lut: Having good LF control; free from

is abeautifully plummy 73.4Hz. (The very

hangover. Also "Tight."
Flaccid: Almost entirely devoid of control

rare contrabass clarinet plummets an octave
lower to 36.7Hz.)

and detail. Also "Floppy," "Sloppy,"
"Soggy."

Organ: Commonly 25-32Hz; very occa-

To tie the subjective frequency ranges to

sionally 16.35Hz (but areed stop with very
little energy at this frequency).

real music, these are the range of fundamen-

Bass Trombone: With the slide all the way

tal frequencies produced by typical bass

out, can produce afart of aG-Flat4 around
23Hz.

instruments' (including the contrabassoon
played by Stereopbile contributor Lewis
Lipnick). Note that, with the exception of

Tuba: The fat man of the orchestra and

the organ and the bass drum, musical in-

standard concert grand.
Grand Piano: Standard concert grand goes
down to A4 at 27.5Hz; the big Bosendorfers

struments do not produce significant
energy in the low-bass region. Why, then, is

windband reaches F4, two tones below a

it important for loudspeakers to have

subtract ten or so Hz from this.

response below 40Hz? The answer is
twofold. As discussed above, the recorded
hall ambience will have energy extending

Kick Drum: Produces abroad span of frequencies with very high energy between 30

down to very low frequencies; in addition,

equivalent to 25 acoustic watts, or atypical

work by KEF's Laurie Fincham has shown

box loudspeaker being driven by a 3kW

that the group delay due to the speaker's

amplifier!) Rock and jazz bass-drum output
tends to have ahigher frequency range than

high-pass filter action can have audible effects up as far as the midrange. This

and 80Hz. (Live levels can reach 127dB,

the orchestral bass drum.

degradation can be minimized by designing
aloudspeaker to have as extended alow-

Timpani: Energy tends to be centered in

bass response as possible, as with the KEF
R107 reviewed by Dick Olsher in this issue.

tween 75Hz and 200Hz.

Male voice: A good bass can produce a
strong D2 at 73.4Hz, but most energy lies
two-four octaves above this, due to the
resonant structure of the throat, mouth and

the upper-bass and lower-midrange, bePiccolo: Hardly abass instrument, but ties
with the piano at producing the bigbest
fundamental tone of any instrument, at
4698.6Hz. A good soprano is struggling
above lkHz; violin fundamentals reach up
to about 2.8kHz; some organ pipes go as

ITaken from Hi -Fi in the Home (1972), by former Hi -Fi
,Vews Editor John Crabbe, and Music. Physics and
Engineering by Harry Olsen (1967)
—JA

8

high as 8kHz, but these are never used on
their own, only as harmonic coloring.

$
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For over thirty years Teac has been
famous for building precision tape
recording equipment. But, we're not
willing to rest on our reels. So now Teac
offers its most comprehensive line ever.
From audio and hi-fi video recording
equipment, to compact disc players, to
graphic equalizers, speakers, and acomplete line of audio and video accessories.
One thing, however, will never change
at Teac—our obsession with creating
the most advanced, feature-filled,
superbly executed audio and video
equipment we can make.

TEAC

Why is the SA-5.1 Consistently
The Preamplifier of Choice?
* Precision 1% Components
* Polypropylene Capacitors
* A Massive Custom Designed Transformer
* Custom Designed Gold Plated/Teflon RCA Connectors
* Automatic Muting
* Hand Selected Tubes
* Fully Vacuum Tube Power Supply

Unquestionably committed to performance.
Awards and Achievements
Component Of The Year, 1984 For The SA-5 Preamplifier—Stereo
Sound Magazine, Tokyo.
".. .
best in the survey by far. - 1985 For The SA-5.1
Preamplifier—HiFi Heretic, U.S.A.
"Sonically, the Counterpoint (SA-5) is breathtaking in its ability to
recreate the stage...Quite simply. we love this preamp. - 1983 For
The SA-5 Preamplifier—Audiogram, U.S.A.
For the FULL Review see Issue -33 1984 For The SA-5
Preamplifier—The Absolute Sound, U.S.A.

The New Counterpoint SA-5.1 is in stock now, and
available for your audition at your Counterpoint
Authorized Dealer.
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla, CA. 92037
Telephone (619) 453-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR

We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

On Show Reports & Tubes

Editor:
Just acouple of quick córrections are necessary re. the Beard amps mentioned in the
CES Report (Vol.9 No.5). First, the model
mentioned is in fact the M70, not the

something nice about all those manufacturers so that they will loan you equipment?
And where does Gordon get those shirts?
Peter Smith
Berkeley, CA

smaller P35. Second, those glowing tubes

Putting Gordon's clothing to one side, Vol.9

were not EL86s but EL84s.
However, your saving grace is the use of

editorial content until this issue: 107 pages

No.5 of Stereophile bad the highest-ever

the word "aluminium." ,As an Englishman,

out of 164. Take off the 31 pages of show

Ican only take this to be your way of making it up to me!
Barry Fox

counted them—and you're still left with

Wharfedale Speakers/Beard Audio, Aurora,

lished up to the beginning of 1984, includ-

CO

report—well, that's what we got when we
more editorial pages than any issue pubing ads! But some feel that we don't say nice

On Show Reports & Dahlias
Editor:
The Dahlia speakers at the Chicago CES
were played in a room the size of alarge
walk-in closet with no damping at all: linen
thickness, half-panel draperies, threadbare
carpeting, and no Sondex on the walls (our
fault). After putting them in such areverberation chamber, it is surprising that they
sounded as good as they did. Our apologies
to the people who went out of their way to
listen to the Dahlias on the 5th floor of the
American Congress. We have better rooms
at the Winter CES. We hope you'll give the
Dahlias another listen.
Stephen Buchmann
Just Speakers, San Francisco, CA

On Show Reports & Shirts

Editor:
Ihave just finished reading the 36 pages—
yes, count them—of CES reports in Vol.9
No.5 and boy, do Ihave a headache. If I
wanted to know that much about the CES,
Iwould read Moncrieffs JAR; that's all he
writes about these days. A few pages would
have been sufficient but 36 pages was
overkill. Is it really that difficult to fill your
expanded pages with equipment and
record reviews? Or is it necessary to say
IHow did Mat slip past me?
Stereophile

—Copy Editor

things in our show reports ...

Some criticism
Editor:
Please be advised we no longer wish to have
your magazine in our store. The reasons:
(I) We have never been overly impressed
with the quality of reviewing (your magazine,
however, is hardly unique in this regard).
(2) Sales of the magazine are not outstanding and we seem to be collecting anumber of back issues.
(3) Most important of all, after the report
you did on Summer CES in Vol.9 No.5, we
feel quite strongly about your views on
equipment in general. In fact, in our opinion, your selection of products to report
on is biased in favor of what will sell the
most magazines. Without question you
overlooked some excellent products that
were definitely brought to your attention.
Also, your rather scandalous humor at the
expense of the manufacturers—Gold Ribbon, Dimensional Optics—surely is in bad
taste.
So we must speak out against that which
is not in the best interests of the audiophile
and music lover. We do request that you
print this letter, intact, but we will he surprised if you do.

Ken Mavrick

Audio One, West Hollywood, CA
Il

And some support

ten English, as expostulated and indelibly

Editor:

enscrolled (or, enscribed, if you prefer) for

Iwish to respond to the letter, submitted by
Mr. Stamper (Vol.9 No.5), which voiced

all eternity by John Atkinson (see Vol.9 No.5
pp.5 -7), it is obvious that you should

disappointment in your publication. Frankly,

seriously consider making acommitment

Iam puzzled and abit offended. What ex-

to break one of his fingers for each time he

actly was Mr. Stamper expecting? Appar-

uses more than one comma in asentence,

ently something that cannot be found in a

bearing in mind, however, that he is

tantalizing publication such as yours.
Contrary to Mr. Stamper's feelings, Iwish

English, and thus may represent some
definite thinning of the regal bloodline or

to commend you on your reporting style
and integrity. It is obvious that advertising

much noonday sun, so-to-speak, that is,

dollars do not dictate favorable reviews, and

but also bearing in mind that he is not, we

it seems that your contributing editors have

all hope, areincarnation ofJames Joyce out

earned the respect of many adesigner and

to outdo his Ulysses, or alatent rebirth of
Victor Hugo, whose pen knew very little of

manufacturer. Your interjection of wit is a
welcome bonus and not detrimental to the
format as Mr. Stamper implied.
In regards to Mr. Stamper's dismay at the
inclusion of Professor Judith Reilly's research (Vol.8 No.8), Iask this: Is Ms. Reilly's
claim any more outlandish than the Julian
Hirsch dogma that all amplifiers sound the
same? And Lord only knows the number of
advocates of that belief. Stereophile
presented a theory and challenged it. It
may turn out to be nonsense, but it was
interesting, nevertheless.

have mental aberrations caused by too

periods and other such inanities of stopping
points for cogent thoughts: of course, it is
cogent, even more so if one knows not that
it is finished; however, in all of this commentary upon Mr. Atkinson's linear and,
maybe, not so linear, regressive approach to
the Queen's English, perhaps it is of merit to
remind him of the late Ernest Hemingway's
comment about the French, that is, "France
is anation where you cannot tear the toilet
paper, and the currency disintigrates [sic] in
your hands," which can be rephrased and

As for myself, Ipurchased a product,
hitherto unknown but favorably reviewed

adapted to the following comment on

by Mr. Holt, and it has given me hours of

people become senile old farts at age five

indescribable joy. For this Ipledge my loyalty.
Stephen J. Draxl

and wear wool thereafter," (and if one
doubts the truth of that, wait until you've

Naples, NY

tried to stay warm in aJaguar motor carriage

Englishmen: "England is acountry where

in New England some winter, or in any

Broken English?

home in England during the winter), or,

Editor:

putting it more succinctly, it is recommended

After reading the latest inelegancies in writ-

that Mr. Atkinson take the same approach to

the

Typical Construction

is a superior tonearm coupling system developed individually for
SOTA"- and Linn Sondek' turntables. The KEY•BOARD simply replaces
the standard particle-board arm mount.
With high-quality tonearms the KEY•BOARD - improves definition dynamics, tonality, and other areas of music reproduction,
In some cases the magnitude of improvement exceeds the
differences between tonearms themselves.

dill COGAN•HALL INSTRUMENTS

High Gloss Acrylic
Multi-Ply Hardwood
Phenolic Resin

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

nler 1609 YOUNG STREET •CINCINNATI, OHIO •45210 •(513) 421.1055
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OLARIS. The promise of delicate tube-like.
performance is part of the allure of MOSFET amplifiers. But
the promise remained largely unfulfilled, until now,
because of transconductance error. In Polaris, Sumo
employs proprietary active bias output circuitry to
correct the problem. Dedicated servo circuitry also
reduces crossover notch distortion to levels found in the
very best Class A amplifiers. And the elimination of
protection circuitry ensures the purest possible
reproduction of music.
The power is 100 watts RMS per channel into 8
ohms at 0.05% THD. There is no current limiting. Polaris is
a conservatively rated amplifier capable of driving 4
ohm, even 2ohm, loads comfortably.
Audiophile analog pressings reveal new nuances of
sound. Compact Digital discs display dynamic range
without high end pain. There is finesse for the subtlest
shading and power for the most explosive rock-and-roll.
Sumo products are manufactured in the USA.
Among the select group of dealers stocking them are:
THE SOUND SHACK
2302 S. US Hwy 1
Ft. Pierce, FL 33450
Tel. 305 464-4156

DIGITAL SONICS, INC.
999 FEdgewater Blvd.
Foster City, CA 94404
Tel. 415 572-9399

C===
SUMO PRODUCTS GROUP 21300 Superior St, Chatsworth, CA 91311 Tel 818/407-2427
SUMO CORP CANADA. 1305 Odium

Dr.. VOnCOUVer, BC

V51. 3M1 TeL 604/254-5148

The best of both worlds ...
The Accuphase DP-80 CD transport combines with the
DC-81 digital processor to constitute the first CD player
designed without any compromises in the effort to reproduce music. While other audiophile companies sell modified machines manufactured by others, Accuphase has
spent several years developing their own machine, combining the best available components and technologies
from around the world. Weighing over sixty pounds and
utilizing discrete components for the most precise digital
to analog conversion yet achieved, the DP-80/DC-81 will
stand as amusical reference.
Some of the most sophisticated expressions of CD playback technology have been designed for recording studio
or radio station use. The complex control facilities
required only for professional audio applications have
been omitted in the DP-80/DC-81 playback system
because they would be abarrier between amusic lover and
his goal of enjoying reproduced music. Unlike any
machine in this price range, the Accuphase CD player has
been designed with the single goal of sonic excellence.
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Phce:$7000

It is no surprise that Accuphase is the company that built
this superb component. As acompany that combines the
purist vision of small American and European companies
with the technical facilities for research and development,
parts selection, and quality control of much larger corporations, Accuphase is uniquely capable of taking the newest technology to the very limits of its capabilities.

9<fcc up11
ase
Exclusive U S Distributor

MADRIGAL LTD.

Post Office Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457
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commas that Her Royal Majesty takes to sex,
namely, use infrequently but, when one

journal's.
Those who love smutty language, Ipre-

does, make sure it's agood one, being prim
and proper to not flaunt it too much in

sume, will have no difficulty in finding
reading material that caters to their tastes.

public, and, we note in passing, that the

Stereophile readers, however, look for infor-

demonstrable results of this approach are
indeed most obviously notable, in the case
of Her Royal Majesty, with the supercillious

mation relating to music and to equipment
that records and reproduces it. They should
not be compelled to swallow dirt even if some

[sic], oversexed wimps that have uttered

readers do not mind and others enjoy it.

forth, having a prediliction [sic] towards

Benedict Victor Arul

Chinese Go-Go girls and being constitu-

Locust Valley, NY

tionally so incapable of support upon the
largesse of the overtaxed populace in general,
and, in Mr. Atkinson's case, sentences that

Mr Arul is presumably talking about the
more colorful language in my recent inter-

even Chaucer would, upon reading thereof,

view with the four turntable manufacturers

immediately regurgitate his last three years'
Christmas dinners, hopefully upon Mr.

(Vol.9 No.5). There is always aproblem in
reporting speech: apart from wrestling

Atkinson's next galley proofs! Perhaps, if
this could occur, Chaucer would give Mr.

with the most appropriate punctuation,
bowdlerizing to avoid upsetting the sen-

Atkinson some sound advice: namely, return

sibilities of some readers can introduce in-

to England and attempt to osmose some-

accuracies. In an interview, one wants to

thing really useful that is ademonstrable

preserve the way that things were said to get
across the personality of the speaker 7kadi-

[sic] great English tradition, like buggery or
espionage, certainly not English! Particularly
not English composition! Certainly, these

tionally one puts dots in where a 'forbid-

great "role models" from Cambridge
should be far more easily emulated, par-

know what the missing word is anyway. 7b
be honest, do readers of Stereophile, who

den" word has been used, but everyone will

ticularly for someone of English extraction

presumably are adults, really need protec-

and tradition, than the "great writers" such

tion from vulgarity?

as Hemingway, who could construct short
sentences.

The eternal topic #1

In closing, if you can't get Mr. Atkinson's
English construction substantially improved,

Editor:
I subscribe to three "underground"

consider changing the name of your maga-

magazines and, after much rumination, I've

zine to Stereawful.

decided that Stereophile is definitely the
most useful. It's the one I'd take to the pro-

Norman L. Donaldson
Grandada Hills, CA

verbial desert island! However, Idid not ap-

Integrity & Foul Language

preciate Ivor Tiefenbrun's remark on p.135
of Vol.9 No.5: "Doctors aren't about curing

Editor:

sick people, they're about the medicine

In Vol.9 No.4, Mr. J. Gordon Holt wrote a
piece entitled "Seeing Red," and went on to

business. .." If this were true, Imight be using a Linn Sondek instead of an AR turn-

describe the things that even his "incredible
equanimity" could not stomach. When it

table. However, the whole discussion seems

comes to my equanimity, it is quite credible,

LP came in in 1948. The same will happen

futile. Isaw what happened to 78s after the

and in repeated experiments under all con-

to LPs within a few years. Look at the

ditions, controlled and uncontrolled, it has
proved its reality over aperiod of decades.

clearance sales that are going on. I'm not

Like Mr. Holt's incredible variety, my credi-

crazy about the compact disc and don't
own aplayer, but Isee what my friends are

ble one has its limits, which are exceeded

buying. Ican't get excited about digital

when Isee foul language and four-letter

sound as it currently exists, but Ionce

words used in Stereophile with nary acon-

heard adigital taping of achamber concert

cern for one's own reputation or the

that both Joe Grado and Iattended. It was

Stereophile
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wonderful! It had all the violin overtones
that you never hear from CD

equipment pales in comparison to the real

David Adler, M.D.

best reference system. I'm not giving up my

Clark, New Jersey

season tickets to the Seattle Symphony just
because my home system doesn't do full

The eternal topic #2
Editor:

thing? Agood orchestra in agood hall is the

justice to the sound of a professional
symphony.

1have just finished reading "The Music
JGH, you've always claimed that your
Goes Round & Round" in Vol.9 No.5, and I ultimate reference is live music. Did you
often couldn't believe my eyes! The thing
attend the concerts of the Chicago Symthat most flabbergasted me was the nearly.
unanimous opinion of the turntable manu-

phony while you were in the windy city?

facturers that anegative review of any turn-

tion, JGH and LA; just how much live music

And that brings up an interesting ques-

table does the reader and potential consumer

do you listen to in Santa Fe? And what kind

agreat disservice and near-irreparable harm!

of ensembles? In what kind of concert hall?

The temerity of these fellows defies belief,
much less understanding. Isubmit that

You are usually forthright about your tastes
in sound, tell us subscribers how often you

these people are the ones who don't know
what High Fidelity is all about. They must

calibrate your ears.

hear live classical music; how often you

love the likes of Julian Hirsch, and probably

P. Edward Pressoa

(or at least should) spend most of their
advertising budget with Stereo Review and
"Higb Fidelity" (just had to put that one in

Seattle, WA

quotation marks),

magazines where

everything sounds good and nothing,

Good points, but answerable. Not every
year: but some, we ham attended Orchestra
Hall (wonderful place) in Chicago, and the

beyond some mild chiding about ergonomics, is criticized.

results are predictable: compared not only

The turntable may not be dead, but it is
mortally wounded and on its way to

excitement of it all (be exhibits sound
paltry. Yet this is not an important thing

Blighty. The irony of it is that the record

for us to report! Most of our readers

industry holds the smoking gun. For every

already know the disappointment exper-

with the sound of live music but with the

criticism of the CD that Iam offered, Ican

ienced when turning on their hi-fi upon

in turn offer at least five for the LP and
analog playback system. Sure, aCD costs at
least twice as much as a "good" or

return from the Symphony. Ourjob at CES
is to report exciting new developments in
sound reproduction, not to despair at the

"premium" LP, but the CD is forever, pal,

experience of bou. far sound reproduction

unless Iplay Frisbee with it in agravel pit.
Most LPs are good for two to four playings

has to go

before the pops and clicks begin to show

visiting only afew chamber music ensembles

up. no matter how carefully they are handled.
Paul T. Kelley

and nightclub groups (though one of the
nightclub groups was absolutely terrific in

Fort Wayne, IN

spite of its electronic accouterments). There

Is there music in Santa Fe?

LA bas bad apoor summer of live music,

are symphony orchestras in Neu. Mexico,
but they are generally disappointing; we

Editor:

mostly reserve our attendance al symphonic-

I hope I misunderstood one of the
publisher's footnotes in Vol.9 No.5 —it

scale works for visits to The Big City. JGH
bears most of his live music in the recor-

seems to have said that most of Stereophile

ding pit, half the time listening over bis

staff didn't attend the Chicago Symphony

faithful Stax SRX headphones as be strives

concerts while in Chicago because it might
have spoiled their enjoyment of the equipment they came to hear.

sound of the orchestra. JA reports that the
sound of the Santa Fe Opera was even bet-

If so, shame! So what if even the best

ter than he'd been led to believe, and that
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do something this well
do it for everyone.

Wiwn you
yhti can't

Look closely. This is an audio cabinet
unlike any other. Handcrafted from solid
wood and gleaming marble. Accented
by the glint of solid brass hardware and
beveled glass. Hand rubbed to adeep
gloss. Elegant. Timeless. A Talwar cabinet. Individually crafted to your exacting
specifications.
Now look inside. At joints reinforced
for rigidity. A shelf support system that
provides proper air flow on all sides. Features such as an 8-outlet power strip, concealed wire management system, heavy
duty casters, and removable back. Plus
sophisticated options. Like equipment
cooling, vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic control, time delay
power-up, and grounding bus bar.

Talwar cabinetry. An elegant home for
your equipment. An elegant addition to
your home.
For more information, write the Talwar
Company, 311 West Point Terrace, West
Hartford, CT 06107. (203) 521-2263.

TA [WA R

Music to your eyes.

"All components in an audio system must be time coherent and amplitude correct
to recreate the musical performance as it sounded in its original acoustic environment. Audio cable is as important acomponent as acartridge, preamp, or amplifier
in creating musical realism in ahi fi system."
—Bruce Brisson, Designer
Music Interface Technologies

Photo by Burleigh.

Portland Symphony Orchestra, Bruce Hangen Conducting, Portland. Maine.

Hear the Music as It Was Created with
Bruce Brisson's Patented Technologies
Van-Lay - Construction
The Critically Acclaimed Original MIT Technology
MIT's most complex and costly technology that insures phase and amplitude
correctness in the most critical high performance speaker cable and interconnect
applications.

MIT MH-750 SHOTGUN • MIT MH-750
MH-650 • MIT MI-330

Uni -Field" Construction
The New Moderately Priced MIT Technology
An MIT technology created for Transparent Audio Marketing that employs equal
amounts of polypropylene and copper constructed according to Bruce Brisson's
computer model to reduce "eddy effects" and therefore eliminate delay and
amplitude distortion.

TAM/MIT PC-SQUARED
Interconnect
TAM/MIT PC-18' Speaker Wire
For More Information and aLocal Dealer:
Transparent Audio Marketing* • Rt. 202, Box 117 •Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
'A division of KJS Enterprises. Inc

An Analog Celebration

WELL TEMPERED TABLE •WELL TEMPERED
ARM •VAN DEN HUL" MC-10
Celebrate because there is now no need to spend $3000 to $15000 on an analog
playback system that clearly outperforms the best CD players. Celebrate analog
with aWell Tempered Table, Well Tempered Arm, and Van Den Hui
MC-10 for
less than $2000.
For alocal dealer call or write:
Transparent Audio Marketing •• Rt. 202, Box 117 • Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553
'A division of KJS Enterprises, Inc

MODEL 7
350W MONO AMP
MODEL
150W STEREO
-5
-----AMP
"*^ •
—FtffefTer( ,
e9. 4,1,,
u
PT 202, BOX 117
HOLLIS, ME 04042
[207] 929-4553

ceinu

'A division of 1(.1s Enterprises. Inc
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the chamber music scene in Santa Fe is

No.4, Idiscovered that Walt Disney must

alive and well.

share my belief that any decent symphony
ought to have four movements. Iwas fascin-

Mark, meet Wayne

ated to see by your reply that you know of

Editor:

at least three recordings which contain the

Iown an audio store that once sold some

4th movement of Saint-Saens' Symphonie

speakers to a Michigan mail-order store

No.3 avec orgue en ut mineur, also known

named Audio World. We dealt with aperson

as the "Organ Symphony."

who we thought was Mark. It got to be con-

The recordings Ihold in my possession

fusing because sometimes Mark called
himself Wayne. It seems he was using the

(Ansermet, Barenboim, Dutoit), do not contain this movement. Am 1right in assuming

pseudonym "Mark" when dealing with

that this long lost movement was discovered

customers when his real name was Wayne.

in Disneyland? lam grateful that Stereophile

We asked for Mark Wayne when we called.

has shown me what Ihave been missing all

Iheard that Audio World had changed its

my life, organ-wise. Continue the good

name to Audio Advisor. When Iread letters

work and keep all your pipes blasting.
Rolf Holzapfel

in Vol.9 No.5 about the problems Luke
Smith had with Audio Advisor and the
Audio Advisor response, the possibility of

London, England

Mark being Wayne amused me to no end.
". ..
Mark left our company more than two
years ago. ..we find no record of any order

The Double-Blind Debate el
Editor:

from Luke Smith . ." (signed) Wayne.

In JA's "Two-Cents' Worth" conclusion to

Sam Clemons

"The Double-Blind & the Not-so-Blind"

No return address

(Vol.9 No.5), he pondered the existence of

Mark & Wayne, meet Luke
Editor:

an audio subculture believing that most
pairs of similarly described audio com-

Thank you for printing my letter and Wayne

ponents sound the same. I, for one, can tell
you why Iam amember of that subculture.

Schuurman's reply in Vol.9 No.5. Mr.
Schuurman did indeed contact me, and

pointed out by Mr. Leventhal, Icannot at

after learning the details, quickly sent me a
cash settlement.

this time demand your acknowledgment
that my audio subculture is not as blind as

He found no record of a Mr. Smith in
Dunwoody because Ilived in Chicago at

you say. However, Iwould like you to consider the counterproductive mudslinging

Due to the margins for error correctly

the time. Ididn't get the replacement until

tone of the article and its title. There is no

Imoved to Georgia several months later.
The turntable in question was aRega Planar

benefit to audio in making Mr. Clark and Mr.

3with Grace tonearm, not an "old AR" or
anything off the wall. Inever got another
Rep. "Mark" sent me a Walker CJ55 instead. My problems with the Audio Advisor

Leventhal appear to be enemies.
Nor is my conclusion that amplifiers
sound alike drawn from the statistical tests
applied to the controlled listening test
results, or from excessive blindness or

seem to have been with this one dishonest

deafness; rather, it is apersonal one, drawn

employee. Mr. Schuurman's prompt and
satisfactory settlement certainly raised my
opinion of his company, although Iwouldn't

from being asubject in controlled test after

trust them to mount atonearm.

controlled test. Ilearned from listening
avidly and intently, believing each amplifier
sounded different, hearing the difference

Luke Smith

during the test, confidently identifying

Dunwoody, GA

each amplifier, and seeing my score tallied
up. Iwas wrong as often as Iwas right. This

Disney vs. Saint -Saens

did not happen just once. Time after time I

Editor:

thought I heard a difference, but was
wrong. Istopped testing amplifiers by ear

Reading Hal Blackmore's letter in Vol.9
20
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years ago because Iwas wrong so often that

parison is set up to the standards of the

there was no hope of proving adifference.

listener who has learned to require carBut Iam not deaf, nor do Ihave atin ear. I tridge "A" and interconnects "C" is prac-

hear small amounts of distortion and subtle

tically accomplished only by that listener

frequency-response deviations as well as

setting up the test himself. It is to this end
that the Al3X Company was founded. Those

the best "golden" ears we've found.
How, then, do we explain the adamancy
of agolden ear on the one hand, and my

who have used ABX Company equipment
have found, as we have, that the exciting

own confidence that amplifiers sound alike

but dull-sounding conclusion that most

on the other?

equipment sounds alike is true.

The human brain is best at making sense

Yes, my conclusion that all amplifiers

out of nonsense. Humans tend to find differences and distinctions whether they exist

sound alike is apersonal one, and Icannot

or not. The research of Richard M. Warren,

ask you to take my word for it. The statistics
so far published are good and lend support

Diana Deutsch, and others, confirms that

to my belief, but do not have sufficient

humans can decipher aword obscured by

strength of numbers to satisfy Mr. Leven-

noise as much as aminute after asentence

thal. If the statistics did satisfy Mr. Leven-

was spoken. , This same potential can, at
times, create the wrong word. We can

thal's criteria, Iwould be the first to ask you

misunderstand and still believe firmly we

to believe as Ido on that evidence alone.
My claim is that you, the golden ear, can-

heard a word different than the one spoken.
This is not adefect. It allowed our ancestors

not ask me to believe you without tests controlled by modern science. Your blind tests

to survive by detecting threats through

and Mr. Colloms' blind tests carried out by

noise Sometimes they overreacted and called
out defences when no mastodon approached.

the UK section of the AES 3 do not satisfy

This did no harm.

me. The double-blind criteria is far more
rigorous. I, too, cannot ask you to believe

This human power to make sense out of

me without such evidence. As Mr. Leventhal

nonsense even when it is nonsense is what

explains, it is the nature of the statistics, for

makes the golden ear so confident. Ihave

it to be far easier for you to obtain proof

recognized that, in the case of amplifiers,
my ears and brain give me the signals for dif-

you heard something than for me to prove

ference when there is none. My reasoned

you did not.
In the absence of that evidence, we have

decision that amplifiers do not sound dif-

two alternatives: (I) Mr. Atkinson takes part

ferent does not influence these human signals

in sufficient controlled double-blind tests
to produce evidence to support his beliefs

for difference. Only last night Isat in on a
double-blind test being set up. Iheard the
cues for difference and wrote down my

or to convince himself that he is not right

identifications of the amplifiers. My

often enough to continue, or (2)1 persevere
with enough tests to convince Mr. Leventhal

responses were random once again.

that the best listeners we can find cannot

Only the most disciplined scientist

hear the difference between modest and

would believe the truth of the situation

"esoteric" amplifiers, and then Iask you to

from the published statistics or the statistics
of Dr. Leventhal. Most people are not

believe me.

disciplined scientists; certainly most readers
of Stereophile are not. A confident golden

me. (I) has the advantage that you, the
listener, are confident, whereas Iam jaded

ear is unlikely to believe that the differences

and would have trouble doing more tests.

In (2), it is unlikely that you will believe

he hears are not real unless he experiences

Recall that Ihave had your golden-ear ex-

the reality of controlled testing by himself.
Likewise, confidence that a given coin-

perience and found myself deceived. You

2Warren, Richard M.. "Auditory Illusions and their Relation to Mechanisms Enhancing Accuracy of Perception,"
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol.321 No.9,
September 1983.
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have not had my experience in controlled
tests that satisfied my every condition. I
hope ou will not ignore the possibility that
3 Which produced positive discrimination between
nominally identical amplifiers.
—JA

Stereophile

you are crying "mastodon" and start to take

ment among agroup of listeners, it may not

science seriously enough to begin double-

result in any preference for one over the

blind testing for your magazine.
David Carlstrom

other among the same group of listeners. In
a head-on comparison test, this would

ABX Company, Huntington Woods, MI

mean results would be based on total value,
and render the double-blind test mean-

The Double -Blind Debate #2
Editor:
Iam writing these words of response to the
brouhaha over double-blind testing as a

ingless despite its technically positive result.
(6) Other parameters need to be considered
in parallel with comparative differences in
sound. A few months ago Ipurchased a

consumer and cover-to-cover reader of

new receiver. Ihad a specific amount of

Stereophite.

money to spend and asmall list of features

After dulling my brain on all the statistical

Ihad to have. Ican assure you Ididn't need

volleying (I've lost track of who's on which
side), it became clear that the real argument

double-blind testing to eliminate almost

was whether or not there is asignificantly

everything after afew minutes of listening.
My final contenders were by Denon and

audible difference between different makes

NAD. Again, Idid not need double-blind

of hi-fi equipment. Each side used "scien-

testing to know that, at moderate listening

tific conclusions" regarding double-blind

levels, using demo material supplied by the

testing to support asubterranean contention.
Iput forward these reasons why, regard-

store, Icould not hear any difference. But

less of statistical accuracy or lack of it,

when Istarted to turn the volume up the
NAD simply could not keep up with the

double-blind testing is of limited importance:

Denon.

(1) The fact that an argument about audible

There may be flaws in my arguments, but

differences between equipment exists at all

the point is that in the real world, where

means that some people think they hear a
difference. Iknow that if Iwere to hear

the buying and selling of hi-fi is the final

such adifference and some skeptic were to

concern for everybody involved, doubleblind testing is both impractical and irrele-

indicate otherwise through adouble-blind

vant. We all have to live with our ears,

test in which Iparticipated, I'd have to

whether what they hear is real or imagined.

choose between accepting the fact that I

As Ifinish this Iam listening to avery nice

was out of my mind or be convinced that
the test was invalid. Iwould certainly care

new release of Vivaldi's concerti. My brain

little about statistics when making such a

is doing acomplex integration of dollars
spent with resulting sound, and Iam happy
Dave Werner

decision.

Medford, MA

(2) Double-blind testing is itself blind to the
quality of the difference, which is what
reviewing is all about and is why Iread your
excellent magazine. (By the way, Ihave

The Double -Blind Debate ••••3
Editor:

selected Stereophile as my favorite based on

Les Leventhal's "Type Iand Type 2Errors in

my own carefully controlled, statistically

the Statistical Analysis of Listening Tests"

significant double-blind test.)

(b4ES, Vol.34 No.6) caused me to revisit ex-

(3) Any external variables, i.e., additional

perimental design and statistical analysis.

components, reflected sound, will only
mask real differences.

Dr. Leventhal offers good basic statistical advice, but falls into atrap I've often found

(4) This type of testing is even more cum-

myself in. It's easy to forget that an experi-

bersome than Mr. Leventhal indicates: a

ment is valid based on its design, and that

preamplifier would have to be tested

statistics only report on the reliability of the

through its MM phono, MC phono, low Z,

results. Ialso believe that the binomial

monitor, etc. inputs.
(5) Even if double-blind testing were to

parameter p, which the author uses as an
analog for listener sensitivity, is quite high

indicate ahighly probably but slight audible

relative to the position established by the

difference between two pieces of equip-

audiophile camp and in actual practice. This

Stereophile
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expresses the
excitement and
impact of the
original
performance.
'Thuly amusician's
loudspeaker."
Lewis LipnIrk
Principal ConUmbassoonist
National Symphony Orchestra

Musical accuracy—the ability to produce the
illusion of alive musical event. 'lb achieve musical
accuracy aloudspeaker must be tonally correct,
image precisely, reproduce fine detail cleanly,
and convey the wide dynamic contrasts of live
music. 'lb meet this challenge taxes the state of
art and science of loudspeaker design. At
SYNTHESIS, we employ advanced computer
measurement and design techniques to provide
accurate data on the acoustic performance of
individual elements (drivers, crossovers and
cabinets) taken in isolation and ultimately as a
system. This, however, provides only astarting
point. Prospective designs are then auditioned
at length in avariety of environments. Each
speaker design is fine-tuned during extensive
listening sessions using recorded music carefully
selected to illuminate the design's potential and
limitations. Competing approaches are evaluated
and afinal design arrived at. By this process,
every SYNTHESIS model has been designed to
meet our ultimate objective—musical accuracy
SYNTHESIS.
Musically accurate loudspeakers for as little as
$600 per pair

sL nthesisj
2817 M Dorr Avenue •Fairta, Vliginia 22031

renders the author's conclusions about

with multidirectional switching and user-

fairness moot.

controlled duration. Contrast this to the

Experiments are made valid (i.e., measure
what they claim to measure) by good design,

open evaluation with usually no more than
one or two switch trials, no controls over

not by statistical analysis. The perfect ex-

listener or administrator bias or level, often

periment would be completely free of bias,

with references that aren't even present dur-

perfectly sensitive to the variable under

ing the test, and no recorded numerical

test, and would require only one trial. How-

results or statistical analysis.

ever, the experimenter, after conducting
such an experiment, might be uncertain

Which is the most fair?
How about sensitivity? Les Leventhal

that his method was perfect so he repeats it

makes his entire fairness case around the

just to be sure. Then, through statistical

idea that subtle differences may only be

analysis, the probability of chance results

present 60-80% of the time during the

(Type 1error) or insensitivity (Type 2error)

tests. When papproaches 0.9 (differences

can be determined. Note that even with one
trial the results are valid. 1000 or 1,000,000

present 90% of the time), the fairness coefficient evens up and even a 16-trial test

trials more do not increase the validity of

meets all criteria for both Type 1and 2error.

the work. However, the reliability increases

Notice that probability of error is not the

with more trials as does confidence that the
results are true.

experiment would have an unacceptably

The significance of statistics can be seen
with the experiment that is just one hair
short of perfect. Suppose there is aone-ina-million chance that the experiment is not

same as actual error. Even aperfect one-trial
high risk of Type 1and 2 error. So what
makes for asensitive listening test? What
actual values can we expect for p?
A casual survey of any of the underground

perfect: in amillion trials, a"false" will turn
up as a"true" one time. The experiment is

magazines shows that audiophiles typically
find it fairly easy to perceive differences.

conducted and a "false" occurs. The experimenter is then killed in afreak accident
before he can conduct any more trials. Here

Leventhal implies that pmay be alow value
when there is nothing in the audiophile

we can have avalid experiment (1/1,000,000

decent "audiophile" review and draw your

probability of Type 1error) with untrue

own conclusion as to the value of pinherent

results. Statistical verification through

in their position.

repetition is thus really necessary, aprerequisite for valid results, but it is not the

An examination of the 16-N tests referenced by Dr. Leventhal reveals conditions

cause of those results.

indicative of high sensitivity. Clark and

Statistics can also verify biased results. A

position to support such anotion. Read any

Greenhill auditioned the devices under test

million trials of abiased test are just as in-

prior to the

valid as one trial, but more reliable. The

characteristics. The ABX blind tests were

moral is that validity can only be determined
by examining the test and its inherent

performed using their personal reference
systems, with familiar program material and
at their leisure. Ifind it difficult to believe

characteristics. Leventhal is right by concluding that aggregation of "unfair" results
is unfair, but he fails to examine the test

test

to identify sonic

that this procedure might have asensitivity

itself for fairness. Statistics are just numbers.

of under 0.9.
A low sensitivity value of, say, 0.6 for p

They are neither fair nor unfair.

suggests that for every 10 trials only 6 real

Fairness and high sensitivity are just what

trials occur. Thus one must increase the

makes the ABX method so appealing: it

sample size to add enough real trials to

contains the validity elements that con-

avoid Type 2error. A low-sensitivity test of

stitute afair test. Listener and administrator

16 trials is only a10-trial test under these
conditions. If the differences are only pre-

bias are controlled by concealing the identity of the device under test. The listener

sent on 60% of all the program material

gets direct, level-controlled access to the

available, and if your material is chosen

device under test, the control device and X,

from arandom sample, then the sensitivity
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THE SYMPHONY I.
$550/PR.
BY TENNESSEE
SOUND COMPANY
The state-of-the-art speaker
system with sound clarity
unmatched at any price.
Please call or write for further
information or direct sales.
Dealer inquiries invited.
MasterCard and Visa accepted.

Tennessee Sound Company
P.O. Box 1252 • Bristol, TN 37621
(615) 878-4121

e
Shown with optional floor stand

THE
SOUND
OF THE
FUTURE

issue might apply. However, the identifica-

However, sometimes these differences

tion of material where differences are present is imperative for sensitive testing. It

mystically disappear under blind condi-

also enables us to test for differences that

them are apart of the relationship or inter-

may only be present 10%, or even 1%, of
the time. We can make these tests by selec-

things the listener hears are as much apart

ting programs in which differences are pre-

of the listener as they are a part of the

sent 100% of the time during the test. It
seems to me that this is what audiophiles
do, and precisely what Clark and Greenhill,
Shanefield, Lipshitz and Vanderkooy, et al,
do also.
For tests using listener groups it may be
difficult to give all listeners completely sensitive programs. However, because the sample is now much larger, only 100 total trials
are needed to reduce the risk of Type 2error to less than 1% with alistener sensitivity

tions. Why? It seems to me that many of
face between the listener and that gear. The

equipment. Withholding the identity of the
equipment breaks the bond with the
listener and the differences disappear.
As an audiophile, it is important to me to
know which differences are attributable to
the equipment alone. Those which are part
of the listener interface may not apply to
me. The ABX method is the only test Iam
aware of that makes this important distinction. It is the only one that has both scientific validity and statistical reliability. Idon't

of 0.7. Using 10 listeners in a 16-trial test

doubt that listeners and golden ears hear

would mean 160 total trials.
Ifind it interesting that no one has difficulty discovering differences during sub-

what they hear, but there is scant evidence

jective evaluations. However, during the

that others would hear it. While the debate
rages on, Iwill devote my energy to areas

open sessions I've participated in the
general sensitivity level of the listeners

where there is no argument about the existence of major differences. Loudspeakers,
anyone?

often seems to be greater than one (p equal
to or greater than 1.0). Differences abound.

Thomas A. Nousaine
Chicago, IL

FINAIS Gold
The only interconnecting cable worthy to live
in the shadow of the great FMS Blue 2.
Recently introduced, the EMS Blue 2 is asignificant improvement
over the already legendary EMS Blue. The FMS Gold uses the sanie
design as the Blue 2, but uses bare OFHC copper instead of litz
and foam polypropylene instead of teflon. If EMS Blue 2 is above
your budget, then FMS Gold is the cable you can't afford not to have.
distributed by

audioquest

Affordable Excellence.
The conrad-johnson
PV7 vacuum-tube preamplifier offers musical
accuracy, elegant styling,
careful workmanship,
and reliable circuitr.
Suggested retail price
is $695.

For information write:
the conrad-johnson group
2800R Dorr enue
Fairfax, Virginia 22031
(703) 698-8581
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KEN KESSLeh

from, Frankfurt
Unlike the trade-only CES

looking for roses in an onion

in the USA, European hi-fi
shows are open to both the

field), just hi-fi. When you
consider that Paris' Festival

trade and the public. The

du Son is rapidly turning into

beauty of this concept is

ashowcase for disco equip-

that it enables audiophiles
who are not part of the industry to see (and possibly

ment, and the British scene
is down to one decent show
ayear at the Heathrow Perna

even hear) avast number of

Hotel (from ahigh of over

high-end goodies which,

20 shows ayear), you have

due to the paucity of high-

to hand it to the German hi-

end retailers, may otherwise be inaccessible. When

fi industry for being able to
run an exhibition like this in

Ilearned that one highly regarded US ampli-

the face of creeping mediocrity.

fier manufacturer had only 12 dealers to

Occurring as it does amere two months

cover the whole of the States, Iquickly dis-

after the Chicago CES, agood portion of the

missed any belief that every town and hamlet

show consists not of world launches, but

in America had ahigh-end emporium.
It's the same in Europe; you don't find a

European launches. Many of the distributors, retailers, and journalists present had

Jadis stockist in every French village, or a

already seen such important newcomers as
Celestion's subwoofer, the Swedish Air

Klimo dealer in every German 'burg. Consumer shows are anecessity, therefore, and

Tangent tonearm, and the Apogee Calipers;

very much aforce throughout Europe,

they mainly expected to find new German

On the surface, Frankfurt's "High End 86"
appeared to be nothing more than amini -

products. Still, the foreign makes matched
the native exhibitors, and there were pro-

CES, occupying three floors in the wing of

duct-launches galore from France, Japan,

the Hotel Gravenbruch, with abit of overspill into the Holiday Inn 20 minutes away.

pass, enough to make this an international

Great Britain, and other points on the com-

Close examination, however, revealed that

event. As it's first and foremost aGerman

the show lived up to its name, and, whether

show, however, Ican think of no better
place to start than with hi-fi uber alles.

you considered the products good or bad,
everything on display fell under the category of "hi-fi separates!" No videos, no ghetto
blasters, no midi- or rack systems (all of
which combine to make the search for
"real" hi-fi at an American CES analogous to
'Ken Kessler is the Assistant Editor of Hi- Fi News & Ream!
Review, and UK correspondent for The Absolute Sound.

Quick: name a bunch of German hi-fi
components. How many of you ran out after
Dual, Sennheiser, and Thorens (who are
half-Swiss, anyway)? For all of the manufacturers at the show of German origin, all but
those few are either non-exporters, or play
only in the European theater. With the odd
continued on p. 40.
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BILL SOMMERWERCK

from ibronto

Toronto—the Lone Ranger's

speakers. (You ought to know

faithful Indian companion

that Angstrom is the Cana-

Also the home of the lbronto

dian distributor for Stereo-

Symphony, the Blue Jays,

phile. They also gave me a

and the Hockey Hall of Fame.

Nagaoka record cleaner.)

Not to mention an enormous
restaurant complex, "Ed's".

Although it looks like atwoway system, with two 8"

(You pick your specialty —

woofers, it is actually atwo-

Italian, seafood, etc —then

and-a- half-way design. Both

enter the appropriate build-

drivers reproduce the bass,

ing. Tasty, too.)

but while the upper one

The 1986 Tbronto CES
was, alas, not an enormous

covers the midrange up to

complex. To those of us who have come to

about 2kHz, the lower driver
rolls off above 250Hz. This "staggered

accept the sheer bulk of the Chicago CES as

crossover" (which has also been used in

both achallenge and our due, the diminu-

models from KEF, B&W, and Mordaunt

tive TCES was amild shock. Canadians do

Short) permits good vertical dispersion with

not appear to be hi-fi crazy, and those in-

reduced aberrations. Over a ±40 °vertical
range, there is (supposedly) no more than

volved with the high end are mostly Frenchspeaking, and in Quebec. (Canadians do,

4dB of suckout in the crossover region. This

however, love peanut butter. Little packs of

contrasts with 10 or 20dB dips in less-care-

it share an honored place with jelly and mar-

fully designed speakers.

malade in the coffee shops.)

The cabinet is not only eight-sided, but

There was little in the way of electronics,
and some of the better-known Canadian

eight-pieced. The narrow pieces form the
anti-diffraction chamfer (which also reduces

firms (Dayton-Wright, Oracle) weren't ex-

the subjective boxiness of the speaker's ap-

hibiting, but what the show lacked in size

pearance, a design decision intended to

it made up in quality. As in England, loud-

make the speaker more acceptable to the

speakers are the preserve of the indigenous

distaff), as well as supplying additional

cottage hi-fi industry, and what Iheard at
the show suggested high overall quality.

cabinet stiffness. Heavy internal diagonal
bracing further reduces flexing and vibra-

Here's arun-down of the Canadian exhibi-

tion. The stands are not an option; they

tors. If Imissed anyone, I'm really sorry,

match the speaker cosmetically, and appear

because there was just no excuse! (Except

integral, rather than added-on. They are

where noted, all prices are in Canadian

spiked at both floor and speaker ends, and

dollars. At the current bank exchange rate,
subtract about 25% to get the equivalent US

the floor spikes are adjustable for leveling.
The support post may be filled with sand for

price.)

further mass and stiffness.

Iwas impressed with the ANGSTROM
Stereophile '

Ihave gone on

at

length because this is a
31
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promising design. Hopefully Stereopbile

woofers, with twin midranges located above

will review them in the near future.

and below acentral tweeter. The cabinet is

ARTECH produces a modestly priced
head-amp, the Pegasus, which, unlike budget

long and narrow; the entire design is reminiscent of some Meridian speakers.

US models, is line-operated. Input resis-

AUDIOSPHERE AUDIO RESEARCH is

tance is varied by changing load resistors,

another umbrella firm, whose brands in-

which are conveniently located on the front

clude Abstract, Accusound (!), Audio Research (!!), and KLA (?). Imissed their exhibit

panel. Artech does not claim the Pegasus to
be the "world's best head-amp," but say that
it sounds better than most transformers and

the first time through, and found them only
ahalf hour before Ihad to leave for the air-

many higher-priced head-amps. (US $140.)
AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL

port. Iwas able to listen at length only to

is the umbrella company formed by the

pressively clean, full, and forward. The
Abstract line appears to contain their best

one of the KLA models. The sound was im-

merger of (alphabetically) Energy, Paisley,
and Mirage. Though this union may cause

speakers; I'm sorry Ididn't have more time

some confusion in the publies mind, as well
as diluting the individual images of these

to give them aproper listen.
I'm asucker for warped humor, so Iwas

firms, it permits an economy of scale, a

delighted with the AVAIDN AUDIO "Black

synergism of technology, and the cross-

Bag" speaker. It isyetanotbermini-monitor,

fertilization of engineering talent. (Some

designed for near-field listening at the re-

designs have been started by one engineer
and finished by another.) It's also allowed

cording console, and as areplacement for
the widely-used Yamaha NS-10, which the

these firms to create products that aren't

designer doesn't think much of.,lb keep the
cost down, and the cabinet unobtrusive, it's

"true audiophile" The dB +,Sound Dynamics, and SPL lines are aimed at those seeking,
shall we say, a less "restrained" speaker.

finished in semi-gloss black. (There are

Nevertheless, they are "quality" mass-

three more speakers in this line, each with
similarly repulsive cosmetics.)

market products; the designers have limited
themselves to amild mid-bass boost and a

Knowing that most women would never
let such aproduct into their living rooms,

bit of lift at the top end, while not allowing

Avalon has sidestepped the problem by

the treble to become harsh or screechy.
They feel this to be an approach that they

acknowledging the bad looks. "How ugly?
So ugly... we had to put abag over its head!"

and their consciences can live with.

The rest of the ad (it's ashame we can't

These designs are cosmetically different,
too. The Sound Dynamics drivers have a

reprint it) states, among other things, that
"everything you own will immediately look

bright orange surround, producing an un-

better," and "If you have abreak-in, they

comfortable resemblance to car speakers.

will never get ripped off." The speaker is

The SPL monitors have adull-silver front

packed in ablack garbage bag neatly labeled

panel, which complements the translucent,

"Black Bag."

all-polypropylene drivers and gives aglitzy,
high-tech look. But enough of the mass-

The sound is nice. Smooth, liquid, and
with good depth. The "BB" sounds best

market: the new flagship Mirage speaker is
athree-way bipolar system (estimated US

close-up (hardly surprising!), turning abit
tepid when you're more than 6 or 7 feet

price is $3500/pair). Asecond set of drivers

back. It has obvious applications for live
recordists who wish to monitor in the field,

on the rear radiates in-phase with the front
drivers. ("Bipole" means same polarity,
"dipole" is plus/minus.) The rear system is
identical to the front, except that the woofer/

and anyone who wants to listen close-up
(someone working at their desk, say). I've

midrange crossover is abit higher, to mini-

ordered apair for review. US price will be
about $280.

mize lower-midrange cancellation effects.

CAMBER speakers are designed by Paul

Paisley's new top speaker is the Concept
2020; it will cost about athird less than the
Mirage. Sounding good, it has twin 8'
32

IThis is amass-circulation euphemism for "despises with
an ineffable hatred that transcends the limits of human
emotional capacity •

Stereophile

"Iy.

rare in audio to find a clearcut 'best of

anything, but in film surround decoders, the Shure
ahands-down winner." — Stereophile Magazine
V01. 9, No. 2

Step beyond ordinary
Dolby Surround' processors.
The Shure HTS 5000 Home Theater Sound System.
Enjoy the thrill of genuine Dolby motion picture sound
in your living room. No other home system comes close.
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CHALLENGING
DESIGN.

HOW BOB CARVER CREATED ANEW
MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER WITH THE
SOUND CHARACTERISTICS OF A $3000
MODEL, SATISFIED SOME OF THE WORLD'S
MOST HIGHLY TRAINED AUDIO EARS...
AND HOW YOU CAN OWN HIS DESIGN
FOR UNDER $500.
bib
Amplifier is sending shock waves through
the staid audiophile world. Because it won
achallenge that no other amplifier designer could even consider
The M-1.0t was judged, in extensive
listening tests by one of America's most
respected audiophile publications, to
be the sonic equivalent of apair of legendary esoteric mono amplifiers which
retail f'''
•'
. •
• •
ADESIGN FOR THE CHALLENGE OF
MODERN MUSIC REPRODUCTION.
Bet, !•
.•:•
•
of Bob Carvers unprecedented teat, let's
consider the final product of that challenge. An amplifier design which stands
on its own merits in any case, with astonishingly high voltage/high current output and exclusive operation features. An
amplifier for the demands of compact
digital discs, VHS Hi-fi and other wide
dynamic range playback media.
THE IA-1.0t:
Has acontinuous FTC sine-wave
output conservatively rated at 200
watts RMS per channel into 8ohms
from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
than 0.15% THD.
0Produces 350-500 watts per channel
of RMS power and 800-11W watts
peak power for transients (8 ohms and
4ohms respectively).
0Delivers 1000 watts continuous sine
wave output at 8ohms in bndging
mode without switching or modification.
0Employs Bass Phase Inversion circuitry
that can essentially double current output at low frequencies.

Hasa -110dB signal-to-noise ratio and
no need for noisy external fan, making
it exceptionally quiet
Includes elaborate safeguards including DC Offset and Short Circuit Power
Interrupt protection.
0Is capable of handling unintended
1-ohm speaker loads without shutting
down.
0Uses apower display capable 011
second peak response time and instant
warning of clipping
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reproducing those types of power waveforms that are most essential to music's
stunning impact and realism.
First there are the instantaneous peak
transients —the sudden individual attacks
of each musical note which demand atremendous amount of amplifier power.
While these waveforms last less than
1/1() of asecond, they form the keen
edge of musical reality.
Next come combinant musical crests
of demand from multiple instruments
and their harmonics. These longer-term
power demands usually come and go in
less than asecond, yet can tax all but the
most powerful amplifier.
Thus, even at 8ohms and at extremely
high output current levels. the Carver
M-1.0t not only delivers over 8(X) watts
of peak power for momentary musical
transients, but can provide over 350
watts RMS of long-term power for
demands lasting up to 20 seconds. More
power, more current and more voltage
than any other comparably-priced
amplifier.

POWER FOR THE CHALLENGES
OF MUSICAL WAVEFORMS.
Tri , • • • •, • : •
the
M-1.01's FTC and Carvers continuous
•••11••leil POW•R WTI," Of TM( Id I

_ ..
111.1111.13.00.1•01

RMS power reserves represent Bob's
insistence that electronic designs should
address real world problems. He reasoned that the M-10t must excel at

THE MAGNETIC FIELD
AMPLIFIER VS. CONVENTION.
Audiopl
..
other manutacturcis tiavu dcueptud

the wisdom of Bob Carver's innovative
So last year, he made abold offer to
approach to delivering power in musical
the editors of Stereophile Magazine, one
teinis. Yet only Carver has so elegantly
of America's most respected audiophile
translated theory into practice.
publications. He claimed that he could
Figure 1shows the new Carver M-10t
make special modifications to his new
Magnetic Field amplifier. It weighs 20
amplifier design which would enable it to
pounds and runs cool to the touch.
sound EXACTLY like any high-priced,
Behind it is the outline of the pair of legesoteric, perfectionist amplifier (or
endary mono amplifiers you'll read more
amplifiers) the editors could choose.
about below. Even individually, they can
hardly be lifted and demand stringent
ventilation requirements And yet, according to some of the most discriminating
audiophiles in the world, Bob's new design
is their sonic equal.
The ultimate secret lies in the patented
Magnetic Field Coil (figure 2) employed in
the Carver M-1.0t. Instead of increasing , Moreover, his design work would not
cost, size and heat output with huge stor- happen in his Lynnwood, Washington labage circuits. Magnetic Field Amplification oratory, but in amotel room near Stereodelivers its awesome output from this
phi/es offices in New Mexico. And would
small but powerful component The result match the M-1.0t's final sound to any contender in 48 hours!
Fig. 2

As the magazine put it "Wit were passible, wouldn't it already have been done?
Bob's claim was something we just
couldn't pass up unchallenged"

is adesign capable of simultaneous high
current and high voltage. Acompact coolrunnirri,
H-ult fit], vntirwith
sour

CARVER'S GREAT AMPLIFIER
CHALLENGE.
On the menu.
nviable specifications and features alone, the M-1.0t could
easily have become another industry
benchmark of power, accuracy and
economy.
But Bob is never satisfied. He felt that
his fifth Magnetic Field Amplifier design
should be even more remarkable.

C

POWER IU,

Out of respect, ethics (and even alittle
bit of awe), neither Stereophile Magazine
nor Carver will divulge the name of the
legendary "world class" mono vacuum
tube amplifiers that were selected as the
M-1.0t's contender.
Suffice to say that what transpired in
the next 48 hours is high fidelity history. It
makes great reading in Stereophile, Vol. 8,
Na 6, or in the reprint we'll send you on
request.
MUSIC IS THE RUM PROOF.
The Stereophile evaluation team was
admittedly skeptical ("We wanted Bob to
fail We wanted to hear adifference).

They drove both amplifiers with some
of the finest components in the world.
Through reference speakers that are
nothing short of awesome.
But it was their ears and carefully
selected music ranging from chamber to
symphonic to high-impact pop that led
them to write,
each time we'd put the
other amplifier in and listen to the same
musical passage again, and hear exactly
the same thing On the second day of listening to his final design, we threw in the
towel and conceded Bob the bout According to the rules. Bob had won"
The inquiring audiophile can't help but
wonder if M-1.0t production models will
sound as good. Ask the man who designed
it "I promise they will sound exactly the
same. And just as good. In fact, I
stake my
reput 1'.
• •
r" • —pany on it"
SHARE THE CHALLENGE
AND THE VICTORY.
The re.: .
•
..:;e you
can own WUt ri er,i.
•er,,LVe electronics at reasonable prices by visiting your
nearest Carver dealer. Compare the new
M-10t against any and all competition.
Including the very expensive amplifiers
that have been deemed the M-1.0t's sonic
equivalent But even if you can't make
that comparison, you won't be surprised
when the M-1.0t lives up to every other
claim made in this ad.
What you will be surprised at is just
how affordable this much power, musicality and accuracy can be
SPIONCA11011St Power, 200 wattsichannel into
8ohms 20Hz to 20KHz, both channels &men
with no more than 015% THD.

RMSpottlY, 9.00 watts obi ohms J,
•' ••
Badged Mono RA4Spaver. FM watts anto8ohr,
-110dB IHF A-Weehted Frequency Response. +03c111110HzICOKI-lz SY. Factor. greater than 20D. Met 20 lbs.
Fineholight bushed anthracite anodized

ER Corporation, PO Box 1237, Lynnwood,WA98046
MUSICAL

ACCURATE
Distributed In Canada by Evolution Techno‘ogy

A New Era
After years of research
by Thorens engineers,
and years of anticipation
by audiophiles, Thorens
introduces the 300 Series
turntables.
The 300 Series turntables combine the
classic Thorens design
and performance features with innovative new
engineering.
In celebration of the
new product series,
Thorens has produced
astunning limited edition
model, The Phantasie.
Based on the TD 320, the
Phantasie has achassis
that is carved from a40
millimeter thick block of
solid plexiglas. The result

is an incredibly rigid,
totally non-resonant
chassis. When combined
with the 300 series' revolutionary, full isolation,
three-point leaf spring
suspension system, it
provides an ideal environment for the superb
Thorens platter drive
system and toneorm.
Whether you choose
the unparalleled beauty
and performance of the
Phantasie, or one of
the standard 300 Series
units, you'll get the quality, reliability and pride
of ownership that has
come to typify the name,

Thorens Turntob ,es, Ep,cure Products. Inc .25 Hole Street. Newburyport. MA 01950
A Pertrtl Compony

MacDonald, who was once with KEF. Camber makes its own bass and midrange drivers,
which are unusual in having cast aluminum
frames, as well as magnets that are both

strange coincidences will be delighted to
note that one "J. Holt" is amember of the
listening panel, while another is named
Pearson! An annual subscription is $14, from

glued and screwed to the frames. (I didn't

15 Colonial Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario

see any tattoos, however.) There are eight

MIM 2C3.
Ispent a few minutes conversing with

mounting holes (rather than four or six), and
the speaker is bolted (not screwed) to the
cabinet. All assembly is by hand, with con-

ANDREW MARSHALL, Canada's leading

tinual testing throughout manufacture. Like

audio reviewet Idiscovered that he regularly
makes live digital recordings. In quad, yet,

most other Canadian speakers Iheard, the

on aBeta Hi -Fi, with the AFM tracks carrying

sound was good. Camber claims their de-

the ambience. He also uses an Ambisonic

signs are so carefully engineered, they can

decoder for enhancing stereo recordings,
though his live recordings are broadcast in
SQ. He publishes his own magazine, Andrew

stand comparison with much more expensive speakers. We'll see how they do in review
Canada has at least one "underground"

Marshall's Audio Ideas Guide, and, like

audio publication, THE INNER EAR RE-

Stereophile's, his reviews are largely subjec-

PORT. The copy distributed at the show

tive. His style and approach are also similar

seemed to be their initial offering, but with

but, writing for aless "intense" readership,
the reviews are briefer and not as nit-picky.

no volume number, I'm not sure. The writers
have strong opinions (and make the common error of confusing music with sound),

The AIG is semiannual, $4 acopy. You can

but there is no rudeness or any attempt to be

subscribe by writing to Audio Ideas Ink,
175 Sherwood Avenue, Toronto, Ontario

clever or confrontational for their own

M4P 2A9.

sakes. Reviews are refreshingly succinct, and

I'd always assumed NAIAD was British,

there is no intellectual posturing. Fans of

but they're Canadian. (A naiad is anymph

INTRODUCES

Direct Audition
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Anthony Corciesman. writing in Stereophile on the Tempo.
•:.. ir is aremarkably affordable way ro get aspeaker with
excellent imaging and soundstage....•
Previously available only through the finest high-end salons,
Fanfare is now available through the revolutionary, no-risk,
Direct Audition plan. This reduces the price
on the Fanfare by over 40%, but
more importantly. with Direct Audition there will be no doubt whether
the sound heard in the showroom is
what you will get at home, because
1
your listening room is the
showroom! And if for any reason you
want to return the speakers, just call
our toll-free number.

«11111111k

For information on DIRECT AUDITION.
brochures and copies of reviews.
please call l-800-345-4424 outside
of CA, inside CA call 800-843-3537
or write us at 4650 Arrow Hwy . e14
91763
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ACCESSORY OR
COMPONENT?

ASC TUBE TRAP
Low and high frequency acoustic absorbers varying dimensions from $59.00 to $299.00 per tube

However you define this product, it does truly alter the
sound in your room. The
physical laws of acoustics are
exploited to effect enhanced
sound in your listening
environment.
J.G.H. VOI. IX, NO. 3:
Like all great inventions, the llibes are a
masterpiece of elegant simplicity. What is most
remarkable about them, though, is how well
they work. Just two of these tubes, in the corners behind the loudspeakers, make aclearly
audible difference in LF smoothness and detaiL
Floor-to-ceiling columns in all four room corners produce an improvement that can only be
described as dramatic. Additional ones, along
the walls, can make the room as acoustically
dead as you want it to be.
L.A. Vol IX, NO. 3:
There aren't many products that Ithink make
an astonishing difference, but Tubes are
definitely one of them.
J.G.H. Vol IX, No. 3:
There are few "accessories" can think of
that would consider to be absolutely
necessary for good audio system performance,
but the ASC1Ube map is one of them. cannot
recommend them too strongly!

ACOUSTIC SCIENCES
COR

P

OR

A

T

I

P.O. BOX 11156 EUGENE, OREGON 97440
CALL: 800-A5C-TUBE

ON

who presides over rivers and springs. I'm

John SZABO is a Hungarian engineer

not sure what this has to do with hi-fi.) They

who emigrated to Canada over 20 years aga

make everything from interconnects and

His speaker line is sensibly limited to four
models: two bookshelf and two floor-

amplifiers to speaker stands and equipment
cabinets. (The latter seem to be well-made,
with styling and form factors abit different

standing. All are ported bass-reflex, and use

from American manufacturers'.)

5"to 8"woofers. They run from $300 to
$900 apair.

They've found a clever way to market
their cables. All are joined in pairs or tetrads,

system, the tiny 525. The sound had an im-

with the cable ends labeled to indicate
where they go. The quad sets supply full
in/out connections for tape decks, in one
convenient package. You can separate them

Iparticularly enjoyed the least expensive
mediacy and life rarely heard from even expensive speakers. They are not available in
the US. When and if they are, Ilook forward
to reviewing them

if you like; if you don't need the labeling,

And, as the sun sinks slowly in the west,

you'll find the lower-cost-per-cable tape

we bid a fond farewell to Toronto. The

recorder sets abetter deal than the single

weather was fine, the food good, and the

pairs (though the latter are available in
longer lengths).
The construction is conventional coax,

residents really friendly. I'd like to return
some day, just to socialize.
Hiyo Silver, away'

with tinned wiring. Though tinning is
frowned on by most cable manufacturers,
Naiad claims it gives the most consistent,
reliable connection to the plug. Naiad feels
that the quality of this connection affects
the sound more than whether the wire is
tinned.
Insulation is cellular polypropylene. The
bubbles cut the cost of this (rather expensive) dielectric, and reduce the capacitance
to alow 17pF/ft. Instead of gold-plating the
connectors, Naiad includes, with each and
every cable, alml boule of contact enhancer
called Stablant 22. It's apparently the same
chemically as Tweak, but is dyed blue to
show the amount applied. This amount of
enhancer would retail for about US $15, so
The Angstrom dual-woofer speaker

you're getting an equivalent discount on
your first few sets of cables.
SIMA is one of the few Canadian elec-

MANUFACTURERS
(Some of these have American distributors;

tronics manufacturers. They have wisely

check with them first.)

limited themselves to just five models: two
amps, two preamps, and one integrated.

Quebec H9P 2S4

Business has been good; Sima products are

Artech Electronics, 737 Meloche, Dorval,

not terribly expensive, and the rise of the

Audio Products International, 135 Torbay
Road, Markham, Ontario L3R 1G7

yen has allowed Sima to capture an increas-

AudioSphere Research, 25 Esna Park Drive,

ing share of the market.
The power amps are designed for low

Markham, Ontario L3R 1C9
Avalon Audio, 571 Queen Street West, Tor-

open-loop distortion (0.05%) and low feed-

onto M5V 2B6

back (10:1). Sima claims their 250W amp,

Camber Acoustics, Suite 120, 7101 Park
Avenue, Montreal, Quebec H3N IX

which would retail for about $900 in the US,
sounds as good as the Krell KSA-100. A few

Sima, Box 402, St. Hubert, QuebecJ3J 5T3

dealers in the Northeast are importing this

Szabo Audio Systems, Box 3374, Cambridge,

amp directly. Anyone interested?

Ontario N3H 4T3
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Frankfurt.:

continued from p. 40.

yourself—these aberrations aren't restricted

exception — Burmester, for example—few

to obscure makes, for Germany's mass-

ot the high-end German makes have had
any impact outside of the home market, and

market speaker manufacturers all suffer the
dreaded multi-driver syndrome. llirntables,

for avery good reason: sound quality is not

amplifiers, accessories: nothing is safe from

aGerman priority.

the gene pool which gave us Caligari's

German components score mightily over
the competition in one area: presentation.

Cabinet.

The construction, the parts quality, the

have what looks like across between the
very fine Michell Gyrodeck —not surpris-

finish—none of these areas can be criticized,

Take the Transrotor turntable. Here you

but close scrutiny reveals that the bulk of

ing, as Michell's name featLres strongly in

these products offer little more than pretty

one of their brochures—and one of Rube

faces. Sonically, the lights may be on, but
nobody's home!

drive-belts, lots of gold and chrome, a

I'm not about to damn any of these products, built with the same good intentions

Goldberg's more complex creations. Two
parallel-tracking tonearm, apilot's throttle
for on/off duties, hoses and wires fit to serve

as American and British components, on the

the new Cosworth Fl powerplant, adust

basis of aquick listen at ahi-fi show. I'm cer-

collector (very out-of-fashion beyond the

tain that some of the pieces Isaw, such as the
Klimo tube electronics, would offer afair

shy of $15K. "Overkill," in Reaganspeak, but

challenge to the high-end makes which peppered the CES. But if ever ahi-fi show had a

Idon't think it attacks the problem from the
same vantage point as the Goldmund Ref-

characteristic sound, High End 86 was weak

erence, the Oracle Premier, or the Vacuum

at the extremities, lacked dimensionality,

SOTA. One senses that the designer equated
complexity and unparalleled finish with

and honked in the midrange. And all for

Rhine), and aprice just acouple of bucks

German weirdness is not restricted to any

sonic success, though nothing Iheard made
me want to call ashylock. AGerman retailer
explained that he placed perceived quality

single area of hi-fi: their zeal for creativity

above performance. Appearance uber alles,

DM50,000 or more. (As Iwrite, there are just
two of those suckers to the dollar.)

extends to all links of the chain. While

as it were. A roller-skate tour through the

speakers stand out as the area of greatest
excess (probably because speakers are the

show revealed an obsession with fit and
finish; the Transrotor simply embodies the

most visible components), the Germans are
no better nor worse than the French or

ultimate in Teutonic fetishism.
There were, however, more sensible turn-

Italians for creating nightmare homes for

tables to be seen, like the pretty Taurus

underprivileged transducers. And don't kid

system, looking quite elegant in black (very

NOTE: PICS WERE TAKEN
BY AUTHOR COURTESY
OF HIFI NEWS
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And all it has to do is rotate
.
the Transrotor in all its glistening glory.
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With 237 brands of loudspeakers out there, it takes considerable expertise to make the right
choice. You've got to have agood ear for sonic nuance, adiscerning eye for styling, and the sense to
discriminate between gimmickry and appropriate technology. To do this takes aconnoisseur. And
that's exactly who Acoustic Research had in mind when we built the new Connoisseur Series.
Connoisseur Series speakers take advantage of the Acoustic Suspension bass
loading we invented, the wide-dispersion soft-dome tweeters we introduced,
polypropylene drivers, and low-diffraction cabinets covered by natural
walnut veneers. In fact, you'll find everything that has made Acoustic Research
products the most imitated speakers in history. Not everyone will appreciate
ACOUSTIC
them, but aconnoisseur will insist on nothing less.
RESEARCH
W TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Turnp.ke Street Canton MA 02021

(iintufri‘srui jèries

THE INCREDIBLY PERFECT
SOUND STAGE
The Beveridge System 6represents the very
latest in electiobtatic speaker design. By successfully combining asix foot electrostatic line source
with anewly designed polypropylene subwoofer,
the system overcomes the inherent limitations of
each technology. The result is unrivaled accuracy,
imaging and musical realism. ksurpasses even its
predecessor, the legendary System 2SW2, once
called "The Prime Contender for the World's Best
Speaker".

THE INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL
SOUND STAGE
The sound of this system is rivaled only by its
appearance. Its unique design permits the use of
an unlimited number of architectural tambours,
in avariety of woods, metals, acrylics and
laminates.
In sum, the new Beveridge System 6is nothing
less than astunning technological and aesthetic
achievement. It is intended for those of you whose
standards are as uncompromising as our own.
For the name of aquality dealer in your area
please contact:
CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
8141 East Second Street, Suite 510
Downey, California 90241
(213) 861-3306
Parts and service now
available on System 2SW2Models 3and 4
as well as current
Models 5and 6.

4rà

Beveridge
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Goldmund Studietto-ish) and as simple and
straightforward as the Transrotor looked

enough to warrant attention.
T&A Elektroacustik showed an impressive

complex. But just when you thought you'd
found atrace of restraint, you'd step into a

loudspeaker using an electrostatic supertweeter with abuilt-in tube energizer. This

room and find the Exodus loudspeaker, its
massive white fiberglass horn perched on a

tall column looked quite fetching, with

mirrored coffin, or face one of Backes &

cloth, the flat driver crowning aline array
which consisted of three 260nun woofers, a

Muller's umpteen-driver towers.

points of light twinkling through the grill

Idon't want you to think, though, that
High End 86 was nothing more than the
Disney empires latest fun-park; I'll leave

160mm midrange driver, and what looked
like atitanium dome tweeter. Two smaller

these Boschian (Hieronymous, that is)

models also sported the Isoplanar Super-

delights for abit, and restore sanity with

bocbtoner mit elektrostatiscbem Antrieb,
and probably suffered little for the absence

descriptions of some less cosmic offerings.

of half the big'un's driver complement.

Klimo, who did exhibit at CES, surprised
tube-lovers by launching an all-tube FM
tuner, thus depriving Harvey Rosenberg,

These speakers make up a series called

with his Major Armstrong, of the title of Sole
llibe 'Rifler Manufacturer. This black beauty
looks strikingly modern yet classically
"tube," and enough like aMarantz 10B Noir

"Solitaire," and look set for distribution outside of their home market.
Scattered here and there were various
systems using ion tweeters, Magnat being
the best-known, but the most creative use
involved amarriage of horns, subwoofers,

to suggest that the only difference may be its

and grotesque enclosures so alien that

age and dip in the anodizing bath. But the

crowds gathered around one sample displayed in the hallway. Acapella Audio Arts

Klimo Ertanax tuner—priced at 16412.50—
is anew design calculated to satisfy those
who don't want digits anywhere in the

manufactures avast range of these combo
units, available in modules to enable the

fretco signals from Ine detner in style:

Klino's all-tube Enanas tuner

system. It is. like James Boyk's LPs, "all-tube,

consumer to create an individual system a

all-analog."
And "analog" was adevice from Clear-

step at atime. Though they sounded im-

audio, which—if my broken German serves
me well—was an RIAA equalizer fitted at the

pressive enough to be taken seriously, their
combination of art deco and Betty Boop
styling renders them suitable only for dis-

headshell, converting a'coil's output into a
corrected signal for feeding into apreamp's

play in rooms of the New York loft variety,

line input. Ireally shouldn't find this so
amazing, as Ortofon was building trans-

art, and chic women with $3000 "frocks." I
have never seen speakers built to such ahigh

formers into SPUs ages ago, but it was curious

standard. They were so striking as to chal-
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The Model 2.5Fi automaticall> cleans one side of a record.

"Thanks to Nitty Gritty, every music lover
can get the best sound from his record collection."
"The sonic results (from playing
arecord cleaned by aNitty Gritty)
are clearly, and often stunningly,
audible. Background noise is reduced, highs become clearer and
more extended, bass tighter, and
midrange sounds more natural and
focused."
"Any record in one's collection,
old or new, audiophile or not, will
benefit greatly with a thorough
cleaning. Ihave been having fun
going thru old records from my
college days, cleaning them, and
then being surprised at how good
they can still sound."
"I believe that anyone con-

sidering upgrading his system in
any way should first obtain one of
these record cleaning machines.
Only then will he be aware of what
he might be missing in the music,
or of what his current system is
really capable of in terms of disc
reproduction."
"And to Nitty Gritty, a thank
you for afine product at areasonable cost." James Jarvis. Reprinted
with permission of THE $ENS1BLE
SOUND.

Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
4650 Arrow Highway *F4
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 625-5525

lenge the years of conditioning we all have
experienced through living with elegant
panels or plain, walnut-clad boxes, but Ifear
that their shock value would preclude afair
assessment. They stood out like the avantgarde fashions everyone applauds at aParis
show, the kind you never see anybody actually wearing.

Yes, the Germans are as
fussy as you've heard. Seen here
are the Onix amplifiers from England
re-painted for the German market . (The
two stacked units are in standard form )

made, Jean Hiraga-designed, class-A ampliIt is dangerous to judge products by their
styling, and Iwas warned not to discount
the Synthese speakers, which look like giant
telephone receivers nesting in pairs. Again,
they'd look just dandy in certain environments, a terrific accessory to frame your
Henry Moore, but made music as well, and
were far more than art for art's sake. The
same could not be said for the MBLs. Apparently, these work on aprinciple that will
remind the more perverse among you of the
Heil AMT, this time using abellows effect
working through adrum made of strips of
metal. Iactually listened to these, having
been drawn to the room by MBL's fetching,
yet macho electronics, only to be treated to
sound that by no stretch of the imagination
could pass the scrutiny of listeners used to
thoroughbred dipoles.
In sharp contrast was the eminently sensible speaker kit from the French high-end

fiers, the 30W Le Classe A and the stylish
Solstice preamplifier, the whole display
going some way to impress visitors with the
seriousness of the French efforts. If any
needéd further proof, the jadis tube power
amplifiers and the Germanic-looking,
chrome-plated jadis preamplifier were on
display (in the same room as the Futterman
and Moscode units). Igather that Jadis had
been hassled about their reputation for
unreliability; aspokesperson attributed this
to jadis' habit of shipping the amps with the
fragile KT88 tubes in situ rather than packed
separately (and safely). Apparently this is
about to change, and those who have been
resisting apair for just this reason may find
the situation changing.
The Germans had high-end tube electronics of their own, of course, with Klimo
seeming positively bargain-basement next to

magazine turned manufacturer LA'udiophile,
aDM300 ($250) package consisting of one
full-range driver per channel mounted in a
manageable ported enclosure. The novel
feature was the driver itself, asimple-looking unit around 3inches in diameter, which
delivered sound of ahigh enough standard
to be taken very seriously. Unfortunately,
most people were too busy looking at the
more Spielbergian products, so it probably
ended up as High End 86's best-kept secret.
audiophile also showed their beautifully
Stereophile

The Hiraga name now graces asweet little Class-A amplifier, seen in L:Audiophile's suite
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the Intonation, apreamp that costs $15,000
and looks it. Icouldn't judge the sound at
all, having no experience with the rest of the
chain (Transrotor turntable and some minimonitors looking alot like those distributed
by SOTA in the USA), but the styling and
craftsmanship nearly took my breath away.
A glance at the circuit diagram revealed a
minimalist approach, while the specs were
just what you'd expect in amarket where
measurements are the be-all and end-all.
Then again, Idoubt if anyone would buy
this unit for reasons other than to give it
pride of place in a room full of equally
precious acquisitions.
Thorens, though displaying enough turntables to convince many that CD has along
way to go before closing the LP's coffin,
revealed their plans for the tough times
ahead by gracing aline of electronics with
their name. Thorens-Restek's lineup consists of decidedly high-end solid-state units
including, at one extreme, a monoblock
rated at 600W into 2ohms, and at the other,
abunch of "Minimodules" for customers
who'd rather assemble systems made up of
necessary ingredients instead of a fixed
package. The selection of tiny boxes—all
head-amp sized—included abasic preamp,
aheadphone amp, atone-control module,
a phono stage, and other bits, working
Meridian-like with Restek's range of active
One of Acapella Audio Arts more conservative efforts, the
basic Celestron

speakers.
Mention of a British make reminds me
that the UK manufacturers forgot about the
Battle of Britain and joined in on the festivities with new products not even seen in
the home market. JA will report on these in
Vol.9 No.8, following his return from the
Perna Show, but brief mention of the bunches
of B&W's monoblock power amplifiers,
Musical (British) Fidelity's half-power version of the stunning A370 power amplifier,
and A&R Cambridge's pending CD player,
show just how much regard these manufacturers hold for the German market. The feeling seemed mutual, though some enterprising distributors changed the finish and
appearance of certain products to align
them more with German expectations. (This

Magnats Magnaspheres, treating the ozone layer to a

seems like an ideal solution for overcoming
US resistance to British products as well.) If,

fill-up

however, the native fare was indicative of

4()
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.
Vampire Wire
TiFFany Connector,
van dan Ilul

M

Monocrystal Cables

SOUND oCONNECTIONS
INTERNATIONAL,
14932 N. Florida Ave.

Tampa, FL 33612.

•

INC.

(813) 961-3319

In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., k`20 Meyerside Dr., Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5T1K7, 416 676 126(
Department A

POWER
PLAY.
Introducing the New Monster "M•Series"
Sonic Reference Standard Audio Cables

Thrilling! Dynamic! Exciting!
Like anew component, our MI Speaker
Cable and M1000 audio interconnect
cables lets you hear all of your favorite
recordings as anew sonic experience
Time compensated cable windings with atotally new development. "Microfiber -".
The heart of the M•Series is our new
MicroFiber insulation combined with our
sophisticated new cable constructions.
We've found that second only to cable
windings, dielectric insulating material is
the most influential factor in how an
audio cable sounds. By precision wrapping MicroFiber around selected
conductors, we've enabled the audio
signal to travel faster, cleaner, with
less signal loss, and more uniformly
through the cable than with other
materials
The M•Series gives you 5significant advances in cable
technology.
Soundstage. Ultra precise. Ultra wide.

MicroFiber dielectric precision
wrapped around each conductor group

MonsterCable

Owe. Less "intenransient noise" so
quiet passages are even more quiet.
Fast Transients are audibly quicker, razor
sharp and incredibly clear.
Deep Bass. Bass you can feel. Earth
shaking if your system goes down
low.
Dynamics. More powerful. More precise.
More like real music.
Available for immediate audition
at your Monster M•Series dealer:
The Monster MI. Our most advanced
speaker cable design that will put you
back into your listening chair.
The Interlink M1000 Featuring our
renowned -Bandwidth Balanced*"
technology along with our latest cable
construction using MicroFiber for a
new level of audio interconnect cable
performance
Although not inexpensive. each
M•Series cable costs less than other
components that you might consider, but
provides sonic performance equal to
equipment costing many times more.
Together, they are the world's most
exciting cables to listen to and are
sure to make asonically rewarding
addition to your sound system.

M1000 uses Monster's patented
"Bandwidth Balanced" dual conductor
construction.

Monster Cable Preniucts, Inc.
101 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel 415 771-1355 Telex: 470584 MCSYUI

local tastes, it's hard to imagine how the
retailers can hope to sell the far less gaudy,
more coherent, more natural British sound
to lovers of sub-Cerwin-Vega cranium
crushing.
And what of the Japanese? This show, being off-limits for the infra-dig, bells-andwhistles, sonic sushi brigade, only attracted
those makes with serious intent in the goodsound stakes. Yamaha, Nalcamichi, Sony's
Esprit division, Denon, and the like were
there with their most select components,
but it was Accuphase's new CD player which
made the biggest clamor...and that's no pun.
Their two-box CD, though beaten in the
high-price category by the Spectral version
of the Philips pro player, is Accuphase's reply
to the high-end machines they dismiss as
nothing more than modifications of other
companies' models. Using fiber optics to
carry the digital signal to the D/A converters
(a practice rare outside ofJapan), the DP-80/
DC-81 is bursting with innovations, and the
company has addressed every single tweak

Syntheses rather tine unit inspired by Ma Bell

approach yet revealed. With beyond-NASA-

One channel of Acapella's conservatively-styled Triolon
system: the subwoofer wouldn't fit in the hotel. (Shame this
isn't in color The horns were Bugatti -blue, while white and
maroon were also seen. Hell, for DM57,400, you can probably specify paisley
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Backes 2. Muller's 'the more, the merrier' approach to
crossover distortion
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type electronics, including attention to the

fringe turntables; not far from Famco's

clock oscillator mechanism to preclude the

delightful Nuance preamp (now in black)

creation of "beats" intruding upon the

there rested an arm which came packed in

signal, dual-mono construction, and total

enough pieces to challenge those who find

isolation of the analog and digital circuits,

Revell kits abreeze. LXudiopbile showed

separate power supplies for both circuits,

their answer to the big Micro Seilds. Gryphon

and a121-stage double oversampling filter,

from Denmark offered a dual-mono MC

the boys back East went over the top on the

prearnp for $1000. Every turntable seemed

physical presence. Okay, it looks like any

to sport aunique arm, but alittle voice kept

other massive package designed to impress

nagging, "Will these things ever survive?",

(and, at around $8000 in Europe, it should),

despite the numbers which suggested that

but they really did their homework and built

the LP ain't goin' nowhere.

in all sorts of details to isolate the works

For all of the sheer professionalism at this

from the chassis. With each box weighing

exhibition—the attention to detail, the will-

over 30 pounds, Idon't think Harry Weisfeld
will be selling too many VPI bricks to Accu-

standard-issue hotel rooms into chic show

phase CD player customers.

ingness of most exhibitors to transform their
palaces or aluminum-foil-lined mission

Just so you'll know how the dreaded

control centers—the optimistic retailers,

digits are doing in Germany, Iought to tell

and the bullish manufacturers, all was tem-

you that the analog champions showed

pered by the realization that many of the

enough new products to make CD look
almost like an also-ran. Despite the Spectral,

manufacturers were blowing smoke up their
asses. Maybe, just maybe, two-thirds of
them have actually sold product; the remain-

the Accuphase, and other purist designs
seen here for the first time, CD seemed

ing third were either well-heeled audio-

nowhere near as oppressively successful as

philes just dying to enter the "real" pantheon,
or possibly tomorrow's high-end leaders.

it did at CES. There was astand or two flogging discs of the most obscure variety (you
can't really call specialist CDs "audiophile
pressings" can you?), and you didn't have to

Anybody who's been infatuated with this
hobby for more than afew years can list
dozens of flash-in-the-pan show habitues,

look very far to find an esoteric player, but

who seem to do nothing more than turn up

the sheer number of hot cartridges, super-

with the same product again and again,

sonic tonearms, and plattenspielers kept

never quite becoming "genuine" manufac-

them at bay.
For all of the high-tech fanaticism at-

turers. Isuppose we should be grateful for

tributed to the Germans, as evidenced by

these misfits, who come up with concepts
straight out of William Burroughs in an

the more-is-less nature of their products,

attempt to set the industry on its ear. Isup-

those in the specialist sector retain afond-

pose, as well, that their pseudoscience mut-

ness for the black disc that rival the British

terings make great copy when journalists

in many ways. New cartridges and cartridge
appendages (like Clearaudio's headshellmounted RIM module) abounded, and the
Taurus room at the Holiday Inn had show-

actually get achance CO review UMW of their
creations. But that same little voice told me
that these fabulous beasties can do as much

cases full of van den Hul, Empire, and Sumilco

harm to the high-end as good, for they allow
charlatans to sneak through the door astep

products, arms and cartridges of every

behind the budding geniuses.

stripe. Not far from the latest variant of the
Air Tangent were the Well-Tèmpered Arm,
the Eminent Technology, and the various

But forget all that. Frankfurt is to hi-fi
what 2 European motor show is to automobiles: 2 rambling display of dream machines

Premiers. Around the corner, you could

which may or may not ever make music in

examine the Exact, with its magnetic bear-

many homes, sandwiched between real-

ing completely eliminating friction while

world products whose success they'd like to

still looking comfortingly conventional for

emulate So what if you could only take half

those who seek solace in pivoting arms.

of this show seriously? That's 50% better
than your average CES.

Micro Seiki showed its lineup of lunatic50
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1\ Tow YOU WON'T
BE DISAPPOINTED
WITH THE
SECOND BEST
For years the Linn Sondek
LP12 has set the standards by which
all other turntables are judged.
Our engineers built the new
Linn Axis with the same precision
as the Sondek ... but they've made
it more affordable.
In fact, for alower price,
we've given the Axis advanced
features you won't find in any other
turntable at any price!
Exceptional precision is
provided by apair of low
distortion, class A amplifiers
driving each of the motor phases.
A "smart" controller senses
the motor load and provides
higher voltage during
startup and reduces

the voltage (and noise) once the
platter reaches speed.
Electronic switching turns the
Axis on or off and provides a
smooth transition from 33 to 45
rpm.
An ingenious self-aligning
suspension system isolates the arm
and platter from the motor, base,
and external disturbances.
Of course, the Linn Sondek
LP12 remains the reference, but we
know you won't be disappointed
with our second best.
We haven't cut corners on our
legendary engineering...
only on the price.
LINN
PRODUCTS

Linn Hi-Fi
is distributed by:
udiophile Svstenis Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Dr.
Indianapolis. IN 46256
Aldburn Electronics
127 Portland Street
Toronto. Ontario
Canada M5I22N4
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D
..remarkable/
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance'? Well .
that's even more remarkable.
Mesigen
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music ...above all.
In the US AudioStream Corporation, Box 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4 14 1Weston Rd #5. Weston, ON M9L 2SB
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PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold

is

orne truly exotic gear has been spending time in my listening room in the
last year or two, and the time has

been well spent. Slowly—and, Iadmit, not
without alittle difficulty—I have learned to

to design a standard medium-size box
loudspeaker called the SS-33, which used
cheap, but good quality, proprietary driveunits:

aJapanese

Tonagen tweeter, and an

Elac woofer. (Elac is arelatively small but

mouth expletives like "Apogee" and "Krell"

very keen British drive-unit manufacturer,

without wincing. Even known problem
phrases like "Koetsu Red Signature" now

supplying custom units to many well-known

roll off the tongue with no more than the

in aperfectly ordinary, but adequate, box—no

slightest twinge of guilt and dampness of the

ports, no funny venetian blinds, no molded
architectural baffles—and even now the
finished speaker sells to the punter for, would

palms.
But the time comes when something has
to give. A useful analogy here is the tension

names.) These raw ingredients are housed

ting out into the air and trees of the country-

you believe, f.80/pair (S120). This is agood
£20 less than almost anyone else manages.
The SS-33 has been updated just once in

side, if for only a few hours. And so it is
with hi-fi. After playing with loudspeakers

the three years or so of its existence (eons
for amainstream Japanese manufacturer),

of city life that can only be relieved by get-

neither Inor anyone else Iknow can afford

but this was a real improvement, not a

(have you noticed how those who can af-

cosmetic exercise: the enclosure was made

ford them are invariably the ones who

slightly smaller, and other details changed,

wouldn't dream of having anything like that

to tighten up the previously rather warm

in their homes?), 1welcomed aspell with
what turned out to be an intriguing bunch

bottom end.
Of course, this Toshiba won't do you

of cheap loudspeakers.

much good, unless it goes on sale in the

Technically, none were especially interesting. There's an established pattern for

US—you might contact your local Toshiba
shop. Neither will the KEF Cara, but Ifeel I

budget speakers that manufacturers defy at

must tell you about this rather strange

their peril. Excuse me discussing these
things like some kind of commodity, but

design. KEF make arange of low-cost loudspeakers called the C-series—C10, C20,
C30, and so on. They also make the Cara, a

cheap speakers are the nearest thing to a
commodity this industry has. It seems that

house brand intended to sell only through

when the customer is spending £100-£120

the Laskys retail chain. In their advertising,

on loudspeakers, there are no prizes for

Laskys talk of the Cara's "high sensitivity

innovation. There are prizes for talent,
though: agood £100 loudspeaker sells, and

(and] high output" and describe them as a
"Digital Series" loudspeaker. The latter, of

sells well. It's the one price band that is truly

course, is pure horse manure.

buoyant no matter what the rest of the

The intriguing thing about this speaker,

market is doing—much more in Britain, of

however, is that, compared with the C series

course, as it is so price-conscious.

models, it is twice as big as it should be—

One of the best of these cheapies is one

it has an 8•paper cone bass and a"drone

for which Ican claim at least adegree of

cone" ABR—and by KEF standards it's quite

responsibility, albeit indirect. It is made

shoddily built. It also has an almost ag-

by—rather, for—Toshiba UK, and apparently came about at least partly because of

gressive midrange-prominent balance.
This sounds pretty much like arecipe for

areview Iwrote of one of their packaged

disaster, Iadmit, but abit of hands-on soon

systems, in which Islagged off the loud-

forced me to conclude that the Cara was the

speakers in particular. Their response was

most unspoiled of the low- to medium-price
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Features
borrowed from "big brother."
The Revox B215 cassette
deck comes equipped
with along list of standard features. Each
has aspecific nononsense purpose.
Taken together.
they enable the serious home recordist to duplicate key auxiliary functions
of professional studio recorders like our Studer
A820.
Right on Cue—A pro recorder always lets you
know where you are on the
tape, and then helps get you
where you need to go—quickly
and accurately B2I5 cueing features include.
•Automatic Cue to Tape Oxide—After rewind. the B2I5
cues past the clear leader
to the beginning of tape
•Real Time Counter—Under
microprocessor control, the
counter computes elapsed
time even when you insert
apartially wound cassette
•11vo Memory Locate Buttons—Each quickly fast
winds to any point you select on the tape
•Record Start Locate—Ever .
time you go into record.
the start time is entered
into Locate 1memory
Essential Monitoring—Because the
8215 has separate record and
play heads, you can monitor
your recording as you make it

trol transmitter The same unit
also operates all other Revox
audio components IIn addition. with an eye toward future
computer controlled systems,
the Revox B2I5 can be controlled through its serial data
port
Programmed for aPurpose—Our sophisticated microprocessor
controls were programmed for
apurpose: to offer professional
recording capabilities to the
home audio enthusiast How
well we accomplished the job
is for you to judge If you are
interested in making cassette
recordings of the finest quality.
we invite you to evaluate the
B2I5 at your nearest Revox
dealer iSorry, aStuder A820
will not be available for comparison )For more information
contact Studer Revox America.
Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210 i615) 254-5651

Other monitoring features
include:
•Automatic Tape Source
Switching—When you start
recording, the B2I5
switches the outputs from
source to tape monitoring
Manual override possible.
of course
*Headphone lack—Ample
output power and avolume control Truly useful
Automatic Fade-In Fade-Out—
Professional-sounding quick
fades 12 second) from silence
to full level
Playback Features
•LOOP—Repeats tape segment of any length
•SAVE STATUS—Sets B2I5 to
record or play when external timer comes on

.4111111•11M111111111M..-

External Machine Control—When
you need to operate your recorder from elsewhere in the
room. the B2I5 responds to an
optional infrared remote con-

STU rArn R EVOX
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speakers in KEF's lineup. The C-series KEFs

your Oracle and Audio Research and pre-

at this price level are clean, uncolored, and

pare to fall in love! If you're avery long way

very neutral, even slightly recessive through
the midband. The musical effect is, variously,

from your dealer, buy in aspare tweeter or
two—they're color-coded.

tentative or as dull as ditchwater. The Cara,

When comparea with all this home-

on the other hand, is vivid and alive—

grown talent, inexpensive US-made loudspeakers don't shape up very well in the

although it is alittle colored. Irealize that
with the Cara it has all been done for the
wrong reasons—I can almost hear KEF being asked for aloudspeaker that will "sound

UK. To some extent this is inevitable. Shipping large, heavy boxes full of air one
quarter of the way around the globe natu-

impressive on acomparator" —but priorities

rally adds to costs—disproportionately. It's

are priorities, even if arrived at by accident.

no accident that the only truly successful
US manufacturer operating in this area of

You can't buy Toshiba SS-33s in the US,
and you can't buy KEF Caras, but you can

the UK market is itledyne Acoustic Research,

buy A&R Cambridge Arcam Twos, if you

who also happens to assemble their

look hard enough; you can also buy Heybrook HBIs (reviewed by DO in Vol. ?? No.

loudspeakers locally. But this isn't the

??). These two are much more your archetypal low-cost loudspeaker: two-way boxes

their low-cost models locally (including the
latest update of the mainstream AR18, the

with 8" bass units and 1" domes, the
Heybrook being taller and the A&R deeper—

at the Boston end of the operation. A

whole story. AR also design a number of

AR18BX), taking advantage of the parts bin

and, incidentally, finished in real tree wood.
It's easy to explain the Heybrook's appeal—

former colleague and hi-fi journalist by the

it's like agrown up Boston A40 (see below).

design work; the outcome, Ibelieve, is a
series of commercial bull's-eyes. The 18BX

A little rough and ready around the edges,
especially at the frequency extremes, but it
does

have

the

essential

liveliness,

transparency, and midband clarity to carry

name of Dave Berriman actually does the

is certainly successful technically, and
musically to boot.
But Acoustic Research isn't quite the only

it through. It's the cheapest of three Hey-

US maker who successfully ship low-cost

brook loudspeakers, and, when you get

loudspeakers in the UK. Boston Acoustics
manages to sell their A40 quite successfully

down to the real essentials, the best.
The Arcam Two is harder to describe. It's

as far as Ican make out, and again this model

good almost despite itself, and superficially

seems to be pretty well in tune with British

a caricature of the KEF sound described

tastes in loudspeakers. The A40 makes no

earlier: rather shy and retiring; very smooth;

pretence at ladling out oodles of bass from

low in coloration; arguably slightly bassheavy; and with relatively low sensitivity. It

its matchbox-like dimensions, nor is there
any evidence of an attempt by the loud-

clearly is not designed to impress on com-

speaker's designers to make it sound as

parators; even in aproperly set-up demon-

smooth as possible, regardless of cost to the

stration, the last thing that could be attrib-

sound as awhole.

uted to it is "impressiveness" in any form.
The Arcam Two is quintessentially English
in presentation, Isuppose, but in musical

This isn't the case with other American
designs, which seem to put all effort into a
doomed attempt at going deeper in bass

terms (note the distinction) it is true exotica

than the next. They're not doomed because

in miniature, rather like the Mission Cyrus
Two/PSX amplifier.

the extra bass can't be had—it's always
possible to get more bass. They're doomed

The foam plug in the rear-facing port

because the cost in other areas tends to be

should be removed and the speakers used
on solid spiked stands. In agood system—

severe. A boosted upper-bass region is one
expedient for making aloudspeaker sound

and it demands agood system—it has dy-

physically larger, but the effect is nearly

namics, power, amazing powers of almost

always as obvious as it is amusical. Midrange

unobtrusive resolution, and asophistication

resolution and sensitivity are almost always

beyond its size and price tag. Just hook up

adversely affected as well.
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THERE ARE LOTS OF REASONS WHY
THIS IS THE WORLD'S BEST PREAMPLIFIER
FOR LESS THAN $2000.
:,•

Not the least of which is the way it sounds... absolutely gorgeous.
Here then is the industry's hottest new product, apreamplifier that has everyone
excited...and for good reason. It is asonic breakthrough, achallenge to every
other manufacturer in the business.
It is the first of the new generation of preamplifiers from PS Audio, acompany that
has been dedicated to music and high fidelity for the last 12 years.
It is apreamplifier that can actually reproduce amusical performance with such
clarity, beauty and realism as to be nothing short of startling.
Not only will you rediscover all the depth, information and just sheer pleasure
hidden on your records all this time, but the 4.5 can offer your CD player and tape
recorder something that no other preamplifer in the world can ... straightwire
performance.
Only the PS Audio 4.5 allows you to totally eliminate your electronics from the path
of the music. No dynamic range constriction, no altering of the signal whatsoever.
In fact, without aPS preamplifier, we doubt you have ever really heard your CD
player, tape deck or phono preamp.
This is apreamplifier that is completely moving coil ready, has full cartridge load
facilities, 100% class A discrete high voltage circuitry, 1% metal film parts,
passive RIAA curve, remote power supply....
And, oh yes ... we forgot the best part ... it's only $499 00 complete.
Write us, or see your dealer for information about the 4.5, the upcoming 5.0, our
CD player, and 200C power amp.

PS AUDIO

4145 Santa Fe Road, San Luis Obispo. CA 93401 • 805 543-6655

the view from,

UTSIDE

Lewis Lipnick looks at audio
from the musician's point of view

I

ment with alimited repertoire can sometimes

sin, but within the musical community my

be disconcerting, it also has its advantages.
During rehearsals, if I'm not required for a

instrument is viewed with about as much

certain work, Ican go out into the house

regard as the common garden slug. This
perception is not completely unjustified;

for my own private concert, or stay put
in the orchestra and get asonic thrill that

often being relegated to roles depicting

makes the IRS and WAMM systems sound
like tin cans.

have aconfession to make: Iplay contrabassoon... for a living. Now to

many this may not seem like such a

monsters and evil, along with the occasional

very satisfying. Although playing an instru-

digestive grunt, helps perpetuate the general

My next confession—I am an audiophile.

disdain for the contra. However, playing the

Contrabassoonists are rare enough, but

lowest (non-keyboard) instrument in the
symphony orchestra gives me asomewhat

the combination of contrabassoonist and
burned -out stereo addict must be the result

different perspective on things, not unlike

of some sort of mutation. Hove all types of

that of adwarf in acrowded elevator: aview

music, except for some of that drivel they

from the bottom up. It's amazing just how

play at rock concerts, and have even been

much pitch and harmonic coloration there

known to attend bluegrass

is down in the subbasement. And shoring

and country -music
festivals. As a

up the foundation of the wind section, as
well as being the true bottom of the
orchestral sonority, can be

MAGNEPLANARS:..
Because
Music Doesn't
Come In Boxes.

From the $535 per pair SMGa to the 1995* MG-111a, Magneplanarl‘
speaker technology eliminates the box for amore open, natural
sound. And because Magneplanars are bipolar—radiating sonic
energy to the rear as well as forward—the three-dimensional space
the artists occupied while recording is recreated precisely in
your home.
•PLUS FREIGHT

¡ii

III MAGNEPAN
9th S re e

professional symphony orchestra musician,

omission or commission, preclude any fur-

Idon't claim to have agolden ear, as do

ther considerations of sonic enhancement.

some experts in the high fidelity editorial

Just as one must first master the rudiments—

press, nor do Ihave better hearing than the
average (I'm lucky to hear at all after sitting

or bowing techniques of any instrument or

in front of the brass for 16 years), but Ido
believe that to fully appreciate any musical
reproduction, it is essential to have regualr
exposure to live music.
While Iagree with John Atkinson's approach to the matter, in his argument that
"Many audiophiles. .
use their
systems solely as a means to achieve
greater heights of sonic spectacle."
live music need not be the only criterion for
judging the effectiveness of high-fidelity

the proper fingerings, breathing, blowing,
voice—before venturing into more esoteric
areas of performance such as style and interpretation, Imaintain that the purely sonic
parameters of high fidelity, such as soundstage dimensionality, image specificity, grain
texture, and midrange clarity, cannot be
seriously considered until certain basic
musical prerequisites are satisfied.
While many will probably take issue with
my opinions, it does appear that almost all
editorial comment concerning this subject
originates from technical circles. Perhaps
there should be more musical discussion,

reproduction ("As ISee It," Vol.9 No.5), I
maintain that in order to credibly evaluate

which would expose the reader to avantage

the facsimile, one must first be able to recog-

publication. While I'm not suggesting that

nize the original. The fact that most musi-

we totally ignore the various facets of audio
necessary to the accurate mechanical repro-

cians own mediocre stereo systems should

point usually not considered in this type of

come as no surprise, since as agroup they

duction of sound (the audiophile in me

accept the thesis that live music cannot be
accurately reproduced, and are therefore

would never let this happen), Iwould like to
see abit more concentration on the item we

more willing to live with less than the ulti-

are attempting to reproduce, and less on the

mate. As an audiophile, Ido not completely
subscribe to this philosophy; as amusician,

route by which we arrive.
Therefore, Itake this opportunity to sug-

however, Iagree with my colleagues in their

gest a practical, if not philosophical, ap-

assertion that, although high resolution
reproduction can bring the recorded performance closer to reality, musical honesty

the criteria that this musician uses in

often takes aback seat. Many audiophiles,
while paying lip-service to their musical

proach to the subject by offering some of
evaluating high-fidelity components and
recorded performances. Icertainly don't
want to come off sounding pontifical—

goals, use their systems solely as ameans to

contrabassoonists should never pontificate—

achieve greater heights of sonic spectacle.
While there is nothing inherently wrong

but most of the elements of performance I

with this approach, the possibilities of

to amusician, may not be so to the average

musical abuse and manipulation in the

reader.

name of high-end audio often result in nothing more than expensive and sophisticated

want to discuss, while familiar and obvious

Presentation of all musical lines with
integrity:

jukeboxes.

In the music business, we have ahackneyed,

It seems to me that if the primary purpose
of high-resolution reproduction is to bring

but all too often relevant phrase: "the right

the listener closer to the live performance,

note in the wrong place is the wrong note."

musical considerations must come before

In other words, if the rhythm and note
placement are not correct, the world's

anything else. Any inaccuracies in the

greatest technique, sound, and interpreta-

reproduction of rhythmic and melodic
structures, harmonic textures and character,
and dynamic balances, whether created by

various musical lines (rhythmic, melodic,

ILewis Lipnick is the Principal Contrabassoonist for the
National Symphony Orchestra.

ed in order to allow the listener to correctly
identify voice leadings, sequential melodic
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and harmonic patterns within complex pas-

variations can subliminally supply the listen-

sages, and get an idea of the overall shape of

er with agreat deal of information concern-

the composition. Additionally, primary and

ing the musical personality of aperformer,

secondary voices should be presented in

and even of an entire ensemble.

their proper perspective, without editorial
comment. Assuming that recordings are accurate in this sense (a very big assumption),

For example, rather than hearing a"generic" bassoon, Iwant to know whether it's a
German or French instrument (a significant

this information should be apparent with-

difference; the French bassoon has adiffer-

out exaggerated, frequency-dependent, ar-

ent harmonic distribution resulting in a

tificially induced clarity. Many listeners who

lighter, more nasal tonal quality); what fin-

do not have regular exposure to alive source

gerings the bassoonist is using (alternate fin-

seem to prefer an unnaturally bright, over-

gering patterns for the same pitch produce

blown, and spectrally thin balance. This

slightly different harmonic spectral balanc-

misguided effort to provide sonic transparency and clarity not necessarily present in

es); and how the individual player's reed was
designed (always determined by the pre-

the program material, is acommon symp-

dominance of the second harmonic in rela-

tom of the hi-fi syndrome While the weight

tionship to the fundamental).

and articulation of individual notes com-

Is the melodic line which begins at the
end of the seventh bar in the opening of

prising the various lines must be in evidence,
many of the fine nuances that determine the

Sibelius' Fourth Symphony played by asolo
cello or adouble bass? It might surprise you

"Many listeners wbo do not bave
regular exposure to a live source seem
to prefer an unnaturally brigbt,
overblown, and spectrally tbin
balance."
mood and character of aparticular performance are more introspective, and are not so
obvious in live music.

(since most loudspeakers get it wrong), that
it is played by amuted cello. If acomponent
or system cannot resolve such important
nuances, agreat deal of the life and musical
interest contained in the program material
will be lost.
Correct re-creation
dynamic impact:

of attack

and

Ican recall an instance when, after attend-

Volume of sound is not the only determin-

ing his first symphony concert, a fellow

ing factor here. Concerning attack, large
pipe organs, brass, and percussion instru-

audiophile mentioned that he was very
disappointed, finding the soundstage lacking in depth, the spectral balance directed
too much toward the mid bass, along with a
general lack of clarity. Isuggested that
perhaps he had been avictim of too many
predigested recordings, and the false expec-

ments not only play louder than woodwinds, strings, voices, and piano, but also
physically move more air. Additionally, the
lower the tessitura, or general range of an instrument, the slower and more amorphous
the leading edge of attack. Not every low-

tation that a live concert should actually

pitched instrument, however, has the same

sound like his RS- lbs.

speed of attack, something many audiophiles
and too many loudspeaker manufacturers

Accurate harmonic representation of
instrumental and vocal timbres:

have yet to realize. The bass tuba, for exam-

Live, unamplified acoustical instruments
and voices don't have as much "technicolor"

dimensions and construction, produces a

and shine in their tonal spectrums as many

slower, fatter, less focused tone and attack

people in the audio world think. The real

than does the contrabassoon. The same
theory holds true for other instruments

thing is indeed colorful, but the complex

ple, by virtue of its larger internal bore

harmonic tonal variations which distinguish

which play in similar ranges, but have differ-

one performer's or ensemble's stylistic

ent tonal characteristics. Bass drum and

trademarks from another are rather subtle,

tympani, recorder and transverse flute, and

suggesting such nuances as open or covered,

violin and viola are all good examples.

bright or dark, focused or spread, and reso-

It should be obvious that if aloudspeaker
or other component cannot reproduce these

nant or dull. These apparent minor tonal
60
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An unusual hybrid design
with greater output
efficiency from patented
Audio Research circuitry.

INTRODUCING THE
Recently, Audio Research Corporation
developed and patented (pending) new
circuitry allowing hybrid utilization of Field Effect
Transistors (FETs) with vacuum tubes in ways
which can bring out the best in both devices.
Most hybrid power amplifier designs use small
signal-input vacuum tubes, then rely on FETs for
the output stage. Audio Research has chosen
instead to eliminate these low-level input tubes
— tubes which can be prone to problems. The
new FET "front end" is combined with Audio
Research's patented cross-coupled circuit to
provide adesign offering stability, reliability (low
maintenance), and superior performance.
These advances have been coupled with yet
another Audio Research patent: an output stage
utilizing vacuum tubes, and partially
cathode-coupled, but with the screen grids
operating with asignal voltage precisely in phase
with the cathode voltage. True "pentode"
operation and efficiency is thereby achieved;
however, all the advantages of partial cathode
coupling are maintained.

HIGH DEFINITION® MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

M300

HYBRID MONAURAL
POWER AMPLIFIER
Preliminary Specifications
POWER OUTPUT: 300 watts minimum
continuous with 8ohms for 16Hz to
25kHz with less than 05% total harmonic
distortion (typically below 005% at 1
watt)
HUM & NOISE: Less than 2mV RMS
90dB below rated output
(broad-bandwidth unweighted, inputs
shorted)
POWER SUPPLY ENERGY STORAGE:
Approximately 350 joules
DIMENSIONS: 19" (48 cm) W (standard
rack panel) x10 5" (27 cm) H x 16" (41
cm) D (front panel back)
WEIGHT: 110 lbs (50 kg) Net. 126 lbs
(57 kg) Shipping
TUBES REQUIRED: 8-6550 Power
Output (Matched pairs will yield
marginally better performance )

an udio research
incorporation
6801 Shingle •, ,ek Parkway
Minneapolis. MInnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

The
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Series VTone Arm

Part 1of a Series
Every once in a while, a product comes along that is such an
unquestionable leap forward, it makes the competition obsolete.
The SME Series V is the embodiment of David Fletcher's
parameters of tone arm design and SME's
extraordinary engineering and manufacturing
know-how.
They're already calling it "the best pick-up
arm in the world" in England.
What makes it the best?

In the next few months we'll be using this
space to bring to light some of the design
parameters and engineering choices that went
into the SME Series V.

Next month: Design philosophy

egratike

P. O. Box 5046

Berkeley, CA

94705

415-843-4500
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•
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Iadmit it. I
was prejudiced
from the start. Carl Staub is a
friend of ours. As long as we
at Sumiko Inc. have known
him, we've known he was a
brilliant electronics designer.
So when he showed up with
apreamp design. Iwas ready
to like it... Ijust wasn't ready
to be knocked out.
For years we've been
looking for the preamp that
would become the first piece
of electronics worthy of the
Talisman name; we found
something with performance
qualities that could have
defined the name.

VMIllS

P. O. Box 5046

Presenting the Talisman
Alchemist Preamplifier, designed by Carl Staub. Detailing
all its technical advances and
unique construction techniques would take much more
text than we have space for
here, but we invite you to
write or call. We'll be happy
to rush the info to you.
The Talisman Alchemist
Preamplifier; many $2,500
preamps will have ahard time
competing with it. Please
don't let the fact that the
suggested list price is $1275
bother you.
Happy listening.

Berkeley. CA

94705

415-843-4500

rather substantial differences in attack and

ly performed, forgettable piece of musical

tonal weight, the end result is nothing more

tripe, without any allusion to the possibility

than ahomogenized, bland, and gutless representation of the original. Those who sub-

that the quality of program material might

scribe to this school of living-room sound
need not concern themselves with this par-

surprised; most of these self-appointed experts wouldn't recognize an accurate repre-

ticular problem, since their musical tastes

sentation of live music if it bit them on the

usually lean toward the repertoire most

nose.

often heard in elevators.
Musical accuracy of program material:
Acan of worms unto itself, and the pet peeve
of musicians. Unless the listeners have firsthand experience of the performers' individualities and the specific hall acoustics, they
are at the mercy of the producer's and engineer's musical integrity. Luckily, there are a
few companies, such as Telarc, Hyperion,
and Harmonia Mundi, who offer consistent
high-quality performances and sonics. Concerning the digital and analog controversy,
regardless of what the bleeding ear audio
gurus proclaim, I, along with many of my
colleagues, maintain that in many cases
compact discs are musically superior to
"Compact discs are musically
superior to their ilnyl counterparts."
their vinyl counterparts. I've heard all the
arguments against the compact disc, and
suggest that the critics might be looking in
the wrong direction. Rather than the record
store, perhaps atrip to the local concert hall
would be of value.

be ot some importance. But Ishouldn't be

Together with several of my colleagues
from the National Symphony Orchestra, I
have formed aunique social organization—
amusician's listening group dedicated to the
critical evaluation of high-fidelity equipment and recordings. Along with symphony
members, the group contains arecording
engineer, a conductor, representatives of
various non-musical performing arts, as
well as an occasional music critic. Although
logic dictates that such an unlikely group
should amount to no more than ahigh-class
beer club, we actually accomplish agreat
deal. Various components are meticulously
evaluated for musical accuracy and sonic
qualities, and program material is criticized
for recording quality and musical merit
(there are too many good-sounding recordings of horrible performances).
My personal system, which also serves as
our reference, consists primarily of ConradJohnson Premier Three and Fives, along
with the most recent vintage of the MartinLogan Monoliths. We occasionally substitute
one of our member's Krell KMA-100s for the
Premier Fives, in order to compare the colorations of tubes with those of solid-state.

Ability to involve the listener musically:

Various cartridges, tonearms, turntables,

Theoretically, this should be the end result if

and compact disc players have come and
gone, but the digital and analog master tapes

all other aspects of high-fidelity reproduction are successfully addressed. Although
involvement can mean many things to many
people, my point of view suggests aclimate
in which the listener can be allowed to become absorbed in the musical performance,

provided by our resident recording engineer
really give us the material with which we
can make honest judgments. The resolution
of the reference system is so fine that, with
these tapes, we have been able to identify

without the distractions of sonic intrusions.

many individual musicians and ensembles

If the ultimate goal is to reproduce an artistic

without prior knowledge.

event with honesty and emotional impact,
we must be able to see through the machin-

viewpoint is that of the individual listener.

ery, using it only as avehicle by which the

The purpose of this essay has not been to

In the final analysis, the only valid critical

listener can be transported into the environ-

demean or negate other valid opinions, but

ment of the recording. It never ceases to
amaze me how golden-eared, pontificating

to suggest that in order to make informed,
logical decisions in ahighly subjective disci-

audiophiles can rant and rave about the
spectacularly accurate virtues of an abysmal-

only helpful, but necessary.
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pline, some knowledge of the absolute is not
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Jim Fosgate
announces the
360° Space Matrix
Surround System
with
DIGITAL SEPARATION LOGIC
It will totally
re-define the sonic
and technical performance
standards by which
all surround processors
are judged...

uechalleqed Excellence

F SG

Available shortly from select FOSGATE retail dealers Write or call for the name and
location of your nearest dealer.
FOSGATE, INC., PO Box 70, Heber City, UT 84032

In Canada
Export

D B Inc

Kenora. Ont (807)468-5727

M Berns Indust

Box()

Gracoe Staten, N`I.NY

Telex 237078 BEANS UR

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
Meets the Sonographe SG-3, has his Magnavox 1040
modified, and toys with the Sony "Discman"

Sam Tellig
Regular readers of this column will

perience. The Sonographe arm, apparently

remember my lusting after the Sonographe

made in Japan by the same people who
make the Premier MMT and the Profile

SG-3 turntable; Imentioned it briefly in last
winter's Vegas CES report (Vol.9 No.1). It's
the woodwork that hooked me, anatural
light oak veneer. Ifind looks important,
especially with a'table: there's alot of interface between you and it.
The Sonographe looks good for other
reasons.

arms, may be quite good. Price of the table
is $395 solo, $550 with Sonographe arm,
$795 for the 'table/arm/Argent cartridge.
So how does the Sonographe sound?
Different from most 'tables. You may not
like it al first, finding the table abit bassshy —especially without aclamp. There's

The three-point suspension is adjustable

none of that woolly coloration you often get

from the top, using three hex screws and an
Allen wrench. In less than five minutes,

defined bass. No mud, in other words. The

from 'tables: none of that rich but poorly

can adjust the suspension so it's exactly

SG-3 sounds alot like agood CD player—a
lot like my newly modified Magnavox 1040

right. The Sonographe is far easier to set up

(see below). If you like various turntable col-

than an AR. Or aLinn LP-12.

orations, you can always buy aRega or aLinn.
Ihad to listen awhile to fully appreciate
the Sonographe's virtues. Detail and defini-

without taking the table off the shelf, you

Everything about the 'table seems just
right, except for ashallow dust cover that,
unless removed, doesn't allow the use of

tion are excellent. Bass is tight and very well

certain arms like the Grado. Most other

defined; it's also reasonably extended if you

arms will fit; the Rega RB300, for instance,

use a good clamp. Short of going to a

is no problem. Iparticularly like the easily

vacuum platter 'table (which would cost
three times the money or more), this may

adjustable feet under the 'table: leveling the
plinth is abreeze. And Ilike the large cutout
under the tonearm, which allows for long

be the most neutral 'table around. The
Sonographe is alot less fuss than avacuum

arm pillars and stiff cables. The main thrust

'table. Tidier, too: there's no separate

bearing is coated with a material called

vacuum motor box.
Of course, you can't have everything in a

Delrin.
The platter, which fits atop asubplatter, is

$400 'table. Good as the Sonographe SG-3

ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene;
engineering types say that this has a

is—and there may be nothing better for the
price—other 'tables might be better. Bass,

mechanical impedance similar to that of
record vinyl, which allows resonant vibra-

for instance, could be more extended. And
other 'tables, including the ARs, may give a

tions to be transmitted away from the disc
into the platter without being reflected

greater sense of depth. But is that added
depth due to distortion ...? Anyway, if you

back. Listening bears this out. The sound of

want more depth, you can always turn

the Sonographe is exceptionally clear and

down the volume (your preamp's volume

clean—provided you avoid amat and use a

control acts to focus the sound—push it
back or bring it forward: Quad goes so far

good clamp. More on that in amoment.
You may wonder why Ireceived the
Sonographe without its optional arm and
Argent high-output moving-coil. Well,

as to say that there is one correct volume
setting for every recording).
Visit your Sonographe dealer when he's

that's the way Iordered it. Iwanted to use

not busy and see if you can audition the

the Rega arm, with which I've had ex-

SG-3 for an hour or so. After awhile with

Stereophile
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman

t'

00
vol 8, no. 4

AMOK CFA-555.
HIGH POWER, HIGH CURREN1

ADCOM

11 Elkins Rood, E. Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.
Telephone: 201-390-1130 Telex: 844430
Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC
Puinte Glane Quebec 49114X5
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Sonographe SG-3 Turntable
the Sonographe, you may find, as Ido, that

arm-mounting instructions with apinch of

most 'tables are just plain wrong.
Of course, if you want to, you can always

salt. I find that drilling the arm hole
3mm—that ain't much—closer to the spin-

muck up the sound. If you want softer

dle gives me better maneuvering for op-

sound with looser bass, add athin felt mat,

timum overhang. Ignore Rega's metric sug-

like the ones Crazy Eddie sells for $1.99.

gestion and drill a1" hole; this will give you

This comes in different colors—black, red,

a bit of extra room for further maneuv-

blue, no green. ..
(I really wanted to try
green.) The black mat is dark-sounding; the

ering. Remember, the Rega's tonearm leads
are hard-wired. And don't use the plastic

red bright; blue gives agood balance. But in

anti-skate housing as awrench!.

my opinion almost any mat you use is likely

As for the clamp, it's mandatory for the

to degrade the sound, reducing definition

platter to do its job. But Sonographe doesn't

and obscuring detail, even as it adds ap-

supply one. For one thing, it would add to

parent ripeness and richness to the bass.
Engineers say that this is because aconven-

the cost. And there are alot of accessory
clamps available. A Souther Clever Clamp

tional mat, instead of carrying vibrations

will tidy up the sound. A Dunlop Systemdek

away from the vinyl, reflects them back into

plastic clamp is better. But better yet is the

the record.
Don't let me talk you out of Sonographe's

hundred bucks for aclamp! It pains me to

arm; it looks like agood deal for the added
$155. If you go with the Rega RB300 arm

say that the sonic improvement, not subtle,
is worth the price: tighter bass, improved

and use the 'table matless, you should probably fit one spacer (supplied by Rega) under

dynamics, even apparently reduced surface

the arm. Also, you may want to take Rega's

any undue strain on the bearings, but you

Stereophile

$95 SOTA Reflex Clamp. Damn—nearly a

noise. Idon't think the SOTA clamp puts
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Magnavox FD 1040SL Compact Disc Player
should do some minor rebalancing of the

Magnavox 1040 and recommended it highly

suspension with the clamp (and record) in
place—a breeze with this 'table. (An alter-

in these pages. To me, an unmodified 1040
sounds almost as good as aregular Meridian
MCD (I haven't heard the new models) or a

native to the SOTA is the Goldmund clamp.)
The SG-3 is not state-of-the-art. But then

Mission DAD7000R.

neither is Conrad-Johnson. In fact, Bill Con-

For afraction of the price, aMagnavox 1040

rad and Lew Johnson never make extravagant

produces a very smooth, unfatiguing

claims about anything. The VPI and the
various SOTA models probably sound bet-

sound. But I've become dissatisfied with

ter. But how much better, and for how

the weaknesses of the machine: imprecise
imaging; bass that isn't too well extended or

much extra cost or, in the case of avacuum

defined; and highs that seem abit fuzzy.

platter, how much additional inconven-

So when Michael Goldfield, aneighbor

ience? If you're mainly into CDs these days,
the SG-3 may strike you as avery intelligent

of mine, told me he was going into business

choice. It's no wonder that, even as mass-

selling CD players, Iwas very interested.
Goldfield, acomputer engineer, has done

market turntable manufacturers report plummeting sales, the Sonographe has taken off in
the market. Buy one. You'll love it!

as "Euphonic Technology," modifying and

his homework. He has spent over a year
modifying various Magnavox models, and I
liked what Iheard. Ialso looked at his
modified machines: this guy is no klutz

The Euphonic Technology
modified Magnavox 1040

with asoldering iron—he does beautiful

For two years now, Ihave been reading

would have done just as well.

work. So Ihanded over my 1040. A 2040

about the death of analog in the pages of

Of course, you don't need Goldfield to

that user-group journal Digital Audio. But
until now Ihave derived more listening

modify aMagnavox. You can buy modified

pleasure from LPs. And with a'table as fine
as the Sonographe, Iwill continue to do so.

Sonographe and others. But what if you
already own aMagnavox, and, like me, you

But now, for the first time, Ican enjoy Com-

are reluctant to tinker yourself, because you

Philips machines from PS Audio, and soon

pact Discs equally as much—a little more,

lack the time, knowledge and skill? It's

actually, since Idon't have to turn over the
damned records (to me, the biggest advan-

Goldfield to the rescue.

tage of CDs).

into asuper player: much better, to my ears,
than a Mission DAD700OR or a standard

As you know, Ilike the now-discontinued
68

For 1300, Goldfield will turn your 1040
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A pre-eminent arm needs aformidable combination of strengths.
It must combine almost zero friction with near-absolute rigidity.
In following the groove, it must keep side forces to aminimum—in
fact drastically improving on all pivoted arms in this regard. Its
design should ensure that resonances are reduced to insignificant
levels. It must be easily adjustable in every way that affects
performance, including VTA, azimuth, and dynamic balance.
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2achieves all this. More
important, it extracts the music from the groove, unchanged. But
don't just take our word:
"...A product that transcends subjective preferences to
(potentially) become an objective standard."
—Thomas O. Miiller, The Absolute Sound, Issue 39
"It did not take very long to discover that here was one of
the world's finest-sounding tonearms."
—Hi-Fi News & Record Review, July 1986
"It may have no sonic equal at any price."
—Anthony H. Cordesman, Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 7
The Eminent Technology Tonearm 2. Priced at $850, it is an
air-bearing, straight-line tracking arm in aclass by itself. The
pre-eminent tonearm. Call or write for more information.
EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED
508 Cactus Street
Tallahassee, FL 32304

TEL 904

575-5655

UPDATE NEWS: Our new van den Hul
monocrystal silver lead wire offers improved signal transfer and flexibility:
standard on new arms, available as an
update for $50. Also, remember that
you can trade in your ET Tonearm 1for
our Tonearm 2for just $250. Contact
your dealer or Eminent Technology.

Acoustat speakers
were designed to work the way your ear
was designed to hear.
Perfectly.
Acoustat speakers utilize aunique
full-range electrostatic element —
one that operates in much the
same way as the recording microphone and the human ear.
Because of this, they are capable
of reproducing music exactly as it
was recorded with all the sonic
brilliance and realism you hear
at alive concert

Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment that is unequalled by any other loudspeaker
system regardless of price. We'd
like you to hear the full story of
Acoustat speakers and electronics.
Call or write for the name of the
Acoustat dealer nearest you —
then give your ears the music they
deserve.

Acousne
SPEAKERS

ELECTFE)POCS

1

Revolutionary by Design

3101 Southwest First Terrace Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
Telephone 305/462-6700

Meridian MCD. He beefs up the power

labor involved. If you decide to go ahead

supply, replacing the filter capacitors with

with the mods, Goldfield will give you an

caps increased in size, as well as bypassing

authorization number and an estimated

them. He upgrades the blocking caps to

delivery date. He may tell you to wait for a
few weeks so you are not without your

high-quality film capacitors, replaces the
op-amps, and reworks the analog section.
He installs Tiffany output jacks, getting rid
of the captive cables.

machine for long. You pay shipping to Connecticut; he pays return freight.
This guy is a neighbor and a friend; it

Idon't like to exaggerate, but the dif-

might seem I'm playing favorites. There are

ference is night and day. The midrange re-

others who perform mods, too—perhaps

mains musical. The highs are extended,
smoother, and cleaner. The bass is extended

can go wrong with Euphonic Technology.

and much better defined: there is arichness
of bass detail. Imaging is dramatically im-

with equal success. But Idon't think you
Ilove the results and Iknow alot of you have
bought 1040s on my recommendation.

proved, the soundstage opening up. The
machine sounds more dynamic. On astock
1040, avocalist may appear somewhere—

The Sony D -7S "Discman"

and everywhere—between the two speakers.

It was Goldfield who put me on to the Sony

With a Euphonic Technology modified

D-7S Discman. "The sound isn't state-of-

1040, the vocalist is precisely placed. (I did
modified 1040 and astock machine waiting

the-art," he said, "and it's not acandidate
for mods. But you'll love it." He was right.
This is the nicest toy Ihave had since I

for surgery.)
Goldfield can also sell you a modified

greatest pleasures is showing it off in front

extensive listening comparisons with my

got my first English bicycle. One of the

1040—off the shelf, as it were—for $599.
But he has just afew units. You might call

of teenagers, who turn green with envy.

Michael at (203) 834-2468 to get his address
and see how soon he can modify your

listens, says they want to go out and buy
one. And so far, adozen of my friends and

machine (or see if he has any off-the-shelf

acquaintances have.

Adults, too. Everyone who sees it, and

units left). Goldfield can also modify your

The D-7S is hardly bigger than a CD

2040, or other Magnavox models; phone for

itself; it is atechnological marvel, complete

details. The $300 price seems very fair, considering the quality of the parts and the

with its built-in rechargeable battery pack.
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You can listen to CDs on atrain or plane.
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"...The Most Successful
Design of All"

MAXIM III 2-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

MAGNUM III 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

J. GORDON HOLT
STEREOPHILE JULY, 1985
Mr Holt elaborates

INTRODUCING...
...THE 3-WAY MAGNUM III

of all the speakers in this price class

that Ihave heard, Iwould say that Siefert's Maxim is probably the most successful design of all

The system is

beautifully balanced and almost perfectly neutral
low WI from these is lust amazingl

the

gives a solidarity

and foundation one does not expect to hear
They have the most accurate middle range Ihave
heard oom any speaker
a has one of the best
extreme-top ranges have heard from a dynamic system
the Imaging and soundings presentation from these
ere excellent.
They do not sound stna,1

it can make most audio-

philes (and practically all music lovers) quite happy
RECOMMENDED."
The Maxim Ill's, whose 40 -Hz resonance is unmatched
anywhere for a 2-way ported system only 13H

The new 3-way MAGNUM Ill is the big brother to the
Maxim Ill Its similar design goals of extremely-low group delay response, low interrnodulation distortion. optimized
imaging, and impressive low-end performance are achieved
in a modestly-sized cabinet only 22H . 14D n 13W
Featured are an 8-in polypropylene-cone long-throw
(16 mm) woofer A tuned-reflex cabinet-wall port extends
response to 34 Hz (-3 dB) A new 4•in long -throw
polypropylene mldrange driver provides over 6 octaves of
smooth. wide-dispersion response
A unique new 1-in alumlnum-clome/polyamde-surround
tweeter exhibits unrivalled smoothness to 32 KHz 3rd-.order
crossover networks at 250 Hz and 3 KHz rTunimize driver
overlap Mirror-imaged cabinets are finished in walnut, oak,
or black lacquered natural hardwood

11D. 9W,

are optimized for lowest group delay and intermodulation
distortion Natural hardwood finishes are walnut, oak, or
black lacquer

SEND FOR A REPRINT

SUBWOOFER /100-Hz
ACTIVE CROSSOVER

of the entre Stereopnile rev,ew along with complete
specifications of the Maxim Ill and new Magnum Ill Join

driver Complete with 100-Hz. 3rd -order unique phase-

hundreds of satisfied customers buy the Maxim Ill's factory direct for $399 plus $14 UPS or Magnum Ill for $699 plus

matched active crossover Provides mono-sumrned

$36 UPS with 30-day, satisfaction -guaranteed return

bridged outputs. Ectualued tor 19 Hz (-30B)

privilege

CornIng soon for use Won Max,rn 1n

12-incrt long-throw

$499 00 ,sel

SIEFERT RESERREH

VISA MC ORDERS (213) 457-4239
31212-S BAILARD ROAD • MALIBU, CA 90265

Stereophile

SUBSCRIPTIONS
8ISSUES PER YEAR
ii$46 Europe, South America, USSR—
,;;11 -Árrà 'airmail
11111$26 Canada airmail M$54 all other countries

ii$24 U.S.

U.S. RESIDENTS To subscribe by credit card call TOLL FREE 1-800-892-0753
(Illinois) or 1-800-435-0715 (all other states) or send check, money order, or
credit card number/expiration date to STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 364, Mount
Morris, IL 61054.
OUTSIDE U.S. To subscribe by credit card call (505) 982-2366 or send check,
money order, or credit card number/expiration date to STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
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Plug it into your car's cigarette lighter with

ly, Iwasn't sure myself, Ijust knew Ihad to

an optional adapter (from Radio Shack,

have this marvelous new toy. Ithink you

cheaper than Sony's adapter), or use the AC

will find, as Idid, uses that you would

adapter (supplied) and run the unit through

never have found for aconventional player.

your home system. This thing is incredibly

Itake it to the library, for instance; it blots

versatile. For instance, Ipacked the D-7S, an

out the sound of whispering teenagers

integrated amp, and asmall pair of speakers,

while Iread magazines. Iuse it to listen to

and had music while on summer vacation.

CDs Ibought in New York while Iride back

If you drive on business, you could do the

home on the train. Iuse it on days when I

same: set up asystem in your hotel room in

have to turn on the airconditioning in my
music room and don't want to turn on my

five minutes.
How does it sound? A lot better than you
would ever expect! There's not much depth,

tube gear.

imaging is just okay, and both bass and

of the Revolver turntable) to demonstrate to

Itook it over to Roy Hall's house (importer

dynamics are alittle constricted. Still, the

this friend of Ivor Tiefenbrun how good

sound is reasonably smooth and altogether

digi/al could sound. Roy's wife immediately

listenable. Some people are happy using it

wanted one. Ihad agrin amile wide; the

as their only CD source.
The only problem with the D-7S is that

Devil made me do it. 1took my D-7S to

it's very prone to skip when bumped; you

(There are plans to build aCD player factory

can't jog with it, and you have to be careful

and pressing plant in 'Palinn, Estonia, so I
didn't feel so bad showing off the new tech-

even when walking. Also, my D-7S fails to

Russia and amazed my Soviet acquaintances.

track a few discs that my Magnavox can

nology.) The Russians, who love Western

handle. No big deal, though.
When Ibought my D-7S, LA asked,

gadgets, went wild over it.

"What do you want with the thing?" Initial-

dreadful sound of the CDP-101.

Thanks, Sony. Inow forgive you for the

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
puts perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
no-compromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realism. Such an instrument is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a5-year warranty and why.
in the fickle audiophile world.
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose, CA 95132
(408) 259-8648
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AMPLIFICATION
FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

Carefully selected polypropylene
capacitors, metal film resistors, finelytuned discrete circuitry and zero-feedback
design...are some of the design aspects
that take Tandberg's equipment out of
the mainstream and place it in the world
of the audio connoisseur.
Tandberg now establishes the
reference for sonic clarity, openness and
overall musicality with the TPA 3016A
Power Amplifier and the TCA 3018A
Preamplifier. Never before has the
selection of quality components, complete
absence of IC's, high current capability
and elimination of signal degrading
negative feedback design been
executed with such dramatic results.
The high-current, dual-mono MOSFET
amplifier, rated at 220 watts per channel
with no more than 0.05% total harmonic
or IM distortion, and peak power
capability of 1,500 watts into 0.5 ohms,
confirms the TPA 3016A Power Amplifier's
extraordinary ability to handle awide
range and variety of low impedance
speakers. An engineer, heating up load
resistors at his test bench, will be quite

satisfied...as would aprofessional
musician listening to the reproduction
of music.
A newly-developed moving coil input
stage that sets new standards for
musicality, clarity and low noise, with
both the MC and MM inputs fed into a
passive RIAA network that truly
demonstrates the advantages of zero
feedback design, makes the TCA 3018A
"direct-path" Preamplifier the perfect
complement to the TPA 3016A
Power Amplifier.
How does Tandberg's advanced
engineering translate into anew standard
of listening pleasure for the audio
connoisseur? Visit your local Tandberg
dealer and decide for yourself.

TANDBERG
One Labriola Court
Armonk, NY 10504
(914) 273-9150
Audio Components for the Connoisseur
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE.
Designed to maximize
the performance of your
audio and video equipment, all
CWO modular component cabinets
are handcrafted and lovingly handfinished from select natural hardwoods.
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. Add as your system grows,
arrange and rearrange our cabinets to almost
any configuration.
REMARKABLE QUALITY. From the precision hardware to the
natural oiled finish, all CWO cabinets are fine furniture with alook
and style you'll cherish for years to come.
See for yourself. For your nearest dealer CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159
Iln Illinois, 312-563-17451

CWD®

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

The cabinet system shown above in
Dark Oak features solid wood, glass
and roll wood doors and interior lights
Also in Natural Oak and Natural
American Walnut

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
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"Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for
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to believe may be excellent performers. We are
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Components listed here are ones which we

sound (nutter, distortion, various forms of

have found to be among the best available

coloration) are of more concern to the

in each of four quality classes—the ones

musically oriented listener than things sub-

whose purchase we most recommend. Fol-

tracted from the sound, such as deep bass

lowing each listing is abrief description of

or extreme treble. On the other hand, com-

the product's sonic characteristics and a

ponents which are markedly deficient in

code indicating the magazine Volume and

one or more respects are downrated to the

Issue in which that product's report ap-

extent that their deficiencies interfere with

peared. Some products listed have not yet

the full realization of the program material.

been reported on; these are marked (NR).

Some of the listed items are discontinued

We recommend that any product's entire re-

models ($), retained in this list because their

view be read before purchase is seriously

durability and performance distinguish

contemplated; many salient characteristics,

them as "classics," and because they are

peculiarities, and caveats appear in reviews

sometimes available for substantially less

but not here.

than their original cost. Upgrade modifica-

The ratings are predicated entirely on
performance—i.e., accuracy of reproduction—and are biased to an extent by our

tions are available for many.
Component classes (within classes, components are listed in alphabetical order):

reeling that things added to reproduced

llurntables
A
Editor's note: Any of the four Class A turntables
will provide a musically satisfying base to the
sound of atop system. It is not worth changing
one for another until the listener is confident that
the rest of his system cannot be improved. If contemplating purchase of one of these four, audition
in depth as pan of apreferred turntable/arm/cartridge combination. A possible fifth contender
could be one of the Goldmunds—Studio or Reference, not the Studietto—but these have not been
auditioned for some time. If an inexpensive turntable has not made its way into Class C, D or K,
assume that it is not recommended under any circumstances. Underachievers are more common in
the world of turntables than in any other area of
hi-fi.
SOTA Star Sapphire Mk.111
The latest version (Mk .III designation applies to
models manufactured from July 1986) complete
with the acrylic Supermat, is significantly better
than earlier versions, and just a whisker better
than the other Class A turntables. Compared with
the standard SOTA Sapphire, the vacuum holddown significantly improves bass range and detail,
and resolution across the audio range. (Vol.9 No.4)
The SOTA "Electronic Flywheel" improves performance further. (Vol.9 No.2)
Linn Sondek LP12
The standard against which newer turntable
designs have been measured for twelve years now,
the Linn is more colored than the other Class A
'tables (particularly in the upper bass), harder to
set up, and more likely to go out of adjustment
(though much better now in this respect than it
used to be) It also is not compatible mechanically
with the Eminent Technology or Well-Tempered
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tonearms. In JA's opinion, the Linn is 2 Class A
'table on musical grounds—it also measures
well—but AHC feels strongly that the LPI2
doesn't belong in Class B, let alone A. (NR)
Oracle Delphi II
Setting the standard for elegant appearance, the
Oracle also works superbly, giving up some bass extension to the VPI and Sotas. If appearance matters
at all to you, give the Oracle alisten. (Vol.9 No.4)
VPI HW-19
The latest VPI has achieved astandard of sonic
neutrality that puts it very close to the latest Sota
Sapphire Star, and at a much lower price. It is
cosmetically less elegant, and abit more cumbersome to adjust, but it readily accommodates 2
wide range of tonearms and is very stable. The
$300 Power Line Conditioner is aworthwhile accessory. (Vol.9 Nos.4 & 5).

SOTA Sapphire Mk.III
The first high-end American 'table since the
original AR, the standard SOTA (which lacks
vacuum disc clamping) is easy to set up and use,
attractive, ingenious in design, and sonically excellent. With the new Supermat it comes close to
its much more expensive brother, the Star Sapphire, in sonic neutrality, midrange naturalness,
and high end sweetness. Borderline Class A. (Vol.8
No.3 —Supermat)

Acoustic Research Connoisseur ES-1
This is one low-cost turntable we can heartily
recommend. Compared with the original AR, it
has much better cosmetics, comes with its own
arm or can be fitted with yours—the Cheapskate
just loves the AR with the Rega RB300— but
seems to have aless effective suspéfision. Can pro-
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duce hum problems with unshielded cartridges
like the Grados. Almost as good is the AR ES-101,
which comes fitted with what can be described as
no more than an "adequate" tonearm. (Vol.9 No.4
Cheapskate)
Ariston RD-40
A close rival of the AR, the RD-40 costs more only
because it's less discounted. It provides afar superior disc clamping (and therefore damping) setup, but has somewhat less immunity to acoustic
breakthrough.
Dual CS-5000
Sophisticated budget 'table, incorporating electronic speed control, with an OK arm and a
basically good sound (apart from a lightweight
bass) for amoderate $350. A Cheapskate favorite.
(Vol.9 No.4 Cheapskate)
Harman Kardon T-65
Good basic performance, marred by tonearm problems. Perhaps not quite as good as the other "C"
rated decks, but 2 clear notch above the Dual
505-2. The lack of an interchangeable tonearm
and so-so suspension are drawbacks. On the plus
side, the T-65 is easy to set-up and use, and isn't
prone to going out of adjustment with time or if
moved. This deck offers about the minimum level
of performance which can legitimately be described
as audiophile quality. Recommended only if
bought at discounted price; at the H K's full price,
the Sonographe is to be preferred. (Vol.9 No.2)
Rega Planar 3
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb
arm. Lack of environmental isolation may be problematic; limited cartridge compatibility; but asafe
recommendation, nevertheless. (NR)
Sonographe SG3
Better-sounding than the AR, and abit more expensive, the Sonographe may be hard to find, but
is worth the effort. Good value in the unarmed
version. See the Cheapskate in this issue for afull
description of its sound.

D
Dual 505-2 phono unit
Getting down to the least you can expect to pay
for arecord player that works at all well, the Dual
505-2 has been forced (by demanding British
audiophiles) to perform for $200. It has its problems—read the review for details—but you can't
do better without spending more than $300. (Vol.
8 No.3)
Roksan Xerxes, Dunlop Systemdek, Elite Rock,
Heybrook HB2, C&J Walker CJ58, Merrill, Michell
Gyrodek, Revolver, Torlyte-modified Linn, Linn
Axis, The Well-Tempered lbrntable

Tonearms
A
SME Series V
Extraordinarily neutral pivoted tonearm, with the
lowest resonant signature of any. Easy to setup,
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VTA and overhang adjustable during play, but no
azimuth adjustment. The best bass performance
on the market. A bit pricey, but ergonomically and
aesthetically awork of art. A finish worthy of Tiffanys, according to AHC. Some compatibility problems with cartridges having low height, but otherwise the new reference. Probably the best arm
available today. (Vol.9 No.6)
Eminent Technology Two
The ET Two corrects its predecessor's cueing difficulties and comes up with ahost of ingenious
extras, but more important, it has "an extraordinarily live and open soundstage" and gets the
best results from awide range of cartridges. Needs
a very stable subchassis turntable to give of its
best. A bit fussy to use—some low-patience types
won't want to. Only really rivalled by the SME V,
which has better bass definition, but at less than
half the price, the best value in ahigh-end tonearm. (Vol.8 No.7)

Alphason HR-100S
Neutral, very low friction. An advantage is the availability of different tonearm tube and counterweight
inserts to vary the effective mass, and thus enable
matching of virtually all medium to low-compliance cartridges (even some moderately high compliance ones). (Vol.7 No.3, Vol.8 No.7)
Grado Signature
A detachable-headshell arm with performance
that virtually equals the best fixed-headshell arms
listed above. Wry convenient to use, a top performer sonically, and only $485. The Grado provides very near to the best sound, with user convenience that is simply not available in many high
end arms. (Vol.8 No.5)
Linn Ittok LVII
Slight resonant colorations in the upper midrange
compared with the best arms, which can add
both hardness and afalse sense of "excitement."
Bass and lower midrange still amongst the best,
however, and superior to the similarly-priced
competition in these areas. (Vol.8 No.7)
Souther Triquartz
The latest version of the Souther SLA-3, it shows
obvious signs of refinement. The whole arm is
less resonant, the sound is more solid. It's 2 close
call rating the Eminent Technology aclass higher—
the Souther is very close to Class A. Possesses 2
more "live" sound than the ET, and works better
with highish-compliance moving-magnet cartridges, and, of course, very well with the Clearaudio Veritas (imported by Souther). (Vol.8 No.7)
Sumiko Frill
Solid sonic value for money, audibly superior to the
MMT, though finish is 2 bit rough compared with
the best. VTA adjustable during play. (Vol.9 No.4)
The Well Tempered Arm
One of the most neutral arms available, this oddlooking arm is hard to fault on any count. Superb
highs, stereo soundstaging and midrange, excellent compatibility with MC cartridges that put
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lot of energy back into the arm. Some softness
in the low bass, but above that there are virtually
no problems. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.9 Nos.3 & 5)

Alphason Xenon
Very similar to the HR-100S, but cheaper bearings
and internal wiring downgrade the sound by 5%
and knock $300 off the price. (Vol.8 No.7)
Rega RB-300
At $195, the Rep offers very good detail, depth,
midrange neutrality, ambience, and precision of
imaging, almost creeping into Class B. Works well
with the Rep 'table, but also recommended by
Audio Cheapskate as an ideal substitute for the
arms that come with the AR and Sonographe
'tables. Licks any form of height adjustment, however. VTA can only be adjusted by adding spacers
under the base. (Vol.7 No.7)
Sumiko MMT Revised
A simple, removable-headshell arm that is less
than the best but not that much. Well-suited to
either MM or MC cartridges. (Vol.8 No.5)
New budget AR arm, Dynavector DV 507 (modified), Wheaton Triplanar, Odyssey
Deletions
Sumiko "The Arm" used to be the pivoting arm
against which others were measured, but is no
longer manufactured. Should be a worthwhile
secondhand buy from owners who are upgrading
to the SME V.
Mayware Formula IV Mk.III, due to lack of US distribution.

Cartridges
Publisher's Note: Readers interested in acartridge
purchase and wanting further information should
read the 60 or so cartridge reviews published in Vol.
7No.8, Vol.8 Nos.1, 3, 4, & 7and ‘b1.9 Nos.4 & 6.

A
Koetsu Red & Red Signature
If the Ortofons and van den Huis appeal to the brain,
then the Koetsu appeals to the heart. Romantic
sound despite neutral tonal balance. The Red's
soundstage is superbly delineated, the Signature is
the champion in this area. (Vol.8 No.7)
Ortofon MC-2000
Possibly the most literally accurate cartridge
available, the MC-2000 makes most good discs
sound very much like their CD counterparts. It has
superb trackability, very good soundstaging and imaging, excellent bass, and extremely smooth highs.
The only problem: such low output (0.05mV0 that
hum and noise may be aproblem in many systems.
In any case, avery low noise step-up is necessary.
(Vol.8 No.2)
Sumiko Virtuoso DTI
The first high-output 'coil to make Class A. Warmer
balance than the Talisman, with first-rate imaging,
excellent harmonic contrast and detail, 2 top end
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that is free from the problems that plague most MCs,
and, according to SWW, the "uncanny ability to reproduce the natural weight and authority of live
music." vdH stylus requires careful setup; output
2 little on the low side for some MM inputs. Lacks
the ultimate "speed" of the Koetsus, but up with
the best in terms of transparency The music emerges
from anear-silent background that is akin to CD.
(Vol.9 No.4)
van den Hul MC-10
The first van den Hul to provide midrange and
bass extension to match the typically-excellent
vdH high frequency extension and detail. lbnal
balance more like CD than the Koetsus. Superb
decoding of recorded detail but requires careful
setup. Available from Transparent Audio Marketing. (Vol.9 No.6)
Veritas/ClearAudio
The Venus has amazing resolution and definition,
superb dynamics, excellent bass, exceptional imaging and depth, very sweet highs. A remarkable
cartridge. A special version is available for the
Souther arm. (Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7)

AcIcom XC/M11-11
Wry smooth and neutral, much like master tape,
with excellent trackability. (Vol.7 No.8)
Argent Diamond
Somewhat lean upper midrange, very neutral
midrange, gorgeous soundstage. Makes excellent
records "come almost eerily alive." (Vol.8 Noel)
Audioquest B-100L
Remarkably accurate balance and timbre, good
soundstaging, subtly forward and elevated highs
and upper midrange. (Vol.8 No.4)
The Decca cartridges.
Several entrepreneurs are modifying Decea's stock
cartridges to perfectionist standards. Many perfectionists have 2 love-hate relationship with these
cartridges, which combine superb sound with
shoddy construction and apropensity for causing
incurable hum. (They use acommon ground circuit.) The van den Hul Decca has very good trackability, sweet (tapelike) highs, excellent speed and
detail, and very dynamic and lifelike sound. "One
of the most seductive cartridges on the market."
(Vol.7 Nos.4 & 8) The Garrott Decca is slightly
superior in every way to the van den Hul. (Vol.8
Nos.I & 3) The Super Gold, which is actually
marketed by Decca and promises greater reliability
and abetter warranty, is similar to the Garrott but
2 little more forward-sounding. (Vol.8 No.4)
Dynavector 17D2 MR
Lovely high end, very detailed sound, asuperb
performer. One of the best cartridges tested by
AHC; the best that BS has heard. (Vol.7 No.8 and
Vol.8 No.1)
Monster Cable Alpha 2
Smooth, musical, detailed, very good soundstaging, very quick and detailed, but lifted high end
can make choice of ancillary equipment important. "More agreeable than accurate," said JGH,
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due to this high-output version of the Alpha 2's
recessed midrange, but he did feel that the soundstaging, imaging, separation and trackability were
all superb. Not at its best with Conrad Johnson or
Krell preamps, or Martin Logan loudspeakers.
Samples may vary; ours did (though one of them
had become "magnetized"). (Vol.7 No.8, Vol.8
No.3, Vol.9 No.4)
Shinon Red Boron
Fast, smooth, excellent bass, superb imaging and
depth, sweet but very detailed highs. Highly sensitive to toneartri set-up, may require 2 tilted-tothe-back tonearm to achieve correct VTA. (Vol.8
No.4)
Shure Ultra 500
Exceedingly neutral, very good soundstaging and
imaging, unsurpassed trackability, good bass, lacking only the last iota of detail and snap provided
by the best moving coils. A very musical canticle
(Vol.8 No.4, Vol.8 No.7)
Talisman Alchemist IIIS
Excellent soundstaging, slightly forward, excellent
midrange, smooth highs, very detailed. Dynamic and
exciting rather than cool and analytical. (Vol.7 No.8)

Adcom HC/E II
Competition for the Grado 8MR and MAS Econocoil, this is smooth, musical, and extended in range,
but with aslight upper midrange hardness and
some shortage of imaging, depth, and airiness.
(Vol.7 No.8)
Dynavector Karat 23RS MR
Less expensive sibling to the '17 that BS liked so
much. (Vol.9 No.4)
Grado BbIR
Very liquid midrange, good detail, smooth and
neutral high end, slightly warm sound, very good
trackability. (Vol.8 No.4)
MAS Econocoll
An extraordinary buy, this is fast, very smooth,
and has very good trackability, good soundstaging
and imaging, and a slightly laid-back quality.
(Vol.7 No.8)
Shure VI5-Vbilt
Exceedingly neutral midrange and bass, slightly soft
high end, high compliance. You sacrifice abit of
detail for unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent reliability, and listenability. (Vol.7 No.5, Cheapskate)

D
Grado MTEI
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this $20
MM has excellent trackability and sounds rather like
agood MC. When your friends need to change the
cartridge on their old Dual or Garrard, this is the
one to recommend. May hum when used with AR
decks. Dealers aren't in love with it; at $20, how
much profit can their be? (Vol.7 No.8; actual
review was of an earlier version, the GTEI)
Kiseki Purple Heart, Carnegie, Goldbug Clement,
Koetsu Black K
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Deletions
Technics 100C Mk IV, superbly neutral MM but
availability uncertain.

Compact Disc Players
Editor's Note: although LA feels strongly that Class
A be eliminated for CD players, the rate of progress still being fast, both JA and JGH feel that it is
valid to include it as representing the best sound
available-as of now. We all urge caution, however, to someone about to purchase an expensive
"state-of-the-art" CD player. It will probably be
superseded, or equalled at alower price, in less
than ayear, and no matter how good aplayer is, it
can't do anything about sonic problems embedded
within the pits.

A
California Audio Labs Tempest
First commercial player to feature atube analog
stage, the Tempest is based on aMagnavox 2041
with extensive modifications. Sound is alittle bright,
but without being hard, and soundstage is detailed
and deep. Highish output impedance dictates
careful preamplifier choice and the player won't
drive long cables. Probably the easiest-to-livewith sound from CD as of Fall '86. (Vol.9 No.6)
Meridian Pro MCD (a la Mod Squad)
For $300 Steve McCormack's magic wand will add
abetter-controlled bass and an "important notch
of improvement in midrange and treble resolving
power" to the virtues of the standard Pro, according to AHC. Class A sound, but only for those
who already own aPro MCD. (Vol.9 No.1)

Meridian Pro MCD
At one time considered aradical step forward in
CD sound, is still a contender with the best (although soon to be superseded by the all-new Meridian 207). Superb bass, natural timbre, flat upper
octaves; excellent imaging and retrieval of lowlevel harmonic information; but veiled upper
midrange when compared with the best Sonys.
(Vol.9 No.1)
PS Audio CD-IA
AHC liked the sound of this much-modified Magnavox 2041 on massed strings and voice, and felt
the bass to be better than the Mod Squad Meridian
Pro; JGH felt that its soundstage presentation was
also excellent. An overall dryness, however, not
dissimilar to that of, for example, the PS IV preamp, prevents the CD-1A's inclusion in
(Vol.9 Nos.1 & 6)

Class

A.

Sony CD-P55
JGH was impressed by the facilities offered by this
new Sony, and felt the sound to be pretty good
also, at least on apar with the '520. (Vol.9 No.6)
Sony CDP- 520ES
On apar with, but very different from, the standard Meridian Pro, this machine has excellent bass,
crisp but clean highs, and asomewhat forward and
"alive" upper middle range. Purchasers wanting
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the same sound but less facilities should investigate
the Sony '303. Soon to be replaced by '530, sound
improves to CUSS Awhen used with the Sony '702
or '703 PCM decoder boxes. (Vol.8 No.2)

NEC CD-705
Two-times oversampling player with generally
low-terels of HF grundge. (Vol.9 No.2)

D
Adcom GCD-300
Generally similar to other Sony-process players,
the Adcom contains a"CD- compensation" switch
that allows you to equalize either the upper midrange or the extreme treble to make your CDs listenable. This one feature makes it very good value
for money. (Vol.9 No.1)
Magnavox FD 1040 (or Marantz and other
Philips-process players)
Very user-friendly, quite inexpensive on discount.
Recessed highs, somewhat harsh midrange, lack of
ambience, somewhat loose bass—but cheap.
Worth modifying with better capacitors.
Accuphase, Meridian 207, Cambridge CD-1, Kinergetics, Philips/Magnavox/Mission/Marante/Tandberg 16-bit-with-oversampling players.
Deletions
Meridian MCD obsolete, replaced by new generation of Meridian machines.
Mission 700OR superseded by 16-bit-with-oversampling Mission player.
Nalcamichi OMS -5, once controversial, now replaced by an untested Mk.II.
Yamaha CD-2 replaced by a new generation of
machines.
Kyocera DA -910, JGH's reference until he heard
the Meridian Pro, now expensive for what is basically Class C sound.

Preampliflers
A
Audio Research SP-11
A tube/FET hybrid that JGH finds both musical
and accurate. His new reference. Inputs and controls for every possible need—except bass and
treble—and sound improves even further if most
of the switching and controls are bypassed via
provisions on the preamp. Requires significant
warmup for the best sound—even to the point of
leaving it on all the time. (Vol.9 No.4)

Audio Research SP-I0 II
This versatile all-tube preamp is virtually free of
coloration, doing everything almost perfectly—
"almost" being the word distinguishing it from
the SP-11. Only practical limitation is its inability
to use very-low-output cartridges such as the Ortoton MC2000, without additional gain devices.
JA's reference. (Vol.7 No.7)
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Conrad Johnson Premier Three
Another state-of-the-art tube preamp, the Premier
Three is similar in overall quality to the SP-10 II but
more "tubey": alittle warmer, more luscious midrange, less analytically detailed, less frequency extension at either extreme. JGH's reference until the
SP-11 came along. Can be improved by bypassing
switching and balance control. (Vol.8 No.2)
Convergent Audio Technology
A Class B contender. See Al-IC's review for the
low-down.
!Clyne SK-5
Incredibly clean, quick, detailed, smooth, open,
and solid, with superb imaging and soundstaging.
Possibly the 1110St accurate preamplifier; may or
may not be the most listenable, depending on
your system. Particularly suitable for moving-coils
(includes avariable-gain head amp and HF roll-off
switching). (Vol.8 Nos.2 and 5)
Motif MC-7
The Motif is atransistor preamp designed by Conrad Johnson, and sounds it. In fact, it has the same
virtues as the Premier Three, but is better at them:
the high frequency sweetness is there, but more
extension; the imaging is as three-dimensional,
but more specific Highly recommended; the only
thing missing is the glow of the tubes. (Vol.9 No.1)
PS Audio 4.5
Superb sound for the price. See AHC's review in
this issue for the full scoop.

Conrad Johnson PV5
Competitive in price with the other Class C units
(11485), the PV5 sounds wonderful. We suspect a
bit of euphonic sweetening, but it seems to get in
the way of the music so little, who cares? An ideal
preamp for those of you with CD piers. (AD1.7 No.3)
Lazarus
Lively and clean sound, superbly transparent,
easily surpassing, for example, the Beming TF -10.
A slight glare in the upper mids and grain in the
treble prevent it from joining the Class B collection, and DO was worried about the fact that it is
left on alt the time, which could lead to excessive
tube replacement costs. The Cheapskate loved it,
however, feeling that it was the ideal preamp to
render silver disc reproduction nearer to that of
black. (Vol.9 No.2)

D
Conrad-Johnson PV-3
At $300 in kit form, this is the lowest-cost way of
acquiring afull-function tube preamplifier. Switching is limited, volume control doesn't track very
well, and it has awarm bass and rolled-off highs,
but the sound is very attractive. (Vol.5 No.10)
Dynaco PAS-3X#
Owners of this venerable classic should not yet
throw it out; if you come across one at agarage
sale, snap it up. Replacement of capacitors,
upgrading of the rectifier and power supply, and
replacing resistors can turn an old PAS-3X into a
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TRACKING FORCE.
At Audio Studio were scrupulous in our pursuit of the
best values in high-end
hi-fi. Audiophiles ourselves,
we carefully analyze components before adding
them to our select inventory. Which means that we
can help you choose with
confidence from among the
best there is. And back that
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very respectable preamp. You can buy a Van
Alstine update kit ($100) and turn your old PAS-3X
into anice-sounding product. (NR)
NYAL Super It
Bargain phono-only preamplifier, with volume
and balance controls. Smooth and sweet top end;
firm, articulate bass; good sense of dynamics.
VI/eIl-defined, wide soundstage, but less good than
Class B preamplifiers at localizing instruments in
space. (Vol.9 No.6)
Phoenix Systems P-100
The lowest-cost phono preamp we have found
that offers truly high quality ($99 kit, $149
assembled). A "black box" with only an AC switch
and astereo/mono switch, it accepts aMM cartridge and delivers line-level RIAA- equalized outputs to your main control preamp. The sound is
clean and dynamic, a little thin at the bottom
(there's agood chance this was corrected in later
versions), with 2 wide, deep soundstage, remarkable
midrange clarity and sweet highs. (Vol.8 No.2)
Superphon Revelation Dual Mono
The only solid-state preamp that can be recommended at under $400, the Dual Mono version is
apain to use (leave it on all the time, separate volume controls) but the sound quality hints at the
best available, particularly with MM cartridges.
Limited input switching. A great buy! (Vol.8 No.5)
Krell KRS-IA, Klyne SK-6, Spectral DMC-I0,
Melos GK-I, Cello Audio Suite, PS Audio 5.0, Adcorn GFP-55, Meitner, Conrad Johnson PV-7.

Deletions
PS Audio IVH superseded by PS 4.5
Superphon Revelation Basic, replaced by NYAL
Super It
Conrad Johnson PV4 superseded by new model
not yet auditioned.
Precision Fidelity C-8, now slightly expensive for
Class D, such has been the progress in preamp development; has not been auditioned for some time.

Moving-Coil Stepup
Devices
A
Audio Research MCP-33
Much the same open, three-dimensional sound as
the SP-10 preamp (with which it's not intended
for use), the MCP-33 will benefit many preamps.
Front-panel switchable cartridge loading (a big
plus). Not for use with really low-output cartridges. Expensive ($1395). (Vol.8 No.)

the Six has similar colorations and transparency.
Can be an ideal match for transistor preamps, but
requires careful matching. Quite expensive ($985).
(Vol.8 No.5)
Counterpoint SA-2
Superb preservation of detail, low distortion, lovely midrange. The noise is noticeably higher than
with the Klyne (see below), but the problem with
fat bass on early units has been corrected. Comes
with an interesting tube bias adjustment for tailoring the sound to your [ages; the SA-2 can be made
to sound rich and euphonic or somewhat lean—
as long as you don't go crazy wondering what's
right. (Vol.6 No.3)
Klyne SK-2a
A close rival to the Counterpoint SA-2, the basic
difference here being solid-state versus tube. Superb bass, very deep and tight, excellent high frequency extension, excellent imaging. It still lacks
the 3-dimensionality of tubes, but only slightly.
Adjustable high-frequency rolloff and cartridge
loading is atremendous boon for those with several MC cartridges. A bargain at $695. (Vol.7
No.3, Vol.8 No.5)

Fidelity Research XG-5
The least coloration of any transformer AHC has
heard; less expensive, more convenient, and
lower information loss than "The Head," which
we used to recommend. (Vol.8 No.5)
Princeton Design Group Active Cartridge
Stabilizer
Shorts the output of any pickup (MM as well as
MC) and amplifies resulting current; seems to improve the sound of most pickups; not suitable for
higher-impedance MMs. Class B ranking is aguess
—audition in home system and decide whether
it's worth the price. (Vol.9 Nos.1 & 3)

SOTA Headamp 11
Somewhat warm and sweet, superb inner detail,
good I-IF detail, excellent soundstage presentation. The solid-state step-up to use if you like the
sound of tubes, but don't want to buy them.
(Vol.7 No.8)
Music Reference RM-4B
Not as good as the best tube step-ups, but similar
in character and less expensive. The RM-4B is flexible and agood deal. (Vol.8 No.5)

Deletions
Electrocompaniet MC-2

Power Amplifiers

Audio Research MCP-2
A transistor step-up that provides almost the open

A

sound quality of the Klyne SK-2A (see below),
with greater case of use, and slightly less flexibility.
Rolls Royce construction Expensive ($1395). (Vol.
8 No.5)

Publisher's Note: LA feels that more decisions
should be made between these amplifiers, all admittedly excellent. Look to the next Recommended
Components for amore finely sifted Class A.

ConradJohnson Premier Six
A good step-up for use with the Premier Three,

Audio Research D-250-1I "Servo"
In the super-amplifier sweepstakes, the D-250-1I
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is analytical and revealing, yet musically natural
and unfatiguing. Not the typical tube sound: extended highs, very good bass control (though still
short of the best solid-state), close-up and intimate midrange with tremendous detail. According to LA, the 250-11 may be outdone in the bass
by some, but the sense of aliveness from the
midrange on up is unequalled. (Vol.9 No.5)
Audio Research M-100
Felt by some to surpass the D-250, this tube
monoblock is the least "tube-sounding" amplifier
JA has heard. And that's acompliment. Sounds
best with level control bypassed. (NR)
Counterpoint SA-4
An OTL and OCL mono tube design which is the
"perfect amplifier for the 17th and 18th centuries,"
according to AHC. Sweet, airy, and close to the
D-250 Servo in its ability to deliver recorded
detail. Works well with electrostatics, despite
limited current delivery into low impedances.
(Vol.9 No.4)
Krell KMA-100
By all accounts, this 100W mono amplifier is the
best Krell has yet produced. Forget the modest
power rating, this amplifier is almost atrue voltage
source. (Review to appear soon.)
NYAL Futterman OTL-1
With circuit design dating back to the '50s, should
this OTL, capacitor-coupled four-box, stereo
amplifier be 2 contender? The answer is yes, as the
tightest regulated supply around kicks the tubes
into order. Can produce magic with the Quad
ESL-63, but not recommended for use with ultralow impedance speakers. (Vol.9 No.6)
Threshold SA/1
Relatively moderate power for the price, but the
"sweetest, smoothest high end this side of Audio
Research" according to JGH. 160W "Stasis" mono
design. Add low frequency authority and aslightly
laidback midrange, and you have a solid-state
amplifier only bettered by the best tubes when it
comes to the presentation of soundstage. (Vol.9
Nos.1 & 3)

Boulder 500
This class-AB unit, based on Deane Jensen's 990
discrete op-amp design, extends the traditional
bass strengths of solid-state amps throughout the
audio frequency spectrum. Very neutral in character, but with just atrace of hardness in the mids and
treble. Transparency and resolution of detail rival
that of the best cost-no-object designs. (Vol.9 No.5)
Classe DR-5
Low 25W output per channel and class-A operation remind one of the classic Mark Levinson ML2. Mellower and richer than the Wells, and lacking
dynamics, the Classe DR-3 produces a sweet,
detailed sound, with surprising output capability
for the modest power rating. Particularly well
suited to Apogee Scintillas. (Vol. 8No. 8)
ConradJoluason Premier Five
Superb soundstaging, imaging, balance, depth,
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detail, musicality, clarity and realism. Combining
all the virtues of tube amps with few of their
flaws, it is surpassed slightly by some others in
low-end heft and range, and in high-end openness. Compared with the D-250-II, the Premier
Five is more "tubey": a "mid-hall" sound with
sweeter and more forgiving highs and slightly less
bass control—though plenty of power. The
choice between the two amps is a matter of taste
and the speakers they'll be used with. (Vol.7 No.8)
Electron Kinetics Eagle 2
Alive, up-front sound, very wide, moderately deep
soundstage, excellent imaging, crisp, smooth,
detailed and open highs, excellent definition and
inner detailing, unsurpassed low-end punch and
control. JGH's favorite amp for over 2 year (not
the current year) and now in revised form, but
Class B rating will depend on the loudspeakers
with which it is mated if the sound is not to
become too up-front. (Vol.8 No.4)
Krell KSA-100 & KSA-50
For a while more popular in Japan and Europe
than the US, these elegant pure class-A dual-mono
muscle amplifiers, now in Mk.II form, are becoming recognized here as totally unflappable when it
comes to driving real-life loudspeaker loads. The
latest '50 sounds similar to the '100, giving up 3dB
or so of ultimate level. Bass is the tightest you will
hear; soundstaging is excellent, with depth aplenty
on recordings possessing it; but choose ancillaries
with care as the Krells' transparency will let you
hear exactly what's wrong farther upstream. The
KSA-100 would be rated Class A except where,
then, would the mono Krells be placed? (Vol.8
No.4 KSA-50 Mk.1)
NYAL Futterman OTL-3
Very good performance in every respect, but
superb in the upper registers (sweet and musical).
Deep and rich but not very tight bass, realistic
soundstaging, superbly natural midrange. A great
amp for the Quad ESL-63. (Vol.7 No.8)
PS Audio 200C
Some controversy over this amplifier, as AHC feels
that in DC-coupled mode, it redefines amplifier
sound, but JGH, while impressed by its neutrality,
found its upper midrange subtly rough. Audition
carefully. (Vol.8 No.8)
Quicksilver Mono
The only review in Stereopbde was by the Audio
Cheapskate, who found the mono Quicksilvers
ideal with the Quad ESL-63s. Wonderfully tubelike, superb midrange, can drive low impedances
due to an excellent output transformer—a bargain
at just over $1000/pair. (Vol.8 No.2)
Rowland Research Model 7
A class-AB mono design, at 350W more powerful
than the Threshold SA-1, but slightly less good in
every area. Excellent clarity, however, coupled
with asuperbly-sweet high end. (Vol.9 No.1)

Nicosia GFA-555
Wide, deep soundstaging, excellent imaging, very
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neutral sound, smooth, detailed and open highs,
excellent low-end heft and control. (Vol.8 No.4)

amplifier, as well as one of the most versatile. A little expensive in the US. (Vol.9 No.1 Cheapskate)

BEL 1001
A versatile and very powerful 100-watt amp with
extended high end, sweet upper midrange and
lower treble, tremendous drive in the midbass.
Not as powerful in the very low bass (below 30
Hz) as its brother, the 2002, and not as much like
an instrumentation amplifier. Perhaps abit more
listenable on 2 wider range of systems, and significantly less expensive at $1395.

British Fidelity A-1
Underpowered class-A integrated amplifier, runs
too hot for comfort, but provides superb sound
within its dynamic limitations. An ideal amplifier
for old Quads and small, efficient boxes. (Vol.9
No.1 Cheapskate)

British Fidelity P170
Designed by tube maven Tim de Paravicini, this
MOSFET power amplifier from ago-ahead British
company, is similar to the less-expensive B&K
ST-I40 but is more transparent. 'The finest allround power amplifier:' the Cheapskate has heard,
"for under akilobuck." Not as lifelike in the mids
as the C-J MV50. (Vol. 9No. 4Cheapskate)
Conrad-Johnson MV-50
A classic tube amplifier, with under-controlled
bass, but also aquite superb midrange and lower
treble, which happens to be the most critical region for music reproduction. The Antithesis of
grainy sound. Ideal for driving ESL-63s or SL600s.
(Vol. 9No. 2)
Conrad Johnson MV-75A-1
In its latest incarnation, the MV-75A gives you a
feel for what tube amplification is like in the
midrange and high end, with relatively little
penalty at the low end; all this for only (!) 11500.
Makes an unusually good, and unexpected, match
with the Thiel CS3. (Vol.7 No.7)

D (Separates)
B&K ST-I40
The B&K costs little enough ($440) to make it into Class D and the sonics are almost good enough
for Class B. It features 2 very easy and enjoyable
high end, deep but not extraordinarily powerful
low bass, and good performance elsewhere. We
can't figure out how B&K does so well for so little.
(Vol.7 No.4)
Beefing EA-230
If you have an efficient system that likes tubes, the
Berning offers you the best sound available for
$900; it also puts out the most refined sound for
a Class C amplifier, albeit at low power. Very
sweet, with superb resolution of inner detail. Be
careful of the output rating, though: 30 watts just
isn't enough for most of the speakers popular
these days. (Vol.5 No.1)
Sumo Andromeda
Excellent midrange clarity and authority, superb
but not quite state-of- the-art bass heft and control, very wide soundstage, smooth, relaxed highs.
Similar in sound to the Eagle 2but with alittle less
low-end impact. (Vol." No.6)

D (Integrated Amplifiers)
Audiolab 8000A
Probably the finest-sounding British integrated
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Creek CAS-4040
The least expensive amplifier of acceptable fidelity
that we've encountered, this 1299 integrated unit
is limited in power but its sound is warm and musically agreeable to listen to, with no transistory
shrillness. It has good tone commis and an adequate
if minimal input lineup. (Vol.7 No.8 Cheapskate)
Harman Kardon PM-655
A good buy, this integrated amp with very good
built-in MC inputs has clean, punchy, very detailed
sound that is just alittle cold. It has good depth
and detail, moderately good bass. (Vol.8 No.5
Cheapskate)
Mission Cyrus One & Two
Two small visually identical British integrated amplifiers (the Two being more powerful than the
One), which have garnered almost universal good
reviews. Add the PSX power supply to the Two
and you have the basis of asurprisingly good budget system. (NR)
Rotel RA-820BX
Only 25 watts per channel, this integrated amp
has better bass than the Creek CAS-4040 but is
otherwise not quite 25 good. Slight treble hardness. (Vol.8 No.5 Cheapskate)
Nestorovic, British Fidelity A-100, British Fidelity
P-370, Belles 400
Deletions
British Fidelity Synthesis, replaced by British
Fidelity A-1 and Audiolab 8000A
Conrad-Johnson Premier Four not auditioned for
long while. Update review to appear presently
Sonic Developments D-235
Threshold S/500 Series II, replaced by SA-1

Speaker Systems
A
Infinity IRS-111
A Class A speaker by any standard, the IRS joins
the WAMMs as the only speaker systems we know
of that will make the full weight and authority of
an orchestra appear in your listening room. The
two products are quite different in sound
character, AHC slightly preferring the IRS's integration of midrange and highs and the WAMMs'
integration of midrange and bass. Extensive audition of either is recommended for someone with
$30-45,000 to spend on aspeaker. (Vol.9 No.2)
The WAMM
This 145,000 system does everything extraordinarily well (delicacy, balance, authority, pinpoint
imaging), but in two respects it's unequalled. No
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other system we've heard does as well at telling
you what the other components in your system
are doing; and none other gives you the feeling of
weight and authority of areal orchestra without
overdoing it. (Vol.6 No.3)

Apogee Duetta &ULM
More forward than the Scintilla but matches 2
wider range of electronics, the latest Duetta is
described in full in this issue.
Apogee Scintilla
Very fussy in set-up and revealing of the quality of
the electronics used to drive it, the Scintilla can
provide very revealing and coherent sound when
everything is just right. Low bass is generous but
integrated and cohesive; midrange has extraordinarily natural timbre, and detailed soundstaging.
You'd better have an amp capable of lots of current as the load impedance dips below 1ohm.
(The previous 4-ohm option has been discontinued.) The above is AHC's and JA's judgments
after long and careful audition. (Vol.8 No.3)
Ce'cation SL600
A miniature, admittedly, and lacking the bottom
octave-and-half of bass extension, but combines
transparency and holographic imagery with
musical balance unique for 2box speaker. Poor
perceived value for money but sees off most of
the moving-coil competition in these areas. Vriorth
using with high-end electronics. (NR)
Infinity RS-1B
A BIG-sounding system with awesomely deep,
tight bass, authoritarian midrange, incredibly
wide, deep soundstaging, excellent depth, very
good definition, very smooth, extended highs,
slightly up-front perspective. Best used with tubed
amps on high end. This may sound like the ideal
speaker, but it isn't, quite: the M-L Monolith lacks
some of the above qualities, but captures 2feeling
of aliveness not present in the RS-IB. (Vol.8 No.4,
Vol.9 Nos.2 & 3)
KEF R107
For full details on this radically-different dynamic
speaker, see DO's review in this issue. The first
British loudspeaker with true extended bass, JA
feels the '107 to be one of the best speakers to
come from the UK, lack of transparency in the treble being its major shortcoming. (Vol.9 No.7)
Magnepan Timpani IVA
Offering excellent performance for their $3800
price, the IVAs have exceptional high frequency
performance and a delicate midrange with excellent harmonic accuracy. Though not as fussy as
the Scintillas, room considerations and placement
are more important than with most speakers for
proper imaging. Bass is good, but requires an amp
with high current capability. Most serious
weakness is alack of impact, particularly in the
lower midrange.
Magneplanar MG-111A
Hard to set up, requiring more than the usual love
and care, but uncolored and easy to drive. Works
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beautifully with smaller ARC amplifiers. Tonally
very neutral, apart from atendency to brightness
in smaller rooms, which can be alleviated by inserting Ior 2-ohm resistor in ribbon tweeter feed.
Coherent, transparent, musically satisfying. JA
and AHC recommend this speaker highly; JGH
cannot, based on it failing his "goosebump" test,
albeit when compared with more expensive
speakers. (Vol.7 No.4 JGH, Vol.9 No.4 AHC)
Martin Logan Monolith
This hybrid electrostatic/dynamic system is very
detailed, transparent and realistic, with superb imaging and soundstaging, but it tends towards hardness and excessive brightness. L
OWS require lots of
current capability from the amp, but can be very
deep and tight, though the Monolith gives up
something to the best competition in this range.
(Vol.8 No.3, Vol.9 No.3)
Quad ESL-63
Wry musical, natural imaging, excellent soundstaging, tight but not-very-deep bass, very good
resolution, limited maximum-volume capability.
(In Santa Fe, with its 7000-ft altitude, this was a
strict 97dB on peaks.) Later models are less drysounding than early production. Can really come
alive with the right amp, usually tubed (Futtermans are ideal). Benefits from numerous modifications, most especially excellent stands. (Vol.6
No.4, Vol.6 No.5, Vol.7 No.2, Vol.7 No.7)
Sound Lab A-3
JGH's current reference, this big electrostatic produces exceptional imaging and a stunningly
natural midrange. Warm-balanced, the treble is
sweet and musical. Sensitivity and dynamic range
are on the low side. Unlike all other Class Bspeakers, comes very close to making JGH's Class A.
(Vol.9 No.6)
Spendor SP-1
The Cheapskate reports that these don't do
anything wrong! Very neutral, excellent imaging
and depth, tight and moderately deep bass,
somewhat lean, forward sound, sweet and liquid
midrange, smooth yet crisp highs. DO concurs
down the line. Class B if you lean to a classic
British sound, otherwise high Class C. (Vol.8 No.3:
two independent reports.)
Watkins WE-1A
After nearly three years of living with it, the WE-1,
now in Mk.II form, remains one of the most
listenable speakers JGH has heard. Superb topto-bottom balance and overall listenability, not
quite as detailed and alive as some. Use only with
high-powered solid-state amps; the Electron
Kinetics Eagle 2is recommended. If you are partial to a"dark" balance, then Class B. Otherwise
go for adipole speaker or the KEF RIO7s. (Vol.6
No.5, Vol.9 No.7)

Acoustat
The IIs are quick, detailed, alive-sounding speakers that image better than most electrostatics, produce abroad, deep soundstage, and have better
low end than you'd expect. More expensive at
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$1395 than most of the speakers in Class C. (Vol.7
No.7)
Fourier 6
Peter Aczel came up with awinner in the bassreflex Model 6. The speaker is not perfect-the
low end is alittle loose and there are some "boxy"
lower midrange colorations-but its overall performance is listenable and dynamically
effortless. (Vol.7 Nos.3 & 4)
Phase Tech PC-60
The PC-60 uses 2 patented flat, expanded
polystyrene woofer that provides the best low
end we've heard from asmall speaker, and it's well
integrated with the tweeter, though there's aslightly
wiry quality at high frequencies. Very good for
1400. (Vol.7 No.4)
QLN Model 1
With these, abit more than half agrand buys you
acoloration-free, lively midrange, a neutral perspective, a wide and convincingly deep soundstage, good imaging, clean tight and rather sparse
bass without much impact, and slightly closed-in
extreme highs. Adding QLN's $440 subwoofer
adds some missing warmth but does not extend
the bottom to much below 40Hz. (Vol.8 No.3)
Rauna Tyr II
Very smooth, neutral, musical with excellent imaging and soundstaging. A good, musical buy at
$400. (Vol.9 No.2)
Spica TC-50
The coherence and imaging of the mid- to uppermidrange rival the Quads and would be considered excellent in aspeaker of any price; at $450
they're 2 steal. The high frequencies roll off above
14kHz and the low end is designed to be very
controlled down to the lower limit of about 55Hz.
This makes it perfect for matching to asubwooferSpica subwoofer is best used in pairs but still
limited dynamics-but it sounds alittle lean as a
stand-alone. Somewhat sensitive to amplifier
abuse. (Vol.7 Nos.2 & 3, V01.9 No.5)
Thiel CS2
The CS2 has replaced its brother, the CS3, in
Recommended Components due to a slightly better high end balance (this may have been corrected in the CS3 since our early review samples),
lack of an equalizer, and markedly lower price.
The CS2 does it all: remarkable coherence, excellent imaging, natural midrange, extended highs.
Based on experience in Santa Fe, though, the extended highs have to be watched-anything too
extended or peaky preceding the speakers will
make the sound abit relentless. (Vol.8 No.6)
Vandersteen 2C
After nine years of continual refinement, an excellent full-range box speaker, according to AHC.
Balance alittle rolled-off in the highs but "a toy"
in the midrange and bass. (Vol.9 No.6)

D
Editor's note: when it comes to, Class D in loudspeakers, things are not nearly as clear-cut as they
are in the other three classes. The last five years
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have seen great strides in the design of inexpensive loudspeakers and to recommend just the few
which have been reviewed recently would not be
fulfilling the role of this Recommended Components guide. We have listed therefore, not only
those speakers which have received good reviews
in Stereopblle but those of which we have had
good reports, in an expanded class K.
AR Connoisseur 19
The balance is lean, but resolution of low-level
detail and midrange transparency compare favorably with speakers costing much more. They do
require solid-state control in the bass. DO's favorite budget speaker. (Vol.9 No.6)
Bill Reed 6-02
The 6-02 offers respectable, full-range sound out
of 2 bookshelf speaker at only $295 (in kit form).
Good balance, alive-sounding, respectable low
end. (Vol.7 No.3, Vol.7 No.1)
Nelson Reed Satellites/Subwoofers
Wry good middle range, wide and deep soundstage,
mediocre imaging, smooth and slightly soft highs,
lows very respectable with subwoofers. A little expensive for Class D, but worth it. (Vol.8 No.3)
Siefert Maxim III
Beautifully balanced, very natural, accurate
midrange, almost perfectly neutral, slightly warm,
soft, smooth highs, very good detail and inner
definition, surprisingly deep and concussive bass,
clean and relaxed sound at high listening levels,
excellent imaging and soundstaging. Close to
Class C. (Vol.8 No.3)
Spectrum 108A
For under $200 2 pair, these small speakers have
good balance, no deep bass, but tight and well
controlled mid and upper bass, good imaging, and
smooth but somewhat closed-in highs. (Vol.7 No.8)
Spectrum 208A
Very similar to the 108s (above) but with deeper
bass and higher power capability. Won't go well
with many low-priced amplifiers and preamps because they're so resealing at the high end. (Vo1.6 No.2)
Wharfedale Diamonds
Nothing in the way of low end, but very wellbalanced from 70Hz up to about 10kHz. The Diamonds image superbly and reproduce instrumental timbres surprisingly well. One flaw: atendency towards high-end sizzle which is almost gone
with the best electronics available but increasingly
evident with anything less-which includes most
of the electronics with which they'll be used. Very
small (no dimension more than 10 inches) and only 1190.

K (D)
B&W DM110
Gale GS301
Heybrook HBI
JBL I8Ti
Celestion DL4
Spendor SP-2
Mag,neplanar SMGa
Rogers LS2
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BACK ISSUES WHILE THEY LAST!
VOLUME II, Issues 1through 12
1966-1972 (a reprint in one volume)

25.00

VOLUME III, 1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12
Issues 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

5.00
7.50'

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 1, 3, 5, 6, 10
Issues 2, 4, 7, 8, 9

5.00
7.50'

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10

5.00

VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1. 2. 4, 5, 6
Issue 3

5.00
7.50'

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 3, 5, 7, 8
Issues 1, 2, 4. 6

5.00
7.50'

VOLUME VIII, 1985
Issues 1through 8

5.00

EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$275.00

*Photocopies

1

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE UMITED
Send me the following back issues.
Original copies at $5.00 each
Photocopies at $7.50 eacn•
Volume II at $25.00 each
EVERYTHING ABOVE!!!

$27500
TOTAL

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

E CHECK
NO.

E MC
EXP DATE

ZIP
E VISA

RETURN THIS FORM TO STEREOPHILE, P.O. BOX 5529, SANTA FE, NM 87502
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Castle Durham
Tannoy Mercury
Celestion SL6S
Mordaunt Short MS100
Spectrum 410
Thiel CSI
Wharfedale 504
Spendor/Rogers LS3 /SA

Deletions
Dayton Wright XAM-4, with great regret. Asuperb
speaker at its $1100 price, but the manufacturer
doesn't answer his phone, reply to messages left
on his machine, or pay (at least some of) his bills.
We can no longer recommend anything made by
Dayton Wright, which is ashame, because many
of the designs are great.
Fried Studio IV
Snell A/3 superb in low and mid frequencies, but
sizzly top end downgrades it to Class C, where it
becomes too expensive.
Thiel 04A superseded by CS-1, received but not
tested.

FM 'Diners

A

Onkyo T-9090
RF champ. This tuner gets more stations clearly
than all others tested. Very slight high frequency
distortion. "A 12600 tuner that sells for 1600." (Vol.7
No.7)
McIntosh MR80
This is the only tuner to use when ultimate selectivity is needed. Very good in all respects only if
alignment is perfect. Better than the Onkyo in
many respects, but radically more expensive.
(Vol.9 No.3)
Magnum FT-101
An analog tuner, the FT-I01 is superb from an RF
standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity.
Selectivity is bettered only by the Onkyo, but consistently sounds superior on most stations. Used
as areference. Some reported quality control problems and unit-to-unit variation. (Vol.8 No.4)

Accuphase T-107 (not T-106)
Good looks. Only flaw is a mechanical monostereo relay that makes popping noise. Least selective of group A but is achamp at capture ratio.
Wry effective noise reduction does not significantly reduce stereo separation. Good sound except for bass dynamics, lacks the punch to really
impress on rock or pop. (Vol.8 No.7)

and sensitivity, and good performance in other
arcas. Wry quiet stereo with only lOuV. Only
weakness is an inconvenient tuning meter and
poor interface with preamps having less than 50k
input impedance. (Vol.8 No.4)
Creek 3040
Latest version has dual IF bandwidth, auto highblend. Smooth, tube-like sound. Good buy at
$295. (Vol.8 No.7)
Denon TU-767
Still one of the best sounding tuners available.
Good image and RF intermodulation rejection
with tunable pre-selector. (Vol.8 No.1)
Luzman T-02
Excellent S/N, good selectivity, and superb SCA
rejection. Sounds best in narrow bandwidth position on most stations. Good AM. (Vol.9 No.)
Mission Cyrus Diner
"One of the most sonically satisfying tuners" read
DAS's review. Excellent separation, but merely
average RF performance keeps this little British
tuner from Class A. A sonic best buy for those
who live in strong signal areas. (Vol.9 No.5)
NEC T-6E
A best buy in Class B for 1229, the NEC is still our
value champion. Good sound and performance
surpassing several 11000 class tuners. AM very
sensitive. (Vol.8 No.1)
Onkyo T-4087
Most selective of all tuners in group B. Does most
things well, but not quite up to the more expensive T-9090. Low noise reception on cable FM.
(M31.9 No.3)
Quad FM4
Good quality construction. Wry sensitive with
flawless audio if properly aligned. Lacks high adjacent channel selectivity and mono-stereo
switch. (Vol.8 No.4)

Proton 440
The best of the Schotz noise reduction tuners.
Superior fringe performance when high adjacent
channel selectivity is not needed. Audio good, but
not as clean as Class B tuners. One of DS's
favorites. (Vol.8 No.1)
Sansuli TU -D99 ANLX
Receives Kahn and C-Quam AM stereo. Wry low
distortion and noise on FM if unit purchased is
aligned correctly. Lacks only high selectivity on
FM. (Vol.9 No.3)

ADS Atelier T2
Offset tuning for use on cable FM. Good highblend and no serious problems. No built-in antenna on AM.

Pioneer TX-V1160
Very sensitive and selective FM and TV tuner has
good AFC. AM mediocre. Lacks manual monostereo switching and has slight distortion on FM.
Both an excellent value and ameans of enjoying
stereo TV at low cost. (Vol.8 No.7)

Akai AT-S7
A relatively inexpensive ($280 list, discounted
heavily) tuner that performs along with the best of
Class B. Good appearance, very good selectivity

HH Scott 559-T (Soon to be 595-T)
Excellent noise reduction circuit, stereo image
and AM. Sound quality not up to Class B. Often
discounted to $150. (Vol.7 No.7)
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D
Bogen TP-100
Wry clean sound; good stereo. Small size, good
looks make it agood choice where space is at a
premium. Useable only for medium strength
signals. Sensitive AM. (Vol.9 No.3)
H/K TUS05
Sensible tuner with separate muting, stereo-mono
and high-blend switches. Stereo separation is topnotch; all other specs are fair. A good utility tuner
for 1175. Close enough in price, however, to consider moving up to the NEC or other under-S300
tuners in Class B. (Vol.9 No.5)
Carver TX-IIA, Pioneer TX-106(BK), Adcom prototype (great)

Deletions
McIntosh MR-78, hard to find
Adcom GFT-1A, to be replaced
Amber Model 7, company out of business
Onkyo T-2, hard to find
Dual CT 1260, availability uncertain

Signal Processors
Editor's Note: Ifeel that to continue to recommend dynamic rangé expanders, compressors,
aural exciters, equalizers, ambience extractors,
etc., etc., is not in the true spirit of high fidelity,
where the reproduction should be true to what
the engineer and producer intended. The only
processors still recommended are those which
can prove useful in rendering playback of
historical material acceptable.

A
Packburn 323 and 103 disc-noise-reduction
devices
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional (archival) use, the Packburns are the best
such devices made. They can remove the maximum of surface noise—ticks, pops, and hiss—
from shellac or vinyl discs with a minimum of
signal degradation. (Vol.5 No.8)
Cello Audio Palette

Surround Sound
Decoders (Dolby MP,
Ambisonic UHJ, SQ)
A
We have yet to hear a Clas
processor

A Nurrounil sound

Fosgate 3601
Good MP decoding, but not as spectacular as
Shure; good stereo synthesis and ambience extraction; full surround synthesis from stereo is
ping-pongy, but effective and fun; center channel
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and sub-woofer output; variable bass boost;
power amp for rear speakers; klunky wired
remote control; sound more colored than Shure.
(Vol.9 Nos.2 & 4)
Shure HTS-5000
Cleanest, most transparent and detailed sound of
ANY surround decoder; spectacular, "theatrical"
decoding of MP; very good stereo synthesis and
ambience extraction; does NOT synthesize full
surround from stereo; center channel and subwoofer outputs; convenient wired remote control. (Vol.9 No.2)

Aphex AVM-8000
Good MP decoding, without adelay line; potentially spectacular sound, with up to 8distinct outputs; SQ decoder has severe audible crosstalk;
sound less colored and slightly less transparent
than 3601; good full-surround synthesis from
stereo; center channel and subwoofer output; excellent cordless remote control. (Vol.9 No.2)
Fosgate Tate 101414
Best SQ decoder yet produced; discontinued, but
worth looking for if you need SQ decoding; has
position for Dolby MP, but there is some front/
back spill at higher frequencies; klunky wired remote control; rough top end and some veiling.
Minim AD-10
Best UHJ decoder for best (Ambisonic) surround
system; ambience extraction dependent on quality
of program material, but generally very good; excellent full-surround effects, which are continuously variable; can produce stable side images,
from both UHJ and stereo material; outputs for up
to six speakers; dull, slightly veiled sound. (NR)

Home Recording
Equipment
Editor's Note: microphones have been dropped
from the list as no-one on the staff has recently
had extensive enough experience with the latest
types to make accurate judgments. Professional
models to look out for on the secondhand market,
however, are cardioids from Sony (C37P & C500),
Milab and Calrec, figure-eight ribbons frontge&O,-and Coles, omnis from Schoeps and B&K, and
PZM mikes from Crown. The Shure C8I cardioid
is also reported 25 having quite aflat response. Ignore all "amateur" microphones; as 2 rule of
thumb, you should spend as much on agood pair
of mikes 25 you did on your recorder.

A
There are no Class A recorders available to the
home recordist.

Nakamichl DMP-100 PCM processor
Almost identical to the Sony PCM-FI, the
DMP-100 is built by Sony for Nalcamichi, but has
some additional work done by Nak to the analog
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circuitry. The DMP-I00 sounds somewhat better
than the Fl. (Vol.7 No.5)

[ridges. JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)

Sony PCM-Fl digital audio processor
Professional recordists report some (but not huge)
differences between their Fl tapes and tapes made
on highly modified, 30ips analog machines. The
first almost-perfect home recording system. Even
JGH, though, has reported acertain ineradicable
dryness on his Fl recordings. (Vol.5 No.7, Vol.6
No.1)

Mobile Fidelity Geo-Tape
A valuable test and shopping aid for cassette
decks. (Vol.8 No.5)

Tandberg TD20A SE Open-Reel Tape
Recorder
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this offers
professional-calibre performance at a modest
($1150) price. Better sound than many professional decks. (Vol.7 No.7)

Aiwa AD-F770
Almost Nako quality at bargain price. See review
in this issue for full description. (Vol.9 No.7)
Nakamichi 7.7L-7/7.X-9 cassette decks
Excellent controls and adjustments, very extended high frequencies, sophisticated tape transport.
Neither of these Nakamichis is current, but the
latest model from Nak is likely to be just slightly
better. (Vol.7 No.1)
Revco( B-215 cassette deck
Automatic tape alignment; asuperb transport; in
fact, according to JGH, "A superb cassette
recorder, for the person who wants and is willing
to pay for the best quality cassettes have to offer."
AHC emphatically demurs. Having said that, the
latest Nalcamichis probably get that slightest bit
more off prerecorded tapes. (Vol.8 No.7)
Tandberg 3014 cassette deck
Superb midrange headroom, good transport, accessible and useful controls. Better at $1400 than
their previous $2200 model, the 3004 (which is
also agood-sounding deck). Not the most extended high end, but overall the best sound from a
cassette deck. (NR, but see Vol.7 No.1)

1)
Sony WDM-6 Pro Walkman cassette system
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising quality and versatility. (Vol.7 No.6)

Deletions
Revox B-710 cassette deck replaced by B215
B&O 9000 very expensive and not as good as it
should be. A pain to use.

Accessories
A

RATA Torlyte Turntable Support
An elegant, low-mass, stand that enhances the
performance of suspended subchassis turntables.
Recommended to owners of Linns, SOTAS, and
Oracles. (NR)
Stylast Stylus Treatment
StyLast won't make adifference every time you
put it on, but it will help provide smoother highend sound, and is claimed to extend stylus and
cantilever life. (NR)
SOTA a Goldmund record clamps
Though these clamps have asomewhat different
sound, they are the best record clamping devices
on the market. They can both improve top and
bottom end extension and eliminate resonances
on any table, including those employing vacuum
clamping systems. Well worth their cost in ahigh
resolution system. The SOTA clamp has asomewhat richer, warmer sound and does more to reduce upper midrange and lower treble resonances.
The Goldmund shapes up aflabby lower midrange
and controls the more serious lower treble/upper
midrange problems. Both work well with the SOTA
Supermat.
Sumiko "Flu: Buster"
Cartridge demagnetizer; it really works; you need
one. (Vol.9 No.4)
Tiptoes
Value-for-money means of improving bass and
midrange definition of virtually any loudspeaker.
1Week
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and
resolution of the sound of an already excellent
system. (Vol.7 No.6)
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but briefly agood
stand will have the following characteristics: good
rigidity; spikes on which to rest the speaker, or
some secure clamping mechanism; the availability
of spikes at the base for use on wooden floors; if
the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables
away from the stand, to avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height, when combined with
your particular speakers (correct height can be
anything from what you like the best to the manufacturer's design height for best integration of
woofer and tweeter in time-aligned systems).
Though Stereopbile has neglected to review
speaker stands, it doesn't mean we think them
unimportant.

ASC Mahe Traps
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective
room acoustics treatment. Soaks up low-to-high
bass room resonances like asponge. (Vol.9 No.3)

A

DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor
Fiddly but accurate guide to setting up phono car-

Stax Lambda Pro
Probably the most neutral and transparent head-
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phone available, the Lambda Pro is capable of earpopping bass, though it doesn't blend well with
the rest of the range. Neutral perspective. As delivered, the Lambda suffers from upper-midrange
suckout, which disappears after some hours' use.
Expensive (1800), but includes own solid-state
amp. Very comfortable.

D
DiscWasher record brush
If you don't have a cleaning machine, the DW
system will do an adequate job on relatively clean
records, but won't get out the deep g,rundge. If
you begin to accumulate lots of gunk on your
stylus after cleaning your record with an older
DW brush, the bristles are worn out; send it back
for resurfacing or buy anew one. A high torque
turntable is required. (NR)

Signet TIC-33
Clean, smooth, slightly laid-back, good bass.
(Vol.4, No.9)

Deletions

D

Keith Monks record cleaner, due to uncertain
availability

Sennheiser HD-420 Mk.II
Veiled in the upper mid, but these inexpensive
dynamic all-purpose cans are astonishingly good
value. (NR)
Sony MDR-282 Bubo
Best of the in-the-ear cans, with LC-OFC wiring,
excellent bass response, and arelatively uncolored
treble, despite a SOrrIeWhat overbright balance. (NR)

Record-Care Products
(Vol.6 No.b)

A
LAST record-preservation treatment
This actually works. It significantly improves the
sound of even new records and is claimed to make
them last longer, though we haven't used it long
enough to verify the claim. (Vol.7 No.3)
Nitty Gritty Pro II record cleaner
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc
sides at once. Slightly less rugged than the VPI,
but both do an excellent job and the Nitty Gritty
Pro Il is faster. Significantly better design than
earlier Nitty Grittys. (Vol.8 No.1)
VPI HW-17 record cleaner
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality, the VPI does one side at 2 time,
semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty
Gritty. 'A highly functional and convenient luxury." (Vol.8 No.1)

Nitty-Gritty 2.5FI and 3.5 record cleaners
Instead of avacuuming tonearm as on the Monks,
the NG cleaners use avacuum slot. Cleaning is efficient but they are noisy and harder to use than
the Monks. Cleaning is just as good as the Pro, at
half the price. (Vol.8 No.1)
VPI HW-16 record cleaner
Manually-operated version of HW-17 (above),
noisier motor; less money. (Vol.5 No.7)

Decca or Statibrush record brush
Properly used (held with the bristles at a low
angle against the approaching grooves and slowly
slid off the record), these are the most effective
dry record cleaners available. And they work on
low torque 'tables. Better than the DiscWasher for
everyday use. (NR)
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Component
Interconnects
(All reported in Vol.8 No.2, Vol.9 No.1)

A
Discrete Technology (Distech)
Almost totally uncolored, highly detailed,
smooth, excellent resolution.
Livewire FMS Blue
Like the Distech but with slightly more treble
output.
Monster Cable Interlink Reference A
Virtually neutral, but with slight HF sweetening
tendency.
Straight Wire LS!
Neutral, undramatic, but with excellent detail and
open, airy highs. The most consistently neutral interconnect found to date: aclear best buy in Class A.

Monster Cable Interlink Reference (Original)
Excellent detail, uncolored but for slight treble
softening; very musical.
Peterson Emerald
Slight extreme HF lift makes these ideal for use
with tubed components.
Randall Research Symmetrical TX
Stiff and awkward to handle; slight upper middle
hardness, bass leanness; requires some break-in.
Straight Wire Flexconnect
Some loss of upper-range detail, soundstage
depth, imaging, but 90% as good as Straight
Wire's LSI for one-third the price.
van den Hul Linear Crystal D-102
Good bass and middles, slightly tizzy and short of
HF resolution.

Apature
A favorite from our first interconnect survey, but
not compared with the others listed here. Inexpensive.
Siltech (wildly expensive, all-silver LC cable from
The Netherlands)
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THE PURIST
SOUND
EXPERIENCE
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Considers Concertos
Reviews the Blues
Discusses the Discs
Highlights the Hardware
Evaluates Evita
Deliberates on Debussy
and straightens out
Stravinsky
HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW will
bring the works to your door — the
latest record and compact disc reviews,
the latest equipment news and music
reviews. You cannot afford to miss
out on this great British experience.
Post the coupon today to receive
your regular copy every month and
keep in touch with the Hi Fi world.

t

fr A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

Please send me HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW magazine for 12 issues. Ienclose a
Sterling Draft payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for
Airmail C40.7Op

3M 12
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Or Debit my Credit Card Account:
(PLEASE TICK BOX)

CREDIT CARD NO:
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IPLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
Address

Please commence my subscription from the next available issue.
Iunderstand that Iam committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine and should I
wish
to cancel my subscription, no refund will be made.

To: Mark Fisher, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, England.
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JUST LISTEN!

"The Mod Squad Compact Disc Damper is an
inexpensive device that gives better sonic results than any S25 device has a right to. If it will
fit in your CD player, it comes with my highest
recommendation."

Allen Edelstein
Stereophile, vol. 9, no. 2

"We know of no other audio accessory that
provides so much sonic improvement for so little cost. A must, if application dictates, for any
system having compact discs as a program
source."

Earl C. Hudson,
Audiogram 21

YOU'LL HEAR WHAT THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT
Available from Mod Squad dealers everywhere
The Mod Squad offers aunique portfolio of products
and services. For acomplete catalog, send 52 (refundable with order) to The Mod Squad, Department S,
542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
Lind

542 Coast Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436-7666

In Australia Sound Centre Hi Fi Brisbane
in Canada May Audio Marketing Longueuii
in France Audio Quartet, Nice
in Hong Kong Sound Chamber
in Italy P.F.A., Pisa
in Netherlands Audio Quartet Nice
in South Africa Phonovox, Johannesburg
in Switzerland The Critical Ear, Basel
in United Kingdom Parabolic Sales, Devon

Listen to the Music!

The GK-1.

A quality vacuum tube preamp designed

for use with moving

and moving magnet cartridges.
Priced at $1295

High Gain -Low Noise -Superb Sound

MEL'S®

723 Bound Brook Road, Dunellen NJ 08812
201-929-2613
Call or write for information and authorized dealer list.
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Loudspeaker Cables
(All reported in Vol.& No.2, Vol.9 No.1)

A
Kimber 4TC and 8TC
The latest Kimber has greatly improved Teflon
dielectric, and widely varying gauges among its
strands. The result is widely compatible in different systems, and not too expensive. (Vol.9 No.1)
Livewire Type 10
Polypropylene insulation and 2 kind of LC copper.
Clean and extended highs, deep bass without
overhang. Class A sound quality will be more
system dependent than some. (Vol.9 No.1)

Lu, cxtended HF and LF, unusually good bass
range and heft. Expensive, though.
Kimber Kahle 4VS and 8VS
Excellent, coherent across the board, not quite as
transparent at frequency extremes as the A cables.
Monster Cable Powerline II and III
Class A cables except for some I
-IF softening; the
III is softer than the II.
Straight Wire Music Ribbon
Used straight (Ha!) from the packaging, this has
good frequency extension and timbre, but variable
soundstage characteristics. Wreaking the options,
however, can give aClass A sound. (Vol.9 No.1)

MIT MH-750 "Music Hose"
Winner take all! This is the best of the best, almost
impossible to fault; bulky, stiff, and awkward to
get around, expensive. Still the best.

Kimber Kable 4PR and 8PR
(.,00d Imaging. balance and dynamics but not
quite as transparent as SOrrle.

Randall Research 64TBC
Similar to the MIT but can become very subtly
bright with certain components.

Livewire BC-4
Excellent except for some upper midrange
hardness.

Straight Wire Teflon 12
Very neutral, fast, clean, extended treble & bass,
excellent HF resolution.

Monster Cable (Original)
Very good but lacks resolution and upper-range
openness of the better cables.
Deletions

Distech
Teflon dielectric and OFC conductors. Fast, detail-

JODY

SPEAKER
•
•

Siltech

ERS

NG
OUT THE SHAP
PUTER ASSISTED DESIGN...
PUTER ASSISTED MANUFACTURE

Elegance — coupling component to substructure forms
a rigid bond to enhance the musicality of your system.
Use as few as possible to obtain maximum p.s.i. at the
point. Three per component are sufficient in most
applications.

Factory direct
$7.50 ea bright,
$8.50 ea black
add $2.50
threaded.
Shipping
included.
Californi
residents
add 6.5%
tax.

IN CALIFORNIA (818)-241-1287
MONEY ORDER
CHECK TO
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ir%nv
r

VISA -ACCEPTED -MC
208 W Cypress St, Unit #2, Glendale, CA 91204
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
FRIED MODEL 0/3 LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher

Fried Model G/3 Loudspeaker
Three-way design with a10" polypropylene woofer, 61/
2"poly midrange, and 3
4 "soft-dome
/
tweeter. Bass loading: bass-reflex. Midrange loading: acoustic labyrinth line. Manufacturer's
specifications: Dimensions: 44" x 16" x 18". Weight: 85 lbs each. Frequency response:
23Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Maximum SPL: 120dB. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m. Power rating: 25-200W.
Price: $2190/pr. Manufacturer: Fried Products Company, 7616 City Line Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19151. Tel: (215) 473-7474.

to Stereoelle, hails from the city of brotherly

terested to know that Iconsider it quite appropriate that someone from Phil-a-del-phia

love, and Imust confess to finding it difficult

should be in love with transmission-line

avoiding afew brotherly jabs at Mr. Fried's

enclosures; the name is almost as convoluted

name: something like "this Bud's for you"
would surely not escape deletion by our
conscientious Editor. And what if Ishould

as atrip down afolded line.

Irving M. "Bud" Fried, an early contributor

happen to complain of adried-up or Fried
quality in the upper mids—JA is bound to

In the October 1965 issue of Wireless
World, Dr. Arthur Bailey made quite a
technical splash with an article entitled "A
Nomesonant Loudspeaker Endosure Design."

object to this breach of good taste. Well, hav-

The article was not concerned with panel

ing gotten that off my chest, you'd be in-

resonances, but rather with suppressing the
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delayed output and cabinet resonances pro-

needed are expensive and complicated to

duced by the woofer's back wave. Dr. Bailey

build.

concluded that the back wave must be absorbed to avoid these problems, and that the

ing back wave suppression. With the infinite

Incidentally, there's another way of achiev-

only safe way of doing this was to transmit

baffle enclosure, there is no delayed output

the rearward energy down an infinite
transmission line (TL), absorbing it so total-

because the back wave never encounters the
back panel. Of course, no one has yet succeeded in building atruly infinite baffle, but

ly that it never reaches the listening room.
Not having the resources for aline of such

a good approximation is to mount the

magnitude, he instead approximated the line

woofer in the floor when there's abasement

with adamped and folded port about eight

below, or to use the wall of the house as a

feet in total length. The optimum damping
material he discovered experimentally to be

baffle, radiating the back wave to the great
outdoors. Why, none other than our own LA

long-fiber wool, packed at adensity of 0.5 to
1.0 pounds per cubic foot. The use of dam-

an empty water well (yes, he has one in his

was recently contemplating the idea of using

ping material is crucial to the success of the

old house) as abaffle for a12-inch Dynaudio

TL enclosure, and represents the major

woofer.

departure from the previously known
acoustic labyrinth, which used very little

Why spend so much time on transmission
lines? Well, Bud Fried has been instrumental

damping. The sound velocity through the
wool is about 20% lower than it is in free air,

many years, and Ithink we all owe him a

in popularizing this worthy enclosure for

so the stuffed line effectively increases the

debt of gratitude for his perseverance. In the

actual length of the line.
The wool also damps the inevitable pipe

past, several large lines have been available in

resonances. Yes, Virginia, every pipeline has

kit form from Fried. Curiously, though, very
little of his recent production has utilized

aseries of standing-wave resonances, so that

true TL bass loading, and the G/3—a floor-

even the TL enclosure is not truly "nonreso-

standing design of the same physical dimen-

nant." The TL length is generally chosen to

sions as the G/2A it replaces—is no excep-

correspond to the quarter-wavelength of the

tion. It is, in fact, a "lowly" bass-reflex

woofer's free-air resonant frequency. The

design.

old acoustic labyrinth was normally tuned to

Refinements over the G/2A include

the woofer's half-wavelength at resonance—

mirror-imaging of the mid and treble drivers

but then woofers in the '40s and early '50s

at the inward edge of each speaker, and pro-

had resonant frequencies around 50 to

vision inside the main cabinet of aseparate,

60Hz, where ahalf-wavelength is only about
10 feet.

short, tri -folded line for the mid driver that

The port output for either aquarter- or

vents in the rear. Mr. Fried actually refers to
this line as "free flow transmission line

half-wave line is in phase with the forward

loading," whatever that means, but to my

radiation of the woofer, so there's reinforce-

eyes it simply appears to be alightly damped

ment of the lower octaves. However, with a

folded pipe similar to the old fashioned

quarter-wave line there's the added benefit

acoustic labyrinth.

of having the standing wave out of phase

According to Mr. Fried, this line is a

with the back wave of the cone, providing a

midrange panacea supposed to "produce a

kind of "braking" action that reduces cone

quieter, smoother, more dynamic, more

excursion at the woofer's resonant frequency.

time-accurate reproduction of the all impor-

The TL enclosure generally succeeds in its

tant midrange." It seems to me that it is im-

objective of suppressing back-wave energy

portant to isolate the mid driver from the

and, with the right woofer, is capable of pro-

main cabinet, in order to eliminate crosstalk

viding very clean and extended bass

from the woofer, and Fried's line certainly

response. Internal pressures are low: com-

does that. But Iwould have been happier if

pared with aclosed box, there's not as much

the line had been damped to minimize

flexing or bending of the cabinet panels. But

delayed output in the form of reflections

the fly in the ointment is that the long lines

through the midrange cone. In fact, Ifail to
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see why astraight, highly damped line, or an
isolation chamber, would not be a better
approach.

height perspective, resulting in the illusion
of looking down at the performers.
With an amplifier of the caliber of the

The top third of the front baffle is tilted
back for time alignment purposes, which

Boulder 500, resolution of low-level detail
is very, very good. For example, in the

gives the G/3 adistinctly pregnant look. Like

sacred choral music cut from the Opus 3

the earlier Fried Studio IV, the edges of the

Test Record 1, the chorus's sharp breath

G/3 enclosure are chamfered, which,
together with the mirror imaging of the upper two drivers, is claimed to reduce diffrac-

intake is clearly resolved. The Fool On The
Hill (EMI-Australia OASD.7589) is aballet
devised and choreographed by Gillian

tion effects. There is no foam or felt,

Lynne with music based on themes by the

however, on the front baffle—two things
I've found particularly effective in controlling dispersion and minimizing diffraction

Beatles, with orchestration by John Lanchbury and others. There's an embarrassing
boo-boo in the mixdown of "Eleanor

effects. Our review pair had the weathered

Rigby": the soloist, Gaye Macfarlane, is pan-

cosmetics of a demo pair with numerous

potted from center stage to the right and

finish blemishes; otherwise, the G/3 is

then back again—all in mid-word! All of

reasonably attractive for alargish speaker.

this is easily exposed by the G/3s. On live

Setup

recordings, audience noise and feedback is

The G/3 finally ended up in the imaging

effortlessly audible. Hall ambience, acomplex mixture of early and late reflections, is

sweet spot of my listening room: away from

properly reproduced through the G/3. The

the rear and side walls and with aslight toe-

"Good Night Irene" cut from the Weaver's
1963 concert at Carnegie Hall (Vanguard

in toward the listening position. Itried both
the "correct" mirror-imaged placement of
the left and right speakers (with the tweeters
on the inside), as well as the reverse arrangement (tweeters on the outside), and Ican tell
you that the soundstage was far better inte-

VSD 2150) has the audience singing along
during the refrain, precisely the sort of
detail that is very difficult to pick up with
run-of-the-mill speakers, but all of which is

grated with the intended positioning; that's

easily discernible with the G/3.
It must be pointed out, though, that the

how they were left for the listening tests.

G/3 does not represent the state of the art in

This room placement involved acompro-

the areas of detail resolution or soundstage
transparency—areas in which conventional

mise in bass response, which for these
speakers would surely be more extended
with closer-to-the-wall placement. On the

moving-coil loudspeakers have traditionally

other hand, they image so well that was

full-range electrostatics and ribbon systems.

worth it to opt for aplacement maximizing
their imaging capabilities.

The Apogees, for example, are just
devastating in their ability to remove veiling

First Impressions

a more penetrating perspective into the

lagged behind such high-tech designs as

up and down the audio spectrum, offering

Iwas struck immediately by the excellence

soundstage than any other speaker Iknow.

of the soundstage reproduction, which is

Another example is the Sound Lab A-3 elec-

quite remarkable for a sizable three-way
design. Instruments are nicely focused
within awide soundstage, depth perspective

trostatic. At a recent listening session in
JGH's basement, the A-3 astounded me
with its level of resolution and lack of col-

is excellent (whenever the program has it),

oration. It produced the most musical and

and the height perspective is very realistic—

harmonically correct sound I've ever heard

provided that you listen at or below the axis

from JGH's systems, including the Infinity

of the tweeter. This last should generally
proveeasy, considering the height of the

RS- lBs (though the A-3s don't match the

speakers, unless you normally use a bar
stool for a listening seat. Listening from

latter's bass impact and dynamic range).
Bass impact, power handling, and dynamic range are the areas, in fact, where con-

above the tweeter axis compresses the

ventional speakers can better high-tech
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designs. Personal priorities become important, therefore If these aspects of reproduc-

brightness region is well behaved, with excellent control of vocal sibilants, brushed

ed music are more important to you than
unearthing the last recorded nuance or

cymbals, and massed brass, though the extreme treble is not sufficiently smooth and

eliminating residues of mud and fuzz from

airy for my jaded ears. Nevertheless, it is still

musical textures, then you're likely to find

very good for a soft-dome tweeter. The

conventional speakers ultimately more

bass doesn't dig particularly deep, being
subjectively extended into the mid 40s, and

satisfying.
The G/3s do indeed excel in the area of
dynamic range. They're comfortable with
small-scale, intimate music, but really show

organ music misses its bottom extension
and power. It measures flat to 50Hz, but is
9dB down at 31.5Hz, which Ifind not only

their stuff on high-powered symphonic

disappointing, but also, after spending a

stuff. Orchestral crescendos present no prob-

couple of weeks with the KEF 107s' deep
and powerful bass, unacceptable for afull-

lem, and are reproduced without any apparent congestion, compression, or stress—at

range system with amulti-kilobucks price

least at volume levels I'm comfortable with.

tag (though the KEFs do cost $1700 more).

This ability to effortlessly go from soft to

The mid-bass is quite good, however, with

loud is an impressive attribute of the G/3s,

decent speed, and exhibits only some mild

far beyond the reach of minimonitors.

boxy colorations that give the G/3 alittle
extra whump.

Later Impressions
After amoderately long listen to the G/3,

At its retail price of $2190/pr, the G/3 is up
against some very stiff competition from

the character and extent of aserious tonal

both conventional speakers, like the Thiel

balance deficiency became obvious. The

CS3.5s, and not-so-conventional ones, like

region affected stretches from about 2 to

the Apogee Calipers and Magnepan MG-Ills.

5kHz, and includes the upper mid and
presence regions. There's apervasive dry,

Nor does the G/3 break out of its price class.

thin quality throughout this range that most

It does not, for example, have the bass extension and power of either the Snell A/3

notably affects string overtones. Along with

or the KEF 107, nor does it have the KEF's

the dryness, there's aroughness in the up-

smoothness and harmonic integrity.

per mids, around what must be the transi-

The G/3 undeniably has appeal. It excels

tion region between the mid driver and the

in the areas of imaging and the reproduction

tweeter, most easily heard in the upper
registers of the flute and soprano voice. My

of dynamic shadings, and will therefore
make some people happy. However, it is

frequency response measurements revealed

clearly flawed in terms of tonal balance and

adepression, 4-8dB deep and centered at

harmonic accuracy. These problems may be

4kHz, the width of which is critically

fixable with better integration of the mid

dependent on the vertical height of the
microphone along the front baffle. With the
microphone aimed between the mid and

and treble drivers.
Authors addendum:
In prototypical Fried fashion, at the last mi-

treble drivers, the depression is widest and

nute Iwas sent two pieces of foam to insert in

extends from 2to 6kHz. This sort of result

the midrange transmission line, as well as in-

is indicative of severe interference between

structions to remove two 5uF capacitors from

the mid and treble drivers. The warmth
region of the G/3 is full—maybe just abit

the crossover. The foam is said to improve

on the lush side, further highlighting the

sates for the midrange suckout —which

spare character of the upper mids.

midrange clarity and the other mod compenFried calls "contouring." The G/3 is now im-

Overall, the mids are abit too grainy for

proved, in the sense that the tonal balance is

my taste. Ithink that other audiophiles who

more correct, with more energy in the upper
mids at alistening height level with the mid-

are obsessive-compulsive about midrange
tonal purity, and having experienced the

range driver. The quality of the lower mids is

pristine mids of the old Quads or KLH 9s,
will also not be satisfied with the G/3s. The

now alittle worse, however, with adry, grainy
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KEF R107 LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher

KEF R107 Loudspeaker
Type: floor standing 4-driver, 3-way design, with active response equalization. Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz +2dB at 2m on reference axis. Sensitivity: 90dB at 1m on reference
axis for an input of 2.83V RMS of bandwidth-limited pink noise. Nominal impedance: 4ohms
resistive, 20Hz to 20kHz. Amplifier requirements: 50-300W. Weight: 99 pounds. Dimensions:
45.9"H x13"W x17.6"D. Price: $3900/pr. Manufacturer: KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP, England, US Distributor: KEF Electronics of America Inc., 14120-K
Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021. Tel: (703) 631-8810.
The Model R107 represents the flagship of

person. Beneath adecorative "hat," there's

KEF's Reference Series, and is second only
to the Professional Series KM-I in KEF's pro-

aspecial head assembly akin to the head on
the old Model R105. This head assembly

duct line. Anatomically, the 107 resembles a

contains the brains of the 107, namely aT33
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ferrofluid-cooled tweeter and an improved

The bass driver system is effectively an

version of the classic B110 midrange driver,

extension of the bass reflex principle, but

featuring abetter voice coil and anew poly-

with the port supplying all the output rather
than reinforcing the main driver above

propylene cone. The nerve center is also
here, in the form of two passive dividing

resonance and cancelling its output below.

networks and load-impedance equalizing
network. Level equalization of the drivers is

The air mass in the port, driven by the concealed woofers, acts as along-throw, low-

performed actively within the K-UBE, the

mass drive-unit with an intrinsic bandpass
response tuned to 90Hz. The woofers' magnet structures are rigidly linked by aforce-

second brain of the 107—about which you'll
hear more shortly.
The head assembly swivels at the neck,

cancelling rod that minimizes vibration

allowing the mid and treble units to be

transfer to the cabinet from the driver frames

toed-in to maintain a good stereo image

or baskets. The cabinet itself is very nicely

when the main enclosure is placed square
against awall. The rounded shape of the

finished and exudes elegance, as an expensive speaker should. Gold-plated binding

105 head has been retained in order to
minimize treble diffraction effects, which

posts are provided on the rear that will accept
bare wire, banana plugs, or spade lugs. These

can smear or defocus the stereo image Other-

posts feature large, easy-to-use knurled nuts

wise, the head enclosure has been re-engin-

that can be finger-tightened for areally tight

eered to increase its rigidity, and to slightly
increase the cavity volume. A mineral-

connection. However, the posts are not
spaced on 14 -inch centers so dual banana

loaded polymer "goop" is injected into the

plugs cannot be used.

cavity walls of the head enclosure for damping purposes.
The guts of the 107 are housed in the
main low-frequency enclosure that forms
the body trunk. The bass loading used by

K -UBE or not K -UBE?

KEF has the intimidating name of "twin
coupled-cavity bass loading" and was first

several vexing problems that have tradi-

That is the question, and the 107 answers in
the affirmative. The K-UBE cuts through
tionally compromised subwoofer designs.

seen in the Model 104/2. (In retrospect, the

Even my six-year-old, Dahlia, associates

107 may be seen as ahybrid of the 104/2

bass sensitivity and extension with large

and 105 technologies, with afew improvements thrown in.) The "twin" in the title

enclosures. And, indeed, the laws of physics

refers to the use of two 10" paper-cone
woofers, each working in its own sealed

(now working as Head of Research at KEF

enclosure and firing into acommon central
cavity. Acoustic energy from the cavity is

strated almost 20 years ago. I'll get a bit
didactic and elaborate:

vented via atuned port that radiates from
the top face of the LF enclosure adjacent to,

say, 20Hz, you have to start with awoofer

or at the neck of, the head assembly.

conspire to make it so, as Richard Small
in the UK) and A.N. Thiele so aptly demon-

In order to achieve flat LF response to,
whose free-air resonance is no higher than

This is where my anthropomorphic anal-

20Hz, and preferably even a bit lower.

ogy breaks down. After all, who's ever

Remember that below the driver's resonant
frequency, the output will droop as the

heard of abottom end venting at the neck?
Positioning the head assembly close to the

driver is no longer mass-controlled and

upward-vented bass energy enables the en-

cannot maintain aconstant acceleration as

tire audio bandwidth to be, as KEF puts it,

frequency decreases. Next, it turns out that

"directed towards the listener from an area

a large woofer is much more adept at

little larger than the human head." Output

pressurizing agiven-size box than asmall

integration is thus optimized, while lowfrequency directional effects are minimized.

to prevent the air stiffness of the enclosure

Also, because of the height of the bass vent

from significantly raising the system's reso-

woofer, and avery large air volume is needed

above the floor, reinforcement effects are

nant frequency. Reduce the volume and low

minimized. All of which should add up to

bass can still be squeezed out of the design,
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but only at the expense of severely curtailing sensitivity.

several parameters not previously accessi-

more, the K-UBE allows the user to control

If you want low bass and ausable sen-

ble. First, the LF cutoff is adjustable in four

sitivity, therefore, what you end up with is

steps: 50, 35, 25, and 18Hz. Second, "Q" of

avery large box that is not only expensive

the bass response is continuously variable

to construct and ship, but also, most impor-

from 0.3 (overdamped) to 0.7 (maximally

tantly, almost impossible to make rigid
enough to minimize colorful cabinet radia-

fiat). The Q parameter describes the sharp-

tions. Have you ever seen the WAMM sub-

increases, bass damping decreases until
ultimately aresponse peak develops. The Q

woofer? Do you know how much carpenters get paid these days? Now you know

ness of aspeaker's bass resonance. As the Q

parameter also correlates well with bass

why that system costs over $40k. So it ap-

transient behavior, high-Q designs resulting

pears that, at least for realistically sized
production-line speakers, the hopes of

overhang. For example, jukebox bass may

realizing a20Hz response using anatural
alignment are doomed.

in underdamped, boomy bass with alot of
have aQ as high as 3. That's real, state-ofthe-art boom.

The intelligent engineering solution is to

The last control on the K-UBE shelves

use active equalization between the preand power amplifiers to "artificially" extend

the response below 160Hz up or down by

and flatten the LF response. There has been

as much as 3dB to suit one's tastes or room
requirements. The bottom line (no pun

arecent trend to do just that: recall for a
moment the Enigma subwoofer, or, more

intended) is that the K-UBE offers extremely
flexible control of the in-room bass quality,

recently, the free-standing Celestion woofer. ,

magnitude, and extension, that Ifor one appreciate very much.

(Of course, the latter two designs minimize
cabinet colorations by doing away with the
cabinet altogether, another plus.) KEF's
strategy is to align the coupled-cavity for

The Case of the Sick Cube

optimum upper-bass sensitivity, then boost
the frequencies below the natural turnover

Even K-UBEs can get sick, and mine certainly wasn't well right out of the box, as I

to give aflat extended response.

discovered when my Boulder 500 amp in-

(Don't run out now and buy yourself an
equalizer to do just that with your speakers;

dicated "DC offset" and refused to play. I

odds are that you'll simply succeed in

measured an abnormally hefty DC voltage
of 700mV at both K-UBE outputs. The day

that woofers are unhappy about being

after 1described the problem to Fred Yando
at KEF America, Ireceived a phone call

pushed into the deep bass because cone
velocity doubles and excursion quadruples

Ispoke assured me that the K-UBE para-

for each lower octave. Any design that uses
bass boost, therefore, must necessarily in-

and that anew K-UBE would be on its way

destroying the woofers. You should know

clude woofers that can cope with the excur-

from England. The KEF engineer with whom
meters for my pair (SN 1407) were on file, 2
to me as soon as possible. A week later the
new K-UBE showed up at my doorstep via

sion demands.)
K-UBE stands for KEF Universal Bass

Federal Express, and I'm happy to report

Equalizer and takes the form of aseparate

that Icouldn't measure any DC offset this

solid-state component that connects in the

time around! KEF acquitted itself very well
throughout this episode, providing efficient

upe monitor loop or between the preamp
and power amp. The K-UBE supplied with
the 107 includes aspeaker-specific equalization module that provides level equalization
for the tweeter and mid driver, as well as an
inverse of the 107's LF response. FurtherIActually, the only people who can "recall" the Celestion
must have been in attendance at the last CES, since the
woofer is only now in production.
—LA
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and courteous service. And, as Mr. Yando
put it, KEF guarantees this level of support
2 The use of the term "Reference" for this range of KEF
loudspealais meare, dut both pair-matchmg and matching to
the engineering prototype are oiceptione drivers, crossover
components, and the complete loudspeaker are measured,
and the details kept on file Blow adriver and KEF will he
able to supply you with areplacement that will match the
sound of the onginal
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not just to reviewers, but to [anyone] who

fully cohesive and effortless sound. That

invests in the RIO7s.

impression has not diminished in the com-

Measurements

the bass to the mids is magically integrated,

fort of my own home. The transition from
Idecided to measure the 107 before doing
any serious listening (something Iusually do
not do) so Icould sort out the K- UBE options and optimize the 107's response for my
favorite placement. With the bass cutoff set
at 18Hz (the setting Iused for my auditioning), the 107 puts out energy down to 20Hz,
which is as low as Ican measure. In fact, bass
output is so extended that the 107 can readily
overload alistening room. Standing-wave
resonances were excited in my room like
never before, including an especially nasty
one at 60Hz. The contour control cannot
cope with such narrow-band peaks or dips.
It certainly works as advertised, shelving the
response below 160Hz, but that only lowers
and raises the peaks and dips without flattening them out. What is needed, in the
absence of adigital time-domain equalizer,
is ahalf- or third-octave equalizer that can

and the conviction with which Iperceive
instrumental space and focus across the
soundstage is heightened considerably.
Music emerges from the 107 like ripples
in aclear mountain lake. There is no sense
of strain or stress, even on very loud passages. The vocal-range magic of the Spendor
BC1 and SPI is present here in full force.
Voice is reproduced very naturally, without
any coloration. Neither are instrumental
timbres slighted in any way, and harmonic
accuracy is preserved up and down the
audio bandwidth. String fundamentals and
overtones are convincingly reproduced,
and woodwinds possess excellent clarity
and detail, while brass has its proper bite,
without gratuitous brightness or harshness.
With the right electronics, musical textures
are fleshed out with aconvincing mixture
of soft and hard, sweet and brash.

This is not ahi-fi-ish sort of speaker; it
work over narrow enough bandwidths. I
doesn't overdo the music with impressive
was hoping to try Audio Control's "Richter
special effects or extraneous boom and sizScale," but it did not arrive in time to meet
my copy date.
The Q control does affect the prominence
of the bass line, and is best adjusted for a
given placement by ear (using, say, double
bass pizzicato) until the proper heft and
decay are achieved. Ultimately, the choice
of proper Q is amatter of taste and room
acoustics. In my room Ipreferred aQ of 0.7
for placements far removed from room boundaries and a Q of 0.5 for near-wall
placements. From about 200Hz to 20kHz,
the in-room response is exceptionally flat
and easily meets specification. This sort of
response smoothness is quite an accomplishment for aconventional speaker; only
large-area electrostatics in the near field
have measured better in this respect.

Sonic Impressions

zle. It is very enjoyable, always listenable,

and soundstage imaging is excellent, with
width and depth perspectives as good as
anything I've had in the house. The illusion
of acontinuous soundstage independent of
the speakers is very strong with the 107.
Instrumental focus within this stage is very
good; perhaps not as holographic as I've
heard with the Apogees, but extremely good
compared with the conventional competition.
There are two other prize-winning aspects
to the 107. First, the bass. The quality and
quantity of the bass octaves are exceptional—
the best I've heard from aconventional fullrange system. Bass power, impact, and clarity
leave one breathless on orchestral spectaculars. Second, headroom is sufficient to
duplicate, at atypical listening position (even
in alarge room), the full dynamic range of
any orchestral work—even aRespighi. The

Whereas most dynamic speakers struggle to

107 gracefully complies with the dynamic

integrate their driver outputs into asemicoherent blend in the far field, the 107 is

demands of the music—it's capable of
blooming from soft to very loud without a

seamless. What struck me immediately

trace of compression or distortion. For exam-

about the 107s, when Iheard them first
under show conditions, was their wonder-

more electrifying intensity and grandeur than
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ple, it is hard to think of choral music with

III

Sir William

lton's Belshazzar's Feast (EMI

unable to resolve all of the available transient

SAN324). Andre Previn is able to get the most

detail with sufficient intertransient silence

out of the London Symphony Orchestra, and

There's alittle more mud and less clarity with

the English baritone John Shirley-Quirk is
particularly effective in the haunting "King's

the T33. This really is the only significant
reservation Ihave about the 107, and Ihope

Feast" movement. This work demands afullrange system with excellent dynamics, and

that KEF pays the treble abit more attention
in future models.

the 107 is equal to the task, handling the full
orchestra and chorus with aplomb.

The impedance of the 107 is an amplifierfriendly resistive load of 4ohms, made pos-

Midrange transparency, and resolution of

sible by adding a "conjugate load" to the

low-level detail, are very good but not quite

crossover, which compensates for inductive

state-of-the-art; the Apogees and the really
good full-range electrostatics better the 107

and capacitive impedances. However, the LF

here. The Apogees in particular possess an

life more difficult for tube amplifiers. And,

boost fed the amp by the K-UBE will make

outstanding transparency that Ifind addictive.

although Ihad pretty good results with my

These are areas where Ibelieve conventional

modified Michaelson and Austin TVA-10, I

speakers will always lag behind high-tech

suspect that such really top-notch solid-state

designs. As with the Frieds reviewed in this

amps as the Boulder 500 will work best with

issue, you'll need to juggle your priorities and

the 107.

decide for yourself.

Overall, Iconsider the KEF 107s to be an

Although the highs are very extended, they
don't have the delicacy and speed of the best
tweeters money can buy. I'm thinking specifi-

engineering marvel and, by aclear margin,
the best full-range conventional speaker

cally of the Plasmatronics helium-plasma
design and the much older Dukane lonovac

brains, remember), so it's not surprising

tweeter. In fact, KEF's T33 tweeter doesn't
even sound as good as the Celestion copper-

money can buy. This is asmart speaker (two
that—in my opinion—it blows away all other
conventional speakers in our Class B recommendations. They are that good! Ihave en-

dome tweeter in the Model SL600. This is
most obvious in the detail of brushed cym-

joyed the 107 over the past several weeks, and
urge you to audition them promptly at your

bals: the 107 is very listenable up here, but

nearest KEF dealer.

Apogee Duetto II
Anthony H. Cordesman takes apreliminary look at anew Speaker
that could Redefine the State of the Art
Two-ribbon full-range transducer. Midrange and tweeter ribbon: 0.8" wide by 47" long, less
than 0.001" thick. Woofer ribbon: trapezoidal, average width 12" by 47" long, average
thickness less than 0.001". Frequency response: less than 30Hz-25,000Hz, -3dB. Crossover
slope: 6dBioctave at crossover, increasing to 12dBioctave approx. two octaves away. Can
be biamped with or without external active crossover. Maximum SPL: 106dB at 4meters, Cweighted, using 100W solid-state amplifier. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Dimensions: 58"H
x26"W x3"D. VVeight: 95 lbs each. Finish: grey or taupe (beige). Price: $2780. Manufacturer:
Apogee Acoustics Inc., 35 York Industrial Park, Randolph, MA 02368. Tel: (617) 963-0124.
Inormally like to listen for several weeks

different, and praised it as such, will probably

before commenting on anew product, par-

remember that the product the magazine
praised as redefining the state of the art was

ticularly one that Ifeel breaks as much new
ground as the Apogee Duetta II. Anyone who

the Bose 901. At the same time, the Duetta Il

remembers the one time High Fidelity ever

breaks so much new ground, and is so ob-

heard an audio product that sounded truly

viously asuperb speaker system, that it simply
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Apogee Duetta II
would not be fair to you readers to put off

"They are the first speakers I've ever heard

reporting on this speaker until the next issue
In fact, my wife's reaction to the Duetta Il

that remove the veil from the music that
always tells you that you are listening to ahi-fi

may be worth athousand of my words. Ihad

system." Well, my wife has heard virtually

just unpacked the Apogee Duetta Series II,

every high-end speaker that I've heard, in-

and set it up in the manufacturer's recom-

cluding the Apogee Scintillas, the Quad

mended position. Ihadn't gotten around to

ESL-63s, and the Infinity RS-IBs that Ihave

really listening yet, and was still checking the
speaker position and wiring as the Duetta Ils

used as reference speakers. She is not given to

played, but my wife was sitting in the listen-

ready praise. In fact, she is apt to sulk for
several days after every major disruption of

ing area. Ithought she could tell me whether

her living room, and be extremely critical of

the channels were balanced, and asked her

any speaker simply because it is new

what the speakers sounded like.
The response Igot was agreat deal more

and started listening. It was worth it! Isuspect

dramatic than a comment on whether the
channels were balanced. An exact quote:
Stereophile

As aresult, Iimmediately stopped tweaking
it may be weeks before Ifind the right room
placement, amplifier, and speaker cable to get
113

the best out of this speaker. Iam already sure,
however, that Ihave never heard more detail
and information in amore musically natural
form. It may be years before Apogee fully ex-

more headroom, and provides superior
woofer and midrange shaping. Ihave not
yet had achance to use this unit, but will
report on it when Igive you my final

plores the limits of ribbon speaker
technology, but the Duetta II is asuperb pro-

thoughts in the next issue.

duct, and redefines the state of the art in
many important respects.

Redefining Transparency
Imust again stress that proper listening to

Design Evolution in the
Duetta
Lees take afew minutes before Idescribe
the sound, however, and go over the design
evolution of the Duetta II. As you have
already read in these pages, the original

speakers takes weeks—not days—of experimentation. Accordingly, you should use my
comments as acomparative reference for
your own listening, and not as revealed truth.
(Does any one ever pay that much attention
to an audio critic?) Nevertheless, my reactions after aweek of intensive listening are:

Duetta built on the technology of the large

Deep Bass: Not present in the same

Apogee and Scintilla, and provided amore

strength and power as the larger Apogee

affordable all-ribbon speaker, one that many
good amplifiers could drive.

and Infinity speakers, but very much there
nonetheless. The best cone subwoofer

The Caliper showed, however, that Apogee
could do much more to produce amusically
realistic sound, and at amuch lower price.
Further, Apogee made progress in aresearch

systems are still superior in this area, but
only with exact placement and superb ac-

program on canted ribbon transducers which
could act as both midrange and tweeter.
This progress showed that such aribbon

mid and upper bass, the feeling of deep
bass power is far more satisfying than in any
competing dipole, including the highest-

tive crossover designs and drive amplifiers.
Coupled to the extraordinary flatness of the

could provide excellent horizontal disper-

priced electrostatics and Magnepans.

sion and realistic vertical imaging in acomparatively short length. Apogee also devel-

may well allow it to outperform the Scintilla

oped proprietary new approaches to ribbon

and larger Apogee in most real-world listen-

suspension and mechanical acoustic shaping, which improved the smoothness of

ing rooms, and allow you to keep the room

the sound of the combined midrange and

designs, under exceptional control. This

tweeter (MRT) ribbon. As aresult, it found

makes the Duetta II comparatively easy to

The bass characteristics of the Duetta II

interaction, inevitable with dipole speaker

that the use of asingle ribbon eliminated

place, provided that you obey the manufac-

potential time-alignment problems inherent

turer's instructions and keep it 3-4 feet from

in the use of separate midrange and tweeter
ribbons.
The Duetta Series Il speaker draws on

work quite well, but will almost inevitably

other improved ribbon speaker design

cost of reducing other bass.

the rear wall. Closer placement may also
reinforce some part of the deep bass at the

techniques which Apogee developed in

Mid and Upper Bass: The mid and upper

designing and manufacturing the Caliper.
For example, Apogee uses multi-sloping

bass are exceptionally flat. There is none of

crossover shaping with a6dB slope at the

the slight emphasis or "warmth peak"
found in the bass of the Caliper, and little of

crossover frequency, and uses arear panel

the room-interaction masking common in

switch to add agentle 2dB rolloff at the
high end of the MRT to adjust tonal balance

the larger Apogees—and any other large
dipole speaker—when they are operated in

to different rooms and source material.
The Duetta Series II also incorporates a

exceptional detail in the mid and upper bass.

provision for an active crossover in the

As a former drummer, Icould recognize

reasonably sized listening rooms. There is

hiamped mode. Apogee says that the use of

more accurate percussion information in

this crossover improves resolution and

the mid and upper bass than with any other

tonal balance adjustment, gives you 3dB

speaker Ihave heard. Only areally well set-
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up Quad ESL-63 system can compete with

pleasure out of the better CDs, and, while

the Duetta Ils in this area, and that has trouble
with the lower midbass.

lection, this speaker also redefines the

Upper Bass/Lower Midrange: The exceptional, state-of-the-art, transparency that

musical pleasure that CDs can provide.
Upper Octaves: There is amix of smooth-

emerges in the mid and upper bass is sus-

ness, well-chosen radiation characteristics,
and transparent detail in this region that

tained into the critical upper bass/lower

you won't rush out to sell your record col-

midrange transition area. As a result, you
may hear more from your records and CDs

simply has to be heard to be believed. Areal-

than you have ever heard before. The only
uncertainty Ican think of is that the match

analyzer confirmed that the highs are very

between the bass ribbon and combined

least well above 20kHz. It's amazing how

midrange and tweeter seems to be equip-

musical the highs can sound and still be

ment-dependent. Getting the best possible

there in full abundance.

time measurement with aone-third octave
smooth and fiat, and go on forever—or at

performance requires experimenting with

Depth: Depth is excellent at normal lis-

different amplifiers, speaker cables, and
room placement.

tening levels, but be careful. The transparency of the Apogees, like that of the Quad

Even without such efforts, however, the

ESL-63s and afew competing speakers, en-

upper bass/lower midrange transition area

courages you to listen at too high alevel.

will still be very convincing, and few speak-

This can collapse depth and give afeeling of

ers ever made will give you amore realistic

loss of detail in dynamic peaks. Watch your

hall effect. Isuspect that the use of the active crossover will also allow you to go one

means keep them natural.

listening levels. Play them loud, but by all

step further, and shift the overall spectral

Soundstage Width and Height: Speaker

balance to give amore forward sound.
Mid-Midrange: This is the most critical

placement gives you so much control of

area in reproducing music, and one where

that you can virtually create asoundstage to

the Apogee Duetta Ils redefine the state of
the art. Extended listening leads to acon-

are more realistic are the Infinity IRS and

stant series of new discoveries of what is ac-

RS- lb-II.

width, without ahole-in-the-middle effect,
taste. The only speakers Ihave heard that

tually in recordings, without any surprises

Imaging: A superb arc of instruments,

or unnatural emphasis. This detail is com-

with excellent placement in depth as well as
from left to right.

mon to all Apogees, but the Duetta Ils are
far more convincing than any previous

Dynamics and Transient Handling: The

Apogee Ihave heard—or any other speaker,

speed of dynamic changes and the ability to

for that matter. The Quad ESL-63, which

handle soft, moderate, and loud transients

has always been my reference standard in

is rivaled—if at all—only by the larger In-

this area, has just been displaced by the

finity and VMPS reference monitors,
although the Infinities and VMPSs can han-

Apogee Duetta II.
Upper Midrange: If the prototypes of the
first version of the Duettas were abit bright

dle loudness levels above the 106dB level of

in this area, the present Duettas are so

speaker that can play very, very loud, do so

smooth that it is going to take you several
hours to get over the shock of not hearing

the Duetta Hs. The practical result is a
better than any electrostatic or Magnepan I

your usual speaker colorations. Ifound the

have heard, and do so better than virtually
all cone speakers.

Duetta Ils to be very listenable with virtually
all material, even with their MRTs set flat

compete with most other speakers, with

(though Iactually preferred the -2dB switch

just about any good power amplifier that

You can drive the Duetta Ils to levels that

setting). Again, the level of resolution sur-

puts out 100 watts per channel. While you

passed that of any speaker Ihave heard to

can biamp, Istrongly preferred using one

date. If you rely heavily on CD, you simply

stereo amp, and biwiring, to biamping

must hear the Duetta Ils. No speaker has yet

without an active crossover. Iwouldn't rush

been able to get as much natural musical

out to buy two amps, given the coherence

Stereophile
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and excellent power handling capability

one has a room in which they can place

you can get with any good stereo 100-watter.

speakers 3feet from the rear wall and give

Idid notice listening room limitations at
higher power levels. Iwas getting abit too

need agood cone speaker with no rear radia-

2feet clearance on the sides. You may still

much reflected sound when Ireally cut

tion, even if you can afford the Duetta ils. I

loose, but this was relieved by better place-

should also stress that we sometimes under-

ment. Ialso found Igot better results in this

estimate the level of progress and sophisti-

area of sonic performance when Iswitched

cation available at moderate prices from

speaker placement from 3.5 feet away from
the rear of the long wall, to one-third the

designers like Thiel, Vandersteen, and KEE
Ihave heard so many dipole speakers

distance of the room from the rear wall.

work well in small rooms and badly in large

This produced an immediate major improve-

ones, however, that Iwould not rule out

ment in transparency at very loud listening

using the Duetta Ils even in small rooms,

levels, although at some cost to the size and

after tuning their placement for the best

depth of the soundstagc Since your room is
certain to be different from mine, this in-

compromise of room interactions. I'd just
caution you to work closely with your dealer.

dicates only that you should experiment.
As my wife said at the start, the Apogee

No dipole speaker can easily be placed in a
small listening room.

Duetta Ils, more than any other speaker,

Isuspect that the Duetta Ils will rapidly

remove an entire layer of coloration from

force competing speaker manufacturers to

the sound. They are at least atruly excellent
speaker system; 1strongly suspect that

make whatever improvements they can in

more extended listening will reveal they are

were Imaking Magnepan, Quad, or Martin-

the new state of the art.

their existing line. Iwould not sleep easily
Logan speakers—or even the larger Infinity

There are agreat many things Ihave to
learn, however, before Ican fully report on
the overall spectral balance, room effects,
and amplifier- and speaker-cable match. I

Reference series. Yet these are all outstanding speaker manufacturers at the top of the
high -end pyramid.
Apogee already seems to have forced Bob

hesitate to say that this is the most value for

Carver to rip off Apogee's styling in order to

money Ihave yet encountered in ahigh.
end speaker only because Ihave not had

compete. One wonders what manufacturers
who do compete with Apogee will do to

the time to search out any minor quirks;

equal or surpass this new level of sound

nor have Iheard the Duetta Ils with their
active crossover.

tion, and Iexpect asudden flood of new

You also need to show a bit of sense
before rushing out to buy apair. Not every-

quality. The Duetta Ils are brutal competiribbon systems ayear or two from now, as
other manufacturers begin to catch up. $

MARTIN-LOGAN CLS LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Full-range single-driver, electrostatic loudspeaker. Manufacturer's specifications. Frequency
response: 45Hz-22kHz ±2dB. Dispersion: 30 degrees horizontal. Sensitivity 86dB/1W/1m.
Power Handling: 200W, Impedance: 6ohms nominal. Dimensions: 28"W x60"H x3"D.
Weight: 85Ibs each. Price: $2490/pair. Manufacturer: Martin-Logan Ltd., PO Box 741,619
E. 8th St. (First Floor), Lawrence, KS 66044. Tel: (913) 749-0133.
The quest for afull-range electrostatic loud-

dispersion), the difficulty of achieving high

speaker has occupied many engineers'

sound pressure levels, the need for apoten-

minds for many years. The problems are

tially sound-degrading step-up transformer,

manifold: large physical size (which can lead

and the unsuitability for production-line

to room placement problems and poor

manufacture. Even so, the potential rewards
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are so great that one can understand why
loudspeaker designers keep on attempting
the apparently impossible. Epoch-making
models do appear at infrequent intervals,
keeping the flame burning since the appearance of the original Quad in 1955: Acoustat,
Sound Lab, and Beveridge in the US, Stax in
Japan, Audiostatic in Holland, Quad, of
course, in England, and now Martin-Logan.
M-L's first model, the elegant Monolith,
coupled an electrostatic treble and mid
panel to aconventional dynamic woofer. I
first heard this speaker in the Threshold
room at aSummer CES some years back; the
clarity was stunning. The CIS—the acronym
stands for Curvilinear Line Source; Ithink
that Clear Loudspeaker would be just as
appropriate—is the Kansas company's first
full-range electrostatic, and again an elegant
design, standing five feet tall. The most
visually striking aspect of the CLS is its apparent simplicity: the Mylar diaphragm, just
2um thick and with atotal mass less than
that of one cubic inch of air, is suspended
between the two metal-plate stators, coated
with black insulating paint, and punched
with amatrix of holes to allow the sound to
"escape." The diaphragm operates in pushpull, so should operate with low distortion.
And that's it, apart from a real-wood
frame surrounding the diaphragm assembly
and the box of electronics on the rear. No
protective screen to keep the high voltages
away from prying fingers; no dust cover that
could introduce another set of HF resonances; nothing to get between the loudspeaker's moving element and the listener's
ear. The unique aspect of the design, however, is the fact that, whereas other full-

Martin-Logan CLS Loudspeaker

range electrostatics consist of flat panels, the

sound-source

CIS, like the Monolith, has agently curved

with wavelengths on the order of, or less

diaphragm. Exactly how this is done is M-L's
proprietary process—though Iknow for a

than, the size of the source. Acoustat and
Audiostatic attempt to overcome this prob-

fact that Dorothy brought the secret back to

lem by making the diaphragm narrow;

Kansas from Oz—but the one-piece diaphragm is broken up into anumber of dif-

Harold Beveridge used an array of waveguides to create anarrow apparent source in

ferent-sized, discrete horizontal elements by

front of aflat diaphragm. By working out

insulating damping strips, with long vertical

how to make aplastic-film diaphragm hold
acurved profile, Martin-Logan creates avir-

strips running the full height of the speaker

reproducing

frequencies

either side of the central array to preferentially handle low frequencies.

tual line-source behind the speaker which,

The reason for this techno-trickery is to

with alarge diaphragm, will have excellent

avoid the beaming that accompanies a
Stereophile

because of its reduced width compared
horizontal dispersion. (The Quad ESL-63
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achieves asimilar result from an almost flat
diaphragm by driving discrete annular sec-

sounds almost unbearably bright straight

tions with different time-delayed signals,

24 hours, however, the speakers were broken

from the box. After being kicked around for

the crucial difference being that Quad's

in. What record did Iput on first? Having no

Peter Walker tries to achieve avirtualpoint-

Judy Garland records, it would have to be

source behind the speaker.)

the Sheffield Lab James Newton Howard,

Setting up the CLSs presented no problems. The electronics module bolts to the

this merry band of musicians being in real
life members of Toto.

rear of the panel with Allen-head bolts (a

Well, I'll tell you first what impressed me

suitable tool is supplied) and acts as asup-

about the CLS. Stereo imagery is spectacu-

port. The only fiddly bit is connecting the

larly precise. Not only are instruments and

panel's internal Monster Cable wiring to the

voices hung in space between and behind

module via ahigh-voltage pcb edge-con-

the speakers—which quite disappear—

nector. Screw- feet at the module's rear can

with both anatural perspective and unexag-

be adjusted to tilt the speakers to the desired

gerated size, but the way in which that

angle; being English, Inaturally attached
Chris Brooks Cones—Tiptoes with aBritish

perspective and the instrumental balance
continually shift as the recording engineers

accent—to these feet. Ialso placed these

play with the mixing desk is ruthlessly laid

cones under the front panel to ensure asolid

bare. Do you want to be arecord critic? Put
on the Deutsche Grammophon CD of West

"mechanical earth" for the diaphragm. M-L
says that electric equilibrium will be 95%
reached one minute after plugging in the

Side Story—the CLSs let you hear how a

speakers, and 100% after a half-hour of

sionals can turn Bernstein's greatest score

team of highly-trained, experienced profes-

charge. Ileft them on for aday and night

into alphabet soup! Hear the perspective of

before listening to them seriously. It was no
noise, to run-in the diaphragms. (CD is great

Nigel Kennedy's fiddle change in the second
movement of his Elgar Violin Concerto
recording. Do you want to be arecording

for chores like this.) On pink noise, the sensitivity appeared to be almost identical to

engineer? Put on the Kings Singers' Flanders
& Swann LP and learn how to distinguish

sweat, as Ionly played 20Hz, then pink

the Celestion SL600 at around 83-84dB/W.

EMI's Abbey Road studio from AIR London

88dB/W was originally claimed, but M-L

by the tonal quality of their echo-plates.

now says that you can knock 2-3dB off that

And hear how different instruments in a

figure due to modifications in production.

typical rock mix have different colorations

At least I'm in the right ballpark.
While the speakers are running in, I'll tell

due to the mikes used.

you about the system. The front end con-

revealingly transparent loudspeaker Ihave

Without a doubt, the CLS is the most

sists of either my familiar Linn LP12/Ittok/

used. The Wilson Audio Beethoven violin

Koetsu Red record player, or the California

sonata, for example, was presented spatially

Audio Labs Tempest CD player that Ire-

the best Ihave heard, the soloist being ob-

viewed in Vol.9 No.6. Preamplifier was an

viously around four feet in front of the
piano, and the piano image naturally sized.

updated SP-10—Yes, Bill Johnson bad waved
his magic wand over it—and amplification

Tonally, the midrange is neutral, voices

was first aRobertson Forty Ten, then aKrell

being rendered without undue coloration,
but the lower midrange is slightly depressed.

KSA-50 Mk.II, and finally one of JGH's
Audio Research D-250 Servos. My room is

The exact amount of upper midrange energy

quite lively, particularly in the midbass, but

seems to depend very much on listening

ASC llibetraps in the corners behind the

height: my chair puts my ears about two-

speakers went some way to taming the

thirds of the way up the panels; lower than

acoustic.
So how was the sound?

that and the midrange depresses, leaving the
low treble alittle exposed. The bass was a

Down the yellow brick road...
The running-in is essential, as the CLS
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little lightweight, there being alack of upper
bass (though there is aslight bump in the
response that makes male voices abit chesty).
Stereophile

The midbass was fine, but there was then a

Mexican air, and run out of excursion sooner

hole before the relatively sparse low bass

than at sea level. Nevertheless, Ifound that

came in. (In-room, spatially-averaged measurements using pink noise showed that the
speakers rolled off rapidly below 60Hz.) The

measured peak levels in the high 90s would
cause random ticking noises from the dia-

low frequencies are also alittle "slow": on
the "Nature Boy" track on the Norwegian
Radka Toned falbum, which features aScan-

phragms, particularly with recordings having a predominance of lower midrange
energy. ,The Cyprien Katsaris recording of
the Liszt "Eroica" transcription has all its

dinavian ice maiden, grand piano, and air-

energy centered between 200Hz and 800Hz,

conditioning—all immaculately recorded—

and levels above 95dB (flat, average) caused

the piano appeared almost to anticipate the

the CLSs to misbehave. The dynamic range
limitation seemed less ola problem when I

beat, the bass being definitely alittle sluggish compared with the treble, which is
quite "fast."
Above the midrange and bass, we now

switched to the Mk.II Krell KSA-50 from the
Robertson 4010, but it was disappointing to
not achieve the admittedly high levels at

start to get to an area of tonal performance
where Iwas less happy. It both sounds and
measures as if there is abroad plateau be-

which Ioccasionally like to listen.

tween IkHz and 4kHz, which adds to the

having abad name for being pigs to drive?

feeling of transparency but gives the speaker
amerciless quality. (1 also felt that there was
something weird going on at very high fre-

Rated by M-L as anominal 6-ohm speaker,
the CLS actually varies considerably, reach-

quencies, around 14kHz.) The sound is

ping below 5ohms both in the mid and low

detailed, yes; transparent, certainly; but
there is afeeling of "glare" which, no matter

bass, and above 4kHz. The impedance
minimum is 2ohms at 16kHz. This might go

how effective at revealing recorded detail,

some way to explaining the subjective prob-

Could the CLS's load impedance explain
what Iwas hearing, electrostatics in general

ing amaximum of 40 ohms at IkHz but dip-

detracts from musical enjoyment. It is almost

lems in the bass and high treble, particularly

as if you are reading abook with fine print

if the nature of the impedance at these

by the light of a500W bulb. You are made
aware of every detail, including the intri-

thought, however, that all the amplifiers I

minima is highly capacitive. Iwould have

cacies of the typeface and the texture of the

used would have no problem supplying the

paper, but you become alittle fatigued. You
become so aware of the "how" that you lose
interest in the "why."

necessary current.
After acouple of weeks of living with the

The longer Iused the speakers, the less
this character was apparent, and changing to
the D-250 considerably improved things in
this respect. Listening to the CLSs from a

speaker, Ihad no option but to ring M-L's
Gayle Sanders to discuss what Iwas hearing
from the CLSs. He nodded his head sagely
when Imentioned the bass quality: "The
adhesive we use can soften in transit, lead-

greater distance than the 6-9 feet Iused will

ing to too much midbass and acorrespond-

also help. But there was still some residual
all "cold" balance. Pianos have too much

ing dip in the upper bass." He counseled
running aheat gun up and down the edges
of the panels, which should both even out

"snarl," rosin noise on strings is accentuated, and recorded sibilance, as featured

speaker's capacity for producing high sound

heavily on my favorite Clannad album on

levels. We then got on to the subject of the

forwardness that gives the sound an over-

RCA, can often become intolerable.
Another aspect of the CIS sound bothered
me more in the long term: alack of dynamic
range in the lower mids and upper bass. We
are at 7000 feet in Santa Fe, sol was prepared
to accept some compromise on ultimate
loudness. The diaphragms have to move further to generate high SPLs in the thin New
Stereophile

the upper-bass response and increase the

residual brightness that was bothering me.
Again he nodded his head, and mentioned
that the latest version of the electronics
IAs areference (for the thin New Mexico air), the Quad
ESL-63s "crowbarred" —or arced, when the protection
circuitry wasn't working effectively—predictably on
96-97dB peaks. depending on the frequencies being
reproduced (the lower the worse). The CLSs did 2.3dB better, again with problems showing up sooner at low frequencies
—LA
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module had a modification to ameliorate

with the 4010, but Idon't feel the CIS to be

this character. Apparently the original ver-

a loudspeaker for solid-state amplifiers.
They were at their best with the D-250, and

sion Ihad could introduce amplifier instacapacitive nature of the load up there in the

bility at ultrasonic frequencies, due to the

Iwould think that Quicksilvers, the C-J
MV50, and similar tube designs would also

stratosphere. A new set of modules would

bring out their best.

leave Kansas via Federal Express as soon as

Iam tempted to say that the CLS is an ideal

the Munchkins had finished applying the

speaker for small-scale chamber music—

shrink-wrap.
The new bits arrived—serial numbers

the JS Bach flute sonatas CD on Harmonia
Mundi sounded magic—except that when I
played the old Rostropovich Brahms cello

were 1870/1871 compared with the original
modules' 1562/1563—and Iduly set the

sonatas CD on DG, which has apredomi-

speakers back up, having first played my

nance of energy in the upper bass/lower

hair-drier up and down the edges of the

midrange, the speakers again ran out of

panels.

steam if played at musically satisfying levels.

Well, Ihave to say that although the bal-

Let us assume that this is only alimitation

ance was still cold, the glare had gone.

for my pair of CLSs, which might, of course,

Driven by the D-250, the superb stereo im-

be atypical at Santa Fe's altitude. How then

agery and the totally transparent midrange

would Irate them? Magically transparent;

allowed me to hear further into recorded

neutral through the midband; capable of

balances than, with one exception, 2 Ihave
ever heard before. The SL600 that has been

throwing asuperbly delineated soundstage;
the CLSs still proved unsatisfying on musical

my reference for three years now is excel-

terms. With speakers like the Celestion

lent in this area, but sounds veiled beside

SL600s, you can invite friends round, listen

the CLS. The CLS's upper bass had also im-

to alarge selection of different music, and,

proved somewhat, but the relatively limited

though the characteristics of the recordings

dynamic range was still afeature, orchestral
music producing "cracks" with average

are always clear, they do not get in the way
of the musical communication. Resultant

levels over 96dB (equivalent to around

conversations amongst listeners involve

103dB peak). Ican only assume that Ihad

matters of performance and interpretation,

been unable to apply enough heat. AHC will
be reporting on his experiences with the

or even just involve people sitting, tapping

CLS in afuture issue of Stereophile; Ihope
he can resolve the situation.

tions take on ahi- fi flavor. Is the VTA correct? Ithink your turntable has atrace of

their feet. With the CLSs, those conversa-

wow. That's the sound of 6DJ8s aging. Listen

Somewhere, over the
rainbow?

to the faders on the mixing desk move. Was
that an edit? Crossed hypercardioids for

This is ahard conclusion to write. The CLS

sure! Surely the engineer has placed the

has major strengths, but also, for me, atonal

soloist too far forward in the mix.
Amongst all these dramatically revealed

balance that favors the treble overmuch, and
alimited low-frequency dynamic range. To
put this into perspective, Iam talking about

trees, one loses sight of the musical forest.

sound levels that are probably higher than

my taste being out of tune with that of the

This, of course, may well be amatter of

many would like, and the CLS does play

Martin-Logan design team, and perhaps

louder than the Quad ESL-63. However, I

with yours. If you feel that the CLS's positive

think a $2500 loudspeaker sbould play

attributes that Ihave described outweigh

loud; certainly it should deliver levels approaching the real for some kinds of music.

speakers with your own set-up for aweek-

The bass was better with the KSA-50 than

my critical feelings, try to audition the
end before committing yourself to their purchase. If you still love the things they do

2The exception vras Harry Pearson's awesome IRS system.
which Iexperienced before the Sca Cliff fire. This system.
however, does rather more than the CLS in the other areas
of reproduction.
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right on Monday morning, and can ignore
the shortcomings, they will be the right
speaker for you.
Stereophile

APOGEE CALIPER LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson

Apogee Caliper
Loudspeaker
Full-range, two-way, ribbon loudspeaker. Manufacturer's specifications. Frequency range:
30Hz to greater than 25kHz. Power requirements: 100W. Maximum spl: 105dB at 4m (Cweighting). Impedance: 3ohms nominal. Dimensions: 48"H x24"W x2"D. Weight: 70 lbs
each. Price: $1650/pair. MANUFACTURER: Apogee Acoustics Inc., 35 York Industrial Park,
Randolph, MA 02368. Tel: (617) 963-0124.
"1 am not in love; but I'm open to persua-

The moving-ribbon principle for generat-

sion," sings Joan Armatrading in her song

ing sound is as old as the loudspeaker, the

"Love and Affection," the track Iwas playing

prewar German Blatthaller PA system that

when Ifinally realized that my attempts to

announced the departure of Robert Mitchum

get asound from the Apogee Caliper ribbon

by Lufthansa for all parts of Occupied Europe

speakers approaching what Ihad heard at
the 1986 Chicago CES were bearing fruit.

in The Winds of War ,being avery large ribbon speaker. It is also one of the most sim-

And that sentence pretty much describes

ple. An alternating current is passed down a

the creed of the professional audio critic.

flat conductor suspended between the
poles of amagnet; Fleming's Left-Hand Rule

Each new product that arrives at your door
could be the one to pass the JGH "goose-

would indicate that the conductor should

bump" test, to leave the hairs on your arms
permanently erect. Did the Caliper full-

move back and forth at right angles to the
directions of both magnetic field and cur-

range ribbons excite my previously quies-

rent; and move it does, generating sound. It

cent nerve-endings? Did Bobby Ewing

doesn't generate much sound unless the

return from the dead? Did Sam propose to

magnets are very powerful (read expensive)

Diane? Will Alan Alda ever outgrow Hawk-

and/or the ribbon very large. The very low

eye? What on Earth made Georgette marry

intrinsic impedance means that an average

Ted Baxter? Why can't llibbs roll up his

amplifier will be hard put to deliver suffi-

jacket sleeves like Crockett? How could a

cient current.

fine actor like Jack Klugman accept such a
dreadful role? Some of these questions will
be answered overleaf, but in the meantime,
what is aribbon speaker?
Stereophile

II think I've been watching too much television this summer; something to do with the NAD MR20 TV monitor I
bought on BS's recommendation! But don't the Dr. Pepper
ads have great sound? And you should hear how the
Calipers handle the soundtrack of Miami Vice.
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The ribbon does have advantages, though,

the poles of aceramic-magnet array in a

over aconventional drive-unit. As with an

steel frame. The bass unit, however, was a

electrostatic design, the diaphragm is driven

new departure in speaker design: atrape-

over its entire area, giving an even dipole

zoidal sheet of corrugated aluminum foil,

response above low frequencies, where the

reinforced with a transparent insulating

back wave will cancel that from the front,

Kapton tape on the rear, had apattern of slits

and the lack of cabinet implies the absence

hand-cut in it, making, in effect, alarge, flat

of amajor source of coloration. Equally as
important is the lack of coloration from

coil. This coil is then mounted in front of an
array of bar magnets, their poles so arranged

diaphragm resonances. Apart from the one

that, as current flows through the aluminum

low-frequency resonance due to its suspen-

foil, each section moves in the same direc-

sion—and this will be very low if the ribbon

tion. Unlike the tweeter/midrange ribbons,

is suspended fioppily enough—there is

which are so floppy that they can hardly be

hardly anything to color the sound.

said to be under tension, the woofer dia-

In general, ribbons have been used only

phragm is stretched across awooden frame,

as tweeters: 2 asmall size is appropriate due

much like avery thin metal drumskin. The

to the need to reproduce only high frequen-

art of the Apogee woofer lies in the fact that,

cies, which leads to physically manageable

coupled with the irregular shape, the ten-

(and affordable) magnets; the drive is via an

sion is arranged so that, above the funda-

impedance-matching transformer; and the

mental low-frequency "drumskin" reso-

low sensitivity is often compensated for

nance, the diaphragm will be effectively
non-resonant.

with some kind of horn. The only largescale manufacturer of a full-range loudspeaker resembling aribbon is Magnepan,

The large number of magnets required
and the labor-intensive production of the

whose proprietary drive-unit—a grid of

large diaphragms imply asize, weight, and

wires bonded to aMylar diaphragm—acts in
an analogous manner. Magnepan also uses a

price that rule out the possibility that the
original Apogee would feature in any but a

true ribbon tweeter in their MGIIIA and
Tympani IV models. Nobody, however, was

Jason's game-plan, therefore, was to pro-

very small number of systems. Leo and

making afull-range ribbon loudspeaker, the

duce smaller and more affordable loud-

theoretical advantages being outweighed by

speakers, which would sacrifice dynamic

real-world disadvantages.
Such was the situation when Apogee

range, power handling, and bass extension
but keep the key sonic attributes of the rib-

Acoustics' designer, Leo Spiegel, retired
from the aerospace industry at the begin-

the introduction of asmaller Apogee ribbon

ning of the '80s. Leo felt that atrue full-range

speaker: first the three-way Scintilla at

bon principle Each year since 1983 has seen

ribbon speaker would offer significant ad-

$3300, then the two-way Duetta at $2780,

vances in clarity and neutrality over dynamic

and now the Caliper, effectively atwo-thirds

and electrostatic speakers, and with his son-

size Duetta, costing a"mere" $1650.

in-law Jason Bloom duly set up aloudspeaker

The Caliper uses the smallest Apogee

company to attempt the task of making such

woofer yet, with an area of just 450 square

aspeaker. Their first product, launched at

inches (equivalent to the radiating area of

the 1983 SCES, was aseven-foot-tall full-

three conventional 15 "drivers!). The tweeter

range three-way ribbon loudspeaker, a
system with astonishing dynamic range and

appears to be a cut-down version of the
Duetta ribbon: three vertical strips of cor-

bass extension, but, at over $6600 /pair,
hardly avolkspeaker.

slightly narrower), joined with ayellow tape

rugated aluminum foil (the center one is

Treble and midrange were handled by

backing, hang between the poles of the

eighty-inch-long, fioppily suspended, cor-

magnets. Closer examination, however,

rugated aluminum ribbons hanging between

reveals that whereas the earlier Apogee
tweeters hung free, the Caliper tweeter is

2 And as microphones. The superbly uncolored Coles/
BBC 4038, used by Sheffield for their Firebinl recording,
is aribbon.

clamped from the rear about two-thirds of
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its length from the bottom, and the top third
Stereophile

"hinged" back slightly. This dogleg shape is

ance of 3ohms, compared with the Scin-

said to improve the dispersion. Near-field

tilla's 1ohm, so you would have thought

measurements indicated that the tweeter
handles the range above 800Hz or so, with
what appeared to be 12dB/octave slopes.

that this would have been much less of a
problem, but the sound Iwas getting did
smack of "Ultra-Monster"; perhaps Ishould

Actually, the crossover is more sophisti-

investigate biwiring. Remaining with the

cated, gentle initial 6dB slopes giving a

KSA -50, Ihooked up MIT Music Hose on
the bass panel, keeping the Powerline 2on

seamless transition region, with steeper
slopes being used out-of-band.
As with the other Apogees, the Caliper is
available in two finishes: grey and taupe.

cording now had the character of the real

Usefully, both driver/crossover connections

thing, the left hand of the piano having

the tweeter.
Bravissimo. 3The James Boyk Chopin re-

are brought out on the rear to separate sets

weight and authority but not interfering with

of five-way binding posts. The Caliper can

the natural presentation of the soundstage.
The lower mids were still less transparent

be used with asingle set of speaker cables,
supplied jumpers paralleling the pairs of

than Iwould have liked, male voices acquir-

sockets; with two sets of cables, one ampli-

ing alittle too much chest tone, but from a

fier driving the units individually (biwiring);
or with two amplifiers, with each drive-unit

couple of hundred Hertz up the Calipers
were just superb. Voices had afreedom from

connected to its own amplifier (biamping).

grain and aliquidly smooth harmonic struc-

Setting up proved to be no problem: the

ture, with no awkward breaks in tonal charac-

speaker panel is supported by asingle angle

ter around the crossover region. The extreme

piece at the rear; an adjustable foot tilts the

highs were clean, but lacked alittle "air."

speaker until aplumb-line (supplied) hung
from the top matches amark in the support;

This neutral presentation of voice made enjoyable even such flawed recordings as the

the listener is then on the right axis. (Apogees

Columbia collection of optically-recorded

instructions for unpacking and set-up are a soundtracks for the '305 Fred Astaire movies.
model for other companies to follow.)
The sonic scum is somehow separated from

Taking the measure
Iinitially used the Calipers conventionally

the music, allowing you to appreciate even
more—if such athing were possible—what
asuperb vocal craftsman old Twinkletoes

wired with Monster Powerline 2. Amplifica-

was, even with his light, not particularly

tion was SP-10 II and Krell KSA-50 —Apogee

"beautiful," voice.
And when Iput on Frank Sinatra's Capitol

does recommend 100W amplifiers to get the
full dynamics—and the front end was Linn

recordings from the '50s

LP12/Ittok/Koetsu Red and California Audio

to record big bands in those bygone days;

.They knew how

Labs LP and CD players, respectively. How

maybe the acoustic bass should stage a

was the sound? Well, as Iindicated afew

comeback.
The surprising thing is that the Caliper

hundred words back, it was not easy getting
the speakers to "sing" as they had at Chicago.
After some experimentation with room
position to get the best tonal balance between mid and upper bass, the balance was
musical and the imagery was exceptional,
particularly regarding depth. There was,
however; aveiling in the lower midrange,
with a thick upper bass and somewhat
undercontrolled low bass.
With the other Apogee speakers, Ihave
found biwiring to be mandatory. The low
impedance, particularly of the Scintilla,
means that cable "signatures" become exaggerated. The Caliper has anominal impedStereophile

can produce low bass at all, given the size of
the diaphragm. Although we are not talking
stygian depths here, such contrabass salsa as
the octave doubling of the bass line in the
Red & Blue Mix of Yes's "Owner of aLonely
Heart" came over at the correct level, without overload, distortion, or any one-note effect. Impressive indeed.
The area of soundstage presentation is
3I'll say.

Having been present for abrief "before - and an
extended "after," tcan only say that the difference between
single wiring and biwiring was mind-boggling. I've heard
A- It comparisons between different speakers that were
much less dramatic. In the single-wired mode tat least with
Powerlinc
would find it difficult to recommend the
Calipers at all.
—LA
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very important to me; Ifind deficiencies in

It's not all cordon bleu catering, though.

this area more annoying than tonal balance

In addition to the potential for veiling in the

anomalies (if the latter are not too severe).

lower mids, the low bass appears continually

Unless the producer has used such sonic

to be on the verge of being overcooked.
This is not aproblem with most recordings,

necromancy as aural excitation, or other
such deliberately induced phase anomalies,

as there is seldom sufficient subterranean

instrumental and vocal images should be

energy to lead the panels astray. Occasionally,

small, and placed within their appropriate

however, arecording happens along that is

shroud of reverberation. If that reverb and

ideally suited for provoking misbehavior.

ambience is coherent, as it is on anaturally

The Reference Recordings Church Windows
LP, for example With the speakers driven by

miked classical recording, or as it can be on
arock production, then those small images

two D-250s (see later), Side Two is cruising

will be set back behind the speakers, the

along in the mid-90s, spi -wise, without

exact depth depending on the direct/rever-

sounding too loud. Respighi then adds his

berant sound ratio of each. With speakers
unable to preserve these spatial relation-

deep organ pedal notes: the diaphragms at-

ships, the soundstage turns to garbage, the

tempt to go down through the gears to cope
with increased load but rattle against the

ambience now bearing little correlation

endstops around 102dB (fiat, peak), 4 and

with the soundsources, and the image with-

one is left with the sense of having witnessed

drawing into afiat plane between the loud-

something distasteful. Or the ridiculously

speakers.

overdone bass note at the end of Tina
limner's "We Don't Need Another Hero"

A favorite test track of mine in this respect
is "New Grange" from the classic Clannad
album on RCA. This track starts with adis-

12 incher. Peaking at ameasured 104dB in

tant reverberant thrumming which draws

midbass caused all manner of rattles. Such
lack of control makes an Englishman feel

closer and closer, leading to atasteful mix of

uncomfortable

guitars and drums behind the female singer
during the verse; at the chorus, when the

At the end of the review period, Ibegged

male voices add just the right amount of
Gaelic, the soundstage expands to encom-

and borrowed the pair of D-250 Servos that
JGH had reviewed in Vol.9 No.5. The first
configuration was to use one D-250, driving

pass the listener—except that on most

the Calipers biwired as before from the

loudspeakers it just doesn't happen; the

4ohm taps. The dynamics were now in-

sound only gets louder. With the Calipers, as
with Scintillas, the image gets "bigger" as it

creased over the Krell, but the lower mid-

gets louder, with asense of freedom from

able, being cloudy, and the upper midrange

range/upper bass veiling was more notice-

restraint. Adjectives like "majestic" come to

and lower treble became more forward in

mind. And with the "Love & Affection"

character, at the expense of the sense of

track, the image depth extended from the

depth. Iknow it's heresy, but there was a

tip of my nose to the mountains East of
Santa Fe.

lack of coherence in the soundstage with

You might think Iexaggerate, but let me

the D-250 when compared with the Krell.
Ithen tried biamping the Calipers with

tell you atale: one LA has often written in

both D-250s, but in the time Ihad available

these pages of his dissatisfaction with the

failed to get the results anticipated. The
dynamics were, well, wonderful, the con-

CD medium. This is not due to any prejudice—the music just doesn't hold his attention. He starts to think about publishing, or

trast between very soft and body-shaking

business, or working on Mercedes automo-

loud approaching the live experience; the
midrange became less forward than with

biles. Take the Calipers biwired from the

one D-250, but there was still an overall lack

KSA-50, place the live Harnoncourt Messiah
recording on Teldec in the tray of the Tempest CD player, and then watch LA smile.
Depth, space, but above all, music to delight
even his jaded digital palate!
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4 Apogee's specification indicates maximum levels of
105dB (C•weighted) will be attainable, which tics in with
this level of bass. Apogee does say, however, that if the perforated plate supporting the magnets is very slightly bowed.
bass excursion will be reduced. Current-production
Calipers are checked for flatness.
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of clarity. This was with one D-250 driving

Ithink—in a tonearm with superb bass

both bass panels and the other driving the

definition, like the SME V, and these babies

tweeters. Iscratched my head... Aha! I would really sing.
reached for my screwdriver. Idrank it in one
gulp and changed the wiring arrangements:
Measure for measure
now, each D-250 was driving acomplete
Caliper.
Better. Awesome, even. But still not right.

"But this time with alittle dedication ..."
sang Joan Armatrading in that "Love and Affection" track, and alittle dedication is what

Taking soundings

you need to get the most from aspeaker like
the Caliper. Although it is amplifier- fussy —

The last task before turning thoughts into

in the sense of requiring large amounts of

printed words was to run aquick set of

voltage and amperage simultaneously— to

measurements. The impedance was more

a much lesser extent than the Scintilla,

benign than that of the Scintilla: running

chameleon-like it manages to take on the

between 8 and 14 ohms below 200Hz, it
dropped to 3ohms by IkHz and rose gently

sound character of the amplifier and cables

to 6 ohms by 20k. Nothing there, unfor-

Ihave before experienced from aspeaker.

with which it is used, to alarger extent than

tunately, that would explain the mismating

Problem areas for the Caliper are the slight

with the D-250. The sensitivity appeared to

veiling in the upper bass/lower midrange

be 4dB or so below the Celestion SL600, but

(the extent of which will be very amplifier-

this would be helped in-room by the typical

and cable-dependent), the tendency for the

dipole speaker's dispersion.
Taking aspatial average of the soundfield

lack of HF air. Otherwise, the Calipers pre-

low bass to be alittle too rich, and the slight

at the listening position with pink noise
proved instructive: surprisingly for apanel

sent the music with amidrange transparency

speaker with such a small diaphragm —

tively neutral solid-state amplifier—I liked

rarely heard at this price level. With arela-

smaller, for example, than the Martin-Logan

the Krell KSA-50, and Apogee also recom-

CLS —the 31.5Hz band was the highest inroom, the trend then being for the response

mends the new $995 Belles 400, two Eagle
2As or Adcom GFA-555As —the Caliper is

gently—and very smoothly—to slope
down all the way to 20kHz. The fundamental

perfection on asmall scale, exquisite if alit-

woofer tuning of the earlier Apogees had

transparent, but lacking bass authority and
control.

quite ahigh Q, but Leo Spiegel has gone for

tle reticent above 120Hz, adequate below,

a broader tuning with the Caliper. The

There is adanger with ahigh-end loud-

woofer level is a little boosted, however,

speaker like this, priced almost within the

compared with the tweeter, which would

bounds of reality, in that owners of systems

explain why Iran into trouble with the deep
organ notes on the Cburcb Windows LP

based on inexpensive front ends and electronics will be tempted to buy them. Cer-

with the D-250. To ask for very high levels

tainly there should be no problems using
the Calipers with relatively inexpensive
solid-state amplification. However, they
demand to be used in asystem with an at-

of ultra-low bass with an amplifier that has
arising output impedance at these frequencies will lead to alack of control. The generous woofer balance will also allow bass

least-good LP player. The Linn is probably

problems to be clearly heard in the rest of

not agood choice; its own area of weakness,

the chain: Isuspect that the upper-bass veiling was due, in part, to the LP12 /look's
richness in that area. Tonally, the Caliper's

the upper bass, coincides with that of the
Caliper. But SOTAs, VPIs, and Oracles would
be fine.

midrange and low treble were similar to the

With acompatible amplifier, the magic

SL600, but above 3kHz there was less energy.

the Calipers weave on voice, their holo-

Dull or recessed cartridges, or those with

graphic, unforced, imagery, and the un-

excessive low bass, would not be agood

colored upper midrange and treble, add up

match with the Caliper. But use asuitable

to no problems with passing the goosebump test.

cartridge—the vdH MCIO would work well,
Stereophile
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ALTEC LANSING 301 SPEAKER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt

Altex Lansing 301 Speaker System
Three-way dynamic speaker system with acoustic suspension 10" carbon-fiber woofer, 2"
polyimide/titanium midrange dome. and 1" polyimide/titanium tweeter. Crossovers: 550 and
3500 Hz. Rated frequency range: 30 to 22,000 Hz. Rated power: 100W nominal; 200W maximum. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 27"H x14 1/
4 "W x12"D. Price: $750/pair.
Manufacturer: Altec Lansing Consumer Products, Milford, PA 18337. Tel: (717) 296-4434.
One of the oldest names in US audio, Altec

use by many early hi-fi buffs and, several

Lansing was building speakers for theaters

permutations later, is still widely used for

and recording studios long before the in-

monitoring in disc-cutting rooms.

troduction of the microgroove LP in 1948
(which date many see as marking the incep-

among audiophiles began to wane in the

The popularity of theater loudspeakers

tion of high fidelity). Started in 1931 under

mid 1950s with the ascension of the Acous-

the name All-Technical Services Corp., the

tic Research/Janszen dynamic/electrostatic

firm later purchased another audio firm

hybrid, which ushered in the era of the

called Lansing Engineering, and merged the

Boston Reticent (also called Boston blah)

names. Altec's Model 604, one of the first
true coaxial speakers, was adopted for home

sound, with its sucked-out midrange and
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emphasis on delicacy and transparency at
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the expense of tonal accuracy! Horn-loaded

driver's voice coil operates in aferrofluid

speakers (like all of Altec's) gained areputa-

environment, which provides both damp-

tion for stridency and midrange coloration,
and the consumer demand for them had

ing and efficient transfer of heat from the
voice coil to the surrounding magnet struc-

practically dried up by the mid-1970s. In
1983, Altec gave up trying to court the con-

ture. In other words, the speakers are made
to absorb the kind of abuse (i.e., gross

sumer market, but continued to supply installations for professional users even after the

overloading) they are likely to be subjected

company's sale to Gulton Industries in '84.

My samples of the 301 were supplied
without instructions. Fair enough, assum-

In 1985, autosound manufacturer Sparko-

to by your average ig,gerant consumer.

matic bought the rights to market con-

ing that it is safe to assume there is nothing

sumer loudspeakers under the Altec Lansing name. They put together a line of

unusual about their setup requirements.

moderately-priced systems and unveiled
them at the '86 Summer CES, where Iheard
apair of the Model 301s for long enough to

But the moment Iwent to install them, I
discovered what strikes me as avery dumb
design "feature." The input connectors are
5-way binding posts, spaced apart by the 3
4
/

want to hear them again.

inch standard for receiving dual banana

The 301 is the middle of Altec's consumer
line. Completely undistinguished in appear-

plugs. That's agood start. Unfortunately,
the receptacles are mounted vertically, in a

ance (a box is abox is abox) and construc-

small recess at the back of the enclosure,
and there is no way of getting even single

tion (1
2 -inch chipboard, with minimal in/
ternal bracing), the 301 is almost aprototypical mid-fl box system, with a10-inch

banana plugs into them, let alone a dual
plug. There is only an inch of clearance be-

woofer and acouple of domes for the mid-

tween the tops of the posts and the top of

dle and upper ranges. There's more to it than
meets the eye, though.

the recess, and a banana plug requires

The woofer cone is made of acarbon fiber

almost 11
2 inches of clearance. This might
/
have been available were it possible to

compound, which combines light weight

remove the screwdown tops from the posts,

with aremarkable degree of rigidity in pur-

but you can't. They will unscrew just so far

suit of the woofer-cone ideal: true pistonic

and no farther. Thus, the posts will accept

action. , The carbon-fiber construction is
claimed to "eliminate breakup, flexing and

only abared wire end or one tine of aspade

distortion in woofer cones," which is prob-

screw down the post covers, atask com-

lug. And to attach either of these, you must

ably being overly optimistic. "Minimize"

plicated by the fact that there is barely

would be a more appropriate term here,

enough room in the recess for your fingers.

though hyperbole is the soul of PR ...
The midrange and tweeter cones are made

Even plain-vanilla screw terminals, flush

of athermosetting plastic called Polyimide,

with the back, would have made connection
much easier than this much more costly

claimed to be resistant to temperatures of up

misuse of 5-way binding posts. This is such

to 600 °F. On the surface of this plastic is a

asimple, fundamental botch that Iwonder

vacuum-deposited, 4-micron-thick layer of

just what Altec was thinking when they did

titanium, one of the most rigid, lightweight
metals known. In addition, each upper-range

it, if indeed they thought at all.

1In fact, that suckout was not designed into the system;
it was inadvertent. The tweeter's low end was optimistically rated down to 500 Hz, and the system's
woofer was crossed over at that point, but in fact the
tweeter started rolling off below 1200 Hz. (The designer
believed his calculations rather than his ears.) The result
was abroad dip between 1200 and 500 Hz. But many
audiophiles of the day declared that sound to be more
"musical - than aflat midrange, which just goes to show
that audiophiles were no more dedicated to accuracy 30
years ago than they are now
2This refers to the desideratum that awoofer cone should
move uniformly over its entire arca, like the cylinder face
of apiston in an internal-combustion engine.
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So much for the human engineering.
Ican now report, on the basis of the 301s
and the JBL 250tis (Vol.8 No.6), that metal
upper-range diaphragms are no longer any
guarantee of ametallic-sounding high end.
These are sm000th! Yet the speakers are not
at all your typical audiophile system.
To say that the Altec 301 has adistinctive
sound is like saying water is damp. One
might think, listening to these, that "highend" audio had never happened—their
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tonal balance is almost amirror-image of

ing more going on in old, familiar recor-

that which perfectionists now take for

dings than Iever have ever heard before.

granted. It's not that these Altecs are a
throwback to audio primitivism; it's just

mental sections are suddenly resolved into

that they are shockingly different in sound

many individual instruments rather than a

Melodic lines are easier to follow, instru-

from what we consider to be acceptable

mass of instruments, and extra-musical

today. You'll hear none of the familiar, laid-

sounds like page turnings, chair squeakings,

back politeness or "richness" from the

and clothing rustlings are as clearly audible

301s. To the contrary, they sound very for-

as they would be were Istanding right on

ward, almost aggressively punchy, and
startlingly alive.

the stage with the performers.

In fact, the 301s' forwardness is remark-

But there's aprice to pay for this superdetailing. Just as the 301s are capable of

ably like that of the big horn systems that

reproducing achair squeak as well as any

made Altec's reputation in the movie-theater

system Ihave heard, they also do an equally

field. But that's their only resemblance

splendid job of reproducing analog disc

to theater horn systems—they have neither

surface noise and mistracking. A single

the honky midrange raucousness of the

momentary loss of stylus/groove contact

typical horn system, nor a trace of their

during aloud orchestral passage is clearly

shrillness. Instead, they produce some of

audible through the musical racket as a

the smoothest, most open treble Ihave

single, sharp click. Of course, surface noise

heard from any speakers, with adegree of
transparency and detail that is almost electrostatic-like. (The tweeter sounds very much

and mistracking are not a problem with
CDs or tape sources, but the amount of

like JBL's new Ti (titanium) model.)

detail the 301$ have could actually be areal
liability, because their $750/pair price

Sheffield Lab's Doug Sax coined the term

means they are not likely to be partnered

"jump factor" to describe the kind of
aliveness and realism that, when reproduc-

with the cleanest associated components in
the world. Mediocre preamps, in particular,

ing something like asqueaky chair, sounds
so real and in-the-room that it elicits astartle
reaction—the "jump." It is aquality Ihave

have a nasty habit of exaggerating disc
mistracking, and when that happens detail
is the last thing you want in aloudspeaker.

heard many times from large horn-loaded

(I used the Audio Research SP-11 preamp,

systems whose other sonic qualities you'd

Threshold SA-1 power amps, and avariety

rather not contemplate. Well, the 301$ have
that jump factor, in spades. And to

of topnotch signal sources for my auditions.

hear the positive qualities of a horn

was.)
Perhaps because of their forwardness, the
301s give the impression of having tremen-

system—without the negatives—is a
revelation!
Ihave long felt that, if you wanted the last
word in detail, it was necessary to opt for a

which only seems to be overkill because it

dous dynamic range. An orchestral crescendo
through the 301s can raise the hairs on your

wide-range electrostatic speaker system. I neck. (That's the essence of my goosebump
had assumed that it was the quickness of

criterion.) Yet they handle small-scale pro-

the electrostatic's extremely light diaphragm

grams, like chamber works and spoken word,

that accounted for its detail, and had believed

with truly amazing realism and intimacy.

that the attendant exaggerated highs were

Another thing Ifound quite surprising

simply one of the prices one had to pay

about the Altecs is their soundstaging

(until Iheard the Sound Lab A3 system—

capability. Despite their forwardness (which

Vol.9 No.6). The Altec 301 has prompted me
to reconsider that view. Here is asystem with

can put aclosely miked voice several feet in
front of the speakers), they reproduce

the kind of high-end sweetness and open-

depth and perspective amazingly well. The

ness that Ihear from real, live music, yet with

reason Ifound this surprising is that Ihad

truly astonishing inner detail through most
of the audio range.

long ago concluded that avery deep soundstage and asucked-out middle range tended

Since Ifired up the 301s Ihave been hear-

to go together. There goes yet another
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cherished belief!
Soundstage breadth and hall ambience
are very well reproduced by the 301s, as is,
unfortunately, the "phasiness" or ear pressure one sometimes gets from noisy disc
pressings. With a well-miked recording,
these speakers seem to disappear, and the
image extends all the way between and for
some distance beyond them. Specificity,
too, is very good; mono signals produce a
tightly bunched center image with virtually
no positional wander with changing pitch,
and moving from the center of the listening
seat causes no sudden side-to-side hopping

during listening tests, and Iam going to
miss that tremendous inner detailing when
Ihave to go back to listening to what I
know to be objectively better systems. The
301 is almost the quintessential rock
speaker, having the punch and power missing from more respectable systems. It is also
by far the best system Ihave found for use
with projection video systems on film
presentations, even though it requires
substantial low-end boost to give blockbuster films the impact they have in atheater.
But the 301's detailing has allowed me to at

of the image; just asmooth soundstage shift

last decipher many background conversations and muttered snippets of dialog that

towards the closest speaker.

have never before been intelligible!

Unfortunately, the 301s don't do every-

In short, Iam very much impressed with

thing right, which is what you would ex-

much of what these modestly sized speakers
can do. Would Irecommend them to my

pect from a $750 product. Although the
quality of the low end is amazingly good
considering the flimsy enclosure, there is

best friend? Not without strong reserva-

not enough of it. The system puts out a

tions. While the Altec 301s do some things
better than any audiophile speakers Ihave

clean 28 Hz (at much reduced level), but the
entire low end is rather weak, producing a
sound which can only be described as very

(okay, call it coloration if you like) that a
music listener will either love them or hate

heard, they have such astrong personality

lean. Recordings having strong bass content

them. Like Vietnamese fish sauce and

sound okay, but those with average bass

oysters on the half shell, no one will feel

heft sound rather thin. Bass detail is, however, excellent; pitch is clearly delineated,

indifferent about the 301s. If you're shopping for speakers in this price class, my

and kick drum is reproduced with great
impact.

advice is to try apair of them at home, listen
carefully to what they do right, and decide

Two issues ago, Idescribed the warmth

for yourself whether these things are more

and richness of the Sound Lab A3 as "my
kind of sound." The Altec 301s are the antithesis of that kind of sound, yet Ifind many

important than what they do wrong. Give
them serious consideration: the areas where
they excel contribute strongly to the emo-

things about them very attractive. They
have passed my goosebump test many times

tional impact you can get from reproduced
music.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
SL-1 PREAMPLIFIER
A new challenger for the title "Top Tube Preamp"
Anthony H. Cordesman
Frequency response: 0.1Hz-600kHz, +0.-3dB (line), 20Hz-20kHz, +0.2dB (phono). Gain
at 1kHz: 26dB (line), 46dB (phono). IHF sensitivity: 0.12mV. Slew rate: 10V/us (phono),
15V/us (line), risetime of 0.6us. THD: less than 0.001% (phono), 0.0005% (line). Noise: 90dBA
below 1V (line), 96dBA below 10mV input (phono). Input overload: 100V (line) and 250mV
phono. Input impedance: 50k (line), variable on phono, with 47k and 180pF standard. Weight:
'
,Icru.,1)1111c

12')

Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Preamplifier
28 lbs. Dimensions: 19" x5.24" x12.2" (main unit), 11.12" x40" x60" (power supply). Price:
$3495. Manufacturer: Convergent Audio Technology, 24 Falcon Drive, W. Henrietta, NY
14586. Tel: (716) 359-2700.
It takes more than passing courage to make

performance. It is also available at the highly

another assault on building the world's best
tube preamplifier. You face stiff competition

competitive price of $3495. ,

from well-established firms like Audio
Research, Conrad Johnson, and Counter-

made it through the difficult start-up period

point. Such units can't be made inexpensively, and you face the steadily growing
problem of tube supply: it is getting harder
and harder to get tubes that are stable, have

Convergent Audio Technology has already
where manufacturers are most prone to fail,
and has done well enough to have apower
amp entering production. Ken has had his
shipping and review sample problems, but

predictable sound and performance charac-

the latest review sample has functioned
perfectly after taking hard use and acon-

teristics, and are long-lived. And you have to
show audiophiles who have been burned

siderable beating from adefective airline
luggage belt during shipping. Talks with

before that you will still be around when
they need service.

several SL-I owners have revealed that they,

You also have to convince a jaundiced
pack of reviewers that you and your product
are serious, and do so regardless of what
UPS may do to your review samples. Fur-

too, have had few problems, and that the
manufacturer has been very responsive.

Features: More than the Usual
Roundup of Suspects

ther, you have to persevere in defending
tube designs even when reviewers receive

As might be expected in any product com-

irresponsible products like the Jadis —a tube

of special features one demands in ahigh-

amplifier which should never have been

peting for top honors, the SL-1 has the kind
quality, high-end product. Perhaps the most
striking of these features is the SL-I's in-

marketed in the US because of its apparently
failure-prone design, and which seems

credible signal/noise ratio with moving-coil

destined to make life an audio and financial
hell for its buyers. No sane reviewer is now

Audionote or Onofon MC-2000 fancier, but

going to rush out to praise how well any
tube unit works until he or she has seen how
long it works.
Well, Ken Stevens seems well on his way
to succeeding in spite of all these obstacles.

cartridges. This is not a preamp for the
what preamp is? You should be able to get
excellent performance with nearly any
other moving coil, and no other tube preamp offers this combination of gain and S/N
ratio.

His latest version of the Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 preamp is the most interesting pure-tube design to enter the
market since the Audio Research SP-I0 Mark
II, with good features and excellent overall
130

IThe reader should he "art that this review is of the SL-I
- Stark II. - This is not aformal designation, but it is easy to
tell which model is involved. The twin volume controls on
the original have been replaced with a volume and a
balance control (though the looks from adistance are the
same, the labels of the two controls have changed).
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The manufacturer's specification says the
SL-I will work with cartridges with only

• Silver solder. (But can it be used with
Vampire interconnects?)

0.2mV output at 5cm/s (the Ortofon MC-

• Front-panel muting switch with auto-

2000 puts out only 0.05mV), and it will.

matic muting for 30 seconds after turn-on to

Where the Audio Research SP-10/1I tends to
dry out the sound and lose some of its dy-

eliminate thumps.

namics and transient life with cartridges like

an extremely sophisticated, well-engineered,

the Dynavectors, the SL-1 does just fine. In

well-built unit.

fact, it is roughly equivalent in gain vs. S/N
to the Conrad-Johnson Premier Three plus

following function abit too closely, but cer-

In short, alook inside reveals that this is

The styling is early Bauhaus, with form

the Conrad-Johnson nuvistor head amp (the

tainly in keeping with the price tag. The

Premier Six). If anything, the Convergent

choice of signal input, tape, and muting is

Audio Technology is slightly more quiet,
and it certainly works better with very low

accomplished through varying combina-

impedance loads.

takes abit of getting used to.

tions of long-throw lever switches, and

The other features also go beyond the

The balance control could have finer in-

normal roundup of the usual high-end

crements, and the power supply is hard-

suspects, matching what you would expect

wired to the main preamp unit. All in all,

in aluxury product:

however, the ergonomics are very good,

• A separate, complex high-voltage power

and cartridge loading is easily changeable

supply, and three fully regulated indepen-

through plug-in resistors or capacitors. I

dent filament power supplies to reduce

would have liked another high-level input,

noise and compression caused by filament
crosstalk.

high-level input—perhaps their only area of

• Slow filament warmup to extend tube

consistency.

but then reviewers always want another

life.
• Exceptionally low open-loop distortion,
with low feedback ratios used to reduce RFI

The Sound: Comparing the
SL-1 With the Best

and allow good performance without precise
tube matching.

The sound of the Convergent Audio SL-1 is
very good indeed (as it should he at S3495)—

• Acombination of active and passive RIAA

good enough that it can probably be best

equalization to reduce tube aging effects.

reviewed by comparing it to its top competi-

• Custom proprietary capacitors (will Peter

tion. The Audio Research SP-I0/11 and SP-11

Moncrieff ever forgive Ken Stevens? Will
Bobby Ewing return from the dead?) are
used throughout.

are obvious standards of reference in tube

• Precision metal resistors used through-

parison.

design, and the original and revised Motif
MC-7 are good transistor standards of com-

out, even—according to the manufacturer—
where such quality is not necessary (We are

Bass

still working on an A/B testing method to
determine the statistical importance of un-

The original Motif MC-7 had excellent bass
and lower midrange, with an emphasis on

necessary quality. Our new editor has volun-

control rather than sheer bass power and

teered for extended listening tests.)

dynamics, and the revised MC-7 is as good,

• OFHC wire used because it is felt to be

and possibly superior in detail. The Audio

superior to LC and MC-OFC wire. (Has Mar-

Research SP-I0/11 is avery close rival to the

tin Colloms tested 100% oxygen-present
copper wire recently?)

MC-7. The bass is slightly less extended, but
the SP-10/11 has afaster and more dynamic

• Gold-plated and Teflon-insulated phono
jacks.

way of handling bass instruments. The dif-

• High quality selector switches and switched

midway in an orchestra hall to listening

balance and volume controls.

quite close to asmall jazz group.

• Hand-selected tubes personally tested by
Stevens.

different sound character. While the revised
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ference between the two is like shifting from

The Audio Research SP-I Ihas anotably
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MC- 7 is perhaps abit too rich and warm in
the transition area between bass and mid-

SP-11, but lacks abit of its natural dynamic
energy.

range, the SP-I Iis extremely transparent and
extended in the deep bass, without atouch

Upper Midrange

of extra bloom or control loss; it's just a

All four preamplifiers sound very different

touch too lean, however. The C.A.T. SL-1 is
very similar to the Audio Research SP-11 in

in this area, but all are very listenable and

this respect, with perhaps a little more

musically involving without producing artificial emphasis or fatigue. The new version

overall energy.

of the MC-7 has the added energy and life

Upper Bass/Lower Midrange

just abit too warm. It makes most record-

missing in the early version. The SP-10/11 is
Both versions of the Conrad Johnson MC-7
make a smooth and coherent transition
from bass to midrange. Once again, however, the MC-7 is a bit less dynamic and

ings sound too good: afully accurate preamplifier would reveal more detail, without
any more emphasis of the upper midrange
than is musically natural.

"live" than the Audio Research SP-10/II. The

The C.A.T. SL-1 seems exceptionally ac-

SP-I1 and the Convergent Audio Technology

curate. It does an outstanding job of repro-

SL-1 are similar to the Motif MC-7.

ducing what is on the LP or CD, good or

It is important to note that this region is
one of the SP-10/11's great strengths in

bad. Once again, however, the Audio Research SP-11 seems superior in terms of

reproducing recorded music: it makes most

overall tonal accuracy, dynamics, and derail—

music seem more natural in this area than
the SL-1 or SP-11. The SP-10/11 has the

particularly in soft passages. It would be
nice in some ways, however, if the SP-10/I1
were accurate; it makes most recordings

musically natural smoothness of the Motif
MC-7, but is more naturally dynamic and
has more life.
This is adamn good reason to not trade in

sound like music. The SP-11 and SL-1 reveal
the unfortunate fact that most recordings
sound like recordings.

your SP-10/11, if you were considering such
athing. The upper bass and lower midrange

The Treble

are transition areas that on much equipment
seem to lack character and musical detail;

highs. The improved MC-7 is excellent, with

when really good equipment comes along it

slightly less energy than the SP-11 or SL-1,

The original MC-7 was just abit short in the

makes you remember that this is the area

but all the treble information and detail

where all music packs agreat deal of its

anyone could desire. The sound is slightly

power and emotional impact. All of the

soft in comparison with most transistor
preamps, but everything in music is present

preamps involved in this comparison do
well in this region, but the Audio Research
SP-10/II outperforms every preamp I've
heard in this key performance area.

Midrange
All four preamps provide superb perfor-

in the MC-7, and the MC-7's highs are very
well integrated into the overall sound.
The Audio Research SP-10/II is more
forgiving than the MC-7, perhaps alittle too
forgiving. It again makes recordings sound

mance in the midrange. They should, and

abit too much like live music, and alittle less
like recordings, than it should. It is also

no audio equipment is worth adamn that

slightly lacking in low-level detail in this

doesn't. The SP-11, however, performs best,

area, with more air and apparent life in

with the Convergent Audio Technology a

the treble on most material than is really

close rival. Both the older and newer ver-

justified.

sions of the Motif MC-7 are just abit too soft
and mid-hall, while the SP-10/II is slightly

The Audio Research SP-11 again has the
lead, but the C.A.T. is avery close rival. The

too warm and romantic. The SP-11 seems

SL-1 also has a slightly better top-octave

spot on, and is amazingly revealing in this

performance—at least according to those

part of the frequency spectrum. The SL-1

female members of my family that insist on

has much the same tonal character as the

hearing everything in this region.
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The Soundstage: Depth

which come through during phono play-

The original MC-7 had superb, if slightly

back using the MC-7 that are blurred or

exaggerated, depth. The improved Motif

missing with the Premier Three. These

provides this same depth, but with more

details also come through in a musically

detail and less exaggeration. it is perhaps the

natural way. In fact, the more you listen to

most musically realistic preamp to date in
this performance area. The SP-10/11 has abit

the Motif, the more you will notice addi-

less depth, placing instruments abit more

multi-tracking, and/or mixdown.

forward.
The Audio Research SP-I Iseems a bit

tional data about a recording's location,
The SP-I0/11 and SP-11 have amore forward character, but are both very revealing.

more realistic than either the MC-7 or SP-

If the Motif MC-7 is Row N, the SP-I0/11 is

10/11, but has less apparent depth with most

row H, the SP-11 rows E-E The Convergent

records. The SP-I Idoes, however, suddenly

Audio Technology is Row F-H.

acquire more depth and detail when the

All four preamps have aconsistent ability

record or tape actually has the information.

to place you in the hall. The Motif MC-7

Once again, the Convergent Audio Tech-

makes you sink back into the music, almost

nology has much the same sound character

relax into it as you find yourself listening to

as the SP-11, and is only slightly less detailed

the full atmosphere, harmonic detail, and

and revealing.

timbre natural to amid-hall seating position.

The Soundstage: Imaging
All four preamps do a consistently good job

The Audio Research SP-10/II remains the
most attention-grabbing pre-amp ever made.
You feel like you are in the best seat in the

of portraying imaging on both the simplest

house even as your mind tells you that the

and most complex music—a consistency

SP-10 may be improving slightly on the

normally lacking in even the most expensive competition.

signal source to give you this impression.

The Motif MC-7 still excels any previous

The Audio Research SP-11 and C.A.T. are
less musically involving, but are also prob-

C_1 design in its ability to fix agiven per-

ably more neutral. They do amore realistic

former or instrument in aconvincing arc of

job of reproducing records and reflecting

left to right placement without any sacrifice

the differences in apparent listening posi-

of centerfill. It is rivaled only by the SP-10/11

tion, without imposing the preamp's sound

in this regard, and the MC-7 may have supe-

character of the preamp. At the same time,
you are less likely to hear hall or listening

rior overall ability to provide the full arc of
imaging without any emphasis of the center

position effects on records where the pre-

or sides.

sence of such information is uncertain.

Both the SP-I1 and C.A.T. SL-1 tend to
that extreme care is taken with the balance

Overall Dynamics and
Transient Life

control to get things exactly right, which

The improved Motif MC-7 has more trans-

favor the center—only slightly, provided

isn't easy with stepped balance controls.

parency and dynamic life in soft passages

This may or may not indicate that the MC-7

than the early version, and has more ac-

and SP-I0/11 romanticize the imaging.

curacy and resolution in this regard than the

The Soundstage: Hall Position

Audio Research SP-10/11 and Premier Three,

The improved Motif MC-7 retains the tradi-

particularly with low- to moderately lowoutput moving coils. The SP-10/11 is very

tional tendency of C.1 equipment to make it

dynamic at moderate listening levels, but

seem if you were sitting mid-hall, rather

loses detail in its noise floor on soft pas-

than forward, although the improved MC-7

sages. Both preamps function very well dur-

clearly outperforms the Premier Three and
any previous C.1 preamp at making this

SP-10/II may be slightly superior.

ing loud, dynamic passages, although the

seating position seem realistic. There are

The SP-1lisa bit restrained in comparison

many small musical details—hall noise, per-

with both the MC-7 and SP-I0/11, but this

cussion transients, bowing noises, etc. —

restraint seems more natural in prolonged
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listening. It is superb in reproducing the full
impact of dynamics and transients from the
softest passages up. The C.A.T. SL-1 is weak-

some of its dynamics, and add a hint of
noise.

est in this area. It has competitive detail and

The SP-II is probably the most neutral
and flexible preamp ever made at every

speed, but seems not quite as dynamic as
the others.

consistent with all but the very lowest out-

combination of its gain stages. It is sonically
put moving coils (such as the Audionote and

Sonic Consistency No Matter
the Gain
Both the Motif MC-7 and Audio Research
SP-10/II suffer from slightly higher coloration in their high-level stages than do the
SP-I1 and Convergent Audio Technology

Ortofon MC-2000). At the same time, there
are awide range of combinations of gain,
allowing you to remove small amounts of
coloration, but at the cost of also removing
what are often very necessary and useful

SL-1. The MC-7 seems to make both the

features (see JGH's review in Vol.9 No.4).
Most audiophiles will be far better off if

sound from its moving-magnet inputs and
high-level gain stages abit too dynamic, and

they leave in the gain stages that include the
balance control, since precisely balanced

seems to add soundstage depth and width

power response is virtually unheard of in
real-world listening rooms. Incorrect bal-

not present in the original signal. At its best,
the moving coil stage has no more colora-

ance is far more damaging to the imaging

tion than the other gain stages. The MC-7,
however, is ahard preamp to load. It does
not seem fully comfortable with loads below

and soundstage than the slight loss of transparency introduced by the balance control

100 ohms, which can slightly reduce dy-

user will also be better off using the high-

namics, warmth, and deep bass energy. The

level gain stages to create a proper gain
match and suitable buffering between high-

right load for agiven cartridge is hard to
predict; it can be in excess of 500 ohms,

and extra gain stage. At least half the time the

level inputs and power amp. It is easy to

where the same cartridge with another

trade one form of coloration for another,

preamp might sound best with a30-ohm
load. This preamp is at its best with relatively

and, while transparency may benefit, the
wrong match will restrict dynamics and
slightly slant the overall timbral balance in

high-impedance loads for moving coil
cartridges.

favor of the upper octaves.

The SP-10/II can be switched in anumber

The Convergent Audio Technology does

of ways to reduce coloration in the high gain
stages, and seems remarkably neutral (until

not have all of the gain-stage bypass features

you hear the SP-11). It does, however, add a

of the SP-10/11 or SP-I1, but it does have a
remarkable consistency at every level of

bit of warmth and apparent imaging detail to

gain, regardless of moving-coil loading—as

everything that passes through it, with this

long as the cartridge output is suitable (see

coloration increasing in direct proportion to

above). It sets an exceptional standard of

gain. The phono stage is very consistent

transparency at every gain level, with just a

with the overall character of the high gain
stages, and its sound character doesn't

slight compression of dynamics as you shift

change with cartridge loading, but its gain
capability is also clearly marginal with many
of the lower-output moving coils. It needs
arelatively high output mc, like the Koetsus
and Kisekis, and the gain match can be unpredictable. It works very well, for example,
with the Monster Cable Alpha 2, but not

from high level inputs to phono.

Not Ranking the Top Preamps:
Hoos on Filst?
Given this level of performance, it is clear
you can welcome the Convergent Audio
Technology SL-I to the ranks of the top con-

my samples measure as having the same out-

tenders. You also can probably do alittle to
tailor its sound to your taste. This is atube
unit, and if you don't think that different

put. Using amoving coil with output too

brands of tubes have different sound charac-

low, the SP-10/11 can suddenly seem to lose

ters, then you simply haven't listened.

with the van den Hul MC-10—though both

energy in the bottom four octaves, lose
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I'd recommend that you talk this over
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with your dealer or Ken Stevens. Ken gave

as well as the state of the price tag! For the

me an assortment of different tubes to try,

purposes of this review, however, what's im-

and they made a number of subtle differ-

portant to know is that the CAT. is good

ences. Istrongly suspect that you can im-

enough to compete head on with the best,

prove the match between the SL-1 and the

and offers a new and important blend of

rest of your components by simply getting

sonic qualities.

the right brand of tubes. While every designer Iknow insists that transistors with the

You can't have everything in one preamp;
if you feel that a Porsche should also he a

same designation also sound different, you

Rolls Royce, then no preamp will meet

can't plug them in and out.

needs. At the same time, if you want apre-

.
our

But please understand what Iam recom-

amp that will help you extract natural musi-

mending: gel your tubes from Convergent

cal pleasure from awide range of recorded

Audio Ièchnologr! In fact, long and painful

material, then all four of the units discussed

experience has shown me that you should

here can do an excellent job. At this level of

always get your tubes from the preamp's

quality, the question "Who's on first?" is

manufacturer. You are likely to get the SL-I's

strictly for Abbott and Costello.

You don't need someone else's opinion to
excellent signal/noise ratio only if you do,
and no audio equipment manufacturer I make this kind of decision for you once you
know of has found asource of tubes that is

are pointed in the right direction, unless

good without extensive screening and rejec-

your ears are truly gutless. You need to
listen, then match your choice to the rest of

tion of had or mediocre samples. Worse, if
you want to know where many of the tubes

your components to keep your system con-

sold by independent "high-end" purveyors

sistent and synergistic. It is not, for example,

corne from—at least some are manufacturer

agood idea to use a Motif MC-7 with an

rejects.

Audio Research tube power amplifier, or

As for the vital question of how to rate the

vice versa. After all, mixing the best red and

tour preamps? Well, the latest version ,of the

white wines does not result in getting the

ARC SP-I Istill defines the state of the art —

best taste and bouquet of both types of
wines, it only results in the sonic equivalent
of Sea Cliff Rose—and you all know about

2This latest version of the SP-II is an inproduction update
that AHC received after mint of the listening for this review
was completed
—LA

the problems in wines produced from the
slopes of Ncu York!

THE ADCOM GFP-555 AND PS AUDIO
4.5 PREAMPLIFIERS
Can Two Preamplifiers Costing $500 Offer $2000 Worth of Sound?
Anthony H. Cordesman
Adcom GFP-555 Preamplifier
Total harmonic and IM distortion: 0.005%. S/N ratio: better than 85dB (phono), 100dB (line).
Frequency response: 1Hz-100kHz, +0.1dB. Input sensitivity: 40mV (line), 0.4mV MM phono,
0.13mV MC phono. Maximum output: 10V. Input impedance: 47k (MM phono), 100 ohms (MC
phono). Output impedance 470 ohms. Phono overload at 1kHz on MM phono: 140mV. Phono
input capacitance: 100pF, 175pF, or 275pF. Size: 17"W x31/
4 "H x12 3
4 "0. Weight: 14Ibs.
/
Price: $499.99. Rack mount adaptors: Model RM-3, price $20. Manufacturer: Adcom, 11
Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NY 08816. Tel: (201) 390-1130.

PS Audio 4.5 Preamplifier
Total harmonic and IM distortion: 0.01% or better. S/N ratio: better than 80dB (MC phono)

Stereophile

PS Audio 4.5 Preamplifier
88dB (MM phono), 100dB (high level). Frequency response: 1Hz-100kHz, -3dB (high level),
2Hz-20kHz +0.1dB (phono). Input sensitivity for 1V at 1kHz: 100mV (high level), 10mV (MM
phono), 0.3mV (MC phono). Maximum output: 18V RMS. Input impedance: 0-47k phono.
Phono input capacitance: 150pF. Phono overload margin at 1kHz on MM: 160mV (16mV
moving-coil). Output impedance: 10 ohms. Phase: non-inverting. Size: 19"W x2"H x93
4 "D.
/
Weight: 12 lbs. Price: $499. Manufacturer PS Audio, 4145 Santa Fe Road, San Luis Obispo,
CA 93401. Tel: (805) 543-6655.

It probably won't come as ashock to most
readers of Siereopbile to hear that reviewers
rarely get much pleasure out of reviewing
inexpensive stereo gear. Reviewing is a
wretchedly paid hobby at best.' The fun lies
in discovering great sound, not in trying to

listener is never really comfortable playing
loud musical passages at anything approaching live performance levels. Trying to do so
makes the music cease to be emotionally involving, sometimes even irritating.

survey the sonic equivalent of junk food.
There is also adull monotony to the sound

• An overall feeling of dullness, constriction, and compression. Music sounds less
dynamic, and sudden dynamic changes in

of most gear sold at low prices. While sonic

the music lose much of their impact.

differences do exist, virtually all such gear
has the following sonic characteristics:
• A loss of deep bass and mid-bass dynam-

degree, in every dimension. There is atendency to either put everything in the center,

ics, with either bass overhang or too little
bass energy.

or to produce two-point imaging, the instruments all grouping around one speaker

• A loss of warmth in the upper bass and

or the other.

lower midbass.
• A dull, undynamic midrange, lacking in
inner detail.

• The soundstage is restricted, to some

This family of unpleasant sound characteristics makes reviewing wretched in
another way. It's no fun to trash most of the

• An apparent emphasis on the upper mid-

products priced at levels people can actually

range that makes the overall sound of the

afford. Further, it is bad form, as far as edi-

music lean. This is normally coupled to a
loss of detail, which deprives music of its
sweetness and air.
• Upper octaves which seem to have as
much amusical as musical content. Such
equipment often emphasizes the treble
when an instrument with real high frequency
content is playing in away that is not musically natural.
• Difficulty in reproducing the softest pas-

tors go, to greet the sonic differences between low- and moderate-priced receivers,
integrated amplifiers, preamplifiers, and
power amplifiers with along literary equivalent of "Who cares?" Editors want copy
that is more interesting than the product
under review.
In all honesty, though, it is damn difficult
to care about the "nuances" of most lowand moderate-priced gear, particularly

sages. The fine detail in music is lost, along

when it comes to preamps. For years, the

with much of the reflected sound and out-

main issue in reviewing transistor preampli-

of-phase information that helps portray the

fiers has not been aquestion of which sounds

ambience of music and the sound of the

best, but which sounds least unpleasant. A

performance hall.

very few firms (e.g., NAD) have produced

• Trouble in handling loud passages. The

decent-sounding cheap preamps, and afew

IAnd never more wretchedly than at Stereopbilç.

and moderately priced preamps, but very

firms (e.g., PS Audio) have produced good
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good to excellent sound has either been

mid-fl prices. And PS Audio's power ampli-

confined to the cheaper tube preamplifiers,

fiers have gradually broken into the top

or has simply been unavailable in this price
range.
The preamp, and its equivalent gain stage

echelons of high-end sound without break-

in integrated amplifiers and receivers, has

ing anyone's bank account.

The Adcom GFP- 555
Preamplifier

been the Achilles heel of stereo electronics.
The more gain you need from the damn

There is no point in ranking the Adcom

things, the more your ears harden! 2This has
even been true of many expensive transistor

cellent sound but represent different design

preamps. By and large, they have either had

concepts, with different overall sound

some hardness in the upper midrange, or

characters.

relative to the PS Audio, since both have ex-

have achieved smooth upper midrange at

The GFP-555 is avery nicely built unit,

the cost of detail. Most have lacked mid-

inside and out. It is unclear from close ex-

range warmth and punch. Only afew of the

amination why it should cost only $500,

highest-priced transistor preamps have ever

with so many competing preamplifiers

been fully satisfactory.

costing over $1000. The case may not be

These problems have also sharply affected

quite as fancy as some of the competition,

the sound available from moving-coil cartridges. Making apreamp with areally good

and the RCA jacks may not be Tiffanys, but
the overall quality of parts and construction

built-in mc stage has been the bane of most

is excellent. The power supply is large for a

designers' existences, and anyone who has

preamp, heavily regulated, and uses aMu-

had to review step-up devices and reference-

shielded power transformer and high-

quality preamplifiers has also become all too

capacity power capacitors.

aware that many transistor preamps —even
in the $1500 to $2000 class—do serious

The circuit boards are glass epoxy, with
copper plating on both sides to reduce hum

damage to the sound of moving-coil car-

and RF interference. All input and output

tridges, producing amajor loss of sweetness
and detail. The general rule in preamps has

jacks are wired directly to the chassis, as are

been: "The higher the gain, the greater the

are avoided, to minimize noise, hum, and

pain!" Preamps have not been kind to the

diode effects. The capacitors and resistors
are not always of the highest grade, but elec-

long-distance moving-coil listener.
This is why the appearance of the Adcom

the selector switches. Long traces and wires

trolytics are bypassed with high-quality

GFP- 555 and PS Audio 4.5 is something of

polypropylenes, polystyrenes, and silver

aspecial event. All of asudden there are two

micas.

moderately priced preamplifiers with ex-

The solid-state devices are of very high

cellent overall sound, and really good mc
gain stages. They are not only actually fun to

quality; Adcom has spent several years
testing various devices on high-end systems

review, they solve some problems that few
preamps at any price have been able to suc-

What's surprising is that Adcom has made

cessfully deal with.

successful use of a line amplifier in the

With each company you can also buy a
moderately priced companion power amp
of significant quality. Both Adcom and PS

to select the ones that actually sound best.

phono stage. These normally present sonic
problems, but Adcom seems to have solved
them by careful selection of an instrument-

Audio have been making major progress in
improving both their sound quality and im-

quality device.

aging during the last two years. Adcom has

ter of refinement than innovation, and the

introduced some really good, reasonably

features of the GFP-555 follow the same

priced power amplifiers; they've proved it is

pattern. This is not apurist's preamp: it has
filters and tone controls, and even loudness

possible to produce true high-end sound at

The actual circuit topology is more amat-

compensation. The filters are switchable
2 This IN a phenomenon medically known as preampsclerosis.
—LA
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6dB/octave, designed to remove sonic garbage from outside the audio band, not alter
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the sound of music. The high filter is down

chose the loading capacitances it did; pre-

only 2.5dB at 20kHz, the low filter down
5dB at 20Hz.

sumably they have some specific cartridges

The tone controls are—well, tone controls (nice knobs, though!). You get an adjustment range of ±9.5dB at 40Hz and

and tonearm cables in mind. Can it really be
that everyone at Adcom listens to ancient
Shure cartridges instead of their own very
good, high-output moving-coils? Talk your

15kHz, and much good may it do you. As for

way out of this one in your comments,

the boom control (whoops, loudness com-

manufacturer!

pensation), it produces a6dB rise at 50Hz.

By and large, however, the Adcom offers
features that many audiophiles want, regard-

Just perfect for the poor schmuck who can
only afford an Infinity IRS. Let's just say that

less of how snobbish reviewers may feel

the tone controls and loudness compensa-

about them. There are many installations

tion can easily be turned off, the filters [can]

where the turntable, tape recorder, or other

be useful, and the presence of such controls
doesn't prevent the GFP-555 from being a

signal source does produce subsonics, and

great preamp for the money.

where RFI makes a high-frequency filter
useful.

More useful is the large number of in-

Some people with hearing problems (or

puts, and two totally independent selector

bad CDs and CD players) can benefit from

switches for the main channel and tape recording. There is aheadphone jack with its

tone controls, and they slope at reasonably

own amplifier, and two sets of main out-

convenient points for providing recordnoise and tape-hiss compensation—with-

puts—one for amps with direct coupling,

out affecting too much of the music. Loud-

one for amps that require input capacitors.

ness compensation is harder to defend. It

There are two independent tape loops, plus
another for signal processors—which may

may be useful for Randy Newman audio-

give the GFP-555 a special advantage in
high-end video installations with fourchannel decoders.
The styling is basic black, with excellent
labeling—except for the lack of calibration
points on the balance and tone controls, and
output jacks named "lab" (capacitor-free)
and "norm" (capacitor). The overall ergonomics are excellent—so obvious that even

philes, that strange group that listens to tiny
little monitor speakers with tiny little bass,
entering their tiny little minds through tiny
little ears. More seriously, Isuppose such a
control could help with cheap speakers,
though my experience tells me such compensation usually results in excessive and
poorly defined midbass.

The Sound

the dimmest husband can understand how

Any nitpicks regarding features are of rela-

to operate the unit after afew moments of

tively minor importance compared to the

patient guidance from his wife. There are

sound quality of the GFP-555; it is sound
quality that keeps the Adcom from being

two switched outlets in back, and ahandy
switch for shifting between high- and lowgain phono inputs.
Ifind questionable the provision of arear
panel switch to adjust phono capacitance,
for two reasons. First, modern magnetic cartridges are no longer particularly sensitive to
capacitance; it would have been far better to
provide variable loading for moving coils.
The 100-ohm load Adcom has chosen is the

just another preamp. Let's take the same list
of sound characteristics Icriticized earlier,
and discuss how the Adcom GFP-55 differs:
Deep bass and midbass dynamics are very
good. There is no bass overhang, and bass
energy is realistic. Only afew of the best
competing units provide significantly deeper
and more extended bass, or better dynamics
and control.

official Japanese standard, but is also one of

There is no loss of warmth in the upper

the worst-sounding loads for most high-

bass and lower midbass; the Adcom is full-

quality moving-coils. A choice of 47,000

bodied and realistic. Fanciers of the better

ohms, 50 ohms, and 20 ohms would be far
better.

tube preamps will be only mildly disappointed.

Second, Ican't figure out why Adcom

The midrange has realistic dynamics and
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This does not mean that the Adcom is a

only aslight loss of inner detail.
There is no emphasis in the upper mid-

totally neutral device or rivals the Motif,

range. The overall preservation of timbre is

Audio Research, and CAT preamps I've
reviewed in this issue, nor the Krell I've

very good, and the slight loss of detail doesn't
deprive music of its sweetness and air. After

mentioned in the past. There is aconsistent

afew days of burn-in, this is one of the most

loss of information that the very best pre-

satisfying preamps around in terms of over-

amps let through. The loss of transparency,

all tonal balance; it outperforms several

however, is minor; the GFP-555 does every-

"competitors" from the $2500 bracket.

thing at least well, and most things very
well. As aresult, it is one of those preamps

The upper octaves are there, but properly
unassuming. If the source material is really
good, the highs get through in amusically

that really stands the test of time. You can go
back to it after afew weeks and still feel it to

natural form. Instruments with real high-

be basically right; it reveals most associated

frequency content don't suddenly gain
detail and harmonics not present in live

equipment as more colored than itself. Were
it not for the near-simultaneous appearance

performance.

of the PS Audio 4.5, Iwould say there is

The Adcom is surpassed only by afew
high-priced top-quality preamps at repro-

nothing competitive under $1000

ducing the softest passages. Some of the fine

The PS Audio 4.5 Preamplifier

detail in music is lost, but very little. The

The PS Audio 4.5 is an interesting contrast to

GFP-555 does an excellent job of passing

the Adcom GFP-55 in both design and

through most of the reflected sound and
out-of-phase information.

sound. Where the Adcom has mid-fl fea-

Don't worry about loud passages. You
will be comfortable playing loud musical

end features and amid-fl price. These features are likely to be particularly important

passages at volumes approaching live music.

to moving-coil fanciers, but the 4.5 also of-

The best tube and transistor preamps are

fers an important alternative to the tone controls and filters of the GFP-555: the ability to

clearly superior in this area, but the Adcom
GFP-555 is very good. The music is real and
emotionally

involving—dynamic

peaks

sound like dynamic peaks.
There is very little constriction or com-

tures and high-end sound, the PS has high-

operate as apassive control unit.
PS Audio's emphasis on high-end features
becomes immediately clear from alitany of
the 4.5's design details:

pression; music sounds open and dynamic.

• A massive, separate, high-current power

You not only can listen to loud passages and

supply with voltage regulation that incor-

enjoy them, you get most of the impact

pprates selective levels of feedback, and

from sudden changes in musical dynamics.

10-amp low-impedance series pass devices.
• High quality polypropylene capacitors

The soundstage has good depth, width,
and height. It is only very good, not excel-

and 1% Resista metal-film resistors.

lent, but the centerfill is stable and the in-

• Class-A gain stage with adirect-coupled

struments spread out in anatural arc with

FET input, and very low impedance com-

very good depth. Only asmall number of

pound 5-amp outputs.
• No tone controls or loudness compen-

units do better.
The Adcom preserves these virtues whether you use the moving-coil gain, the mag-

sation.
• Switchable high-gain stage which allows

netic-cartridge gain, or the line-gain stages.

you to use the 4.5 as apassive preamp with

There are many step-up devices in high-end
systems that cost twice as much as the entire

high-gain devices like FM tuners, tape decks,
and CD players—a straight wire without

external shunt resistors, but if you keep

gain.
• Variable loading of the moving-coil input
from lohm to 100k with plug-in resistors, to

those obscene post cards coming, perhaps

allow precise matching of cartridge and

the folks at Adcom can be persuaded to

preamp load.

change.

• Direct-coupled phono stage and switch-

GFP-555 and sound only half as good. It's a
pity that proper loading has to be through
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able phono gain for MC or MM cartridges.
• Switches for tape and regular input to

high-gain stage switched out, the 4.5 was
about as neutral as the interconnects permit-

allow recording of one signal while playing

ted. Only one preamplifier Icould find—

another.

the Audio Research SP-11—had again stage

• Passive RI/LA gain accurate to within

and passive components sufficiently neutral

0.1dB.
The 4.5 circuit board reveals an exceptionally simple layout with top-grade com-

to make me clearly prefer its ability to provide agood gain match with virtually any
component.

ponents. The prearnp is also very well styled.

With its high-gain stage switched in, the

The main unit is asmall, slim design, its

PS Audio became somewhat more colored,

compactness made possible by the use of an

and significantly less competitive with the

external transformer. The styling follows the

top high-end preamps. It lost aslight amount

pattern set by the PS 200C amplifier, and is
far better matched to the unit's high-end

of clarity, added afaint touch of leanness in

sound quality than the rather tough-and-

slightly, and became abit compressed. It is
important to note, however, that it still out-

ready (read "tacky") styling of previous PS

the lower midrange, reduced transparency

Audio preamps. All controls are well labeled,

performed virtually every preamplifier I

and the unit has the solid feel of an expen-

have heard under $1000, and most under

sive preamp.

$1500.

The Sound
The PS Audio 4.5 provides outstanding
sonic performance, but is not easy to charac-

with apassive high-gain stage, the 4.5 was
remarkably neutral using either mm or mc
gain stages. Rather than add the hardness

terize in terms of sound quality because of

and upper midrange emphasis common in

With the phono section switched in, but

its flexibility in mixing different control and

most transistor preamplifiers, the it simply

gain stages. You can use it as apurely passive
unit, with ahigh-gain stage, with the phono
stage set at low gain, or with the phono stage

repeated the slight coloration Ifound in the
high-gain stage: aslight loss of clarity, afaint
touch of leanness, and a mild amount of

set at high gain and at awide range of car-

compression in the lower midrange. Never-

tridge loadings. Each use alters the sound.

theless, the 4.5's phono stage outperformed

The preamp is best as apurely passive

any transistor preamplifier Ihave heard

unit. When you use ahigh-gain input—and
apower amplifier with suitable impedance,

under $1500, rivaling the Klyne and Krell
PAM-3 preamps in overall sound quality.

gain, and protection—you can switch out

The PS Audio also equaled or outper-

the 4.5's gain stage entirely. The sound of

formed any transistor step-up device that I

the 4.5 is then the sound of the wiring,

have tested in any of my previous surveys.

switches, jacks, and balance and volume

Only adedicated tubeaholic would want

controls. If you can find the right mix of

one of the extremely expensive ($900-$1300)
head amps, now that the PS Audio 4.5 is

gain capabilities in both the signal source
and power amp, and the resulting input and

available. Its transparency is indicated by the

it becomes difficult to criticize the 4.5's

clarity with which changes in cartridge
loading are heard—only the most expensive

sound—there virtually isn't any. Ican honestly say that in its passive mode, when you

preamps make these changes more apparent.
This makes experimentation with moving-

are fortunate enough to have fully compati-

coil loading almost obligatory; you won't

ble components, the 4.5 is equal or superior

have heard the sound of the 4.5 until you

to virtually any preamplifier at any price.

first find the optimal loading for your car-

output impedances don't present problems,

Prolonged comparisons—with the PS

tridge.

Audio switched in and then bypassed, and

When the 4.5's phono stage and high-

using aDiscrete Technology CD player as
the signal source—showed that, in its pas-

gain stage were both switched in (see what

sive mode, the PS Audio outperformed the

reviewer?), the colorations were increased

Audio Research SP-10 and Motif-7. With its

accordingly, but the preamp still had out-
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Imean about complicating the life of a
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standing performance. To return to my in-

listening, you cannot buy abetter preamp

itial checklist of problems in the sound of

short of the Audio Research SP-11. The 4.5

low- and mid-priced equipment, the PS
Audio 4.5 performed as follows:
Deep-bass extension and midbass dy-

makes it all too clear that anumber of top
preamp designers have been concentrating

namics were very good. There was just a
hint of bass overhang, and bass energy was

ing colorations in their high-gain stages that
apassive unit avoids. Isuspect this will force

realistic. Only afew of the best units provide

all preamp designers to rapidly follow the

much too heavily on the phono input, leav-

better bass dynamics and control.

lead of PS Audio and Audio Research in mak-

There was just aslight loss of warmth in
the upper bass and lower midbass. This hint

ing switchable high-gain stages part of their

of leanness is the only real weakness in the
unit's overall sound.

designs.
One caution: All transistor preamps seem
to take about aweek to break in, and im-

The midrange had aslight loss of dynam-

prove if left on. The PS Audio only hits its

ics, but excellent inner detail. Few preamps

peak after about ten days, and should defi-

at any price provide more information in
this area.

nitely be kept plugged in all the time. It

There is no emphasis in the upper mid-

sounds good right out of the box, but you
may not fully understand my praise and

range. The overall timbral preservation is

commentary on sonic nuances if you listen

good, and music has virtually all its natural

to abrand new demo, or acold one. With

sweetness and air. Let's be precisely vague,

proper warmup, however, the PS Audio 4.5

and say it comes within 90% of the performance of the best units.

is areal giant (price-) killer.

The upper octaves are there in amusically
natural form. There is either abit more information than with most of the top pre-

The Adcom GFP-555 and PS
Audio 4.5: The Issue of Value
for Money

amps, or aslight touch of coloration, but

It should be obvious from the above reviews

there is no hint of unpleasant etching.
The PS Audio 4.5 does an excellent job of

that both the Adcom GFP-555 and PS Audio

reproducing the lowest and softest passages.
It is surpassed only by the best at passing

4.5 offer outstanding value for money in
two very different forms. Which is best for
you? Well, if the above descriptions of

through the information that helps portray

features and sound characteristics don't pro-

the ambience of the music and the sound of

vide aguide, nothing more Ican say will
help. You many actually have to break down

the performance hall.
Loud musical passages can be played at
volumes approaching live music The music
is real and emotionally involving, with only

and listen to both units before you choose
which to buy!
If you do, Ithink you will agree that both

a slight compression of dynamic peaks.

of these preamplifiers are Class B by any

Most of the impact from sudden changes in

standard, and push hard at the performance

musical dynamics is passed on.
The soundstage has outstanding depth,

competition. While Isuspect that top firms

width, and height, the last two very large

like Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson, and

levels set by their much more expensive

when the material justifies it. The only major

Krell can sleep soundly in their beds tonight,

weakness in comparisons with preampli-

very good firms like Klyne, Mark Levinson,

fiers in the $1500+ category is slightly weak

and Perreaux have reason to be abit restless.

centerfill. While the instruments spread out
in a natural arc, they tend just slightly to

In fact, Ioffer the following challenge: A/B

group around the sides. Depth is excellent—

either the Adcom or PS Audio against any
competing transistor preamplifier at any

only units costing over $2000 do better.

price. You may well find that you just saved

All in all, the PS Audio 4.5 is an excellent

$1500 to use on new speakers, turntables,

preamp, regardless of how many gain stages

CD players, or wine.
Iwould also suggest that some of our

you feel compelled to use at any given time.
If you use only tape, FM, and CD for most
Stereophile

Asian friends rush out and buy both pre141

amplifiers for their design engineers. There

monotonous search for more brand-specific,

is no reason that the world's main source of
stereo equipment cannot copy something

trick-circuit features, extra switches, and
controls. The world deserves abetter quality

good for achange, and break away from the

of clones.

AIWA AD-F770 CASSETTE DECK
George M. Graves
Features: 3heads. 2motors, dual capstan drive. Dolby-B/C noise reduction. Dolby HX-Pro
headroom extension. Auto Bias/EQ/Level set Record/Playback frequency response at
OdB: 20Hz-18kHz +3dB (metal tape). Price: $550. MANUFACTURER: Aiwa America Inc.,
35 Oxford Drive, Moonachia, NJ 07074. Tel: (201) 440 5220.
All audiophiles should have acassette deck.

along at 1%ips, and the narrow %
I-inch wide

Never mind that no cassette deck can equal

tape has four tiny tracks on it! This means

afine phono unit, there comes atime when

that with standard tape technology, the

being able to record something is more im-

signal/noise ratio, frequency response, dyna-

portant than "Ultimate Fidelity." Unfortunately, when it comes to buying cassette
decks, most audiophiles suffer from what I

mic range, and recording headroom of the
medium is very poor. Since the cassette is
so popular, the various tape manufacturers

used to call the "Young Working Girl Syn-

have been working almost nonstop for the

drome." Up until about adecade ago, one of

last 15 years to overcome these problems.

the first things ayoung woman did upon

They have done wonders. What was ori-

completing high school (either right before,

ginally amedium designed exclusively for
"electronic note taking" is now capable of

or right after moving out of the house), was
to buy aVolkswagen Beetle. She didn't con-

fairly acceptable hi-fi performance. Each

sult Daddy, she didn't ask her beau for ad-

generation of tape is better than the one

vice, and she didn't read Road and »ack or

before.

Consumer's Report first. As if by instinct,

The tape isn't the only thing that has

these young women all bought VWs, and if

steadily improved since the introduction of
the cassette medium in 1963. With the hard-

VW still sold the Bug in the USA, they
would probably still be buying them today
Audiophiles are the same way with cas-

ware improvements that have become available, such as Dolby and dbx noise reduc-

sette decks! As soon as the record player

tion, the performance available from even a

and tuner (and maybe CD) part of his

cheap cassette deck today would have been

system is satisfactory, the average audio-

totally impossible only afew years ago.
One problem that has persisted, however,

phile runs right out and buys whatever
Nakamichi fits his budget! He puts no more

is the lack of high-frequency headroom. If

thought into the decision than did the

you look at the spec sheet for most cassette

secretary with her VW. It's ashame! Not

decks,

that a Nakamichi isn't a good piece of

response

equipment, it's just that with anything less

200nWb/m, which is a very low record

than aDragon, there are machines which
will outperform the garden-variety Nalca-

level. (Without some type of noise reduc-

michi for much less money.

noisy as to be totally unusable.) The reason

The Aiwa AD-F770 is one of those
machines.
The big problem with cassettes is that the
wonderfully small and convenient package
limits the medium. Cassette tape creeps
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the record/replay frequency
is

quoted

at

-20dB

ref.

tion, a record level this low would be so
for spec'ing the frequency response at such
a low level is that the high-frequency
response rolls off as you increase the record
level, and adeck which had arecord/replay
response out to 15kHz at -20dB might have
Stereophile

a much less impressive 7kHz response at
OdB.
This rolloff of highs is mainly due to a
phenomenon known as "self-erasure." High
frequencies self-erase because the tape "saturates." In other words, as you increase the
record level, the tape has less and less ability
to accept high frequency signals. Beyond
the tape's ability to accept signal at any
given level, the addition of more signal just
erases itself as it is recorded. It's sort of like
trying to put aquart of milk into an 8-ounce
tumbler. When the tumbler is full, the remaining 24 ounces of milk just spill out on

What is needed, then, is a system for
decreasing the bias drive in proportion to
the high-frequency content and amplitude
of the signal being recorded. An ideal
system would continuously monitor the
record signal for HF content, adjusting the
bias so that the sum of the high frequency
content of the signal and the bias drive level
would never exceed the proper peak bias
level for the particular tape used. The result
of such asystem would be cassette tapes
with much improved high-frequency headroom. Tapes would then exhibit good HF

One of the reasons for self-erasure (or

response at all signal levels, not just during
soft passages. The increased headroom
would also mean that average record levels

high-frequency tape saturation, if you prefer)

could be increased, thus improving signal/

is the bias signal applied to all tape

noise ratios.

the counter.

recorders and tapes during recording (the
other reason for self erasure is amagnetic
characteristics of the tape formulation itself

There is such asystem—Dolby HX-Pro.
Jointly developed by Bang & Olufsen of
Denmark and Dolby Labs, this system is, in

called MOL or Maximum Output Level,

my opinion, the single most important

which is frequency-dependent). Tape is a

development in cassette history.'

non-linear medium. That means that if you

The Aiwa AD-F770 uses HX-Pro, and

just magnetize it with a straight audio
signal, playback will give you mostly distor-

abounds with other useful features. Both

tion on. To "linearize" the tape, a high-

heads for off-tape monitoring and record/

frequency (usually 75kHz or higher) signal

playback gaps physically located in the
same head block, so it's impossible for

called "bias" is mixed with the audio dur-

Dolby-B and -C are included, as are three

ing the recording process. When a tape

them to get out of azimuth with respect to

machine is "optimized" for agiven tape, the
bias level is adjusted to give the best fre-

each other. Since the gaps are less than the

quency response, the highest output level

record and playback head is nigh impossi-

width of the tape apart, tape skew between

and the least distortion. If you increase the

ble (the Nakamichi has separate head

bias beyond this optimum point, you can

assemblies for record and playback, and

squeeze more lower midrange energy on

they are located some distance apart, hence
the tape-skew adjustment control on most

the tape, but at the expense of high frequencies; the tape saturates at high frequencies
at lower and lower levels with increasing
bias.

of their three-head designs). The Aiwa will
automatically (via amicroprocessor) adjust
the bias, eq, and record level requirements

The tape cannot tell the difference be-

precisely for each individual tape used (if

tween the bias signal and the high frequency

you want it to). It will also remember the
last adjustments for each tape type unless

content of the signal to be recorded, so the
latter will add to the bias. Since the bias is
optimized using amidrange signal (usually
about 400Hz), abias-drive level perfect for
lower frequencies will be excessive for

the power is interrupted, after which it defaults to apredetermined set of parameters
for each tape type (IEC I, II, IV, etc.).
Another feature of the Aiwa is a two-

high-frequency signals because the tape is

motor transport with adual capstan drive.

looking at the sum of the bias drive and the
high-frequency content of the music. The

One of the motors is used for the spooling
chores (fast forward, rewind), and the other

tape will therefore be overbiased, depending on the HF content of the music, and
self-erasure or tape saturation occurs.
Stereophile

INote that Dolby HX-Pro is not anoise reduction system.
It operates on record only, and tapes made with it can be
played back on non-Dolby WC-Pro decks.
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is aDC servo type for precise speed control

clean copies, but Iwas totally unprepared

and low wow and flutter. The dual capstans

for the quality of copies made by this Aiwa.

are excellent for isolating the tape from the

For the first time, the difference between

cassette shell (a major source of "scrape

the 15ips masters and the cassettes made

flutter"). Because one capstan is slightly

from them was virtually undetectable! The
Dolby-C noise reduction made the casset-

larger than the other, precise tape tension
across the heads is maintained. This allows
for much better head-to-tape contact than

tes every bit as quiet as the master. But it
was the dynamic range and extraordinary

is possible just by relying on the cassette

headroom afforded by the HX-Pro that really

shell's built-in pressure pad.
Other features include: solenoid opera-

made the difference. For the first time, loud

tion of tape controls, "drop-in" record

passages really got loud on the cassette.
With most cassette decks, the sound gets

capability, and atape counter which doubles

dull and "squashed" as the music gets

as atimer to tell you how much time is left

louder. Not with the Aiwa. Using metal tape,

on the cassette. A feature called "intro-play"

the only detectable difference between the

senses silence between selections on atape
and stops at the beginning of each selection

master tape and the cassette copy was a

to play about 8s of music before scuttling

slight sense of brightness on the cassette
not present on the master. Isuspect that this

along to the next piece (unless you cancel

brightness is, in reality, harmonic distor-

it). Another circuit degausses the heads

tion, because the deck measures flat. At any

upon power-up. Like Isaid, this thing is
loaded!
Using the AD-F770 is asnap. Actuators
sense the indicator notches on the spine of

rate, this is avery minor flaw.

the cassette shell, and the deck switches
automatically to the correct tape setting, in-

Idon't know if this deck would impress
me as much as it does without HX-Pro (it's
not defeatable, although Ican't imagine
why anybody would want to). Ido know
that the tape transport is among the best I

dicating the type on the very informative

have ever used, HX-Pro or not. It has no

and well-laid-out front panel. Pressing the
button marked "Data" advances the tape off

discernible wow and flutter, and tape skew

the leader, and the "bias" light on the front
panel blinks rapidly in response to the

is nonexistent. Playback of prerecorded
tapes (including some Mobile Fidelitys and
Telarcs) is excellent, with extended frequen-

microprocessor's hunt for the proper bias

cy response, good dynamic range, and low

level. When the "bias" light stops blinking

coloration. The deck images perfectly. Us-

and stays lit, the next light below it (marked

ing copies of the aforementioned master

"Cal") blinks quickly while the deck match-

tapes, one can detect only aminute shrinkage of soundstage width and depth. In-

es the input and output levels of the tape.
With those chores accomplished (it takes
only afew seconds), the tape rewinds itself
to the beginning of the leader, and a

strumental placement is pinpoint-accurate
and stable.
Many say that cassettes are not a true

"ready" lamp illuminates. Noise reduction

High Fidelity medium. Maybe not, but the

can then be selected, and record level set

Aiwa AD-F770—and such decks as the

with asingle pot.

Nalcamichi Dragon, and the latest Tandberg—certainly come damn close.

The recordings that this deck makes are
remarkable. Ihave some 15ips half-track
master tapes of alocal symphony orchestra.
Since the tapes are masters, Idon't like to
play them much (too easily damaged), but
Ido like the sound they make. Simply miked, these tapes sound and image better than
any commercially available recordings. 2
Over the years, 1have made cassette copies
of these masters several times. The cassettes
are convenient, and Ihave made some very
144

2Having heard aStravinsky recording of George's, made
with two mikes. Ican verify that his claims are not
exaggerated.
—JA
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--VACUUM

TUBE LOGIC

HAND-CRAFTED BRITISH AMPLIFIERS
-VACUUM

new

TUBE LOGIC is a

British

company

that

makes a very interesting line
of tube (valve) preamps and
power amps .... what Iheard
indicates

that the products

may have potential as the 100
watt
monoblocks
were
producing
THE
TIGHTEST
BASS IVE HEARD YET FROM
A PAIR OF QUAD ESL63's
DRIVEN BY TUBES."
Robert Reina. THE ABSOLUTE
SOUND. Issue 43. page 169.
Sept/Oct 86.

WITH BALLS.
Minimal preamplifier

495

Stereo 50/50 amplifier

Standard preamplifier

750

50 watt Monoblock pair

1650

100 watt Monoblock pair

2290

Deluxe preamplifier

1295

1475

Stereo 16 /1 6 amplifier

600

100 watt Deluxe Monoblock pair

2400

Stereo 30/30 amplifier

995

200 watt Monoblock system

3000

VTL of Great Britain
Unit K

VTL of America Inc.
Luke Manley

VTL Australia
Mike Kontor

8-14 Norwood Road
Southall, Middlesex

219, Atwells Avenue
Providence

UB2 4DL

R.I. 02903 U.S.A.
Tel: (401) 272 2172

164, Buckingham Street
Richmond
Victoria 3121

Tel: 01-574 4814

Tel: Melbourne (3) 429 5884

Please write for a copy of our color brochure
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SL-1 VALVE PREAMPLIFIER
-compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the
fastest growing high-end electronics manufacturer.
-call or write for the name of your local dealer.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta, N.Y. 14586 • 716-359-2700

A

JANS BASS SYSTEM

FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOIC1 WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE

THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JOH\ VAROVSKIS AUDO SYSTEVS NC

2889 Roebing Avenue, Bronx, Nevv tri,
(10461 (212) 892A19
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FOLLOW-UP
WATKINS WE-1

crossover is set into the rear, directly be-

Many solstices ago, in Vol.6 No.5, Ireviewed

neath the connection panel, and is visible
without dismantling anything.) Fortunately,

at some length aloudspeaker system which
subsequently became one of my most dura-

both the factory packing carton and the rear

ble favorites. It was the Model WE-1 from a
then-new company called Watkins Engi-

connection panel are clearly marked "Series

neering,' and it sold (at the time) for i2990.

II," so there's no possibility of confusing a
Late with an Early model.

An all-dynamic system, the WE-1 was
(and still is) bulky and not exactly modestly

The audible differences between the
original WE-land the Series ll are small but

priced, but its strongest points were its

significant: all the areas where the original

remarkable musicality and listenability.
Imaging and soundstaging were merely very

model had slight but definite weaknesses
have been improved. Bass is tighter and has

good, bass (with solid-state amplifiers, with

better definition, being now alittle better

which it did best) was impressively deep

than average (for this price class) in detail instead of alittle worse. The midrange is now
much better than most, resulting in agreater

with very good impact, but was described
in that report as "oddly undifferentiaied, as
though the bass is all being generated by the

feeling of dynamic impact and range. Highs

same kind of (unidentifiable) instrument."

are very slightly sweeter, and at the same

The report also noted amild middle-range

time more extended, and, for reasons Ican-

deficiency—a common failing in audiophile
speakers, for which Iwas just then (June

not explain (they may even relate to my improved listening room), the system repro-

1983) beginning to develop an acute intolerance.

duces depth and spaciousness much better

than before. Above all, the system retains the
Generally, the report was favorable, but I uncanny listenability and musicality of its

could not at the time have predicted how
much more Iwould come to like the WE-1
with prolonged listening and the use of bet-

predecessors. In other words, the Series ll
WE-1 has gained in many areas and yielded
in none. Incredibly, even the price remains

ter power amplifiers. (Those subsequent

unchanged. (Watkins has few dealers, pre-

developments were duly reported as "Follow

ferring to market factory-direct, with a

up" items in Vol.7 Nos.1 and 5.)

10-day in-home trial and full refund if un-

My original report on the WE-1 was the
first published anywhere, and, according to

happy. ,)

company prexy Bill Watkins, was instrumen-

Unfortunately, there has been little improvement in the overall clarity and trans-

tal in getting the company off the ground.

parency of the WE-1, and these are areas

From time to time after its publication, Bill

where tremendous strides have been made

had been sending me Xeroxes of warranty

by other, newer loudspeaker designs. The

cards from customers, with comments indicating great satisfaction with their WE-Is,

current crop of planar (including curved)

so Iwas alittle surprised to learn that in the

loudspeakers have given new meaning to

interim Bill had continued to refine the

these terms, setting standards that no conventional dynamic (cone-and-voice-coil)

speaker, and had eventually changed the
model designation to WE-1 Series il.

systems, including the WE-1 Series II, have
been able to equal (although some come

The Series ll is indistinguishable in appearance from the original model, except

closer than the Watkins). By comparison
with this new breed, the WE-I ll sounds
rather veiled.

for some differences in the crossover network configuration which you would never
spot without a direct comparison. (The
IWatkins Engineering had been OEMing loudspeakers for
other high-end manufacturers (like Infinity) for some
years, but the WE-1 was the firm's rust consumer product.

Stereophile

Most of the others are costlier than the
WE-1 II, and very few can approach the
2Watkins Engineering, 11119 East Center St.. Kingsport. TN
3660. Tel: (615)246 3701
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Watkins's seductive ricniiess and body, to
say nothing of its remarkable LF range and
power capability. But there are afew—the
Martin Logan CLS, for one—which combine
superb musicality with that remarkable
detailing and hear-through quality that
typifies the new breed of planar speakers, at
aprice directly competitive with that of the
WE-1 II. (In fact, the CLS is about $500
cheaper.)
Thus, Icannot consider the Watkins to be
a hands-down winner in its price class,
because of those areas in which it is clobbered by pricewise competition. But when
Iconsider the demands put on the cleanness
of the associated components by the remarkable lucidity of aplanar system—some
full-range ribbons demand immense current capability of the power amp as well—
and the Watkins's slightly more forgiving
qualities, Icannot count it out of the running.
There are other dynamic systems of comparable price which image and reproduce
depth better, and sound more pristine and
transparent than the WE-1 II (the 51950/pair
Thiel CS-3s, for example). But there are few
whose overall spectral balance and accuracy
in reproducing musical timbres equal that of
the Watkins, and those are qualities which I
value very highly. So Imust, once again,
draw adistinction between the music lover
and the audiophile when Isay that the WE-1
II is more amusic-lover's system than an
audiophile's.
Given my druthers, Iwould still rather
live with apair of WE-1 Series II Watkinses
than any other comparably-priced conetype system Ihave heard. But throwing in
the available comparably-priced planartype systems for consideration—Apogee
Scintilla and Duetta, Magneplanar MG-Ill,
Quad ESL-63 and Martin Logan CIS—would
make the buying choice much more difficult; while Ilove their superior transparency,
Iam much less enamored of their low-end
performance. A111 will say, therefore, is that,
as of now, the WE-1 Il is one of my four
reference speakers, 3 none of which is unequivocally better than any other on aprice/
performance basis. How's that for acopout?
—JGH
3 The others? The Infinity RS-113 Sound Lab A-3, and
Martin Logan Monolith.
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A NEW KIND OF
LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURE!
Recently patented in the U.S. and
other countries, utilizing sides made of
1/8 - plastic carefully suspended so that
they are free to move, this enclosure is
able to suppress the back wave from the
rear of the woofer without causing the
strong bass-note resonances produced
by other small enclosures. This eliminates the one-note bass effect and other
distortions that keep loudspeakers from
sounding like live music and cause irritation and fatigue during prolonged listening. The low resonance properties of the
enclosure make it possible to build a
speaker weighing only 22 pounds and
measuring 12 inches wide by 18 inches
tall by 11 inches deep which has low bass
output that is deeper and has more impact than that of much larger speakers.
Mounted in the enclosures are Dynaudio 8-inch woofers and 028 tweeters,
some of the highest quality (and most
expensive) components available.
These speakers are 4 ohm systems and
require amplifiers that are rated at over
100 watts into 4 ohms.
Since the effect produced by the low
resonance enclosure is more like that
from large dipole systems such as electrostatic or planar magnetic systems we
feel you should be able to evaluate these
speakers in your own listening room before you decide if you want them. Therefore, we will sell them only on atwo-week
trial basis. If you are not completely satisfied, please return them for afull refund.
The introductory price is 5850.00 per pair
for the speakers: 575.00 for the stands.
If you are interested. call L. A. White.
Jr. at (806) 359-3193. Speakers will be
shipped from:

L. A. WHITE, JR., INC.
1920 Medi-Park el Amarillo, TX 79106
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SPICA TC-50
SERVO-SUBWOOFERS
Iwas more than alittle surprised to read
JGH's recent review of the Spica Tt -50 with
Spica's powered Servo-Subwoofers. Gordon found the TC-50s to be bright and hard,
which seemed to overshadow his impressions of the new combination of TC-50s and

increasingly think this likely.
In terms of overall sound quality, my impression is that the combination of the Spica
TC-50 and Servo-Subwoofer is agood to
very good full-range speaker system. If anything, the highs and upper midrange in the
TC-50s seem just abit softer in this combination, due to the masking effect the extra
power of the Servo-Subwoofer adds to the

Servo-Subwoofer. In contrast, Ihave pre-

bass. Where the slight apparent rolloff in the
viously found the TC-50's highs to have a highs of the TC-50s, when used by themgentle rolloff, and the TC-50 to have one of selves, helps compensate for their lack of
the most listenable upper midranges of all
small monitor speakers.

bass, they lose alittle of their balance and

tinguished panel in Santa Fe, Icame to the

musically realistic timbre when used with
the Servo-Subwoofers.
The Servo-Subwoofers do, however, offer

conclusion that Gordon's displeasure with

some important advantages: they improve

After discussing the subject with adis-

the TC-50s might have been caused by a the dynamics and soundstage of the system.
defective sample.' Now that I've had the

The power-handling capability of the regu-

chance to fully audition anew pair of TC-

lar TC-50 has always been abit limited, and
50s, along with their Servo-Subwoofers, I the use of a matching pair of Servo-SubII also considered this possibility, since Ihad heard the

TC-50s sound significantly better in JGH's basement ayear
before (prior to their woofers giving up). John Bau, however, didn't think JGH's pair had anything wrong with
them, and declined to submit asecond review pair, even
after hearing the TIC-50/subwoofer combination at JGH's
house (though he definitely felt the review conditions
there to he subpar),

woofers opens up the soundstage and adds
depth to it, balancing out the It-50's superb
imaging.
There is no question that the added bass
information from the Servo-Subwoofers
adds avital amount of life to the TC-50. The

...the Art of Music Reproduction,
an Art beyond Science.

imore"

SK-2A

eit-5

inereophonle
reamplifier

audio arts
zotile43•5420

SK-4
stereophonic
preamplifier

"(21Huwaral Ase. • Olympia. WA 98506 •
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TC-50s are better than most small monitors

GRAPH ONE

in this regard, but come close to losing the
impact and emotional content of any music
with powerful bass content. The ServoSubwoofers do agood job of restoring bass
dynamics, and its emotional impact, to the

Ile

music.
At the same time, Iam not entirely happy

IM

with the way in which the Servo-Subwoofer
blends with the TC-50. The theory behind

••

the Servo-Subwoofer is excellent: Spica has
concluded that, with the right crossover and
speaker, a polarity-inverted Servo-Subla

woofer will actually be more in phase than
anoninverted unit, and will produce far less

The reason ng behind this thinking is

smearing in bass imaging and instrumental

summarized in Graphs One, Two, and Three.

placement within the soundstage. Spica
feels that conventional crossover approaches

Graphs One and Two show the group delay
of an inverting and noninverting Servo-

create phase error and time delay, and ac-

Subwoofer; the inverting unit is clearly bet-

count for the tendency, so common in many

ter. Graph Three shows the combined fre-

otherwise good subwoofer systems, to fragment the image in the bass and midrange

quency response of aproperly set up Spica
Servo-Subwoofer and TC-50 speaker, using

(though the actual crossover is quite low,
subwoofers are still contributing signifi-

Spica's 100Hz crossover. These graphic

cantly to the overall output well into the
lower midrange)

vide just ahint of the amount of sophisticated modeling and experimentation thar

results are good by any standard, and pro-

"Not as good as the SOTA"
America's most critical reviewers have scrutinized the SOTA against all turntables. Virtually every review concludes, however
excellent are the other turntables, none is
"as good as the SOTA."
Amazing Extra Clarity
Ed Long (Audio. June '861: "The sound from
SOTA with its vacuum was more real than
that from the reference system, and in avery
convincing way ... If you are seeking the
most realistic reproduction of sound from
analog records, you will like the extra clarity
afforded by the vacuum clamping system."
Nothing Even Comes Close
Julian Hirsch (Stereo Review, December.
'85): "Our best estimate is that the [vacuum]
Star Sapphire's isolation from baseconducted isolation in the audio range is at
least 40dB better than the best we have previously measured! Nothing else Ihave ever
seen comes even close to matching the
SOTA's solidity and immunity to external
influences."

SOTA Black lacquer STAR
The Only Class ATurntable:
Tony Cordesman (Stereophile. Vol 9, No
4): "Combining the SOTA Star Sapphire's
vacuum record damping with the new
acrylic Supermar has produced aturntable
which is more neutral on more records than
any other turntable I've tried at any price ...
even those costing over $10.000."

OTA
: st

es

P.O. Box 7075 Berkeley CA 94707
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GRAPH TWO

GRAPH THREE
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has gone into the Spica Servo-Subwoofers.
My problem with all this technical elegance
is that Idon't hear what Spica measures.
What Ihear is aServo-Subwoofer that never
really seems wholly dynamic or lifelike,
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sharp enough to permit the use of one of
them without considerable confusion in the
imaging and lower midrange; Iwould much
rather hear the TC- 50s by themselves. If I

where the dynamic energy in the upper bass

was slightly uneasy about system integration
with two Servo-Subwoofers, Iwas just plain

and lower midrange seems to be lacking.

uncomfortable with only one Servo-Sub-

Further, Ifound the imaging to be uncertain unless the TC-50s and Servo-Subwoofers

woofer.

were aligned exactly as instructed by the

1can see how an existing owner of a
TC-50 might well go for two Servo-Sub-

manufacturer. Necessarily, the listening area

woofers. The result may not be perfect, but

within which the alignment was correct is

it is apleasant combination and its errors are

relatively small. Set-up is therefore extremely

made in the direction of making music abit

critical: any error makes the vague impres-

softer and more forgiving than it should be.

sion of sonic confusion worse.
Ialso cannot endorse the use of asingle

Many recordings will benefit from such
sound characteristics.

Spica Servo-Subwoofer. It is almost impossi-

Ialso can see how the resulting added

ble to get the system to image anywhere

power-handling capability, and extension
into the deep bass, would seduce any TC-50

near as well as without asubwoofer. The
upper rolloff of the Servo-Subwoofer isn't

owner. The problems in the upper bass, and
with bass dynamics, are subtle, and the
change in upper-octave balance is likely to
be euphonic with most phono records and
virtually all CDs.
Even so, the cost of two Servo-Subwoofers
($1190) would make me think twice—even
if 1already owned apair of TC-50s. I'd be
tempted either to sell them, or use them as
asecond speaker system. There is simply
not the same coherence, dynamic realism,
and conviction you can get with asimilar investment in Thiel or Vandersteen speakers.
Ialso can't help wondering if there isn't
another parameter that needs to be included
in Spica's analytic effort. I'd bet a whole
wooden nickel that further investigation
will reveal that significant improvements are

Spica TC-50
s,tcleophilc

possible.

—AHC
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STRAIGHT WIRE CABLE COMPONENTS...
SOUND CLOSEST TO A DIRECT CONNECTION!
Other cables may correct certain audio system anomalies through
selective filtering. Unfortunately, these corrections are achieved at the
expense of harmonic integrity and musical expression.
STRAIGHT WIRE cables reveal the most musical information by minimizing signal alterations.
1St INTERCONNECT -linear Series lmpedonce lifts the veils of tonal coloration that
plague other cables. THE premium cable at
$80/meter Pow

MUSIC RIBBON -Hi-Techflat design provides
the lowest phase shift and highest mechan¡cal stability among speaker cables. From
SI -$3/foot.

FLEXCONNECT •The best performance/
price interconnect available. Conducts
music with lifelike realism and definition at
ONLY $25/meter pair.

TEFLON -12 -Atop rated/best buy speaker
cable with superior locus, dimensionality
and RFI shielding at only $2.50 per foot

NEW... THE KL-3
AUDIOPHILE GRADE COMPONENT PERFORMANCE ENHANCER
COMPONENT ISOLA TER EMI-RFI FILTER SURGE & SPIKE SUPPRESSOR
REDUCES AUDIO BACKGROUND DISTORTION AND CURTAINING
CLEARS VIDEO PICTURE FLASHES JITTER & HAZE

STRNGHT WIRE

P.O. BOX 78 •HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 •(305) 925-2470

Rarely have Science and Art served
Music so well. There comes atime in the development of

Amethyst 10

an art or science when advances within the
field coupled with new concepts and
unique understandings result in the
realization of aproduct that represents
significantly more than just the sum of the
parts. These products are called
statements. It is our pleasure to introduce
you to one such product, the Essence
Amethyst 30.
The Amethyst 30 is the distillation of the
advances that Essence pioneered in the
Amethyst 10 loudspeaker. It represents
the same concepts and attention to detail
that set our reference systems apart from
other dynamic speaker designs.
Write for our free full color information
packet.

essence
Amethyst 10

Essence

1918 South 33rd St.

Lincoln, NE 68506

402/477-0600
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Dealer inquiries invited.

SIMPLY WONDERFUL
Cascade Basic Preamplifier — $599
NEW FOR 1986 H-1 Hybrid Amplifier — 51599 A blissful marriage of tube and
solid state technology . Drives difficult speaker loads with effortless
competence Can be easily switched from fully differential mono-mode to
stereo-mode and run as either Class Aor Class AB in either mode
MC-1 Tube Moving Coil Step-Up — $599 Surprisingly quiet
degrade the sound

and it doesn't

Call or write for your local dealer and product information
dealer inquiries invited

IA2A-ZIS
DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Lazarus Electronics
15046 Friar St Van Nuys, CA91411
(818)242-1215

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitnient to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling amusically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is' well worth seeking out.
Write or call for abrochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324
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Something
Outstanding?
Christopher Breunig icompares Ashkenazy's
Rachmaninov 3with the competition

C

onceno recordings are done with such competence these days (de Larrocha's new Beethoven cycle, Bole's Grieg/Schumann coupling) that
their lack of sheer magic leaves an unsettling feeling. Then, along comes

something really outstanding. Earlier this year we had Vladimir Ashkenazy's
Decca (London) coupling of Rachmaninov's Concertos in C-minor and G
(Nos.2 and 4), which Ithought more remarkable for the orchestral detail
highlighted in Bernard Haitink's Concertgebouw accompaniments.
In the Third, however, (CD: 417 239-2, LP: 417 239-1, to be released
by London this month) his pianism is truly some of the most
accomplished on disc: for example, the pp leggiero
before the revealing and unexpected chord sequence
introduced by atimpani roll at (iii) Fig.59.
Rachmaninov completed the Concerto in D-minor (No.3) in the autumn
of 1909, afew days before undertaking his first tour of America (playing and conducting his only
own works). The world premiere, on 28th November
1909, was in New York with
the Symphony Orchestra
under

Walter

Damrosch;

Mahler worked with him on the
NYPO Carnegie Hall performance
the following January.
In Rachmaninov's own recording
(made with Ormandy/Philadelphia in
Dec.'39 and Feb.'40), the passage at (iii)
Fig.59 typifies the composer's self-concealment in his own performances.
According to Horowitz, the D-minor
brought frustration to Rachmaninov the
pianist —"One of his worst recordings.
Terrible. He gave it to me. 'That's Gorovitz's' he
would say." Rachmaninov made four textual
Breumg is Music Editor of the LK

Stereophile

News & Record Review.

SP1*
Building on Success
..Everything considered, Ifeel the SPI is
the best loudspeaker available for under
$1500/pair ...When it comes to replicating
the illusion of areal musical performance,
these are matched by few speakers, all of
which cost more
—Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400

$950/PAIR
US distributors for British Fidelity. Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic
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SOUND Vision by Marc's is proud to announce the addition of
Randy Forman as their new General Manager.

265 E. Eau Gall* Causeway
Melbourne, Florida 32937
305-777-1100
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cuts, and used an alternative, less weighty,

tion of shellacs of rejected sides recorded

first-movement cadenza. Of course, the

for RCA Victor.)

composer's own historic version is not to be
missed. Even if he does underplay and even

Of recordings to emerge from the USSR,
Gavrilov's, with the Moscow SO under

if there are cuts. The liquid fingerwork is still

Lazarev (Eurodisc 202 002-250), made in

unique, and the noisy masters not too distracting. In the Philips cycle with Zoltan

1976, had considerable acclaim, although I

Kocsis — awayward musician whose elfin

find his playing self-regarding. The dutiful
accompaniment suffers from poor string in-

individuality is too much for any "safe"

tonation. Altogether superior is the Melodiya

recommendation—with the San Francisco

production with the Moscow Philharmonic

SO under de Waart, you hear many details

under Kondrashin. Passionately conducted,

for which there are no exact precedents in

this features Yevgeny Mogilevsky, atechni-

Rachmaninov's own Philadelphia recordings.

cally secure pianist, grand in manner. He

Vladimir Ashkenazy has now "topped"

achieves genuine stillness in the slow move-

Horowitz, in making afourtb recording of

ment, whereas Gilds (1956, mono, with
Cluytens and the Paris Conservatoire: 1984

the work: Horowitz recorded it with Albert
Coates in 1930, with Reiner in 1951, and live
with Ormandy and the NYPO in 1978. The

UK EMI compilation SLS2900113) sounds ill

live version became the subject of contro-

at ease with the idiom in (ii); he introduces
an alien fierceness, alternating delicacy of

versy, recounted with some sensationalism

touch. This is too "Beethovenian" for the

in Glenn Plaskin's biography. Plaskin quotes

music—as Earl Wild's interpretation under-

critical reaction to the concert itself: aself-

lines.

parody, according to Nathan Milstein (Milstein and Horowitz were inseparable in the

Wild, working at short notice with Horen-

1920s), poorly preserved by RCA, allegedly

stein and the Royal Philharmonic, made a
complete Rachmaninov cycle for Reader's

"for technical recording reasons." One can

Digest. This was a"crash course" in record

only say of this version that it is worth hav-

production for Charles Gerhardt, who, happily, was working with Kenneth Wilkinson,

ing for Horowitz's boldness, and vestiges of
true insight. The orchestral recording was,
frankly, amess, and the piano was "so juiced

the great Decca balance engineer. Wild's re-

up it sounded like arock piano." The liner
notes by Philip Ramey are exceptionally

and, in the UK, to RCA's Gold Label. In this
case one hopes that Chesky Records will do

good. (CD: RCD1 2633, LP: CRL1 2633.)

for the D-minor what they already have for

cordings were transferred to Quintessence

Horowitz's previous version, with the

No.2 (on CR -2). Some details Idon't like—

RCA Victor Orchestra, has been digitally remastered (GL 85272); the piano is hard, for-

the voluptuous way Wild rolls out the chords

ward, and pinched in quality, but the per-

rest of the finale really takes off.
Another wholly disappointing Third

formance is compelling throughout. Rach-

just before (iii)Fig.59, for instance—but the

maninov also admired Walter Gieseking:

comes from Tamas Vasary, with ISO/

Discocorp

1940

Ahronovitch. Figuration is doggedly articu-

Amsterdam concert performance (IGI.358),
with Mengelberg/Concertgebouw! This impressive reading is remarkable for its clarity.

lated; the Adagio is weakly Chopinesque;
and DG's recording is colorless and recessed.
Nor are the Collard or Orozco sets in any

Mengelberg's treatment of the composer's

way memorable.

reproduced

a March

many tempo changes was more fluent and

Recorded on 35mm film for extended HF

convincing than Ormandy's were to be-

response, the 1961 Mercury recording (SRI

come. (Incidentally, Rachmaninov forbade
the broadcasting of his own performances

75068),

with the LSO sympathetically

of his music: radio technicians were in-

directed by Antal Dorati, is a satisfying
account—his second—by one-time Horo-

structed to put on the approved 78rpm re-

witz pupil Byron Janis. The master tapes

cordings when transmitting orchestral con-

have been limited to reduce the original hiss,
thus rendering early LP pressings collector's

certs in which he played. He also insisted
that his sister-in-law supervise the destrucStereophile

items. Orchestral perspectives are natural,
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Pres Speakers
Completely touched by human hands."
Every Pres Loudspeaker
is meticulously made for
you. Each speaker is the result of years of hard work
and professional experience. Its beautiful handcrafted hardwood finish,
solid braced construction,
and attention to every detail are givens. Our products bring the art of loudspeaker design and construction to you.
For information about
the nearest Pres Speaker
Dealer please write or call:
PRES 11-SYSTEM
Headroom ...no holds barred.
A State-Of-The-Art active loudspeaker
system from Pres Speakers
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Northampton, MA 01060
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thanks to Mercury stereo mike-placement

as the balances make Ormandy's phrasing

philosophies, but this disc is virtually super-

seem heavy in the Moderato (seven before

seded by the new Ashkenazy.

Fig. 5). The passage at Fig. 15, with cries

Although containing much that is individ-

from muted strings, and eighth-note writing

ual, Ashkenazy's earlier complete Rachmaninov cycle with LSO/Previn (London's Kings-

for the soloist up to the cadenza, Ifind tonally
abit light. There, the Previn version, with its
darker, suggestive coloring, made the

way Hall, 1971), was rather low-voltage. By
contrast, the Third he recorded for RCA on
February 2nd, 1975 at Philadelphia's Scottish

cadenza emerge from akind of "sonic dungeon"; mysterious and beautiful. On the old

Rite Cathedral (and which followed an elec-

Mengelberg recording the use of stringpor-

trifying concert performance with Ormandy,
exciting, but the in-the-orchestra balances

Iamenti gave the scoring acurious sweetness.
The soaring Philadelphia strings at the
close of (iii) remain unsurpassed, but

and wooden piano-tone were criticized
severely.

don't overstate, and balance is always well

given in New York) was both rewarding and

The subjective effects these engineering
distortions create are illustrated by comparing opening movements in the new recording with that RCA. Although just over aminute shorter, the Concertgebouw Third

Haitink's accompaniments also sing—they
judged. This account is full of marvelous
detail—like the "innocence" with which
Ashkenazy takes up the opening theme
again in (i) at Tempo /(ten before Fig. 21)
after the difficulties of the big cadenza (Ash-

seems altogether more fluent. Ashkenazy
bas toned down such jumpy articulation as

kenazy takes the heavier chordal option).

in the staccato phrases five bars before Fig.

6, but the Plu mosso (16 after Fig. 1) is taken

here, but it is as if the complexities of the
argument are resumed in the Intermezzo.

at probably the same speed in both versions:
it just sounds too fast under Ormandy, just

spent so much of the last decade making

Under Haitink, (i) has a"throwaway" ending

It is stunning that Ashkenazy could have

Tweak Your System .
.
.
see what it can da.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.—the world's
largest, most sophisticated audio cable specialty manufacturer dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable systems design
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Quality. With a combination of state of the art
design and utilization of the most supehor inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates
high definition cable systems that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest-quality materials include oxygen-free high conductivity copper windings, state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires.
tenon' "virgin litz" wires, teflon' dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics, superior copper connectors
with teflon dielectrics, special 5% silver solder, and much more
Cables That Approach The Quality Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric Audio USA's new era of
cable design, we offer exceptional cables that are sonically
transparent and uncolored, yet
maintain excellent imaging,
phase coherency and dimensional character...cables that
enable you to experience
every subtle nuance your system is capable of.
Inc
Make ASound Decision.
Replace your inter-connect
and speaker cables with a
new set of high definition
Esoteric Cables Tweak your
system—and achieve sonic
superiority! Cal/ or write today
for the dealer nearest you.

RR3 Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680
Phone (404) 867-6300
Telex 80-4294
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music as aconductor, without prejudicing

balances soloist and orchestra as they would

his keyboard technique. To play this work at

register together in real life, that is spacious

all is an achievement—Rubinstein, who
made four recordings of the Paganini

and with real bass extension (as the conclud-

Rhapsody, made none of the D-minor Con-

tude of the Concertgebouw large-hall reso-

ceno —to return to it with so much more interpretative finesse, and such technical

nances are delightfully suggestive, and you
have something more than competently

freshness, is even more miraculous. Add to

produced!

ing tutus will show), and where the ampli-

the musical excellence a recording that

RECORD REVIEWS
BERLIOZ

cury Living Presence Series of LPs were all

Sympbonie Fantastique

done with Telefunken U-49 microphones,

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Massimo

whose high end—let us be blunt about it—

Fraccia

was rough as hell. Those tapes could benefit

Chesky CR -1.

from some corrective EQ, not to add
"brilliance" to the highs, which was the

RACHMANINOV
Piano Concerto No.2 in C minor

reason for much of the EQ done by RCA and

Earl Wild, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,

CBS during the past 20 years, but to com-

Jascha Horenstein

pensate for what we know to have been

Chesky CR -2.

flaws in the microphones. With Chesky's at-

Chesky? Massimo Fraccia? Is this aput-on?

titude toward equalization, all Ican say is, it's
fortunate that the master tapes for these two

No, its not. Chesky is anew record company which, at a time when everyone is
predicting the imminent demise of the LP,
has just launched its first two LPs and is
threatening to follow them with more.
David Chesky is ayoung composer/musician who, despite some impressive creden-

recordings didn't need to have their high
ends tamed.
As for the performances? Well, Icould
hardly agree more with Chesky's choices for
their first two releases. Earl Wild is one of the
only pianists alive who doesn't feel that

tials in the classical music world, remains
singularly unrenowned. But he is also amusi-

emotion and bathos are synonyms for Evil,

cal reactionary after my own heart, who feels

mance of awork meant to be played that

and is willing to pour his heart into aperfor-

that all the best performances of the so-called

way in the first place. And it is obvious here

Romantic repertoire were done years ago

that he and conductor Horenstein were of a
single mind in this, their Rachmaninov Se-

and will probably never be equalled. But
rather than just bitch about this in record
reviews, he is doing something about it, by

cond. It soars, sings, and just tears you apart,

releasing some of those early, possibly defini-

adamp rag. In short, this is aperformance

leaving you feeling as limp and wrung-out as

tive performances on the best-sounding

you'll never forget, and will listen to long

recordings he knows how to produce.

after you've grown bored with the superior
sound and lackluster readings of the latest hi-

According to Chesky's literature, these two
discs were cut directly from the master tapes,
without any kind of signal processing or

ll offerings of this work.

equalization. Ican see where he's coming

more than the Rachmaninov Second at the

The Berlioz Fantastique has suffered even

from on this; the major record companies

hands of bored conductors assigned to pro-

have given EQ a bad name among audio-

duce yet another sonic blockbuster for the

philes. But Ido not believe EQ to be intrinsi-

audiophile crowd. This one does not seem

cally wrong, if used intelligently.
For example, the highly acclaimed Mer-

to have been struck from that mould (sic'.
As an orchestra conductor, Massimo Frac-

Stereophile
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cia's name is hardly a household word
(although I'm told he is fairly well known in
Europe as an opera conductor). Perhaps that
is the reason he does not seem to be at all
bored by this much-overworked staple of
the audiophile record business. His is amost
exciting account of the Fantastique, playing
it more for its high drama and impressive
sonics than for its nightmarish aspects. The
sound is not as full-bodied or nearly as highpowered as Telarc's lease-breaker, but I
found it a much more satisfying reading,
albeit alittle on the fast side.
My all-time favorite Fantastique, the 1961
Beecham/RPO version on English HMV, has
much slower tempos than the FraCCi2, but is
nonetheless the most grotesquely terrifying
performance of the piece Ihave ever heard.
Since it is long since black-diamonded, and
Ihave never heard another that sounded
remotely like it, Ihave no excuse for not
rating the Chesky very highly.
Incidentally, Chesky follows what appears
to be arecord-company tradition of putting
the disc side-break right in the middle of the
third movement ("'Scene in the Fields"). I
still cannot understand why everyone does
this. In the case of this performance, finishing
the third movement on Side 1would have still
put the end of that movement about an inch
out from the label, and since it is quiet all the
way to the end, there is no way it could have
caused inner-groove breakup.
I believe that these recordings were
originally made for Readers' Digest, and the
jackets credit the renowned Kenneth Wilkinson from Decca as mixing engineer and
Charles Gerhardt as producer, ateam that has
made many very fine recordings. The sound
on both is clearly multimilced, but instrumental spotting is minimal, and most of the
pickup is apparently from asingle, rather distant, stereo pair of mikes. The soundstage has
impressive depth and spread.
Of these two, Ifound the Rachmaninov
more to my taste, both sonically and interpretively, but Chesky deserves our support
in their endeavor; you could search along
time to find better combinations of recording
and performance than these. I'd suggest getting them both, to listen to in those unguarded moments when you crave music with your
fi, rather than fi alone.
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— JGH

LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION
VMPS manufactures a full line of highperformance, low-cost loudspeaker systems
designed for high efficiency, exceptional
lowbass extension, low THD, outstanding
dynamic range and extremely low levels of
coloration.
The VMPS Super Tower Haig ($10991299ea kit, $1499 $1699ea assem1 has
been enthusiastically reviewed by ten maior
publications, among them Stereophile
(Vol9/3 Ap 86). Press comment includes:
"World Class" (High Fidelity, Ap 85);
"Awesome...left bruises on my abdomen" (Hifi
News & Record Review, England, Ap 85);
"The acoustic footprints lof different halls)
were unmistakably clear and as easy to
differentiate as if you were there in person."
(Digital Audio, Ap 851. Like its smaller
siblings, the Super Tower/R ($699ea kit,
$969ea assem) and the Tower II ($439ea
$599ea assem), this system features OSO
Holosonic image enhancement, an ambience
recovery system based on in-phase, linearphase circuitry for dramatic three-dimensional imaging true to the phase and ambient
information in the signal source.
Our three Subwoofers (The Smaller
Subwoofer, $229 ea kit, $299ea assem;
Original Subwoofer, $299ea kit, $375ea
assem; The Larger Subwoofer, $439ea kit,
$549ea assem) provide performance specifications and sound quality unsurpassed by any
competitor and not even approached by all but
one or two regardless of price (see
S
phile's review of the Original
Subwoofer, Vol 8/4, Aug 85). Full operational
flexibility, with or without biamping, is
obtainable from either our 100Hz Passive
($30ea kit, $40ea assem), or John
•
Cur l's all-out Electronic Crossover (Model
TPC-1, $4491.
Hear these VMPS systems, as well as the
MiniTower Il ($329ea kit, $439ea assem)
and the OSO Series of bookshelf speakers, at
the dealers listed below, and write us for
brochures and test reports. Prices include
free shipping in USA and kits are supplied
with fully assembled cabinets.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Itone Audio
3412 Enc Ct El Sobrante CA 94803(4151222-4276
Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston; Par-Troy
Sound. Parsippany NJ; The Long Ear. Coeur d'Alene Id;
Sound Stage. Syracuse Ut; Shadow Creek Ltd,
Minneapolis Mn: Mountaineer Telephone, Beckley W
Va. Arthur Morgan. Altamonte Springs Ft Efficient
Stereo, Torrance Ca; Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca,
Digital Sonics. Foster City Ca; (tone Audio. El Sobrante
Ca; Eclectic Audio, Livermore Ca.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Fried G/3 loudspeaker
Iwas upset to learn that DO regards our

greater degradation in transient purity. This
is one of those situations where one cannot
have one's cake and eat it, too.

G/3 as a"lowly bass reflex." The "Line 'Umnel" principle is something we developed

On the positive side, however, this means
that there is less ambient energy in the

years hack as anext-best approximation to

crossover region bouncing around the

Editor:

the virtues of true transmission lines.

room (assuming the walls are suitably

The test results are clearly flawed. Our
"near-field" measurements of production

massive enough to contain it!), resulting in
adecrease of standing wave problems. This

613s consistently show response slightly
elevated at 30Hz, flat at 25Hz, then rolling

room from four sources instead of two in a

off below that, to our spec. Field feedback

subwoofer-less system. On the negative

is helped by the fact that we are 'driving' the

on the G/3 has been stunning. The G/3 is

side, the constant phase relationship creates

an "awesome" loudspeaker that should be
auditioned.
Irving M. Fried

a situation where the Servo and TC-50s
never sum to greater than unity, that is,

—Philadelphia, PA

there are no 'bumps' in the total response,

Pulling aside the question of nomenclature, we stand by our measurements on the

and off-axis energy decreases slightly in the

G/3 's LF response, both DO and JA finding
that it rolled off below 40Hz rather then
claimed 25Hz.

the upper bass, but contributes significantly

Spica TC-50

musical subtleties that live in between or-

Editor:
Thank you for offering us the opportunity

chestral swells and kick drum thumps.

to get a'second opinion' on the subjective

teristics have proved to be beneficial; in

performance of our TC-50/Servo combina-

larger rooms, not so. As always, it is left to

mid-bass. This gives aslightly lean flavor to
to the impression of taughtness and control, and assists in the perception of all the

In medium to small rooms, these charac-

tion. While Ifind AHC's impressions to be

the end user and his intelligent dealer to

much more akin to our own than were

determine the suitablity in each instance.
W. John Bau
—Santa Fe, NM

JGH's in Vol.9 No.5, Ido not experience the
lack of dynamics in the upper bass/lower
midrange. Ihave experienced this when the

PS Audio 4.5 prearnp

Servo placement was incorrect, which is

Editor:

why Itreated this subject in great detail in

Thank you very much for afabulous review

the manual. And we have received no comments regarding this apparent lack from our

Audio 4.5, but there is one item that needs

dealers, nor from the 700 + owners of the

some correction/clarification.

Servo.

The section Iam referring to reads: ". ..
I
suspect this will force all preamplifier

Indeed, integrating asubwoofer into any

of our new budget preamplifier, the PS

system is problematical, primarily because

designers to rapidly follow the lead of PS

the frequency range over which it operates
and crosses over to the satellites falls right in

able high gain stage part of their design."

Audio and Audio Research in making aswitch-

the middle of the frequency equivalent of

While Ihave the utmost respect for Bill

the dimensions of typical listening rooms,

Johnson and Audio Research, I don't
believe they provide aswitchable high gain

at 10 to 25 feet. Because the phase relationship of the Servo and satellite throughout

stage. In fact, to my knowledge, only PS

the crossover region is anearly constant 0°,
the power response in the room is 3dB less

Audio has this feature.
Iwant to bring up one more, somewhat

than asystem with no crossover. A typical
system would exhibit amore linear power
response, but would consequently have a
Stereophile

related, point: the position of the volume
control.
It has become increasingly obvious that
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Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems
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During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high-quality audio dealership in the
United States.
Founded by pianist/acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians,
and recording engineers throughout the
U.S. and Europe rely on Gala Sound
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there currently exists apopular misconcep-

controls? Isuspect that the perceived dan-

tion about the "sweet spot" of a volume

ger originally involved overloading the next

control. My experience from the PS Straightwire position is that people are afraid to turn
up their volume controls. It's as if they feel
like they'll "run out of gas" or that they're
going to tax the preamp by "running it at full
bore."

stage. Now this could be areal problem, except that if you did overdrive astage, the
resulting volume levels would be so high
that they would drive you out of the room
or leave avoice-coil in your lap. Idon't think
this is aproblem in the real world.

Iwould like to take this opportunity to set

It is perfectly safe to say that the higher

the record straight. Volume controls, in
general, sound better the louder they play,

your control is turned up, the better will be
the sound.

because they don't make volume, they turn
it down. In other words, the signal going into

—San Luis Obispo, CA

the control is always operating at its loudest,
and you are simply turning down what's
there. An even simpler way of viewing this is
to picture no volume control at all (which is
essentially what you have when the control
is all the way up). This is the best possible
sonic configuration.
Imagine your CD player plugged directly

Paul McGowan

Adcom GFP- 55 5preamp
Editor:
Thank you for AHC's thoughtful and positive comments on the new Adcom GFP-555
preamplifier. To avoid adeluge of obscene
cards and letters, we would like to clarify the
cartridge

loading

possibilities

in

the

into the power amp. Now there's no volume
control between the CD player and the amp,

GFP-555.
Impedance: A 47k load is not only avail-

so whatever degradation might have been

able, but standard on the "high" MC/MM in-

present, has been completely eliminated.
So why are people afraid to turn up their

provide greater dynamics through this in-

put. While high output moving-coils will

efreMnolob

NOW

FT-101
FM tuner

Place your

speakers closer to
the wall without the
usual ill effects.

Echo-Muffs*
Echo-Muffs eliminate rear wall
reflections (from both box and
dipolar speakers) and unlike wall
treatment, they do not disrupt your
room decor. Your music takes on
anew dimension in clarity,
resolution and imaging.
Echo•Muffs—the greatest
improvement per dollar you can
make in your system.
At your dealer or contact
Watkins Engineering
1019 E. Center St.
Kingsport, TN 37660
*patented
(615)246-3701
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The difference is its
SOUND
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you better.
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`The FM Specialists"
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, N.Y. 14218
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put, many low-output MC cartridges can be

material is really flawless, we'd rather have

operated, although with somewhat reduced

the options than not. The adjustment range

voltage driving the power amp. When more

is subtle enough to permit use of the con-

gain is required, the "low" MC position adds

trols, on command, without disfiguring the

an additional gain stage for increased output

musical forms and shapes. We know that

voltage, and then has an input impedance of

critics and reviewers learn at an early age to

100 ohms. This isn't really an "official" stand-

disdain these perks, but we hoped you'd try

ard, but is the load most frequently recommended by makers (Japanese and others) of

ours out, notice that they're not only dif-

these devices. If unsuitable for any StereoMille reader's cartridge, most Adcom dealers
and the factory's service department will pro-

ferent but better, and love us for it. Think
about this the next time you're playing aCD
with ajagged and irritating top end that's

vide alower value impedance on request.

laser-drilling your eardrums, and can't find
away to tame it.

We don't encourage your readers to negate
the mandatory electrical safety warnings by

— East Brunswick, NJ

Newton A. Chanin

going inside the unit themselves, and don't
find the idea of infinite variability, achieved

Mapleknoll Athena turntable

by internal friction posts and abag of loose

Editor:

resistors, very appealing.

Iwould like to thank you for George Graves'

Capacitance: Our choice of added capacitance values, which affects the linearity of

turntable in Vol.9 No.2. We arrived at the

MM, IM and variable-reluctance type cartridges, evolved from the many hours of

same conclusions as he did but it took us
years of testing to achieve what George

listening and testing of hundreds of new car-

Graves did in weeks. We are impressed.

tridges on the market, not just "ancient

Stereophile readers might be interested in
the expansion of a few points that were

very informative review of our "Athena"

Shure cartridges." As Stereophile is aware,
Adcom has one of the most sophisticated
cartridge development and testing labora-

made in the review:

tories to be found anywhere, and our tests

have found that many fine cartridges all

We do not recommend cartridges. We

indicated that his feature is still desirable—

work very well with the Athena. It has been

at least until all your readers own an Adcom
Crosscoil, aKoetsu or aDynavector.
"Tone controls, filters, loudness con-

our consistent experience that the Athena is

tour. ..who needs them?" Our feeling is

pliant or non-compliant, expensive or inex-

that many Stereophile readers can use some

pensive. Unfortunately it also won't cover
up abad cartridge.

of these features some of the time. In an imperfect world where so little recorded

"cartridge neutral." It just doesn't seem to
mind if the cartridge is light or heavy, com-

Our air pump is too loud. However, we

Power Amplifiers
and Pre-Amplifiers
Excellent music reproduction.
Designed for reliability.
Yet affordably priced.

Ele)
COMPONENTS, LTD.

Orchard Park
New York 14127
U.S.A.
1-800-543-5252
(N.Y. 716-652-7650)

have found that no loss of pressure is ap-

The "Athena" is the bottom of our line but

parent even at 100 feet. We continue our

is still aturntable for the true audiophile. We

quest for the silent pump that has the re-

made many compromises to achieve the low

quired output.

cost of this totally integrated system, the

The actual engineer that developed the air
bearing tonearm is Dr. Lew Eckhard, an ex-

elimination of auto cueing was one of these
compromises. At your suggestion we will

pert in air bearing technologies. My good
friend Bruce Thigpin and the rest of us at

offer an auto cue option that will also be
retrofittable to existing "Athenas." On the

Mapleknoll have continued development

other hand our more expensive "Artemis"

from his original concept.

includes electric cue with.auto lift activated

The note which suggests that silicone
grease was too high in viscosity we believe

at the end of the record. The "Artemis" is
available right now.

to be in error. We've done substantial experi-

Robert G. Dllger

mentation with different greases. They all

—Xenia, OH

work fine, even Vasoline. We personally use
silicone grease which we have found to last
much longer (i.e. six months to ayear). This
is not abig factor, however, because it only
takes about one minute to grease the unit.
We feel that the Athena set up is straight
forward. And once set up, it stays that way.
We've had some self-admitted klutzes do
just fine right out of the box without demonstration.
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MARANTZ (tube)

and other
PRECISION AUDIO COMPONENTS
Bought-Sold-Traded
FREE Catalogue
SAM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri.
POR

Aubin elauics

176S. Walton, NY 13856

607-865-7200

"...the first CD player
to crack the Class 1
sound barrier"
- International

Audio Review "

J. Peter Moncneff
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KINERGETICS KCD-20
Gold Series
Compact Disc Player

Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer.

gig segb

iri
-"le/1SP ode

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Blvd •Tarzana, CA 91356 •(818)345-2851

FAR FROM THE
MADDING CROWD ...
Ihere is aXanadu in the heart of NEW YORK CITY where men of
infinite musical sensitivity, donned in silk Kimonos, relishing a
peeled grape, savoring Caspian Cavier, asamovar of Bolshevik tea.
or crystal slipper of Leine Rothschild '37, cast off their audio
tremors. This is aplace of respite where the illusion of music is so
palpably thick that the air seems filled with the musky parfume of
Carnegie Hall. This musical oasis, is not a store, but the NEW
YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES DEMONSTRATION CENTER, where you may experience JULIUS FUTTERMAN OTL
AMPLIFIERS and the complete new range of MOSCODEn"
products. Men with poet's heart lend me your ears for afew short
moments! We have nothing to sell, but will guide you to new levels
of pleasure in your SEARCH FOR MUSICAL ECSTACY IN
THE HOME. If you can stand the excitement you may make an
appointment for ademonstration or if you would like information
about our products, call me, Harvey Rosenberg, New York Audio
Laboratories, 2 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523, 914739-6267.

00 e

•Cure For C/D Error And
Mistrack
•25 db Of Feedback And FootFall Isolation For Turn Tables.
• 10 to 20 00Reduction Of IM.
TIM & THO In Preamps And
Amplifiers.

V

40

KIMBER

e

i
40

KABLE "

ACCLAIMED
BY STEREOPHILE
AND OTHERS AS A

e

LEADING CABLE
PRODUCT LINE. SEE
OUR NEW FLAT
CABLE WITH 100%
TEFLON INSULATION
SUITABLE FOR UNDER
THE CARPET INSTALLATION.

Oe

206-362-070
John Sunier(Audio od,iter And Host Of
Audiophile Audition.)

"They Workl Definitly Produce Sonics Freer
Of Distortion And Closer To The Sound Of
Real Music Than Setting On Mass-Loading'
Type Feet."

Slung
172

VIBRATION DYNAMICS
17720 15th AVE NE SEATTLE AA
206 le 362 -0703

e

MUSICAL •ACCURATE •FLAT
DYNAMIC •FLEXIBLE •STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4PR-$1 /ft. 4VS-$1B0/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
Telex 286 229

- KIMBERKABLE"

,̀Icrt

1,1111c

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word, $45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Visa or MasterCard
accepted; send card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ads must be received for
Volume 9. Number 8 by October 29, 1986; for Volume 10, Number 1by December 1, 1986.

FOR SALE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8Mk11 PREAMP, $1095;
D79B amp, $1995; Klyne SK-5 preamp, $2395;

WHY SPEND MORE? Spica, Superphon, Straight
Wire. Also B&K, Chicago Speaker Stand, and Audio-

SK- I pre-preamp, $165; SK -2A pre-preamp,
$375; Counterpoint SA1 preamp, 1750; SA2 prepreamp, $495; Vandersteen Ilc speakers, 1795;
Magneplanar Tympani ID speakers, $750.

quest. Use what's left over and buy aPorsche. Call
for private audition/prices. Mobile Recording Ca,
Carmel, IN 46032. (31 -9846-5308, eve.

(509)946-1529 evenings, West Coast.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO
area, California. Acoustat, Conrad-Johnson, PS
Audio, Adcom, Audible Illusion, Superphon,
B&K, Moscodes, VPI, Well-Tempered Lab,
Sonographe, Systemdek, MMT, Grado. Alphason,
MIT, Monster, Audioquest, Randall, Straight Wire
Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, and more.
("14)861-5413, appointment.
FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before
banishing your "record player" compare limited
edition audiophile albums from Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab, Sheffield Lab, Nautilus, and American
Gramophone. Enjoy the highest quality from
UHQRs to direct-to-disc, and hear the finest
sounding recording technology available
anywhere! Call Sound Advice (816)361-213.
Out-of-prints and CDs available. Visa. Mastercard
accepted.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO -LOS ANGELES: Linn,
Naim, Regs, Conrad-Johnson, Thorens, Spendor,
Energy, British Fidelity, Creek. Rotel, Hailer,
Onix, Mordaunt-Short, Nitty Gritty, Goldring, &
others. (213)283-0001.
OUT-OF-PRINT CLASSICAL open-reel tapes and
LPs. Large selection including early Mercuries and
RCAs; 78s also. Free catalog: Polyphony. Box
3535C, Oak Park, Illinois 60303.
NOW IN WASHINGTON, DC: Adcom. B&K,
Dayton Wright, LCM-1, Fuselier, Grado, Mission
CD, Nalcamichi, Premier MMT, Promethean, Spendor, Straight Wire, Superphon, Talisman, %'P1
Demo or used: Fuselier 2bookshelf speakers. AR
turntable, PS Audio CD. Convenient northwest DC
location near Metro. Evenings and weekends by appointment. Audio Alternatives (202)333-655".
SUPERPHON DUAL MONO, B&K ST-140 and
Straight Wire Flexconnect: a superb and costeffective combination. Call Audio Alternatives
(202)333-655".
OUT-OF-PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY. Over 100
titles, 70 of them ax wholesale prices. Running out
of titles fast! Chad, 213 S. 2nd, Salina, KS 6'401.
(913)825-8609.

Stereophile

DECOURSEY 12VDC crossovex 1125. (313)855-1 ,24.
IOWA AUDIOPHILES: We carry Acoustat. Adcom,
AIWA, Dual, Fried, Grado, Hafler, Parasound,
Spectrum, Spica, and Superphon. This and more,
on display seven days a week. Hawkeyw Audio,
311 E. Washington, loua City, Iowa 52240.
(319)33"-488.
"Digital finishes what the transistor began," Tshirt with this legend and injured musical note on
front, our company name and All-ibbe Analog"
on back.
100% cotton;
S,M,L,XL.
$10.98
ppd. in No. America. Performance Recordings
2135 Holmby, los Angeles, CA 90025.
QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST-Rotel,
British Fidelity, B&K, Sumo, Belles, Kinergetics,
PS Audio, NYAL, Kyocera, Revox, Lazarus, Music
Reference, Melos, Quicksilver, Berning, MordauntShort, Focus, Allison, 3D/Dahlquist, Spendor.
M&K, Celestion, SoundLab/Dynastat, AR Connoisseur, Dual, Micro, VPI, ET., Grado, Garrott.
Audioquest, Distech, Straight Wire, Aural, Sumiko.
Free list of used and demo. Musical Image 1102"
Buckeye Trace, Goshen, KY (502)228-3200.
NELSON-REED SALE! 5-02 Mini ($520 new),
S450/pr; 6-02 full range ($620 new), $515/pr;
8-02 3 way ($1200 new), $890 pr; 1201 subwoofer (mono, $600 new), $450 ea; 1202 stereo
sub-woofer (1870 new), 8650/pr. RGR model 4
pre-amp (latest, $850 new). $575. RGR model 5
power amp (latest, $1425 new), $9 7 5. All new
stock with warranty. Digital Sonia (415)5'2-9399,
10- PS.T.
MOSCODE SUPER IT PREAMP, SISO. Carver M200
amplifier, new in box, $250. Yamaha T-I analog
tuner. $150. Evenings CA ("14)6-4"18.
DENIO SALE: Vandersteen 2c, lb; all Mission
speakers; all Fanfare speakers; PS Audio 200C.
Call Audition Audio for price and information
at (801)46=-5918.
CROSBY MOD SPIC:AS, Hercules stands, $850.
Yamaha CT - 000B classic tuner, $495. Haller
DH110A preamp, $290. Nitty Gritty 2.5+. $220.
Kimber 4TC, 12', $70. Poweline II, 12', $50. (305)
788-6913, evenings.
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CREEK AUDIO AT A DISCOUNT: Music & Sound
Imports is no longer distributing the products of
Creek Audio Systems Ltd. of England. We have on
hand alimited supply of Creek CAS 4040 and CAS
4140 integrated amplifiers. We are offering these
units direct to consumers on arust-come, first-serve
basis at greatly reduced prices while supplies last.
Creek CAS 4040s, suggested retail $325, now $210.
Creek CAS 4140s, suggested retail $400, now $260.
These units are brand new in factory-sealed cartons and air fully warrantred by Creek Audio Music
& Sound Imports, 30 Snouflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, (215)35 ,-,8"8. Visa and
MasterCard accepted.
ENTEC SUBWOOFERS (2) in custom light oak
finish. Perfect condition, very powerful and accurate, asking $3900 for pair. Illuminescence
preamp, all tubes with point-to-point wiring. Very
detailed and open, beats Krell and solid state stuff
without trying. Hardly breathes hard bettering CJ
and ARC; sexy black finish, asking $1800. Alpha
One, low output MC cartridge, new in box, $290.
Talisman Scartridge, new in box, $135. Denon 203
MC cartridge, $75. Information calls welcomed,
Dick, (617)528-02 ,9, 6-1/pm EST
NELSON-REED 1202 SUBWOOFERS, $490.
(804)293-8537
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE turntable with acrylic
supermat, electronic flywheel, Premier MMT
tonearm, mint, $1450. Ralph, (801)264-8'30,
evenings.

Audio
Exposure
Where Hearing Is Believing
Counterpoint -Belles -Live Wire
VPI -Belles -AudioQuest -FMS
Vandersteen -Audible Illusions
Eminent Technology -Nestorovic
Spica -McLaren -Luxman -B&W

by appointment

714-240-0742
629 Camino de los Mares #305

San Clemente, CA 92672

I"i
r

IS YOUR LOWER BASS RESPONSE somewhat
anemic, lacking in detail, or definition? Delay
Labs, designers of the Entre Nous preamp have
developed apassive Sub Bass Recovery Module,
exclusively for speakers which do not respond
down to 30Hz. No active electronics—no distortion, no noise. Lower bass is restored without
overemphasis. Only polypropylene capacitors
and metal film resistors are used. The Sub Bass
Recovery Module which serves both channels
will sell at an introductory price of $29.95. Order
direct CODs accepted. Delay Labs Inc., 332 Wile, San Antonio, TX '8209.
MIRAGE SM-Is in oak, good condition, with $75
Chicago Speaker Stands. Originally $550, 10-year
warranty, great detail, rave reviews. $225 or hest
offer. (812) 789-2339 after 6pm or (812)354-8500,
ask for Andy
EAGLE 2A, 3mo old, perfect. $850. (6/)435-6544.
MERRILI. AR MODIFICATIONS—Merrill Turntable. Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave,
Memphis, Tenn 38104 (901)2 ,242 ,5.
THIEL MODEL 03A LOUDSPEAKERS, $600 or
best offer. (412)655-1092 evenings.
RECORD COLLECTION: Many are TAS superdiscs
including Casino Royale, Scheherazade. Many
Sheffields, Reference Recordings, M&K, etc.
Classical, jazz, popular. Most factory sealed. Send
large SASE for list to: Capener, 4269 Dunmore
Court, Salt Lake City Utah 84123.

Aud ip /mu /
Cdnnection
TURNTABLES:
TONEARNIS:
CARTRIDGES:
ELECTRONICS:

Basis, Goldmund, Heybrook,
Merrill. Well Tempered
Eminent Tech Goldmund. Well
Tempered
Decca. Garrott P-77. Grado,
vdH Mc-10
lsohd state) Belles, British
Fidelity. FM Acoustics. Jordan.
Leach. Magnum Oynalab
(tube) Audible Illusions, Melos,
MFA (Luminescence) Music
Reference. Quicksilver

CO PLAYERS:
SPEAKERS:

Melos Audio, Harman Kardon
Kindel, Princeton Acoustics,
Heybrook, Rauna. Spendor.
Vandersteen

ACCESSORIES:

AudroQuest. Chicago Sp Stand.
Goldmund. LIvevere, Kimber
Kable, MIT. RAM tubes. Sims
Vib •Sonex, Tiptoes, Toruflurd.
ASC Tube Traps. Tweek

201-231-171e
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona. NJ 07044
Also for sale
occasional cLose-outs, used equipment
Hours Mon, Tues, Fri 12-7, murs 12-9, Sat 11-6
Closed Sun .
Wed . Please call for an appointment:

Stercophilc

GRADO, FIDELITY RESEARCH 64FX tonearms,
Sound Lab A2 electrostatics, best offer.

BRISSON INTERCONNECTS, customized Athena
PolyPhasors, MI-330 in any configuration, in-

(201)992-'963.

cluding tonearm sets and Camac terminations for
Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson hookup wire
for audio constructors. MIT wiring harness for In-

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE cleans out his closet.
British Fidelity P-170 amp, $450. Sonographe SG-3
turntable, $275. llega RB300 arm, $160. Shinon Red
boron (used 30 hours), $200. Audioquest AQ 404M
(50 hours), 51(10. SOTA clamp, $65. Write Sam,
don't phone: Stereopbile, PO. Buy 5529, Santa Fe,
NM 8-'502. Sam will call if equipment is still
available.
CELESTION SL6 SPEAKERS, original stand,
walnut finish, mint, 8550. Audible Illusions
Modulus 2, black faceplate, excellent condition,
$400. Joe at (213)858-8112, 12 to 5.
SATTERBERG WOOFERS MW-2, pair, 8275.
M&K Mil-K1 subwoofer, $125. M&K passive
crossover (external), $40. (315)896-2052.
MAGNEPAN MG lila, $1600. Quicksilver Mono,
$1000. Klyne SK-5, 52000. Adcom 555, 5400.
Linn LK1 preamp w/remote, $550. Adcom GFTla
tuner, $200. All less than one year old, all mint.
(212)628-1'41 NYC.
FOR INDEPENDENT EARS: The Merrill turntable,
Moore, Frankland, Associates, Siefert Research,
Kindel, Peterson, Emerald
,Kimber Kahle
Scut,
Eminent Technology,
Well-Tempered,
Garrott Brothers, Audioquest, Sumiko. To he
heard at Aeolian Products & Services, Danville,
li 2-i5.il. (80.i) -92-6916

finity RS-1, custom threaded Tiptoes for any component, ASC 'Rabe Traps, Wonder Caps & solder,
Resistas, connectors. etc., $1.00 catalog. Michael
Itny Box 526, Inverness. CA 9493"(41 5$69-'181.
B&O 8000 RECEIVER, new, never hooked up.
Guaranteed excellent condition with warranty,
$1000. Call Chung (614)592-5484.
THIEL CS-2 SPEAKERS, $1100. Adcom GA-555
amplifier, $400. PS Audio pre-amp (4H), $400.
All purchased 6 months ago. (516)698-016.
JAPANESE PRESSINGS STILL AVAILABLE! Special'
order service second to none. Offering all
available LPs, CDs, video tape and LVD. Send for
free listing of latest releases.JukeboxJapan, P08
35 80, Los Angeles, CA 90035 (213)85"- 5'01.
MERRILL ACRYLIC LEAD PLATTER with outer
clamping ring for the AR turntable. Coming soon.
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ate, Memphis, TN 38104.
ARGENT, ARISION, B&K, BEL, BRITISH FIDELITY,
Chesky Records, Clearaudio, Dayton Wright,
Eminent Technology, Melos, Morrison, Souther,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, VPI, and more. Audio
Abode, where music and technology live in harmony. Dallas, TX (214)369-2092.

DM-3t
"The sound was exception
ally good. especially at high
levels, where the tweeter
refused to break up, distort,
or get fuzzy-sounding."
BILL SOMMERWERCK
STEREOPHILE
CES REPORT •
VOL 8, NO 3

ADO
NY & NJ's Authorized Dealer
of Highest Quality
Audio & Video
ID Years of Stale-Of-The-art Leadership
TURNTABLES: Sala

"Anyway, these were some of
the best sounding little boxes
Iheard, with good imaging
and spaciousness, excellent
balance, and unusual freedom from boxiness "
J. GORDON HOLY
ST EROPHI LE
CES REPORT VOL 8, N04

VISIT YOUR DEALER
AND "HEAR THE DIFFERENCE CORPORATION

/

5412 W. BURNHAM STREET
MILWAUKEE. WI 53219

414/546-4537
Stcreophile

TONEARMS

Linn Sonde', VP:

,PAE V kohason

CARTRIDGES
ELECTRONICS

Nona
,

Research

Ps Auciro
Haber
CD PLAYERS

Syr..

Talisman

VIDEO

•

CABLES

Romano Research

Mend.

KJyne

Tandberg

Mohr Quad koustat

NAD PS Audio Tiende

k,ogee Owe

hnC

Miss.>

Boston

Ranee,

Kyocera

Denon NAD

-1duna

MIT

AR

Lmn Grad.

Audioquest Garb

Uneaoe Meitner

Mission

«'.ovabe,am

•

Linn

Electron Kinectics

TAPE DECKS: Tandberg Kyocera
SPEAKERS

SyStemdek
Remer

kOuslat

Ountecn

Damouist DO ?0

Meridian ESA Dayton Mont

NAD Denon Kyocera

Custom Sound LaDs

Monster

Mus a Complete Selection ol Audio and Video ACUSSPOIS

CWD Audio Furniture
and Extensive Audiophile Recordings
Used Equipment Available & Trade-ins Accepted
193 Bellevue Aye

Upper Montclair

NJ 07043

(201) 744-0600
175

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-5 preamplifier, Hailer
DH-500 power amplifier, Watson Model 10
speakers by Mike Wright, Mitch Cotter set-up
transformer, Fulton speaker cables, and Soundcraftsman equalizer All equipment in excellent
condition. Will negotiate prices. Call AI at
160'1565-8438.
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC LOVERS: Fine music at
Crossover Audio in New Hampshire. Featuring:
PS Audio, Counterpoint, SME, Well-Tempered
Lab, SOTA, van den Hul, Kiseki, Premier, Meridian. Eminent Technology, Carnegie, Monster
Alpha, MIT, Pearson Audio, Spica, Talisman,
Sumiko, Sonographe, Magnavox CD. and more.
Call (603)692-5452 Monday thru Friday after 6
pm EST and Saturday 8 am to 5 pm. Crossover
Audio, 10 Taies Brook Road, Somersworth, NH
038 ,8. Free shipping and newsletter. No sales tax.
SPICA TC-50, $495 (less than 9 months old!),
with Chicago Speaker stands, Monster Cable, and
gold banana plugs. (212) 481-0973.
WE ARE AMAZING!!! Amazing offers on hi-fi.
video, and car stereo. Choose from: Yamaha.
Sony. Alpine, Kenwood, Infinity, JBL, Meridian
Carver, Nakamichi, Canton. Mission, PS Audio,
Apogee, Hatler, Stax, much more. We have no
competitors. If you're serious or curious, you cannot afford to wait. For alook at the future of electronics retailing, call or write today: Amazing
Intl Sight & Sound, Inc., Dept. 25, 1323 South
4th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106. (215)969-1166.
•••••••411»..10.111»..1.1114141•»...1iIMMIx

CF AUDIO

AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR:
ALPHASON
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS i

COUNTERPOINT

NEW PALTZ AUDIO: Adcom, Rotel, Dual,
Revolver, Mission, Energy, Wharfedale, Ortofon.
New Paltz Audio, 5"Main Street, New Paltz, NY
12561. (914)255-6004.
NEW REGA 3with arm and tiptoes: $290 or will
trade for Accuphase T100 tuner. (914)699-15'4.
MG AUDIO—ATLANTA, GEORGIA. B&K Components, Sumo. Superphon, Rotel, AR Turntables,
Ducote, Pulsar Acoustic, Dali, Audioquest. Phone
(404)381-0'"8.
NYAL SUPERIT, PS-VK control center, Grado
Signature 8, Orsonic AV-115 headshell, reflex
clamp, platter matter, Interlink special IM. Interlink 4-V2M, Powerline 2, 10 ft. All for $500. Call
evenings, Tank (215)943-2151.
AMBER 70, $289. Counterpoint SA7, $249. Naim
preamp, $179. Rotel 870, 1279. NAD amp, $119,
JSE One, $699. Spectrum 208, $269. Magneplanar
MG2B, $749. Conrad-Johnson PV-6, $499. Audio
Research SP6C, $599. Linn & arm, $549. Audio
Interface transformer, $159. Vandersteen 2C, $699.
PS CDla, 200C, Acoustat, Adcom 555, Superphon,
B&K, Audible Illusions. ('14)861-4830.
SEALED SHEFFIELDS—Grusin, Thelma, Linc.
Out of print half-speeds. Direct to discs, also
UHQRs. Big selection. Bill, 1331 Cessna, New
Brighton, MN 55112 (612)639-0119.
MCINTOSH 2205 with McIntosh L-22 cabinet,
$950 00 (206)93 ---1381

AUDIO ADVISORS
OF NEW YORK

I

Featuring
Products of the Month

ENTRE
FRIED
GRADO SIGNATURE

QUALITY EQUIPMENT

HIGHPHONIC

QUALITY SERVICE
FAST SHIPMENTS

HITACHI LINEAR

WE SHIP—VISA MC COD

CRYSTAL WIRE
MICRO SEIKI

FREE LITERATURE

ORSONIC

PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

QUAD

TURNTABLES:
'TON EARNS:
CARTRIDGES:

SAEC
PO. BOX 2305. 90632 2305

SHINON

415 W. IMPERIAL HWY

SOUTHER

LA HABRA, CA 90631

SUPERPHON

12131 6910967
17141 871-5670

TWEEK

ELECTRONICS:

MILITARY TUBES

MICRO SEIKI/SAEC COMBINATION
Worlds finest turntables.
MICRO SEIKI RX-1500VG It.
MICRO AX-8G arrnboard

LIst
$1995
$125

SAEC WE-I07/23 tonearm

$595

SHINON RED HI-OUTPUT cartridge

$659

TOTAL SYSTEM

$3474

L..«M•04MD•WIIM.YOMIMNIN.41»..”•MIM•141
I—o

Celestion SL6000 Subwoofer —Now on display
Bass to 20Hz allows SL600 to handle frequencies
greater than 100Hz with greater transparency.
Syrinx LE2—If it were $1300 it would be acontender
for the best tonearm in its price class. At $400. its a
steal

CD:
TUNER:
SPEAKERS:
CABLES:
ALSO:

SOTA. Michell. Systemdek.
SME V. Syrinx. Premier
Koetsu. Alchemist. Premier.
Andante.
Meitner, Bel. Electron
Kinetics, Lazarus. Superphon, Audiolabs.
Distech.
Magnum FT101.
Call about our fine line of
English speakers.
Siltech. Straightwire.
Tweek. Sonrise, Talwar.
call for prices
or an appointment
718-631-8074.
Mailorders accepted

Stereophile

MAGNAVOX FDI000 w/capacitor upgrade (see
Sterrophile Vol.8 No.4 and Vol.9 No.4), $150.
NYAL NCP-II w/ss supply $1395. NYAL HTMPS
for NCP-II $695. (512)695-9 763.

ELECTRON KINETICS

HIGH-END IN SALT LAKE CITY. Audio Research,
PS Audio, Adcom, Vandersteen, Oracle, Eminent
Technology, Rotel, Spica, etc. Audition Audio,
2144 MOland Drive, (801)46"- 5918.
AUDIO COMPONENTS BY Adcom, Ariston, Herning, Classe Audio, ClearAudio, Counterpoint,
Decca, Distech, Dynavector, Electron Kinetics,
Entec, Grado, JSE, Kindel, Koetsu, Kimber, MIT,
Moore Franklin, Premier, Regs, Shinon, Souther,
Spica, Straight Wire, Stax, Superphon, VPI, Well

THE EAGLE 2000
IS NOW AVAILABLE
THROUGH SELECTED
DEALERS NATIONWIDE.

Tempered Lab. Greenfield Equipment, '805
Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305.
(312) - 1-4660. MC/ VISA. Auditions by apppointment, shipping and export facilities.
REVOX B-790 TURNTABLE, $295. Kenwood
KA -701 amplifier, $150. Mat-ants 120 tuner with
oscilloscope, $195. Offer. (813)345-4353 after
6:00 pm EST

WANTED

/

NICINTOSH, MARANTZ, PARAGON TUBE AMPS.
Western Electric equipment. Old speaker systems,

J, ,hn

ve rs og

ELECTRON KINETICS loc.

raw components from RCA, Jensen, Tannoy, Altec, JBL, llusonic, University. Tel: (818)576-2642.

,PIRFon

David, PO. Box 832, Monterey Park CA 91'54.

LAKE maYASU CITY al 86403

soi es :40

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-6A. Call (201)420-8650
after 6pm EST
BURWEN TNS-7000 transient-noise suppressor.
(414) 722-1998.
NAD 4150 TUNER. (201)992-'963.

PRCI-4131.1Pn

RN

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
For all recorded sound media

The choice of recording industry. archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors for reduction of transient and steady•state
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
tecords, lateral or vertical
Mono model $1.950; Mono Stereo
Write for literature to
Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13214-0335

$2.450

PQ

EXCELLENCE REALIZED
Hi -Fi Specialists Ltd.
BRITISH HI -Fi AT BRITISH PRICES ,
RING OR WRITE FOR AVAILABILITY, PRICES, ETC
PRO-MUSICA, 6 VINEYARD ST,
COLCHESTER. CO2 7DG, ESSEX ENGLAND
PHONE ENGLAND 206 577519

Stereophile

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophlle is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately descnbed, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted.
If any Stereophlle reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Stereophile

Before we
broke the rules,
we wrote the rule book.
Anyone can build arevolutionary speaker. But try and find one that sounds like music. You'll end
up listening to the MGC-1 from Acoustic Research. We're the company responsible for most of the
principles that define amodern loudspeaker: Acoustic Suspension bass loading, the dome tweeter,
and the long-throw woofer.
The MGC-1 takes this technology one step further. Angled away from the listener,
asecond set of drivers produces electronically time -delayed ambience. Does it work?
Ask Stereophile's Anthony H. Cordesman .* He called it "the most musically
convincing illusion of the ambience of alive performance of any speaker to date:'
ACOUSTIC
And we couldn't agree more with his conclusion: "any audiophile owes it to
RESC ARCH
him or herself to hear it: To hear it for yourself, write to us.
Research Series
le TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Turnpare Street, Canton, MA 02021
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The ONKYO M-510
the M stands for Magic

The Onkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
reproduction of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and
musicality with sufficient power to drive any lo4speaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency Onk o's Real Phase 'Ièchnology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker systems, maintaining
phase accuracy for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 300 watts per channel, the M-510
offers tremendous power reserves—stable down to six tenths
of Iohm, with amaximum IHF dynamic power output per
channel of 2.1 kilowatts!
State of the aTt amplification redline('
The Onle.m Grand Intcwm .11- 510.
Artistry in Sound

ONKYO

200 Vrilliams Drive. Ramsey, NJ. 0- .1.4() • (201)82s -9;0

